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JBL PRO SOUND COMES HOME.
Now JBL brings advarced state -of -the -studio and
state -of -the -stage speaker technology all the way
home.

JBL is the speaker of choice in renowned concert

halls and nearly seven:y percent of recording

studios worldwide. J3L puts on a powerful live
performance on tour with superstar rock artists,
under the most demanding, sustained volume
conditions.
Using technology developed to satisfy these professional applications, JBL lets the home audience

experience pro perfornance, too. The new JBL
home loudspeaker systems deliver smooth, flat,

accurate response with maximum power handling
capability. Time doma n and titanium technologies

throughout ensure full dynamic range and precise
stereo imaging for exciting, true -to -live sound.
JBL.

The loudspeakers professionals feel most at

home with.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll
free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 1E0 or write JBL, 240 Crossways

Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.

POLARIS. The promise of delicate tube -like
performance is part of the allure of MOSFET amplifiers. E3Jt

the promise remained largely unfulfilled, until now, because
of transconductance error. In Polaris, Sumo employs
proprietary active bias output circuitry to correct tle
problem. Dedicated servo circuitry also reduces crossover
notch distortion to levels found in the very best Class A
amplifiers. And the elimination of protection circuitry
ensures the purest possible reproduction of music.
The power is 100 watts RMS per channel into 8 ot.ms
at 0.05% THD. There is no current limiting. Polaris is a
conservatively rated amplifier capable of driving 4 ohm,
even 2 ohm, loads comfortably.
Audiophile analog pressings reveal new nuances of
sound. Compact Digital discs display dynamic range
without high end pain. Loudspeakers are driven to new
highs. Subwoofers to new lows. There is finesse for the
subtlest shading and power for the most explosive
rock-and-roll.
Sumo products are manufactured in the USA. Among
the select group of dealers stocking them are:
SPEAKERCRAFT, INC.

THE SOUND CENTER

6282 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Tel: 714/787-0400

707 N. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32303
Tel: 904/681-2929

F=c3L.._.ar-I

by

SUMO PRODUCTS GROUP 21300 Superior St., Chatsworth, CA 91311 Tel, 818/407-2427

SUMO CORP. CANADA.1305 Odium Dr., Vancouver, B.C. V5L 3M1 Tel 604/254-5148
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When your speaker's drive unit vibrates, the cabinet vibrates as
well, colouring the sound and producing the dreaded
"hangover effect".
B&W MATRIX eliminates the last barrier
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"hangover" forever.
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plastic, a ferrofluid-cooled tweeter
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sophisticated technical
refinements have earned critical
acclaim worldwide for outstanding sound
quality, tremendous dynamic range and powerful
authorative performance. Superb engineering provides the
strength for heavyweight power handling as well as the finesse to
supply full, detailed dynamic sound. Rotel's fast becoming known
as a tough high -end system with an easy mid -range price.
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LIFE, IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE:
FOOD, SHELTER AND A PAIR OF
VERY LOUD SPEAKERS.
A Digital Series loudspeaker from
Derwin -Vega is accurate, sensitive and
extremely clean. And the first piece of
audio equipment to be included in the
hierarchy of needs.
Each D -Series loudspeaker, from the

two-way/eight-inch "D-1" to the threeway/fifteen inch "D-9", is designed to

completely reveal the expanded dynamic
range of compact discs, 8mm video and
digital audio tape decks. Loud and clear.
Because there's nothing more
important in life than great sound.
Except, perhaps, survival.

'vCorwin -Vega!

For more information pease write or call:
Cerwin-Vega: 555 E. Easy St., Simi Valley, CA 93065. (805) 584-9332 Telex: 662250
Cerwin-Vega Canada: 2360 Midland Ave.. Una 21/Scarborough, Ontario MIS 4A9
Cerwin-Vega Europe: Skanderborgvet 71/DK-8680 Ry. Denmark

Enter No. 51 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

Mirage Loudspeaker

Hitachi
Portable CD Player
Hitachi's entry into the
widening field of portable
CD players is a little larger
than most, but fills that
extra space with extra
features. The DAD -P100
has a battery pack (for six
AA cells) and an a.c. power
supply built in, plus an
input for external 9-V d.c.
power. A scan function
plays the first 10 S of each
track automatically. Price:

Unlike most dipole
speakers, the Mirage M1
uses cone drivers. One of
the two 3/4 -inch tweeters,
one of the two 41/2 -inch

midrange units, and one of
the 8 -inch woofers fire to
the rear; the other 8 -inch
woofer is front -firing.
Frequency response is
rated at 25 Hz to 22 kHz,
±2 dB, and power handling is rated at 300
watts maximum. The
speakers measure 60 in.
high by 19 in. wide by just
9 in. deep. Price: $3,000
per pair.
For literature, circle No. 100

$299.
For literature, circle No. 102

Quad Power Amplifier
A new protection circuit
in the Quad 606 is placed
at the amplifier's a.c. line
input, in order not to
interfere with the signal
path. The circuit senses
current drawn over time,
rather than instantaneous
current, so that brief power
demands will not trigger it
unnecessarily. The
"current -dumping" amplifier
circuit uses feed -forward
error correction, and
delivers approximately 135
watts rms per channel into
8 -ohm loads. Price: $995.
For literature, circle No. 101

AudioSource
Audio/Video Controller
The AV -Four combines a
five -input video/audio
switcher with several audio enhancement circuits. The
latter include DNR noise
reduction, a stereo
synthesizer, a surround -

6

sound synthesizer, and a
seven -band equalizer with
spectrum analyzer display.
A built-in 30 -watt stereo
amplifier can be used to
drive front or rear speakers.
Other facilities include one
set of front -panel audio/
video inputs, antenna

switching that allows
viewing telecasts while
dubbing tapes, and an r.f.
modulator for direct
connection to TV -set
antenna inputs. Price:
$199.95.
For literature, circle No. 103
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MORE GUTS,
MORE GLORY
The guts:
Look inside an ADS CD player and
you'll know it's not a machine for novices.
The laser transport floats on a tuned,
four -point rubber/spring suspension. The
transport chassis is rigid cast alloy rather
than stamped sheet metal or plastic. The
player housing is made of thick, steel
plate and extruded aluminum. This massive (and expensive) construction makes
the ADS CD3 and the new CD4 virtually
immune to physical and acoustic vibration.
For error correction, ADS uses a
proprietary variable correction window.
Instead of correcting large, fixed clumps
of data, the ADS system constantly
adjusts to the exact
size of disc errors.
Error correction is
far less intrusive.
Performance is far
more accurate.

Ordinary CD players use one power
supply. The CD3 uses five. The CD4
uses three. Shielded and regulated, they
protect the audio signal from high-speed
digital noise and dynamic limiting.
Further refinements include dual 16 -bit
digital -to -analog converters with double
oversampling, digital plus analog filtering
and an ultra -precise, linear -drive three
beam laser.
The glory?
Waiting for you at your ADS dealer.
An audition will Drove that all CD
players are not created equal. Some are

created perfect.
For a free buyer's guide, "CD Players:
Differences That
Matter" and the
name of your local
ADS dealer, call

1-800-345-8112,

In PA. Call
1-800-662-2444.

Right: The critically acclaimed ADS CD3. Consistently
as one of the top players in the world. Left: The new CD4. Slightly fewer
control functions, identical audio performance. Watch for the reviews.

1986 Analog 8 Dotal Systems In<
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TO
SEPARATES OR SYSTEMS?
Soundcraftsmen is the only manufacturer to give
you a wide choice in Professional Quality 19 -inch
rack mount Separates...
The all new PRO SYSTEM THREE, list -priced at
just over $1,000, features the "EXPLOSIVE" NEW
410 -watt Pro -Power Three Power MOSFET Ampli-

fier with the matching DX3000 PREAMPLIFIER
($299.). Inputs for CD Player, Video/Audio, Tuner,
Phono, two Tape decks with dubbing, Bass and
Treble controls, and Signal Processor loop...and
the T6200 AM/FM STEREO DIGITAL TUNER,

priced at only $299.00 gives you 8 AM, 8 FM
Station Presets, Automatic or Manual Scanning,
Digital Quartz PLL Synthesizer with Quadrature
Front End, 9.8dBf Sensitivity.
"Hardwood end panels optional at extra cost.

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator!'
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ILLINOIS

Wrangell
WRANGELL DRUG

TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

Chicago
MARTROY ELECTRONICS
MUSICRAFT

ARIZONA
DIG STEREO
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AUDIO PLUS

Dartmouth
MIKE ROSE ENT.
Sunderland

Gurnee
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WaterburyIlTLECTRONICS

OPUS EQUIPMENT
Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

NO. CALIFORNIA
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION

West Hartford

Goleta

FLORIDA

HOUSE OF AUDIO
MIlmitas
AMERICAN VIDEO CENTER

Clearwater
DALTON AUDIO VIDEO

Sacramento
LISTEN HERE
WORLD ELECTRONICS
San Francisco
USTENING POST
San Jose
L.Z. PREMIUMS

SO. CAUFORNIA
Cerritos
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

Costa Mesa
ATLANTIC MUSIC
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Goleta

HOUSE OF AUDIO

TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

Fort Lauderdale
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE

Dekalb

Quincy
MERKEL'S

INDIANA
Anderson
ANDERSON ELECTRONICS
Indianapolis

IrlitiAGE

Fort

Fort Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Hollywood+Hialeah
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Lakeland
THE SOUND FACTORY
Melbourne
AUDIO MART

Merritt Island
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
Miami
AUDIO PLUS
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HJS SOUND
South Bend
TWILIGHT ZONE

West Lafayette
VON'S ELECTRONICS

IOWA
Davenport
GRIGG'S MUSIC
Mapleton
BRENNER'S

KANSAS

Hollywood
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Los Angeles
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BEL-AIR CAMERA
Mission Viejo
VIDEO LASER
Montebello

LA MIRAGE
LAS FABRICAS
MIAMI HI Fl CENTER

SRL, INC.

AUDIO DESIGNS

Ontario
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

'11EVIIrtn'HOP

Louisville
HI -FIDELITY, INC

Orange

West Palm Beach

FIDELITY SOUND

SOUND SHACK

LOUISIANA

Pasadena

GEORGIA

FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Bernardino
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

Atlanta

Naples

0 GARAGE
Orlando

AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
MARKETPLACE ELECTRONICS

St kg,'
sr

AUDIO UNLIMITED
STEREO DESIGNS

San Diego
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

'sla
llauTEREO SHOP

Torrance
STEREO HI-FI CENTER

Warner Robbins
WORLD HIFI

Van Nuys
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Whittler
HI Fl HAVEN

COLORADO
Colorado Springs
THE SOUND SHOP
Denver, Arvada. Aurora
STEREO PLUS
Englewood

HAWAII
Ado
YAEUSO

WILDW000 MUSIC

Overland Pai,
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
Salina

DEUS TV
Wichita
AUDIO PLUS

KENTUCKY
'AnTEREO SHOPPE

Baton Rouge
NEW GENERATION

NOVI'MORE AUDIO
Houma

LANNY'S MUSIC
Lalayette
NEW GENERATION
Lake Charles

SIGHT & SOUND
APPLIANCE

ENT. CENTER

MICHIGAN
Burton
STEREO VILLAGE
Detroit
PECAR ELECTRONICS

New York, NY
565 AUDIO
New York, NY
New York, NY
THE LAST DETAII
New York. NY

Eugene
BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY
Klamath Falls

Bountiful
INKLETS
Midvale
INKLETS
Salt Lake City
INKLEY'S

VICMARR STEREO

HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS

St

Staten Island, NY
CLONE AUDIO
Woodbridge. 0.1
DRUCKER

Brooklyn NY

MINNESOTA

Zeiu&

Litchfield
QUALITY STEREO

MISSISSIPPI
Gulfport

RPM'S MUSIC

MISSOURI

RADIO FACTORY

Woodside, NY
LEONARD RADIO
Brooklyn, NY
MAGNA ELECTRONICS

NEW YORK

-UPSTATE

NEBRASKA

Planshurg
GREAT NORTHER' STEREO
Syracuse
MORRIS ELECTRONICS
SUPERIOR SOUNO
Watertown

Lincoln

HAPPY EAR VERO

UGHT & SOUNDS FANTASTIC

NORTH CAROLINA

Chesterfield/St. Louis
INSTANT REPLAY

Kansas City
SOUND DYNAMICS

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

NEW JERSEY, SQ
Cherry Hill
WIDE WORLD ELECTRONICS
Wildwood
SEASHORE STEREO

NEW YORK CITY,
NORTHERN N.J.
All stores of
CRAZY EDDIE
Belmar. NJ
SOUND SYSTEMS

Bloomfield, NJ
SOUND REPRODUCTION

Boundbrook. IIJ
PRANZATELLIS STEREO
Bronx. NY
BRONEN ENTERPRISES

Bronx, NY
VICMARR STEREO

Hawthorne. NJ
THE SPEAKERMAN

Fayetteville
QUALITY SOUPS
Greensboro,

High Point,
Winston-Salem,
AUDIO -VIDEO CONCEPTS

Goldsboro
PRO SOUND

PRO SOUNO 8 ELECTRONICS
Hickory
MC LAUGHUN'S TV
Raleigh

CREATIVE ACOUSTICS
Shelby
SOUND ADVISE

OHIO
Akron
OHIO SOUND
Boardman
ELECTRONICS t.Ta.
Bowling Green
HART AUDIO
Canton
OHIO SOUND

iicFarsa NJ
Morristown, NJ

METRO oy N E

lihue. Kauai

MARYLAND

DRUCKERS

Cleveland

Newark. NJ
MEG RADIO CORP.
New York, NY
CANAL HI FI
New York, NY
CRAZY EDDIE
New York. NY
LEONARD RADIO

B&B APPLIANCE
OHIO SOUND
Lima
HART AUDIO

!Ma

Annapolis

MID SHIPMENG STORE
Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO
Frederick
THE ELECTRONIC SHOP

Gaithersburg

Canton

2200 So. Ritchey. Santa Ana. California 92705, U.S.A./Telephone (714) 556 6191)0 S. Telex ITWX 9111595-2524

PENNSYLVANIA
Bloomsburg
WEBBER'S PRO AUDIO
allmlItIlisbELLTCTR ON ICS

Hermitage

George

ARROW AUDIO

VERMONT
Brattleboro
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Thomas, U.S.and
British Virgin Islands
St

CO

McKeesport
HI Fl CENTER
Philadelphia
RADIO 437
SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

ELECTRONICS UN JIMITED

PANDINCTION

GARY'S

Reading,

WASHINGTO

Shillington
PHOENIX HI Fl

VIRGINIA
Arlington
LERMA AUDIO
Falls Church
AUDIO BUYS
Richmond

DESCOi ELECTRONICS

Sharon
ELECTRONICS LTD.

Willow Grove
SOUNDED

PUERTO RICO
Santurce
R. F. ELECTRONICS

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
NORTON STEREO
Greenville
DON JONES STEREO
NeitbEl2CTRONIC

HendersonOr

Honolulu
VIDEO LIFE
JACK WADA ELECTRONICS
Wailuku, Maui
ADRIAN'S ELECTRONICS

UTAH

Oklahoma City
JOHNSON TV B SOUND

OREGON

Marquette
AMERICAN TV
Duluth
TEAM ELECTRONICS

OKLAHOMA

STEREO PLAZA

New Orleans
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY
TULANE STEREO

PHASE 4 'STEREO

Gunnison

Boston
ENCORE AUDIO

Newington
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

libST611 STUDIOS
nury

Glendale

MASSACHUSETTS

SHOP

Spokane
MILLMAN'S STEREO
Yakima
STEREO FIRST

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
THE SOUND POST
Princeton
THE SOUND POST

WISCONSIN
Appleton
AMERICAN TV
Glendale
SOUNDSTAGE

DONS JONES CUSTOM STEREO

Madison
AMERICAN TO

TENNESSEE

Oshkosh

Nashville
AUDIO SYSTEMS

TEXAS
Arlington
SOUND IDEA
Beaumont
BROCK AUDIO
Corpus Christ,
SOUND VIBRATIONS
El Paso
SOUND ROOM

AUDIO PLUS
Sheboygan
GENE'S CAMERA 8 SOUND
Waukesha
AMERICAN TV

Fort Worth
SOUND IDEA
Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Hurst
SOUND IDEA
Midland
FOLDER'S ENTERTAINMENT

Middleburg Hts

BAR APP ANCE
Parma
DESIERO ENT.
Warren
ELECTRONICS LTD.
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STEP UP

TO
STEP-UP to the demonstrably superior PERFORMANCE and unsurpassed FLEXIBILITY of
our complete line of AFFORDABLE Stereo Separates. Audio components designed to complement, enhance and improve your present system.
Whether you're playing your favorite new CD
Disc, listening to your Video Surround Sound or
just tuning into your local FM station, you will
immediately realize the benefits of stepping -up
to Soundcraftsmen. We at Soundcraftsmen, go
the extra mile to deliver to you an unparalleled
listening experience-each and every time you
turn on your Soundcraftsmen State of
the Art components.

Our new Power Mosfet High Current and Class
"H" Signal -Tracking Amplifiers, all manufactured
by Soundcraftsmen in the U.S.A., are the most
advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifiers
available. Auto -Buffer for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation, No -Current -Limiting, Auto -Crowbar Output
Protection, Power Mosfet circuitry for Superb
Sonics and High Reliability, Calibrated LED
meters, A -B Speaker Switching, 125 to 600 w/p/c

I@ 8 ohms, 20-20kHz, < 0.05% THD. Our 205
watt amps begin at only $449.00, up to the
massive 900 -watts -per -channel-@ 2 -Ohms Pro-

Power Eight, at less than 78C per watt!
Soundcraftsmen's four extremely versatile Pre-

amplifiers range in price from $299.00 to
$699.00. These Unique Equalizer/Preamplifiers
and Straight -Line Preamplifiers offer features such
as Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, Phono Input Level
Controls, -97dB phono S/N, Exclusive Auto Bridge circuit for Triple -Powered Mono Operation
of Stereo Amplifiers, versatile Push -Button Patch

bay with External Processor Loops, Digital and
Video/Audio Inputs, Precision Passive -Coil EQ
Circuitry and Exclusive 0.1dB Readout Differentiai/
Comparator® Unity Gain Controls for precise in/
out signal matching.

And for a real "Musical High," enhance your
system with the addition of one of the World's
Most Accurate Real -Time Analyzers or Equalizers.

Not only the ultimate in Frequency Control capability (up to 22dB gain per octave) but also a
100 -LED display panel AND an incredibly accurate 0.1dB readout capability! Automatic or Manual Octave -Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing
and Equalizing. Precision Passive -Coil Filters for
Highest Gain and Lowest Distortion. Computone
Charts and 12" LP Frequency Analysis Test
Record included with EQ's. Our Analyzer-EQ
and Equalizers are priced from $799.00
to as little as $199.00!

Ask for a Sound Demonstration with a
Soundcraftsmen Frequency Analyzer Test
Record-see one of our Dealers listed on the
opposite page, or call our "Dealer Locater"
operator at 714-556-6191, if there is no
Dealer listed near your.

FREE!
16 -PAGE FULL -COLOR BRO-

CHURE, AND S19.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KIT: 1-12" LP
Spectrum Analysis Test Record,
2 -sets of Computone Charts,
1 -Connector Cable for comparison test, 1 -Instruction folder for

use with your present stereo
system. JUST WRITE TO US
OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE
CARD for FREE SPECIAL
OFFER DETAILS.
Enter No. 30 an Reader Service Card

37VGAint1411Leff

Instructional Test Record

NOW YOU DON'T NEED
A COMPETITION LICENSE
TO RIDE HOME ON THE WINNER:
RE71.

Here in the land of the Double
Nickel,"racing heritage"and "winning
performance"are easy to assert. Hard to test.
So we launched our new V -rated RE71
Potenza at the track. We made it available in
1985 to SCCA competition license holders,
hoping they would carry it into the crucible of
competition. We were not disappointed.
Neither were they.
A winner in its first season of showroom
stock', the RE71 showed particular aptitude for

the endurance end of the racing spectrumgood news for those who like their thrills to last.

And now-just as we announce general
availability of RE71s-someone has put them to
a test.The February '86 Car and Driver reports

on their comparison of ten 50 -series
radials. And the RE71 did so well, we recommend
a quick lap of the public library to check out
the results.
None of this is a surprise when you consider
this Potenza's pedigree.The V -rated RE71's
unidirectional tread pattern is daringly similar to
that of our European Formula 3000 racing rain
tire. Its race -bred crown contour and high -grip
compound are designed for crisp handling on
dry surfaces. And its hard -rubber insert near the
rim reduces sidewall flex for cornering dexterity.
See the complete line of Bridgestone Potenza
performance radials at your Bridgestone retailer.
For the one nearest you, call 1-800-453-9000.
*Tires shaved to racing depth.

1986 Bridgestone (U S A ), Inc., Torrance, CA

BRIDGESTORE
WHERE NEW IDEAS TAKE HOLD.

WHAT'S NEW

EPI

Monster Cable
MC Pre -Preamplifier
A dual -mono design, the
Alpha Plus has totally
separate circuitry (including

Video Speaker System
The VCS2000 three-way
speaker system includes
shelves to hold a TV set or
monitor, a VCR, and other
video or audio/video
components. The
downward -facing
subwoofers have shielded
magnets to protect the TV
picture. Frequency
response is rated at 45 Hz

to 20 kHz, ±3 dB, and
rated sensitivity is 88 dB
SPL for 1 watt input. The
system is shipped

JVC Car Stereo
The elaborate radio
facilities of JVC's top -of -the line KS-RX605 head unit

include presets for 20
stations; seek, scan, and
preset -scan tuning, and
both local/distant and
stereo/mono switches. In
addition to an auto -reverse

rechargeable -battery power
supplies) for each channel.
Its battery -charge circuits
operate only when the unit
is off, thereby avoiding
potential hum and noise
problems. Input
impedances at 10, 30, 80,
800, and 47K are selected
by pressing front -panel
buttons; intermediate
impedance values can be
obtained by pressing two

disassembled, with wood grain vinyl finish in dark or
light oak or black ash.
Price: $399.95.
For literature, circle No. 104

tape transport with Dolby B
NR, the unit features a fiveband equalizer, switchable
loudness compensation,
and a CD -player input. The
slide -out chassis can be
removed for theft
protection. Price: $479.95.
For literature, circle No. 105

buttons at once. The unit's
enclosure is made of wood.
Price: $475.
For literature, circle No. 107

Yamaha

Audio/Video Amplifier
The AVC-50 stereo
amplifier mixes audio and
video features in nearly
equal proportion. Six of its
10 selectable stereo inputs
are for audio only, and the
others (including one input
repeated on the front and
rear panels) are for audio
and video. The amplifier
section delivers 45 watts
per channel, and has
separable amp and
preamp sections for use
with external processors,
crossovers, and higher
powered amps. A four AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

speaker surround system,
with both delay and matrix
circuits, is compatible with
Dolby Surround video
software, and can simulate
stereo or surround sound
from mono sources. Video
features include variable
control over detail,
sharpness, and video level,

with independent record out selection of audio and
video, plus provision to
monitor one audio or video
program while recording
another. The remote control
can also command other
new Yamaha audio
components. Price: $449.
For literature, circle No. 106
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FROZEN OUT
News & Notes
Now tube -amplifier enthusiasts
can get tube amps for their cars too.
Milbert Amplifiers of Germantown,
Md. offers a dual 30 -watt model, the
BaM-230, designed by David
Berning.

Matsushita is planning to begin

Cultural Conflict
Car makers know at all times what
they'll be making three years down
the line. Their designs have been
frozen, the tooling to make them is on
order, and the marketing plans have
already begun to jell. Electronics
companies have more short-term
plans and faster reflexes; some of the
products they'll offer three years from
now may not even have been
invented yet.
This cultural gap, I hear, recently
lost a major audio company a sizable
chunk of business. They had almost
gotten a contract to supply car -stereo

units to one of the world's biggest car
makers when the auto company
asked, "Is this a finished product?"
"Well," said the audio company,
"we'll keep making improvements as
we go along, so we always produce
the best possible product."
"No deal," said the car company.
"We only handle finished products.
We can't put our name behind
something that hasn't even been
developed yet." So the people who
buy that car three years from now will
get some other supplier's product,
one whose design is frozen now-and
will be three years out of date then.

New Dawn for AM?
The coming of AM stereo has not
yet had much effect on AM broadcast
practices or receiver design. Car stereo makers have added stereo
decoders but have not done much
else to improve their tuner sections,
and broadcasters seem to be
transmitting stereo with the same old
limited response as their former mono
transmissions. I've heard only one
really good AM section in a car in the
last 30 years. Though it was only
Car Disc Player, Cheap
mono, I didn't much mind that; better
Compact Disc players for the car
good mono than so-so stereo.
are priced at about $600 to $900.
Now, however, tuner makers will
Portable CD players, which can be
have an even better excuse than
hooked into car -stereo systems with
low-priced adaptors, cost about $200. stereo to redesign their products. The
U.S. and other countries in this
But there's an even cheaper way to
hemisphere have agreed on a plan to
different
play discs in your car .
extend the AM band to make room for
kind of discs, however.
more stations (300 more in the U.S.).
For just $29.95 (plus shipping), the
The FCC plans to take applications
H & R Corporation has a 12 -volt
for these new frequencies in 1989.
Matsushita record changer. It
Presumably, radios that can receive
wouldn't track well over bumps, of
these new stations should reach the
course, and you'd have to build a
market about then. And it seems likely
base for it, then find a place to install
to me that some radio manufacturers
it. The good news is that its ceramic
will take advantage of this redesign to
cartridge would probably interface
well with the AUX inputs on some car - improve the AM performance of their
deluxe models. At least, I hope so.
stereo head units.
.
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manufacturing car -stereo equipment
in the U.S. in May of 1987 at a new
plant in Peachtree City, Ga., near
Atlanta. Eventually, U.S.-made car audio gear will replace nearly half the
company's current exports to the U.S.

Japanese car manufacturers are
shifting to the DIN -sized radio slots
used by European manufacturers.
Toyota and Honda adopted the DIN
standard in 1982, and Nissan began
switching over to it in 1985. This
should broaden the selection of car stereo equipment available to owners
of European and Japanese cars alike,
by freeing stereo dealers to carry
more models that differ in substance
rather than in size and

Equal Is ...
There are two ways to alter the
sound in your car with an equalizer.
One way is to put an equalizer in your
car. Another is to use your home
system's equalizer to make tapes that
are pre -equalized to sound best in
your car. However, finding the right
EQ curve to use will take a lot of trial
and error. Most car systems I've
heard could use a bit of boost at the
low end, some cut at around 150 to
250 Hz, and perhaps some boosting
in the lower treble. Yamaha makes a
tape deck, the K-600 ($369) with a
switchable car -tape record EQ curve
built in; it gives an 8 -dB boost at
60 Hz and a 4 -dB cut at 200 Hz.
As usual with equalizers, you
should first cut back any overemphasized frequencies. Then boost
the frequencies which are hard to
hear in your car-those which your
system cannot reproduce, and those
which are cancelled by your car's
acoustics or overwhelmed by road
noise. Boost cautiously-otherwise,
you can cause distortion in your
original recording or drive your
system's amps and speakers into
overload.
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If you can't afford it,
spare yourself the heartache of listening to it.
\ree are all aware that, money aside, it
is an easy matter to upscale our quality
of I fe, but difficult to lower it. In this
regard, ignorance is bliss, and strict
abstinence is sometimes better than a
taste of something finer that we can't
haw. Sc it is with the concord HPL55C Tuner/Amplifier/Tape Deck. One
listen could ruin you.
Concord's performance engineering
over the years has resulted in a list of
mesmerizing characteristics that, as
you become aware of them, will change
your Derceptions of car radios.
For instance:
A sound most critics claim is the best
they've ever heard in a car radio.
Superb stereo imaging, wide band
frequmcy response, and very low distoricn levels are just some of the qualities Or Concord's exclusive Matched
Phase Amorphous Core Tape Head.
A cleaner sounding FM
then yoi ever believed
possiple, thanks to the
exclusive Concord
FNR FM ncise
recuction system.

enables the listener to hear radio
broadcasts when tape is in the rewind,
fast forward or play mode.
Hot AM Stereo that receives
Motorol3C-QUAM broadcast signals.
Electronic DC Servo Tape Drive for
extended life and accurate control of
tape speed.
High powered inboard amplifiersrated at 25 watts per channel.
Dolby B,C, + DBX: Tape noise
reduction systems.
Lighted panel switches,
electronic memory
with 24 preset

stations, signal processor circuitry, a
two,vay/four-way amplifier, automatic
Mus_c Search Scantr, and a Bass EQ

One listen to all of this and you will
be exhilarated. But then, if you can't
afford it, you will be depressed. What
will it be? Exhilaration and depression,
the full human gamut' Or blissful
ignorance? The trouDle is, if you have
read this far you are no longer
blissfully ignorant.

-be Tuner/
Tape Switch

o\ co*
4111"

CONCORD
Anything else is a compromise.
c,

a\

Concord Systems, Inc.
25 H
Street, Newburyport, MA 01950

FiQ

800-:25-7g32, (in MA1 SOO-8192-0565
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systems
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In the past, car -sound
amps were all measured
at 10% THD. But there
was no intent to deceive,
because customers rarely
saw any specs at all.

The Ten-Percenters
In the May issue, an article on car
stereo (adapted from my book) said
that if a car amplifier's power rating
didn't specify distortion, power had
probably been measured at a
distortion level of 10%. A reader
recently called to ask what made me
say this. Was I a cynic? "No," I told
him, "more of a historian."

Delco-GM/Bose Revisited
When I wrote about the Delco-GM/
Bose sound system for our December
'82 issue, it was the only factory -

Back when I first got interested in
better car sound, virtually all car sound amplifiers were measured at
10% THD. There was no intent to
deceive customers, because the
customers rarely saw any specs at
all. If people didn't demand much in
the way of specifications for their
console radio -phonographs, why
would they want them for a car
accessory? Within the car and car accessory trade, power specs were
sometimes mentioned, but everyone
in the trade knew the distortion level
was implicitly 10%, so nobody was
fooled. (Why 10%? It was probably
picked at a time when that was a
respectably low distortion level, at
least for car use.)
Even in home audio, where power
was publicly specified, some power
specs included implicit distortion
figures. Radios and phonographs
carried "EIA Power" ratings,
measured at a standard 5% THD,
with the distressing word "distortion"

the available bass cut made the
sound very good-far better than the
AM on most car or home systems.
The lack of separate tweeters still
installed car -stereo supersystem. Now bothered me a trifle, but not as much
that I've had a chance to evaluate the as it had the first time I auditioned
Ford/JBL system (see June '86 and
this system.
November '85 Audio), I wanted to
On the head unit, Delco has
refresh my impressions of the Delcoadded one feature and changed
GM/Bose.
another. The new feature is a music My second go -round with the
finder system. The change is in the
system left me with most of my 1982
method of entering stations into the
impressions intact. The cross -fired
preset memory. On the original head
speaker design still impressed me
unit this was done by pulling and
with its ability to provide good
pushing the preset buttons; on the
balance on both sides of the car at
new one it's done by pressing a
once, obviating the need for a
properly inconspicuous memory
balance control. I continued to feel
button. The control panel does not
that the system could benefit from a
indicate that you must press the
subwoofer option, which GM still does volume knob to reverse the direction
not offer (though they do make a
of tape play; labelling the fast -wind
subwoofer available with another
knobs "Fwd." and "Rev." just adds to
sound system in some other cars).
the confusion. The manual for the
And I still thought that the four station- system now includes a list of FM
preset buttons in Delco's head unit
stations by location, frequency and
were not enough, at least in
program format, a nice touch for
metropolitan areas.
travellers.
Some of my impressions did
Imaging was sharper than I
change, though, and all slightly for
remembered it but a bit overblown, as
the better. The bass no longer
if one were listening through
seemed heavy to me, except on AM;
headphones. The headphone effect
and even on AM, dialing in about half was particularly noticeable when I
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

left discreetly off the spec sheet. Only
audio components specified both
power and distortion. When the FTC
began formulating a standard power rating rule for home components, the
EIA testified that their implicit 5%
system was easier on consumers,
who would just be confused by
additional numbers. (To be fair to the
EIA, some consumers would be.)
When home -audio manufacturers
such as Pioneer and Sanyo entered
the car -audio field, they measured
and specified performance in the
same terms for both kinds of
equipment. Soon, many other
manufacturers were following their
lead. This led to a two-tier spec
system, with old-line car -sound
manufacturers still specifying power
the old way, and converts from home
audio specifying it the new way.
Today, a lot of companies do both, so
their power ratings can be compared
to those of all their competitors, no
matter what system they follow.
played "Walk on the Wild Side" from
the Lou Reed album of the same
name-the chorus, after sticking in
the back for the first few bars,
seemed to advance toward and then
around me.
Some day, I'd like to get a chance
to compare the Delco-GM/Bose and
Ford klE3L systems more directly.
know I prefer the former's spatial
qualities and the latter's frequency
balances, but overall find them so
closely matched that whichever I've
heard more recently is the one I like
I

I

better.

It may be a matter of opinion which
of the two is more worth buying (I'd
pick the car before the system, in any
case), but there's no question that
GM's is the less worth stealing. The
head unit, while good, will only fit GM
cars; the amplifiers are built into
speaker systems that will only fit
specific GM models. Since the
amplifiers and speakers are
effectively unstealable, thieves may
decide the head unit by itself isn't
worth stealing. Delco-GM/Bose
system owners who do lose their
head units, however, might consider a
new one that has more features and
hotter performance.
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BACK TO THE FUTURE
Unreal Time
Humans can predict the future in
ways no electronic circuit can. A
recording engineer, for example, can
adjust levels not only to match what
the musicians are playing at the
moment (electronic circuits can do
that too), but also to match what
those musicians will be playing,
before they play it. Those level
predictions can be based on
familiarity with the music, a reading of
the score, or simply a feel for the
music's inherent logic-a sense that
the music will get louder at a given
point because it ought to.
So far, our circuits cannot guess
the future-they either know what's
coming or they're at a loss. One way
circuitry gets such sure
foreknowledge is by reading the
present while acting on the past. For
instance, record -cutting setups often
have two playback heads reading the
master tape. First the tape passes a
head whose output feeds the
computer that adjusts the spacing
between grooves; about 1.8 seconds
later it passes a head whose output
feeds the cutter. The first head tells
the computer what's coming up in
terms of signal volume-and, by
extension, how wide the land (area
between grooves) will have to be
1.8 seconds (one revolution) hence.
By the time the signal hits the cutter,
it's already history to the first
playback head.
That sort of thing is easy to do on
music already frozen for posterity, like
the master tape in the above
example. But how can we time -shift

News & Notes

A home optical -disc recorderwhich will not be compatible with
CD-has been announced for limited
production by CompuSonics. The
DSP-1000 uses 5 -inch optical discs
which can be recorded once and
played indefinitely, but not erased
and reused. A two-sided disc can
hold about 37 minutes of high-fidelity
stereo per side; a data -compression
scheme can double that time, though
presumably with some loss of quality.
With maximum data compression, the
disc can hold 4 hours and 16 minutes
of monophonic sound per side, but
16

ive music so our systems can know
what's coming? Digital thinking
suggests two ways.
Short time shifts are simple. First,
digitize the signal (which we will be
doing more and more, anyway). Then.
pass it simultaneously into a shift register memory and into the circuits
which compute what's to be done
with the signal when it comes out of
the memory's other end. Using CD's
16 -bit samples and 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate, the memory in a 640K
personal computer would be enough
to delay a stereo signal by nearly

4 seconds-a long time, to digital
signal -processing circuits.
For longer time shifts, it might be
necessary to record our digitized
signal on some handy medium. Since
the signal is not being permanently
stored, computer disks would be
ideal, allowing any section that's
already been played to be

with an upper frequency cutoff of
6 kHz. Only 25 units were planned for
initial production, to sell for $6,995
each. Double -sided discs will cost
$175 apiece, and single -sided discs
will be $99 each.
A digital recorder with no moving
parts has been announced by a
London company, Lyric Data,
according to The Sunday Times of
London. The IXI stores music on
computer memory chips, in cartridges
which the Times describes as
"slightly smaller than videocassettes."
The IXI's capacity is 30 minutes,
using three such cartridges, each

immediately recycled back under the
recording head. A 5 -megabyte
computer disk (about the smallest
hard disk now available) would hold
nearly half a minute of CD stereo.
That would probably be enough
advance warning for a level adjustment circuit to sense where the
music's dynamics were heading-to
sense, for instance, whether a given
loud note was a peak or the start of a
long crescendo, and how loud that
crescendo might yet get.
This could be done with analog
tape loops too, of course. The catch
is that each generation of recording
on such loops would degrade the
signal noticeably. Digitizing would

degrade it a lot less-and once
digitized, we can record and rerecord the signal all we want with no
further loss. If that signal is going to
be digitized in any case, we're home
free.

holding 600 1 -megabit memory chips.
Presumably, it uses fewer bits per
sample or a lower sampling rate than
CD, which would require about 850
megabits of storage for 10 minutes of
data alone, not counting the memory
required for error -correction bits. The
price of each cartridge was quoted at
about $4,500; no price was given for
the IXI recorder.

Direct digital broadcasting
began, on an experimental basis,
several months ago in Boston. From
August through October, WGBH
broadcast digital sound over its UHF
TV outlet, WGBX, using a Sony PCMAUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Everything you want to
know about digital audio
is now on video.
Audio's Len Feldman
leads you through the

world of digital audio
...on video cassette
available exclusively
through this special
offer.
When it comes to digital
audio, few people are more
knowledgeable about both the
technology and current industry developments than Audio's
Len Feldman.
And now it's possible to
benefit from his knowledge
and insight in a direct and
personal way.
Drawing on his more than
25 years of experience in the
audio field, Len recently gave
a series of digital audio seminars across the nation sponsored by Audio and Sony.
We put the best of those
seminars on videotape...and
it's now available strictly to
Audio readers.

The most informative
59 minutes in the
world of digital audio
For your convenience, the
videotape is divided into four

sections: Essentials of Digital
Technology...Advances in
Compact Disc Players... New

Compact Disc Applications...
and Future Digital Technology. So you can locate specific
topics quickly after you've
seen the tape once.
Len explains digital technology...shows you the latest
applications...tells you what
features to look for when
comparing players...and even
unveils a few exciting new
breakthroughs not yet available in stores.
Just look at the subjects
covered: basics of digital
technology... differences in

digital filtering, tracking,

error correction and other
key topics... advances in
compact disc players, including one beam vs. three -beam
laser... new car compact disc
players... digitally -generated
texts and pictures... the latest

advances in digital recording...digital jukeboxes...
and more

back and listen to the expert!
Len is amiable and energetic.
He uses plenty of diagrams
and illustrations to clarify
important points. And he
livens up his talk with personal anecdotes. (For example,
hell tell you how he roadtested a car compact disc

benefit from the
knowledge and
insight of one of
today's leading
digital authorities.
Until December 31,
The World of Digital Audio
is available for the low introductory price of $19.95. And
it's available in either VHS or
Beta format. You should also
know that this videotape is
available only through this

player-when no test standards existed.)
And, of course, unlike a live
seminar, Len will "repeat"
anything you want again and

again for you-just use the
rewind button! Your VCR
may also have the capability
of freezing specific charts or
equipment on your TV screen.

offer in Audio-it's not sold
in stores.
So order your copy

today-and move

Introductory Price
Available Until
December 31, 1986

yourself fast
forward into
the digital
audio

For about what you'd pay for
a compact disc, you can now
A cooperative effort of

revolution!

Audio and SONY

rMAIL TO:

Digital audio
technology was never
so accessible
It's hard to imagine a simpler
or more pleasant way to get a
solid grasp of digital technol-

Audio PO Box 603

Rush me my copy of THE WORLD OF DIGITAL AUDIO
for the introductory price of $19.95, plus $3 shipping and

handling. I prefer VHS 0 BETA
11 Payment enclosed (PA residents add state sales tox)

Bill my: VISA ID MasterCard El American Express

ogy-exactly what it is and

Account #

where it is going.
Just turn on your VCR, sit

Exp. Date

Simply fill out and mail the coupon below. For faster service,

Name

CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-345-8112

Address

(Pennsylvania residents call 1-800-662-2444)

City/State/Zip

VISA, MasterCard and AMEX accepted.

Holmes, PA 19043

Signature

(please print)
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Can recording studios
afford to go digital?
Costs are high, tax breaks
are ending, and no one is
sure which format to buy.

Fl digital adaptor to encode the
signal. Listeners with a PCM adaptor
and either a VCR, a separate video
tuner, or a monitor receiver could
receive the broadcasts; WGBH
estimates that 200 to 500 listeners in
the Boston area are so equipped. The
station hopes that this experiment
could lead the FCC, now exploring
frequency allocations in the upper
UHF band, to allocate some of those
frequencies to digital sound
broadcasting. A digital station would
take up about half the bandwidth of a

The TCM-1000 monitors the speed of
the cassette reels to determine when
the tape is about to run out.

The White Terror
Bob Carver has suggested an
answer to my problem of cats clawing

Sharp has developed a smaller,
lighter semiconductor laser for
CD players. The company says that
players using this laser can be made
1.2 inches thick, 0.4 inch thinner than
the current minimum.

speaker grilles and drivers. Whenever
he gets in a new pair of speakers, he
cues up some white noise and waits
for the cats to check out the new
additions. Once the cats get close to
the speakers, he gives them a blast
of noise. Usually that's all it takes to
keep them away from those speakers
ever after; only one kitten has needed
to get the white -noise treatment twice.
To the cats, I suspect, it sounds like
the hostility hiss of the largest cat in
the world. If you try it, don't do it loud
enough to terrorize your tweeters into
permanent silence.

A bilateral agreement between

the U.S. and Mexico has opened the
door to longer hours for daytime -only
AM radio stations in both countries.
Stations which formerly went off the
air at sundown or 6:00 P.M.,
UHF TV channel.
whichever came later, may now stay
Digital times may be hard ones
on the air until two hours past
for recording studios, reports Studio
sundown. In addition, 321 clear Sound magazine in England. The
efforts of record companies are being channel AM stations that were
partially diverted from new recording formerly daytime -only may now
operate 24 hours a day.
sessions to CD reissues of LPs.
A patent for a direct digital
Equipping a studio with digital
loudspeaker has been granted to
recording gear is a big gamble, not
Walter E. Stinger, Jr. of Narberth, Pa.
only because of its high price but
Like other digital speakers which
also because no one is quite sure
which of two competing digital studio have been patented here and abroad,
it is a cellular array. The patent is
recorder systems-ProDigi (PD) or
#4,515,997.
DASH-will win out. And for those
General Electric, the new owner
U.S. studios that wait until the dust
settles before deciding, the 1987 tax of RCA Corporation, is selling the
RCA/Ariola record division to
laws may make investments in new
Bertelsmann AG, of Germany;
equipment less attractive.
Bertelsmann already owned 25% of it.
Nonetheless, a Sony executive
The record division had been part of
predicts that within two years digital
recording will become more common RCA since that company purchased
than analog in studios with 24 tracks the Victor Talking Machine Company
in 1929. Nipper, the fox terrier
or more.
listening to the gramophone in the
While American record
companies seek an electronic lockout famous painting "His Master's Voice,"
will now have two masters in the U.S.:
that will prevent DAT (and possibly
analog) cassette decks from dubbing RCA's consumer electronics division,
and the record company.
CDs, Kenwood has announced the
A cross between karaoke,
development of a computer -controlled
jukeboxes, and the old "record -your recording system that will make
voice" booths has opened in
such dubbing easier. The system
Houston. At Music Tracks, customers
would sample CD signals to find a
peak level, then set a recorder to just can record their own voices over
accommodate that peak. This would instrumental and background vocal
allow uncompressed dubbing without tracks custom -recorded for the
company. According to Music Tracks,
overload distortion.
Studer and Philips have formed a 70 songs were available by mid -1986.
For once, an audio development
partnership to develop CD -related
-the BTSC stereo TV sound
studio equipment, including direct
system-has won TV's Emmy award.
CD recorders.
Honors went to Zenith and dbx for
Several Sony "Pressman"
inventing it, to the Electronic
portable recorders now have
boundary microphones built in; Sony Industries Association for work on its
adoption, to RCA Labs for research
also has announced, in Japan, a
recorder that reverses before the tape and measurements, and to NBC for
ends, so as to lose virtually no sound. being first to use it network -wide.
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Coda: Jack Trux
John H. Trux, Jr., founder and past
president of Bang & Olufsen of
America, Inc., passed away in
September.
Like many prominent audio figures,
Jack was also an amateur musician.
A jazz drummer, he often followed

sales meetings by playing in jam
sessions with his staff. After working
for Ampex and Bell & Howell (then a
maker of tape decks), Jack began
importing and selling Bang & Olufsen
phono cartridges. In 1970, he
founded B & 0 of America, serving
as its president until his retirement
in 1983.
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Digital
iscrimination.
BECAUSE ALL CD'S ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL,

THE NEW CARVER DTL-200 COMPACT DISC
PLAYER IS INTRIGUINGLY DIFFERENT.
The Carver DTL-200 answers the audiophiles
demand for a CD Player which provides not only the
greater dynamic range and richer bass expected
from compact disc technology, but also the musicality, spectral balance and spatial qualities of well
executed analog high fidelity recordings.
The new remote control Carver DTL-200 represents the next logical evolutionary step towards marrying the awesome technology of digital playback
with Bob Carver's commitment to the re-creation of
the live performance. It embodies the latest digital/
analog conversion circuitry with oversampling,
sophisticated laser system and a wealth of operating
features, And it possesses unique Carver circuitry
that solves real -world sonic problems associated
with commercial CDs.

TIME DOMAIN CORRECTION. The Carver
DTL-200 incorporates an important new computer
logic innovation that monitors the incoming digital
signal for imperfections and "glitches" caused in
recording and production. Such errors are immune
to conventional error -correction processes because
they are actually data anomalies. Yet they can add
overall harmonic distortion and cause audible
changes in sound quality.
The DTL-200's Time Domain Correction circuit
constantly performs a complex, 25 -bit digital calculation on passing data. This high-speed error correction algorithm, in conjunction with a 121 -pole digital
filter, terminates distortion -causing high harmonics
as they occur in the bit stream. The result is frequency response within 1/1000 of a dB of the original, with significant reduction of distortion to less
than 0.007%.

sive testing, Bob uncovered two fundamental flaws
in almost all compact discs: 1) An unpleasant, harsh
spectral energy balance. The overall octave -to octave energy balance was shifted on the CD
towards more midrange above 400 Hz; 2) The
amount of L -R signal (which carries the spacial
detail of the music) on the CD was inexplicably, but
substantially, reduced when compared with the
amount of L -R signal found on the corresponding
analog disc. The difference is obvious in these two
oscilloscope photos.

fewer and fewer CDs would require the Digital Time
Lens. But both laboratory and listening tests reveal
that the majority of even the most recently released
CDs benefit significantly from the Digital Time Lens.

PACKED WITH USEFUL FEATURES. The
Carver DTL-200 makes enjoying Compact Discs a
simple exercise in button pushing from your favorite listening chair. You can program any combination of up to twelve tracks from a single CD, repeat a
specific track or a whole Compact Disc for uninterrupted enjoyment
Along with the ability to skip forward or backwards song -by -song, a touch of a key allows you to

audibly review a disc backwards or forwards at
many times normal speed. An A -B Specific Phrase
Repeat lets you carefully analyze one section of a
performance or simply provide a point of reference
in a long, un-indexed symphonic movement.
A. Lissajous pattern showing spatial detail (L -R)
(L+R) ratio from an LP record.
B. The same instant of music but taken from the CD
version. Note the decreased (L -R) content, as
shown by the narrowed trace.
Carver's circuitry corrects the ratio of L -R to L+ R
by performing one extra, but important mathematical operation on the signal stream that all other CD
players fail to perform. This final operation makes
all the difference.
The result is a natural sound with more of the
three-dimensional information tha: places us in the
same space with performers. You won't need the
Digital Time Lens on all CDs. But it is there when
you need it.
In the beginning, Carver hoped, indeed he
expected, that once recording artists and engineers
became more experienced with CD technology

All functions are displayed on an easy -to -read

bJt subtle LCD display including programming
sequence, current selection number, individual and
total playing times plus indexing cues
HEAR THE CARVER DIGITAL DIFFERENCE.
Just as all CD's are not created equal, neither are
Compact Disc Players. Of all the models currently
available, only the new DTL-200 (and DTL-50) have
the innovative and exacting Bob Carver touches that
can substantially enhance your enjoyment of the
digital medium.
Audition the new DTL-200 today at your Carver
dealer, using a variety of discs. You will be surprised
at how audibly it can improve on what is already the
best playback medium ever offered.
SPECIFICATIONS. Frequency Response. 5Hz-20kHz

OdB.

±0 2dB Total Harmonic Distortion, 0007%. S/N, 100db. Channel
S3paration, 90dB 1 kHz. Dynamic Range, 96dB Wow& Flutter
u imeasurable. Programming. 12 -track remote and manual

PLUS THE DIGITAL TIME LENS. On top of this
unerring ability to produce na:
-al-sounding
music from the CDs' digital bits, the Carver DTL-200
has the remarkable Digital Time Lens circuit to
insure your listening enjoyment.
When Bob Carver obtained his first compact disc
player, he was surprised at the sound derived from
most of the compact discs he purchased. The threedimensional musical perspective which his analog
system provided in lush abundance on phono discs
evaporated into a flat, brittle wasteland. After exten-
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HEAR THE WORLD'S MOST COMPACT COMPACT DISC/FM-AM
TUNER AT THESE ALPINE DEALERS.
ALABAMA: Anniston Sound
Performance Auburn Audio
Warehouse Birmingham Sounds
Great. The Car Stereo Shop
Cullman Stereo Center Decatur
Southern Sound Dothan Sight &
Sound Enterprises Sight & Sound
Gather Sound Performance
Huntsville Sound On Wheels
Mobile Ken's Car Tunes
Montgomery CKR Automotive
Products, The Record Shop
Pelham The Car Stereo Shop
Roanoke Audio City
Sheffield Manhattan Audio
Tuscaloosa Kincaid N & Service
Center
ALASKA: Anchorage Cartunes
Fairbanks Hoitt's Music
ARKANSAS: Arkadelphia K.C.
Audio Video Center Camden K.C.
Audio Video Center Crossett
Music Mart El Dorado Music
VtnFIrtrtSttee'rleit:geere,?,,?."
Rock Car Tunes Magnolia Music

Marl Corp Mountain Horne
Huberts Radio & TV Pine Bluff
Music Mart Searcy Softmart
Computer & Electronics
ARIZONA: Flagstaff Sound Pro
Glendale Twentyfirst Century
Lake Havana City Sound Bank
Lakeside Specialty Electronics
Mesa Twentyfirst Century
Phoenix Jerry's Audio For Your
Car. Twentyfirst Century Prescott
Smith Electronics Tempe Twentyfirst Century Tucson Audio
Emporium, Classic Car Sounds,
Classic Car Stereo Yuma
Warehouse Stereo
CALIFORNIA: Alhambra Audio
Specialist Anaheim Anaheim Frills
Car Stereo. Henry's Auto Stereo
Antioch Pante Antioch Music
Auburn Auburn Car Tunes Azusa
Al & Ed Autosound Center
Bakersfield Trans Lex Travoin
Bellflower Long Beach Auto Radio
Berkeley Franks of Berkeley B11111
California Mobile System Canoga
Park Car Fidelity Cerritos Your

Sound Chico H.'s That Sound
Chula Vista Mad Jacks Clovis The
Sound Shop Compton Al & Ed Auto.
sound Center Concord Autohaus
Automotive Costa Mesa Car Fidelity,
Long Beach Auto Radio Covina
Whistle Stop Daly City Matthew's
TV & Stereo Dublin Mobile
Acoustics El Centro Kukuk's Warehouse Stereo El Toro Henry's
Encinitas North County Stereo
Encino Car Fidelity, Sound Factor
Escondido Auto Security Sound.
Mad Jacks Eureka Eureka Coed.
Stereo Fairfield C&M Stereo
Unlimited Fremont Mobile
Acoustics Fresno Bandnas Hi Fi
Gardena Allen's Electronics In
Motion Gilroy Hogue Bros. Auto
Stereo Glendale Valley Landau
Goleta Creative Stereo Hacienda
Heights Audio Alert Concepts
Hanford Mid -Valley Automotive
Hayward Autohaus Automotive
Hemet Auto Sound Hollywood Car

Fidelity HuntinWn Beach Henry's
Auto Stereo Indlo Auto Sound
Inglewood Al & Ed Autosound
Center La Mesa Mad Jacks Lafayette
Creative Car Stereo Laguna Beach
Laguna Stereo Lancaster California
Sound Works Larkspur Marin Auto
Stereo Lawndale Al & Ed Autosound
Center. Crazy Stereo LMwmore
Persons Car Stereo long Beach
Long Beach Auto Radio Los Altos
Dealer Car Stereo Los Angeles Al &
Ed Autosound Center, Auto Stereo
Warehouse. B&M Electronics,
Beverly Hills Auto Stereo, Columbia
Auto Stereo, Electronic
Entertainment. Florence Car Stereo,
Fupden, Paris Audio L
eca
Century Auto Stereo
Pierson's Car Stereo Merced Sound
Encounter Mission Viejo Century
Auto Stereo Modesto Paradyme
Montclair Whistle Stop Monterey
Park Al & Ed Autosound Center
Moreno Valley Auto Sound Napa
Autohaus Automotive N. Hollywood
Al & Ed Autosound Center. Car
Fidelity, Sound Factor Norco Auto
Sound Oakland Auto Radio
Headquarters Oceanside Mad Jacks
Orange Henry's Mobile Electronics,
Speakerwiorks Mobile Palm Desert
Auto Sound Palm Springs Auto
Sound Pasadena Al & Ed Autosound
Center Pomona Auto Sound
Porterville Perfect Sound Redding
How's Thal Sound Reseda Auto
Sound Engineering Riverside Auto
Sound Rolling Hills Estates Palos
Verdes International S. Lake Tahoe
El Dorado Audio Sacramento
Paradyme,Stereo Showcase Salinas
D&R Car Stereo San Bernardino
Auto Sound San Carlos Auto Sound
Specialist San Diego Mad Jacks,
Radio Man San Francisco Peters
Auto San Jose Century Stereo.
Dealer's Car Stereo San Luis
Obispo Car Stereo Stores
San Mateo Pan Auto Sound
San Rafael Mann Auto Stereo
Santa Ma Henry's Auto Stereo
Santa Barbera Creative Stereo.
Santa Barbara Auto Stereo Santa
Cruz House Of Sound Santa Maria
Creative Stereo Santa Monica Al &
Ed Autosound Center, Car Fidelity
Santa Rosa Santa Rosa Cartunes
Seaside Kar Tunes Sherman Oaks
Al & Ed Autosound Center, Andy's
Auto Radio Simi Valley Soundlique
Auto Stereo Stockton Paradyme
Consumer Electronics, Rolling
Sounds Susanville Electronic
Butterfly Thousand Oaks Oaks Auto
Radio Torrance Installations
Unlimited, Paris Audio. Speaker.

works Mobile Ukiah Music H
Upland Classic Motoring Vallejo
Stereo Showcase Ventura Creative
Stereo Victorville Incredible
Sounds Visalia Lee's Stereo
W. Los Angeles Al & Ed Autosound
Center Walnut Transonic International Walnut Creek Walnut
Creek Auto Radio Whittier Speaker works Whittier Woodland Jerry's
Auto Stereo Yuba City Jerry's Auto
Stereo Yucca Valley Car Stereo
Specialties
COLORADO Arvada Soundtrack
Aspen Main Street Music Aurora
Soundtrack Avon Mountain Music
Boulder Listen Up, Soundtrack
Colorado Springs Sight & Sound,
Sound Shop Denver Listen Up,
Soundtrack Ft. Collins Audio Junction Glenwood Springs Stereo
Unlimited Grand Junction The
Sound Company Greeley Soundtronix Uttleton Soundtrack Pueblo
Soundtronix Steamboat Springs
Yampa Valley Sound Co Sterling
Kaned Sound Emporium Thornton
Soundtrack Vail Mountain Music
CONNECTICUT: Avon Hi Fi Stereo
House of Avon Canton Jo-Dis
Sound Center Danbury Carston
Stereo East Berlin Cartunes Enfield
Jo-Di's Sound Center Fairfield
Audio -design Glastonbury Auto
f delay Greened, Auto Sounds
Groton Loser Sound Hartford
Jollis Sound Center Manchester
Jo-Di's Sound Center Milford
Installations Unlimited New Haven
Audio Etc , Champion Auto Safety
New London lo -Drs Sound Center
Newington Hi-FIStereo House
North Haven Jo-Di's Sound Center
Norwalk Audiotronics. JoDiS
Sound Center Norwich Leiser
Sound Norwichtown Leiser Sound
Old Greenwich Audlocom Stamford
Fairfield Stereo Stratford Westchester Stereo Waterbury Jo-Di's
Sound Center Watertord Tweeter.
Etc West Hartford Jo-Dik Sound
Center Westport Westchester Stereo
DELAWARE: Dover Sound Studio
Newark Sound Studio Wilmington
Sound Studio
FLORIDA: Boca Raton Venus Electronics Brodentom Stereorama
Brandon Stereorama Clearwater
Stereorama Coral Gables Florida
Car Sounds. Sound Advice Ft.
Meyers Stereo Garage Ft. Lauderdale

Sound Advice Ft. Pierce Sound
Shack FtWalton Beach Professional
Auto Radio Gainsville Couch Electronics Hialeah Walder Electronic
Hollywood Sound Advice Jacksonville Audio Tech, Audio -Tech
Regency, Discount Sound, Discount
Sound -Jackson,
Lake Wales Carousel Records Lake
Worth Audio Advisors Lakeland
Carousel Records Longwood Audio
Garage Marathon Sound Source
Miami Florida Car Sounds. Las
Fabricas, Metro Electronics. Olson
Electronics, Preston Electronics,
Sedans Electronics, Sound Advice,
Sunday Electronics, Sympathetic
Ear, Walder Electronic N. Miami
Cartronics N. Miami Beech Sound
Advice Naples Stereo Garage
Newport Richey Stereo Specialties
Orange Park Audio Tech Orlando
Audio Garage Panama City Watt sound Stereo Pensacola All Pro
Sound Pinellas Park Car Stereos
Unlimited, Stereorama Rockledge
Car Radios USA Sarasota Stereorama S. Daytona The Car Stereo
Company St. Petersburg All States
Radio Stuart Fox Audio Sunrise
Sound Advice Tallahassee The
Stereo Store Tampa Sound Advice.
Stereorama Of Tampa Vero Beach
Audiohouse W. Palm Beach Sound
Advice West Melbourne Street
Sound Willer Haven Carousel
Records Winter Park Audio Garage
GEORGIA: Atlanta American Radio.
Spectrum Sound, Stereo Designs
Augusta Stereo City of Georgia
Brunswick H & H Service Store
Chamblee American Radio Cornelia
Vaughn Music Dalton Sound
Service Inc. Decatur American
Radio Dublin World HI FI Gainsville
Electronic Sales Jesup Radio Shack
La Grange R.T.R. Limited Lawrenceville Sound Pro Lilbum Sound Pro
Macon Ken's Stereo Junction
Martians American Radio Milledgeville World Hi Fi Rome World Hi
Fi Roswell American Radio
Savannah Radio Tape Center
Southland Sound Thomasville Hi
Fi Sales & Service Tifton Bergers
Audio & TV Valdosta Stereo
Connection Wamer Robbins World
Hi Fi Electronics, Kens Stereo
Junction
HAWAII: Mee Electronic Entertain-

ment Hilo Hilo Audio Honolulu
Auto Audio, Electronic Entertainment, Island Sound Inc Kahului
Electronic Entertainment Kailua
Car Tunes Lew Auto Systems -

Kauai Milieu Electronic
Entertainment
IDAHO: Boise Sound Pro Coeur D'
American Television Idaho
Falls Phase Four Stereo Lewiston
Steiner Electronics Moscow Aspen
Sound Inc Nampa Jamison's Music
West Pocatello Phase Four Twin
Falls Audio Warehouse
ILUNOIS: Algonquin Team Electronics Alsip Car-Tronics Alton
Reliable Stereo & Video Aurora
Stereo Systems Belleville Audio
Musicale Buffalo Grove Columbia
Audio Video Carbondale Nalders
Stereo Champaign Good Vibes
Sound Chicago Automotive Sound
Systems, United Audio Centers
Danville Bud's Car Stereo Decatur

Apple Tree Stereo Deerfield United
Audio Centers DeKalb Appletree
Stereo Downers Grove Safecar
Elmwood Park Finishing Touch Car
Care Highland Park Autosonics,
Columbia Audio Video Jacksonville
Music World 1st In Video Joliet
Stereo Systems Kankakee The
Electronicsge'MUk

Lela Automotive oi.
'

Grove United Audio Centers Mount
Prospect Mobile Music Mt. Vernon
Dons Stereo & Speed Center
Naperville Stereo Systems Niles
United Audio Centers Normal
Appletree Stereo Palatine Auto
Sound Peoria Team of Peoria Quincy
Music World 1st In Video Rocidord
Appletree Stereo, Columbia Audio
Video Spring Valley Audio Labs
Springfield Sundown One St. Charles
Autobahn Services Sterling Sterling
Electronics Vernon Hills United
Audio Centers Villa Park Hi Fi Hutch
Westmont Sounds Deluxe
INDIANA Bloomington Alan Audio
Carmel Sound Productions Evans,
villa Risley Audio Ft. Wayne
Classic Stereo -Pak. Inc. Highland
Road Concepts Indianapolis Sound
Productions Jasper Audio World
Madisonville Risley's Marion
Classic Stereo Mishawaka Auto
Radio Specialist Muncie Classic
Stereo S. Lafayette Good Vibes
Sound South Bend Classic
Stereo -Pak Terre Haute Audio
Connection Vincennes Record
Cellar Audio Video, Risley
Electronics
IOWA: Ames Cyclone Motors
Carroll Sound & Service Cedar
Rapids Audio Room Centerville
Wr ghts Stereo TV & Appliance
Davenport Audio Odyssey Des
Moines Audio Lab, Stereo Sound
Studio Dubuque Audio Room
Ft. Dodge Sound World Iowa City
Audio Odyssey Of Iowa Keokuk
Music World 1st In Video Mason
City Mason City Sound Worid
Sioux City Pflanz Electronics
SPencer Carey's TV & Stereo Storm
Lake Sound & Service Waterioo
Team Electronics
KANSAS: Arkansas City Sparks
Music Dodge City Cartunes
Emporia Audio -Video Connection
Garden City Team Electronics.
Inc. Great Bend Audio Electronics
Hutchinson Hayes Sight & Sound
Lawrence Kief's Record & Stereo
Manhattan Rolling Thunder
Overland Park Brands Mart Stereo.
Santa Fe Auto Sound Topeka
Nelson's Wichita Rolling Thunder
KENTUCKY: Bardstown Mr. Music
Bowling Green Poston Electronics
Corbin Sounds Around Town
Elizabethtown Replay Florence
Sight -In -Sound London Sounds
Around Town Louisville Music
City Sound Factory Murray Sunset Blvd. Music Owensboro Risley
Electronics Paducah Risley Electronics Pikeville Audio Connection Prestonsberg B&W TV

=AA: Baton Rouge David's
Car Stereo & Comm . Gonzales
Music Center, Music Center
Gretna Campo Appliance, Stereo
Village Harahan Mobile One
Lafayette Ricky Smith Audio,
Sound Electronics Lake Charles
Classic Audio Systems Mandeville Campo Appliance Monroe
Sound Center New IberiaVillage
Sound Center Ruston Music Mod
Corp Shreveport Stereo & Record
Center Slidell Gonzales Music
Center Campo Appliance
MASSACHUSETTh: Ashland Creative Car Stereo Billerica Mobile
Automotive Boston Nantucket
Sound. Tweeter. Etc. Braintree
Nantucket Sound, Tweeter Etc.
Brockton Soundtrack Audio
Burlington Tweeter, Etc. Cambridge
New England Audio, Tweeter, Etc
Chestnut Hill Tweeter, Etc Danvers
Car Tunes, Tweeter Etc
Dedham Tweeter, Etc. Fitchburg
Music Forum Framingham Natural
Sound, Tweeter. Etc Framington
Auto Stereo Place Gardner Music
Forum Greenfield Long Radio,
Music.Store Hyannis Nantucket
Sound Tweeter Etc. N. Attleboro
Audio Concepts N. Dartmouth

Riches Auto Radio Northampton
Long Radio Norwood Northeast
Security 8, Stereo Pittsfield
Taylor'd Sound Rockland Nantucket Sound Saugus Nantucket
Sound, Northeast Security &
Stereo Shrewsbury Leiser Sound,
RaYco Car Service Springfield
Long Radio Of Springfield
Stonelem Auto Sound North
Waltham Waltham Camera &
Stereo Watertown Beaconwood
Acoustics. Car Tunes
MAINE Bangor Radio City
Camden Harbor Audio 8 Video
Lewiston Radio City S. Portland
Great Northern Sound Co.
MARYLAND: Annapolis Space ways Sound Baltimore Carsunds.
Sight & Sound, Stansbury Stereo
Center Bethesda Auto Sound
Systems Columbia Car Stereo
Systems Frederick The Electronic
Shop Hirgerstown Hunt Audio &
Associates Langley Park Audio
Associates Laurel Audio Associates Lutherville Gramophone
Perry Hill Stansbury Stereo
Center Rockville Audio Associates. Auto Sound Systems, Greg's
Auto Sound Salisbury Sound
Studio Timonium Carsounds
Waldorf Car Ten
MICHIGAN: Allen Park Car Tunes
Stereo Center Ann Arbor Hi Fi

Buys Bay City Olson Auto Radi
Superior Sound Berkley Car
Tunes Stereo Center Birmingham

Gramaghonaarbom Radio
Plains Dixie
Sound E. laming Hi Fi Buys
Flint Custom Auto Sound
Frank

Grand Rapids Classic Stereo
Jackson Jackson Auto Sounds
Kalamazoo Classic Stereo
Lansing Hi Fl Buys, Skory Auto
Sounds Marquette American TV
Midland Hi Fi Buys
Muskegon Langlas Stereo
Petoskey Kurtz Music Saginaw
Olson Auto Radio St. Joseph
Tri-County Audio Travers. City
Kurtz Music Warren Radio Frank
Westland Car Tunes Stereo Center
Wyoming Sound In Motion
Ypsilanti Future Sound &
Communication
MINNESOTA Alexandria Audio
Concepts Baxter Stereo 1
Bemidji Team Electronics
Brooklyn Carder Audio King
Burnsville Audio King Duluth
Stereo 1 Edina Audio King
Fairmont Midwest Satellite Audio
& Video Fargo Stereo 1 Fergus
Falls Team Electronics Golden
Valley Audio King Car Stereo
Center Grand Rapids Team
Electronics Hibbing Team Elec.
tronics Hopkins Transportation
Electronics Maplewood Audio
King Car Stereo Center Minneapolis Audio King Minnetonka Audio
King Roseville Audio King St.
Louis Park Audio King Electronics
St. Paul Audio King St. Cloud
Stereo 1 Virginia Team Electronics
Wilmer Sound Image Winona
Amalgamated Audio
MISSISSIPPI: Columbus Audio
Advantage Greenville Cartunes
Gulfport Campo Appliance, Empress
Of Mississippi Hattiesburg Hi Fi
Cruise' Jackson Automotive Audio
Laurel Hi Fi Cruisin McComb Custom
Audio Natchez Sound Circuit
Orford Sights &Sounds Pascagoula
Empress Audio 8. Video Toledo
Audio Advantage Vicksburg Sound
Circuit
MISSOURI: Cape Girardeau Stereo
One Columbia D&M Sound Kansas
City Brands Mart Stereo Kirksville
Weights Stereo Knob Neste
Gambles Lebanon Sight & Sound
Poplar Bluff American Hi Fi Rolla
End Of The Rainbow Springfield
House of Sound St. Louis Hi Fi Fo
Fum, Sound Central West Plains
Hubert's Radio & TV
MONTANA: Billings Sound Pro
Bozeman Sound Pro Butte Ossello's,
Inc Great Falls Rocky Mountain
Hi Fi, Sound Pro Havre Northern
Electronics Helena Sound Pro
Kalpispell Logical Choice Missoula
Electronic Parts
NORTH CAROUNA: Asheville Mr.
Toads Chapel Hill Stereo Sound
Charlotte Carolina Car Stereo.
Sound Systems Conover Audiohaus
Durham Dashboard Stereo, Vickers
Audio Fayetteville Sound Systems
Goldsboro Pro Sound Greensboro
Audio Video Concepts. Sound
Systems. Stereo Sound Greenville
Todd's Stereo Center High Point
Audio Video Concepts Jacksonville

Onsl. Audio Center Kinston
Stereo Concepts Morehead City
Anderson Audio Morganton Macs
TV New Been Anderson Audio
Raleigh Audio Express Rocky
Mount Microwave World Wilmington Atlantic Audio Wilson Modern
Stereo Winston Salem Stereo
Sound, Audio Video Concepts.
Custom Car Hi F1
NORTH DAKOTA: Bismark Pacific
Sound Dickson Music Hut Grand
Forks Team Electronics Jamestown
Music Corner Langdon Easy Way
Minot The Stereo Shop Williston
Team Electronics
NEBRASKA: Kearny Midwest Audio
Lincoln Stereo West N. Platte
US Tech Norfolk Mid City Stereo
Omaha Custom Electronics. Stereo
West York Midwest Audio
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Concord Audio
Of New England Exeter Auto Sounds
Of New Hampshire Keene Sound
Power Laconia Audio Of New
England Manchester Campus Hi Fi,
Tweeter, Etc Nashua Tweeter, Etc.
Newington Tweeter, Etc. Rochester
Campus Hi Fi Salem Cuomo's
W. Lebanon Car Sounds
NEVADA: Las Vegas Import Audio
Reno The Audio Authority Car
Audio Systems
NEW JERSEY: Belleville Zippos
Car Stereo Cherry Hill Auto Sound
fford Hi
Delaware, Soundworks

Fi Connection E.Briesekk Atlantic
Stereo Edison Zippos Car Stereo
Hasbrouck Hts. Saddle Brook Stereo
Howell Fidelity Car Stereo Marlton
Hi Fi Connection Millburn Professional Audio Minehill Linear Electronics Morristown Headquarters
Sound Express N. Plainfield
Audio 22 Neptune Auto Audio
Newton Partroy Sound Paramus
Leonard Radio, Stereo WarehouseRabson's Ramsey Rolling Tone
Raritan AC Audio & Video Ridgefield Galaxy Sound Ridgewood
Motoring Images Scotch Plains
Kartunes Shrewsbury Monmouth
Stereo Trenton Hal's Stereo Sound
Center, Sound Automotive, Universal
Stereo Union City A&D Auto Stereo
Sound Waterford Works Van House
Coach West Caldwell Samm Sound
Westwood Cruisin Music
NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque West
Coast Sound Systems, Hudson's
Audio Center Carlsbad Beason's
Clovis Towne Crier Farmington

Sound On Wheels Gallup Uncle

Haven Cartunes Las Cruces
The Sound Room Retort Odyssey
Music Roswell Street Sounds Santa
Fe West Coast Sound Systems Taos
Sue Pasa Music & Electronics
NEW YORK: Albany Jo-Dis Sound
Center Allegheny Sound Track
Amherst Amherst Electronics
Auburn Mayco Radio Batavia Unicorn Record & Audio Bay Shore
Papa Angelos Discount Boonville
Adirondack Music Bronx Fordham
Auto Radio, Professional Auto Radio
Brooklyn Phils Auto Radio, Stereo
Warehouse-Rabson's Corning
Chemung Electronics Eastchester
Auto Concepts Elmira Chemung
Electronics Freeport Rogers Stereo
Fresh Meadows Sound Stage Audio
Garden City Car Tunes Auto Stereo.
Stereo Warehouse-Rabson's Glenn
Fells Audio Genesis Greece Stereo
Shop Hartsdale S&I Electronics
Henrietta Stereo Shop Hicksville
Audio Designs. Designations
Huntington Station Audio Breakthroughs Ithaca DL8,G Audio.
Chemung Electronics Kingston
Auto Sound Systems Latham Auto
Radio Repair Manhasset Audio
Breakthroughs Mt. Kisco Four
Wheel Sound Mt. Vernon Central
Lock Co Nanuet Short Stop Car
Radio New York Leonard Radio,
Sound Stage Audio, Audio Salon
N. Syracuse GP Enterprises Oneonta
Stereo Lab Patchogue Square Deal
Plattsburgh Great Northern Stereo
Whse. Port Jefferson Designatron's
Stereo Store Poughkeepsie Sound
On Wheels Riverhead Shownine
Stereo Rochester Sound Concept,
Stereo Shop Rosedale S F. Sound
Unlimited Salamanca Sound Track
Saratoga Springs Le Source
Schenectady Apollo Sales St. James
Konstant Audio Staten Island Clone
Audio Syossett American Sound craft Syracuse GP Enterprises.
Gordon Electronics Valley Stream
Stereo Warehouse-Rabson's Vestal
Gordon Electronics Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Watertown Northern
Electronics While Plains Audio
Experts. Westchester Stereo Whites bons Adirondack Music Woodside
Leonard Radio
OHIO: Akron Audio Craft, Golden
Gramophone Canton Hammond
Electronics Cincinnati Sight In
Sound Cleveland Audio Craft,
B&B Appliance Columbus Hammond Electronics Dayton Stereo On
Wheels. Inc. Elyria West Com Audio
Findlay Audio Craft. Soundtrek
Gallipolis Bob's Electronics Heath
Hammond Electronics Lima Classic
Stereo Mansfield Hammond Electronics Mayfield Hts. Audio Craft
Mentor West Com Audio Middleburg Heights B&B Appliance
Milford Sight In Sound Minster
Gudori & Sons N.CaMon Hammond
Electronics Parma West Com Audio
Toledo Audio Craft, Car Stereo One
Westlake Audio Craft
OKLAHOMA: Bartlesville The Sound
Station Durant Rick Mackey Sound
Center Enid Sounds Incredible
Guymon Sound Service Lawton
Audio Tech Moskogee Sound World
Oklahoma City David's Stereo
& CB. Ponca City Sounds Incredible
Shawnee Audio Express, Rave Sound
Stillwater Custom Car Stereo Tulsa
Imperial Sound. The Phonograph,
Ltd Weatherford Phil's Stereo
Warehouse Woodward Gills Store
OREGON: Beaverton Chelsea Audio
Bend The Stereo Plant Corvallis
Good Guys Stereo Eugene Good
Guys Stereo, Stereo Loft Grants Pass
Sheckells Stereo Klamath Falls
The Sound Chamber Medford
Sheckells Stereo Portland Chelsea
Audio Salem Focus Electronics
The Galles Lutz Enterprises
PENNSYLVANIA Allentown Sassafras Audio Altoona Sound Concepts
Bloomsberg Webber's Pro Audio
Bryn Mawr Sassafras Audio Cane
Hill The Stereo Post Chambersburg
Sunrise Electronic Connelhville
The Electronic Tree Ephrata Stereo
Barn Erie PJ 's Auto Sound Feaster vale Sassafras Audio Gihsonie
Listening Post Greensburg Pat's
Stereo Harrisburg The Stereo Post
Hazeiton Jannen Systems Indiana
Sound Concepts Jenkintown
Sassafras Audio Johnstown Gary's
Entertainment Store Kingston
Summit Audio Lancaster GNT
Stereo, The Stereo Post. Trojan Yacht
Lebanon The Stereo Post Lewisburg M&M Stereo Equipment
Monroeville Auto Communications,
Listening Post Montgomeryville
SassafrasAudio Natrona Hts. Sound
Shack Philadelphia Sassafras Audio,
Tepper Auto Sound Pittsburgh
Listening Post Pottstown Audio
Video Junction ReilltonGNT Stereo
Springfield Soundworks State
College High Fidelity House Upper
Darby Perzan Auto Radio Washington The Stereo Outlet Williamsport Audio Services York Town
Sound & Custom Tops. Inc
RHODE ISLAND: Cumberland
Sounds Unlimited E. Providence
Tweeter Etc Providence Tweeter
Etc Warwick Tweeter Etc. Westerly
Leiser Sound
SOUTH CAROLINA: Anderson
Music Machine Charleston Dashboard Stereo Columbia Music
Machine, Rogers Stereo Greenville
Music Machine Hilton Head South
land Sound Rockhill Tart's Sumter
OK Tire Stores
SOUTH DAKOTA: Aberdeen
World Electronic, Rapid City Team
Electronics
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TENNESSEE Chattanooga The
Radio Clinic Cookville Network
Entertainment Jackson Save A Lot
Auto Johnson City Mr Toads Kingsport Mr Toads Knoxville Cartunes.
Lindsayryrard McMinnville Network Entertainment Memphis New
Car Stereo, Save A Lot Auto
Murfreesboro Audiomasters Nashville Karco Aulo Audio, Nicholson's
Stereo. The Car Stereo Shop. Inc.
TEXAS: Abilene Bunkley's Sound
System Addison Earmark Amarillo
Soundroom of So. Western Music
Arlington Hawk Electronics. Sound
Idea Austin Audio Video, Road
Sounds Bay City Car Stereo Center
Baytown Cooper's Custom Audio
Beaumont Brock Audio Brownsville
El Arta Electronics, Panorama
Electronics Bryan Road Sounds
College Station Audio Video Corpus
Christi Tape Town Audio Dallas
Hawk Electronics Del Rio Western
Auto Eagle Pass Trevino Music
El Paso Casa Sonido, Music Systems, Sound Room Electronics
Fort Worth Hawk Electronics, Sound
Idea Galveston Car Stereo Center
Graham Layfield Music Houston
Custom Car Stereo, Fingers Furniture, Home Entertainment, Sheffield
Audio Humble Fingers Furnitures
Hurst Sound Idea UK* Jackson
Car Stereo Center Laredo Audio
Systems, Ramirez Tire Center Longview Stereo & Record Center

Lubbock Hi Fidelity of Lubbock
Marshall Stereo & Record Center
McAllen El Centro Sound Center,
Showery Stereo, Sound Centers of
the Valley Midland Electronics Service Center Nacogdoches Spinet
Music Odessa Electronics Service
Center Pampa Hall's Pasadena
Coopers Custom Audio Ctr, Fingers
Furniture Richardson Earmark
San Angelo Sound Box San Antonio
Bjorn's Stereo Design, Classic Car
Audio. Mobile Hi Fr San Marcos
Discovery Audio Video Sherman
The Audio House. Texorna Auto Air
Temple Road Sounds Texarkana
Texarkana Audio Center Tyler Stereo
& Record Center Victoria Parris
Electronics Waco Jacks Stereo
Wichita Falls Audio Sound Systems
UTAH. Logan Lynn's N & Stereo
Murray Car Concepts Ogden Hi Fi
Shop Provo Boyers Automotive
Center Salt Lake City Broadway
Music, Standard Audio & Hi F1
St. George Arrow Audio Vemel The
Dirk Lambrum Company
VERMONT: Rutland Sound Directions S. Burlington Great Northern
Stereo
VIRGINIA: Arlington Audio Associates Blacksburg Scotty's Radio &
TV Bristol Mr. Toads Charlottesville Auto Sound of Virginia Stereo
Types Collinsville Holdrens Colonial
Heights Auto Sound of Virginia
Danville Sounds Unlimited Fairfax
Audio Associates Falls Church
Home Entertainment Franklin Audio
Showroom Fredericksburg Contemporary Sounds Harrisonburg
Ace Music 'n Electronic Lynchburg
Dods Car Stereo Manassas Auto
motive Hi-Fi Newport News Go Ho
Auto Audio Pulaski Scotty's Radio
& TV Radford Scotty's Radio &
TV Richmond Auto Sound of
Virginia, Lindsay/Ward Roanoke

Holdren's, Scotty's Radio & N
, Springfield Greg's Auto Sound.
Home Entertainment Vienna Greg's
Auto Sound Virginia Beech Audio
Connection, Go Ho Auto Audio,
Videorama Auto Audio Winchester
Sound City
WASHINGTON: Bellevue Magnolia
Hi Fi, Northwest Audio Video Bellingham SC Stereo Bremerton
Evergreen Audio Everett Sound
Advice Federal Way Sound Advice
Kenmore Sound Advice, Sound
Management Kent Northwest Auto
Sound Longview Sound Authority
Lynnwood Magnolia Hi Fi, Northwest Audio Video Moses Lake
Performance Auto Sound Oak
Harbor SC Stereo Olympia Desco
Electronics Settle Cartromcs,
Magnolia Mobile Electronics, Northwest Auto Sound Spokane Discover Audio Tacoma Automotive
Sound, Magnolia Hi Fi Tukwila
Magnolia Hi F:. Northwest Audio
Video Wenatchee Performance
Auto Sound
WEST VIRGINIA Barboursville
Pied Piper Huntington Pied Piper
Morgantown Sound Investment
Mt Gay Stereo Video Unlimited
Mt. Hope Pied Piper Wheeling
Windmill Electronics
WISCONSIN: Eau Claire EME Audio
Systems Fond Du Lac Wisconsin
Electronic Glendale Photo -Scan
Of Wisconsin Green Bay Sound
World, MunU AudioNideo La
Crosse Sound World Madison
American TV Menomonie EME
Audio Systems Mihvaukee General
Electronics Neena American 11/
Oshkosh Exclusive Company
Pewaukee American TV Racine
Al's Auto Stereo Sheyboygan Gene's
Sound & Camera Thiensville D & D
Sales Wausau Sound World West
Bend Exclusive Company
WYOMING: Cheyenne Electronics
Unlimited Gillette Murphy Sight &
Sound, Sound Pro Laramie New
Music Box Riverton Sound Room
Rock Springs Fanelli Music

ALPINE®

YOU'RE LOOKING AT SERIOUS ENTERTAINMENT

onor

au los

There are exotic cars and exotic
cars. And then there's the Lamborghini
Countach Quatrovalvole.
There are CD players and CD players.
And then there's the Alpine 7902.
Until the 7902, there has never been
a CD player and FM/AM tuner engineered
together in a complete 7"x 2" unit, to fit
the dash of virtually any car.
Like the Lamborghini, every cubic
inch of the 7902 is serious performance
technology. By redesigning and applying
advanced Alpine technology to each
element in the system, we've created an
entertainment package that easily handles
rough roads and weak radio signals.
The 3 -beam laser pickup created
for the 7902 is about
70% lighter than
others. It reads data more accurately and
rides on a precision drive mechanism
that absorbs mechanical backlash,
ensuring outstanding tracking accuracy.
The laser transport is
protected against road -shock
by a silicon -oil suspension
system, and is mounted on a
rigid zinc die-cast chassis to
maintain perfect alignment.
Our T-1011 Tuner'
utilizes multiple FM circuits on a single tiny chip,
smaller than ever before,
for superior reliability and reception.
How does it sound? You'll just have
to audition it at an Alpine dealer. Come
on in when you're
ready to get serious.

ALPINE

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

1986, Alpine Electronics of America, 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, California 90501*(213) 326-8000

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

MASTERS & MAESTROS
As far back as the mid -'70s, Teldec
was experimenting with cutting video
signals onto discs. In fact, at Decca
Records in London, the great Arthur

Haddy showed me some of these
discs and their associated equipment.
In later years came an offshoot of this
technology, Teldec's Direct Metal Mas-

tering process. Now it seems that
some aspects of the DMM technology
can be applied to the mastering and
production of CDs.
In Teldec's new CD process, just as
in DMM, a blank disc is electrolytically

plated with copper. The copper is
amorphous and must be used within a

few days; the blank disc cannot be
used if the copper has changed to a
crystalline structure. Neumann has
built a lathe somewhat similar in appearance to a standard disc -cutting
lathe. Mounted on it is a CD cutterhead

which works on piezo-electric principles and drives an embossing tool.
The incoming signal causes the tool to

emboss the soft copper of the CD
is axiomatic that the first production models of devices developed
using a new technology are quite

It

-xpensive. This was true with color
elevision and with videocassette reorders, and most assuredly was the
ase with Compact Disc players. We
.11

remember the kilobuck-plus CD

slayers, many of which left a great deal
o be desired in respect to perforance.
It is also usually true that the prices

.f these products generally decline in
irect relation to their popularity in the
arketplace and the speed with which
igh-volume production is achieved.
ertainly the success of the Compact
isc has been beyond even the most
osy-hued, optimistic projections. In
ust over three years, the overwhelming
sopularity of and demand for CD play-

- rs have brought their price down to
evels of little more than $100!

While a great many people are buy-

ing CDs at their current prices, and
many justify these prices in terms of
the quality of the product and its wear free longevity, no one has any doubts
about the market constraints imposed
by expensive CD software. Even now,

reports are creeping into the trade
press about overproduction and subsequent costly warehousing of lowpriced CD players. Everyone agrees
that if the price of CDs could be re-

duced by 25 to 30%, the warehouses
would be emptied in very short order.
The normal production of CD masters is a complex photo -optical process which must be carried out under
clean -room conditions, and the associated equipment in the plant adds up to

about $2 million. Other, experimental
CD production techniques have been
tried, one being a "continuous web"

process in which CDs could be

stamped out in cookie -cutter fashion.
ppeal of the CD, there has not been a However, there doesn't seem to be any
ommensurate decline in the price of further promise in this approach, and
-oftware (though the proliferation of none of the other production schemes
D manufacturing plants has helped have borne fruit.
Well, friends, Teldec is now working
o alleviate some supply problems). In
ost major markets, CDs cost $10 to on a new CD processing technology
'.15 each-roughly two to three times which may ultimately be the first step in
reducing the cost of Compact Discs.
he cost of vinyl LPs.

Unfortunately, in spite of the mass

22

blank with sufficient force to create a
series of wedge-shaped pits whose
walls are angled at 45°. An elaborate
control system maintains the proper
depth of the embossing.
Teldec claims many advantages for
this system. The V-shaped information
pits are easier for the laser to track and

afford better error correction; the V wall pits also allow better molding of

the polycarbonate CD. The cutting
need not be under clean -room conditions; it is done directly onto the copper substrate, and this can be easily
silvered with standard electroplating
equipment. Incidentally, the amount of
recording time on a CD made in this
process is comparable to that
achieved with the standard photo -optical process.
The Teldec CD -cutting process, said
to be 80% cheaper than systems cur-

rently in use, is undergoing tests by
several American record companies.
One thing is certain: If the system really works well (and all indications seem
to say it does), it will be a great boon to

many of the independent cutting labs
in this country. Without the necessity of
clean -room conditions, it will mean
much wider availability of less expensive CD processing. Apparently, this
new Teldec technology will eventually
bring us less expensive CDs.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Sansui's S -X700 is the intelligent choice for upgrading your
system or starting a new one.
Sansui takes performance and value to heart. That's why our new
S -X700 AM/FM stereo receiver should be the heart of your system.
With solid power:Tit flawlessly reproduces the exciting experience of
digital music.
Engineered with traditional attention to detail and state-of-the-art
performance, there's no comparison for pure quality and real value.

Built with a heavy-duty transformer generally used only in higher output
models, plus exclusive Sansui circuitry, the S -X700 produces music with
a unique openness and clarity that other receivers just can't match.
Styled for elegance with a functional yet uncluttered appearance, the
all -metal cover, chassis and faceplate are only an outward indication of
the S-X700's sold performance capabilities. The solid feel of its controls
confirms the quality of performance which awaits you.
So why spend more and get less for your system? Put Sansui's S -X700
at the heart of it and get pure perfcrmance and value. The idea is just as
smart as it sounds.
'40 watts per channel, minimum RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms at 20-20.000 Hz. with no
more than 0.04% THD

Start smart with this
pure performance receiver.
Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071, Caison,CA 90746

Matthew Polk's New Generation of Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs

SDA SRS
ea.

it*

"The Genius of Matthew Polk BringsYou
A New Generation of Extraordinary Sounding SDAs"
LJ

"Literally a new dimension in sound"
.Stereo Retdeu' Magazine

- he result is alway better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers."
Stereo Review Magazine
Polk's critically acclaimed, Audio Video Grand Prix Award

SDA Signature Reference
System (SRS) - $1395.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
The finest speaker that Polk manu-

completely separate sets of drivers (stereo and dimensional) into
each speaker cabinet. The stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo
signal, while the dimensional drivers radiate a difference signal

winning SDA technology is the most important fundamental

factures. This limited production
flagship model combines patented

that acoustically and effectively cancels the interaural crosstalk

advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself. Listeners are

SDA TRUE STEREO technology with

distortion and thereby restores the stereo separation and imaging

amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike, three-dimensional sonic

phase -coherent focused line -source

lost when you ksten to normal "mono" speakers. The sonic

image produced by Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio
experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers always sound better than

conventional loudspeakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular ...the

multiple driver topology to achieve
new levels of state-of-the-art imaging, detail, coherence, dynamic
range and bass reproduction.

result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

New SDA-SRS 2 - $995.00 ea.

speakers." High Fidelity said, "Astounding... We have yet to hear

This new scaled down version of the
SRS incorporates virtually all its
innovations without significantly
compromising its awesome sonic
perfcrmance.

any stereo program that doesn't benefit." Now the dramatic
audible benefits of Polk's exclusive TRUE STEREO SDA technology

are available in 5 uniquely superb loudspeaker systems, the SDA
SRS, SDA SRS 2, SDA-1B, SDA-2A, and the SDA CRS +

benefits are remarkable.

"Breathtaking...a new
world of
hifi listening"
Stereo Buyers Guide
"Mind boggling ...astounding ...flabbergasting"
High I ideli41 Magazine
Words alone cannot fully describe how much more lifelike SDA

.

TRUE STEREO reproduction is. Reviewers, critical listeners and
SDA 1B - $695.00 EA.

"They truly represent a breakthrough"
Rolling Stone Magazine
Without exaggeration, the design principals embodied in the
SDAs make them the world's first true stereo speakers. When the

big switch was made from mono to stereo, the basic concept of
speaker design was never modified to take into account the

fundamental difference between a mono and stereo signal.
What is the difference between a mono and stereo speaker? The

Audio Video Grand Prix Winner

improvement achieved by Polk's Stereo/Dimensional technology.

clusive 3rd generation TRUE STEREO

speakers and beyond the walls of your listening room itself. The

technology for extraordinarily lifelike
sound. High Fidelity said "the Polk
SDA1 Loudspeaker provides startling
evidence of the audio industry's
essential creative vitality."

acoustic environment of the original sonic event. Every instrument,

basic concept of mono is that you have one signal (and speaker)

New SDA 2A - $499.00 ea.

concept of stereo is that a much more lifelike three-dimensional

Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
The new SDA 2A is a full size floor
standing system which incorporates

through a separate speaker and each meant to be heard by only
one ear apiece (L or R). So quite simply, a mono loudspeaker
is designed to be heard by two ears at once while true stereo

loudspeakers should each be heard by only one ear apiece (like
headphones). The revolutionary Polk SDAs are the first TRUE

STEREO speakers engineered to accomplish this and fully realize

many of the latest refinements in SDA
technology developed for the SRS
models. It represents an extraordinary value which combines spectacular SDA performance with a
remarkably affordable price. High
Fidelity said listening to the SOA 2 is
"an amazing experience."

How Polk SDAs Achieve Thsse Stereo
Polk SDA technology solves one of the greatest problems in

stereo reproduction. When each ear hears both speakers and
signals, as occurs when you use conventional (Mono) speakers to
listen in stereo, full stereo separation is lost. The undesirable signal

reaching each ear from the "wrong" speaker is a form of acoustic
distortion called interaural crosstalk, which confuses your hearing.
The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural crosstalk distortion

and maintain full, True Stereo separation, by incorporating two

lifelike ambience revealed by the SDAs transports you to the

vocalist and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and firmly
placed in its own natural spatial position. You will hear

masked by conventional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by
the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by Julian Hirsch in

Stereo Review, ''...the sense of discovery experienced when playing

an old favorite stereo record and hearing, quite literally, a new

dimension in the sound is a most attractive bonus..." Records,
CD's, tapes, video and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.

"You owe it to yourself to audition them"
High Fidelity Magazine
SDAs allow you to experience the spine tingling excitement,

the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities
of stereophonic sound.

You will hear a huge sound stage which extends beyond the

instruments, ambience and subtle musical nuances (normally

meant to be heard by both ears at once. However, the basic

sound is achieved by having 2 different signals, each played back

novices alike are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic

A beautifully styled, full size floor standing system combining Polk's
state-of-the-art components %firth ex-

New SDA CRS + - $395.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
The new SDA CRS + is the world's
best sounding bookshelf loudspeaker
and now incorporates many of the
latest refinements in SDA technology
developed for the SRS models. It
combines the extraordinarily lifelike
three-dimensional sonic performance
of Polk's patented SDA technology
with a handsome enclosure (stand or
shelf mountable) of attractively modest proportions. Stereo Review said
the CRS is "an impressive achievement".

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 144
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

majesty and pleasure of live music in your own home. You must
hear the remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology for yourself.
You too will agree with Stereo Review's dramatic conclusion: "the
result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

speakers... it does indeed add a new dimension to reproduced

sound."

p olk

the Speaker Specialists ®

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Md. 21210

Engineer Tom Jung thinks
mixer electronics are
vital, and he's bought a
fancy Class -A console.

I wish more recordists
would do the same!
Now let me tell you about a signifi- ways to improve the sonic quality of his
cant new advance in recording tech- digital recordings.
Tom sent me an advance copy of a
nique introduced by the redoubtable
Tom Jung of Digital Musical Products. very special CD project he has been
Tom has a justly deserved reputation working on for some time. The album
for his superlative CDs. He is an engi- features pianist Billy Barber and is entineer and a consummate mixing artist tled Lighthouse. Well, Billy does play
who most assiduously searches for the piano here, but he is heard along

with some of the most complex and
exotic and dynamically exciting
sounds you can imagine, all the product of Tom Jung's fertile mind and dazzling technology. Here is a glimpse of
how Tom recorded this music.
First off, Tom hied himself to the famous Carroll Musical Instrument Co. in
New York. This company is known for

its comprehensive collection of percussion instruments, including many
rare and exotic items. Next, he recorded a large array of these instruments
with a pair of omnidirectional BrOel &
Kjaer microphones. A Kurzweil synthe-

sizer with an added PCM processor

Give Deutsche Grammophon
Compact
Discs,

sampled the mike waveforms at 50 kHz
per second, and these were stored on
floppy disks with a Macintosh computer. Eight other synthesizers were
linked, all with preset programs.

Billy Barber, wearing earphones,
heard all the outputs of the Kurzweil
and the floppy disks with the percussion programmed, and the outputs of

the eight linked synthesizers. He

because
there's only one
Silent Night
all year.

played the piano along with all this,
and Tom recorded him with a pair of
B & K omni mikes. The signals were
routed to Tom's new mixing console,
which is equipped with all Class -A
electronics. The dual output of the mix-

er was fed into the two channels of a
Mitsubishi digital recorder.

You just have to hear this CD to
believe the quality of the sound. Bass

synthesizer frequencies, the impact
and timbre of the assorted percussion
instruments, and the piano are heard
with an immediacy of presence, and
the transient responses are the sharpest and cleanest have ever heard.
I

The use of Class -A preamps must con-

tribute a great deal to these immaculate sonics. Literally, the clarity of all
musical elements is quite breathtaking.

Tom is exploring other areas of recording with a view toward improving
quality, but he believes the input console's electronics are vitally important.
To this end, he has just taken delivery
on a 26 -input unit, with all Class -A

electronics. He also has acquired
some new ribbon microphones which
he feels will mate well with the Class -A
preamps.
COMPACT

DIG ITA L AUDIO

All selections also available on LP and cassette.
1986 DG / PolyGram Records, Inc.

Now if we can only get some of the
classical recording people to get behind some of these fancy new consoles!
26
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LONG LIVE
THE CHIEF
The Count Basie Orchestra
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There is no doubt that the spirit of
William "Count" Basie lives on in the
countless Basie fans whose number
keeps growing in legions. In fact, the
Basie Orchestra just won DownBeat's
1986 International Critic's Poll. To
celebrate the Count Basie Orchestra's
50th Anniversary and to honor the
Count's birthdate (August 21st), Denon
is releasing an historic compact disc,
"Long Live the Chief!". Under the
leadership of veteran Basie band
Nippon Columbia Ltd

et Ittitititi,

tttItt
Milli I * *1 ditti

member Frank Foster, "Long Live the
Chief!" puts new life in many of the
Basie Band's standards (April in Paris,
Li'l Darl in', Corner Pocket, and Shiny
Stockings), and injects the Basie spirit
into some brand new material.
New to the Basie Band, but
certainly not new to the recording
industry, is 75 year old Denon (Nippon Columbia). Denon brings its unparalleled
digital audio recording and compact
disc pressing expertise to the party to

produce one of the most significant jazz
recording events in recent years.
Join Denon and celebrate Basie's
birthday and the 50th Anniversary of
his band. All say, "Long Live the Chief!".

DENON

The First Name in Digital Recording
Denon America, Inc .27 Law Dnve.Fairlieid. NJ 07006
Denen Canada, Inc.. 17 Denison Street. Markham. Ont. L38 185 Canada

Tokyo. 107 Japan
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DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

ROM-ANCING THE CLONE
music recording

is.

If you were to

download all the information from one
fully loaded CD-ROM at a rate of 300
baud (transmitting it to a friend, for
example, using a modem and a telephone line) for 24 hours a day, it would
take 184 days to transmit the contents.
(Hopefully, it wouldn't require a longdistance call!)
Think of CD-ROM as electronic paper (arid a lot of it); anything publish-

able is a candidate for CD-ROM.
However, a CD-ROM is much more
efficient than paper. For example, the
text of the Grolier Academic Encyclopedia is available on a CD-ROM, and it
occupies only about 60 megabytes, or
one -tenth of the disc's storage space.

A comprehensive index, occupying
another 60 megabytes, greatly facilitates data access. Enter a subject, and

a listing of entries comes up on the
screen. These entries are far more
comprehensive than those
a conventional encyclopedia because the
system's catalog can compare your re-

quest with the contents of the entire
encyclopedia. A phrase like "freedom

As the name implies, Audio is a
magazine about audio. Thus,
theoretically, the articles should
deal mainly with audio topics. But in
the case of digital technology, the distinction between audio and data is in-

defines a format for general data storage. Unlike CD -Audio, CD-ROM is not
tied to any specific application. Both
use optical discs, of the same diameter
(12 cm, or 4.7 inches) but with different
data formats.

creasingly blurred. This month, and
next, let's consider the growing CD
family. While you weren't looking, the
music CD has been cloned into two

rection overhead, a CD-ROM holds

new media, CD-ROM for computer information and CD -I for interactive,
multi -media uses. Both carry that silvery surface a long way from Mozart or
Manhattan Transfer.

Rather than storing music, the CD
format can be treated as a read-only
memory system for any kind of program material, and CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read -Only Memory) is the
logical extension of digital audio CDs
into that much broader application of
general information storage. It is intended mainly as a medium for data
distribution and mass storage for computer -related applications.
To clarify: The format with which you
are familiar, CD -Audio, is a specific

Apart from modulation and error -cor-

more than 650 megabytes (1 byte = 8
bits) of user information. This is a large
storage area, equivalent to 1,500 half megabyte floppy disks, 275,000 pages

of alphaniumerics, 18,000 pieces of
computer graphics, or 3,600 still video

pictures. A CD-ROM can efficiently
store information such as computer
application software, operating systems, data bases, published reference

materials, directories, back issues of
journals, encyclopedias,

libraries of

still pictures, parts catalogs, or other
types of information not requiring fre-

quent updating. For example, how
about a catalog of every music record-

ing ever made, and every record review ever written? Easy-it would oc-

ogy; it is a standard for recording PCM

cupy a disc or two.
The amount of data stored on a CDROM is, of course, equal to the amount
of information stored on a CD -Audio

audio. The CD-ROM standard is de-

disc. But a ROM makes you more

application of Compact Disc technolrived from the CD -Audio standard, but
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

aware of just how information -hungry a

of speech" might have only a few cita-

tions in the index of a conventional
encyclopedia, but in a CD-ROM system, every mention of that phrase in
the entire encyclopedia would be displayed. Then you could scroll to any
entry and read the full text. The words
you searched for would be highlighted
in the text.

Like an audio CD player, the CDROM player contains laser optics, a
disc drive, and demodulation and error -correction circuits. However, instead of an audio output section, it has
a computer interface. (Combination
players, with both audio and computer
outputs, could also be made.)
Although a CD-ROM disc looks exactly like a music CD, it identifies itself

(through the Q subcode cl-annel) as
differing from an audio CD, and it employs a modified data format. Data in a
music CD is derived from the 44.1 -kHz
sampled signal, with 16 -bit quantization. The 16 bits are divided into higher

and lower 8 -bit bytes. These data
bytes (before EFM modulation) are
grouped into frames of 24 bytes, and
parity bits and a synchronization word
are added. While satisfactory for music
applications, a 24 -byte frame is inconveniently short for massive transfers of
29

You can think of CD-ROM
as electronic paper, only it
is much more efficient.
Anything publishable is a
candidate for the format.

a)
17)

0
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0
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0

computer data or programs. Furthermore, the audio CD makes no provision for locating any specific frame by

z

its address.
The solution to both problems was to

design the CD-ROM system around
blocks of 98 frames. Addressing information is handled by treating the sub -

(1)

code information for each block as
U

eight 98 -bit subcode words instead of
the 98 eight -bit words (bytes) used in

the audio format. The effective data
block becomes 2,352 bytes (24 bytes
x 98 frames). This is sufficiently long

to handle data in units of 2,048 (2K)
bytes-convenient for computer use -without totally discarding the audio CD

last holds the block number (0 to 75)
within the second. For example, an ad-

dress of 59-20-45 denotes the 45th
block in the 20th second of the 59th
minute on the disc. This repeats information already found in the Q subcode
channel, but it makes searching faster
and more accurate.

As I've said, the mode byte distinguishes between two CD-ROM data
formats. (Audio and other CD formats
are told apart by Q -channel subcode
data, while CD-ROM is distinguished
from CD -I by data in the disc's table of
contents; however, these standards

aren't final.) Only one of the mode
byte's eight bits is needed for this; the

format.

rest may be used for future formats.

Each CD-ROM disc is divided into
330,000 blocks, and each block is di-

The CD-ROM Mode 1 format provides
for 2,048 bytes of each block-exactly

vided into four fields. The first 12 bytes
from each 2,352 -byte block are used

2 kilobytes-to be devoted to user

as a synchronization word. The next

2,336 bytes of user data. Fewer bytes

four bytes form a header field used for

time and address flags. Specifically,

are given to error detection and correction (EDC/ECC) in Mode 2 than in

the header contains a mode byte

Mode 1, as shown in Fig. 1.

(which shows which of two data formats is in use) and three address
bytes. These three bytes store location

as time: The first address byte holds
minutes (0 to 74), the next address
byte holds seconds (0 to 59), and the

data. The Mode 2 format allows for

Because of extended error correction, Mode 1 will have the greatest application. The 2,048 bytes of user data

is where the actual CD-ROM data resides. (Recapitulating, this is formed

from part of the data area gathered

Fig. 1-Data formats for Mode 1 and Mode 2 CD-ROM.
The area shown is equivalent to 98 CD audio frames
or 1/75 S.

MODE 1
HEADER
SYNC

(12)

BLOCK ADDRESS (3)
MIN
(1)

AUXILIARY DATA

(4)

SEC

BLOCK

(1)

(1)

MODE USER
(1)

DATA
(2048)

ECC

EDC

SPACE

(4)

(8)

(288)
(276)

P -PARITY

0 -PARITY

(172)

(104)

EDC = Error Detection Code, ECC = Error Correction Code

MODE 2
HEADER

(4)

BLOCK ADDRESS (3)
MIN
(1)

SEC

BLOCK

(1)

(1)

MODE

(2336)

(1)

SCRAMBLED AREA

2.352 Bytest1 CD Block

30
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Building a breakthrough color TV
takes brains: the computer brains of IC
chips. Unlike the analog workings of
conventional TVs, these new chips from
NEC store, process, and control the
picture in digital form. So TV performance
can be raised to a higher level. The level of
NEC Digital Television.

Take a look at our 26" square picture.
You'll see richer color, more contrast,

more resolution, and more picture than
ever before, With a VCR connected,
NEC's digital Picture -in- Picture lets you

watch two shows at the same time on
the same screen. And our three-way
digital freeze lets you stop even the

"Prqz 's Honor available exclusively from -etitron video
'Model 0T26804 with 26' sere,, measured diagonally 500 lines horizontal resolution via video inputs TV reception simulated

fastest running back in his tracks.
It shouldn't surprise anyone that the
company behind this surprising new TV is
NEC. We're at the forefront of computers,
moritors, and broadcast video. And that
takes real brains.

NEC

We bring high technology home.
NEC Hume Eiectrorhs IL S 4

Inc

1255 Michael Dive. SD cod Dale. C 60'91

A whole year of human
experience could be put on

a single disc-illustrating
the storage potential of

the CD or the shallowness
of human existence.
from 98 frames of data formerly used

command from the host, the player can

for music data.) The remaining 288
bytes, called auxiliary system data,
provide for a higher degree of error

subcodes in the disc. The disc rotates
only when a drive -select "ready" com-

detection and correction; this is a prerequisite for successful numerical data

mand is given; otherwise the disc is
stationary to save power and motor

storage, which is more demanding
than audio data. This system data
forms an extended error -correction

wear. Multiple drives can be controlled
by one host computer's interface, thus

code (EDC and Layered ECC) existing

expansion.
The average data -transfer rate is 75

independently of, and in addition to,
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leaving open possibilities for further

the cross -interleave Reed -Solomon er-

sectors per second, and therefore

ror -correction code already watching
over each CD frame; thus, the error
rate is improved over that of an audio
CD. Typical CD-ROM bit -error rates
will be between 10-16 and 10-17, or
one uncorrectable bit in every 1016 to
1017 bits. The extended code may be
processed either by hardware circuitry
contained in the CD-ROM player or by
a host computer.
CD-ROM production begins with a
master data tape(s), recorded in computer magnetic -tape format. The data
is entered into a pre -mastering mini-

153.6 kilobytes per second for the constant linear velocity (CLV) of 1.2 meters
per second (same as the CD). Propri-

computer, where the data is placed

gl

output audio data, accessed by the

etary CD-ROM systems can achieve
faster rates with special components.
Access time for any point on a disc is
less than 1 second.
A CD-ROM drive is a rather elegant
data storage/retrieval system. Its pos-

sible applications are numerous. Extensive amounts of information can be
conveniently stored on a few discs; for
example, a CD-ROM telephone book

for the entire U.S. would be feasible.

Assuming 100 million listed tele-

into the CD-ROM format. (Header, error correction, subcode, etc. are generated.) Following pre -mastering, actual disc production is identical to that of
audio CDs, albeit with greater quality
control to ensure accuracy of data, because computer data is less forgiving
of errors than music.
While CD-ROM uses a data format
similar to that of music CDs, the discs
are not compatible. A CD-ROM drive
dispenses with D/A conversion, output
filtering, and audio output stages, but
requires a special interface and a com-

phones, and 40 bytes of information

puter for output. A CD-ROM drive
alone costs less than an audio CD

on a CD? It has been estimated that

player; the consolidation of both functions into one player is ideally costeffective. A combination disc holding
both music and ROM material could
then be implemented.
Player design, even for a combination system, is straightforward. An intelligent interface and system control-

ler is included in the drive, ready for
connection to the host computer. Data
is transferred to the host computer in
blocks of 2 kilobytes. Using the header
field, the sector address (in minutes.
seconds, and blocks) is verified by the
host computer. The disc table of con-

tents can be transferred to the host
computer. After receiving an "audio"
32

associated with each one, the total of 4

gigabytes could be stored on about
five discs-a stack about 1/4 inch high.
The CD-ROM will form the basis for a
new electronic publishing medium applicable to books, dictionaries, technical manuals, business catalogs, computer storage, expert systems, artificial
intelligence, and so on. It represents
an entirely new technology of information dissemination.
Finally, an interesting analogy. Just
how much information can be stored
the capacity of a single disc is some 1
or 2% of that of the human brain. The
equivalent of a year of human experience could be stored on a single disc,
available for instant recall. This remarkably illustrates the storage potential of

the CD-or the shallowness of this
view of human existence, depending
on your point of view.
Well, what the heck, you're saying.
Artificial intelligence? The shallowness
of human existence? Does CD-ROM
have anything to do with audio? It sure
does. One forthcoming CD-ROM product, CD -I, will do absolutely everything
the audio CD does, and much, much
more. I'll begin with that story in my
A
next installment.
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SIGNALS & NOISE

A Grace Note
Dear Editor:

Such uncanny timing! First comes
Ted Fox's wonderful article on zydeco
music (see September 1986), helping
convince me that Audio tops the list in
reading for music and hi-fi between the
same covers. Then, a mere two weeks
later, Paul Simon's Graceland sails into

the local shops on LP, CD and cassette (at the same time-bravo, Warner
Bros.!), wearing its Louisiana -to -Africa
influences proudly on its record
sleeve. (I bought the CD.) I'm sure Mr.
Tearson or the Tivens will get to it in

due time; for now I'll just say it's

all

terrific music, first note to last, and that,
as you know, ain't too common.

tronics industry stole a term from others and then was surprised at the ensuing confusion.
The proper term for the SM91 circuit
in question is without doubt "simplex."
Shure stands vindicated and should
be congratulated for their attempt to
straighten things out, or at least to
bring forth the subject.
For many years I have been shocked
at the laxity of the industry in its coining
and accepting of terms without proper
research and/or application of the correct rules of word creating. For example, quadraphony and its variations
should be tetraphony. There is also the

odd juxtapositioning of stereophonic
vs. monoral, or is it monaural? Maybe it

The musical influences Simon is should be monophonic. I wish the edihelping introduce to the mainstream (if
one can still regard Paul as such) can

don't know
do nothing but good.
about zydeco taking off like crazy,
I

even in New York, but stranger things
have happened.
Barrett W. Benton
New York, N.Y.

tors of the most professional magazine
of the trade would stand guard on the
proper use and spelling of English.
will continue to enjoy reading your
magazine as I have for many decades.
F. A. Leclaire
Montreal, Que.
I

Dear Editor:
Regarding Jon R. Sank's comments

on "simplex power" and "phantom
power" in his profile of the Shure SM91
microphone (see Audio, June 1986),
agree entirely that one term should not
I

and meaning do change over the
years, even if we don't want them to
and even if we're using a well-defined
technical term. In the present case, it
appears to me that Mr. Leclaire is citing a technology which hasn't been
practiced for some time. If language is
mimesis, as Aristotle taught, then words
describing dead technologies should
die too. Clearly false. And what is to be

made of the changes in, say, the
Greek language over the years? It's
thought that ancient Greeks would not

be able to understand the current

at all.-E.P.

where signals can be transmitted in
one direction at a given time. A radio
circuit must always be simplex when

Call from Overseas

has been used for a long time by other

I

term 'phantom.' " Since Shure is now
using the term phantom with simplex in
parentheses, the industry seems to be

were also coined by the telephone industry in the late 1800s. The first term all together on terms, albeit with a
defines an artificial voice circuit de- somewhat incorrect usage, according
rived from two physical circuits; a fur- to Mr. Leclaire.
I thank him for setting things straight,
ther artificial circuit derived (with great
difficulty) from two "phantoms" was and making all of us in today's eleccalled a "ghost." Once more the elec- tronics industry look a little foolish for
34

Editor's Note: It's fairly well established
among language handlers that usage

operation of a communications circuit

use, such as "half -duplex." These sides the debate on which was proper,
believe,
terms are also used in radio communi- was that Gotham Audio,
cation and have a very similar signifi- claimed to have a copyright on the
The terms "phantom" and "ghost"

as binaural/monaural systems em ployed headphones.-Jon R. Sank

Terminology Guide. On page 1-14
"simplex" is defined as: "Method of

munications in 1976, Communications

the telephone and telegraph industry manufacturers of condenser mikes.
Some new information has come to
since the 1800s. "Simplex" is the superpositioning of a d.c. signal over an light from Shure Brothers. I received a
a.c. signal-that is, a telegraph chan- letter from Shure's president, Mr.
nel over a voice channel. A one-way James Kogen, which enclosed a note
channel, that is; a dual channel was from Elaine Shinbrot, who wrote the
called "duplex." The terms are still SM91 data sheet. She relates that the
accepted today; other terms are also in original reason for using simplex, "be-

cance.

field reproduction by speakers, where -

thorities with opposing definitions, not
to mention spellings. While I am not yet
ready to turn in my blue pencils and
am often
resign my editor's post,
amazed that any meaning gets across

have more than one meaning. But in
this particular case I have to condemn only a single carrier frequency is
the electronics industry for accepting used." This is why I rejected the term
as a substitute for "phantom," which
second meanings for related terms.
In this case, the terms were in use by

in some publications circa 1960, but
apparently it did not catch on. He de fined stereo/monophonic as including

tongue. Too, there's the problem of au -

Author's Reply: My reference was a
book published by RCA Global Com-

Some Words About Words

having mixed up the terms stolen from
telephony. I would like to add that Harry Olson did use the term monophonic

I

Dear Editor:

Do you know where I might be able
to get replacement parts for a Triplett
sound level meter, M-370? The manufacturer apparently has moved or is no
longer in business. To complicate mat ters, the IC which is defective (the only
one, fortunately) does not have a clear
number stamped on top. Thus, I would

have to contact someone who is an
agent or specializes in repair of Triplett

instruments in order even to identify
the part needing replacement.
Being stationed in Manila, where
nothing is obtainable (and what is ob-

tainable does not work much of the
time), your assistance is especially appreciated.
Douglas K. Ramsey
American Embassy
APO, San Francisco, Cal. 96528

Editor's Note: If anyone can help Mr.

Ramsey, we hope you'll let him
know.-E.M.
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A remarkable combination of
exceptional performance, flexibility and value.
The traditional audiophile has typically
had the choice of two opposing designs in preamplifiers. One offered flexibility, with the
(assumed) sacrifice in musical accuracy. The
other took the purist route, with no features
beyond a volume control and on/off switch.
The Adcom GFP-555 preamplifier was
designed to face this dilemma head-on, and
resolves it in ways that will satisfy the most
diehard of purists.

Outstanding performanceaffordable price.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding-by any measurement or listening
criterion-and at the same time it offers a full
array of meaningful controls and features.
What's more, the GFP-555 does it all at a
surprisingly affordable price. Surprising, that
is, only to those who aren': yet familiar with the
Adcom approach to design and performance.
Musical performance, in particular.

Getting down to basics: Sound quality
is paramount.
Gain path -simple and direct.
The GFP-555's gain path is simple and direct
from input to output. The use of a minimum
number of components-each of the highest
quality-means low waveform distortion and
less phase shift.
The gain stages employ the most innovative
state-of-the-art linear amplifiers ever used in
high fidelity components. These individually
selected instrument -grade devices are in a
class by themselves.

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card
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The speed of the gain stages is extraordinar ly

high-almost fifty times faster than the speed
of CD or LP signals. And along with this speed,
there's the lowest noise and lowest offset voltage currently available.
The almost nonexistent offset voltage eliminates the need for blocking capacitors used by
others, and allows the GFP-555 to be direct
coupled for exceedingly wide frequency response-from DC to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Noise is exceptionally low throughout all inputs, with a typical noise floor of four billionths
of a volt-per-square-root-hertz-more than

THE ADCOM
Tightly -regulated power supply.
Maintains outstanding perform-

Headphone amplifier.
A separate high quality audio amplifier section is provided br use
with headphones.

ance and consistency, regardlesE
of fluctuations in signal level or
AC line voltage.

115 dB below a 10mV input at 1kHz!
The power transformer and associated
power supply components are of very sophisticated design. Dispersion of radiated noise and
hum fields is eliminated by the use of layers of
mu -metal shielding on the power transformer.
In addition, the use of large filter capacitors
permits excellent regulation of power supply,
providing consistently high performance regardless of fluctuations in signal or AC line
voltage.
Those concerned about preamps with tone control circuitry should be aware that although
the GPF-555 has it, the "normal" position
keeps this circuitry out of the signal path as
thoroughly as if it weren't there at
When wanted, it can be switched
The high- and low-cut filters are passive.
Their gentle slope has very low phase shift,
and prevents ringing and significant changes
in sound quality.
The output impedance is 470 ohms, low
enough to avoid high -frequency loss when
long lengths of cable are used between the
preamplifier and power amplifier.
CD and phono input jacks, and all output
jacks, are gold plated for minimum signal loss.

And speaking of flexibility.
There are times you may want to listen to
one input (phono, tuner, CD, tape, etc.) while
taping from another. That's precisely what you
can do with this preamplifier.
The headphone jack has its own amplifier,
both to prevent loading of the preamp output
circuit and to provide sufficient gain to drive
virtually any headphone.
Two sets of output jacks are provided: one
pair for amplifiers, such as Adcom's, which are
direct -coupled; the other pair for amplifiers
which require coupling capacitors.
For optimized performance of any magnetic
phono cartridge, adjustable capacitance loading is provided.
There's an unusual number of inputs: five
for high level inputs (tuner, CD, tape 1, tape 2,
video/AUX); and one phono input that can be
switched for low- or high -output moving -coil
and moving -magnet cartridges.
Contour circuits for enhancing bass response

at low listening levels have been around for
some time, of course. Ours are considerably

On -chassis selector switching.
By avoiding long signal traces
and wires, this feature minimizes
crosstalk by switching audio signals close to their input source.

Volume control.
This high quality precision potentiometer maintains ideal balance
between channels throughout its
rotation.

GFP-555 PREAMPLIFIER
Glass epoxy circuit board, copper
plated on both sides.
This allows one side of the circuit
board to be used as a 4iielding/
ground plane, thus preventing hum
and RF interference fr:m reaching
the signal paths.

Direct on -chassis input
output jacks.
This design technique outmodes
point-to-point wiring. Inducel hum,
noise and unreliability in the signal path are no longer of concern.

Bypass capacitors.
Where electrolytic capacitors are necessary in the signal path, a I are shunted by
high quality polystyrene, silver mica, or
polypropylene capacitors. The result is
audibly superior decouohng/isolating performance at mid and high frequencies,
achieved by the lower inductance and ESR
of these devices.

Custom -designed linear gail stages with
unique semiconductor complement.
Both the low level (phono) anc high level (CD, tuner,
tape) circuits, are proprietary Adcom state-of-the-art
configurations using instrument -grade semiconductor devices. They have extremely low noise and
distortion, and their speed of operation is many
times faster than the frequency components found
in musical signals.

more sophisticated, more useful and more
musically accurate over a wider range of listening conditions than any you are likely to have
encountered.
Considering the opportunities offered by the
new breed of signal processors, you'll welcome
the separate processor loop that leaves both
tape loops available for use.

Final word.
What all this adds up to with respect to music
is very simple. There is less phase shift betweer

channels, dead quiet background (essential for
CDs), total transparency and clarity of detail.
The music truly comes alive, with no sense of
"electronic presence" in the reproductive chair .
Of course, we hope that this information
reaches you at a time when you're interested ii
a new preamplifier, or should be-whether your
first or an upgrade-and that what interests you
above all is a demonstrably superior combination of sonic performance, flexibility and value.
SPECIFICATIONS.
Total harmonic distortion: 0.005%
IM distortion: 0.005%
Signal-to-noise ratio:
Phono (re 0.5 V output): >85 dB
Tuner, CD. tape (re 2 V output): >100 dB

Tone controls:
Bass (40 Hz) ± 9.5 dB
Treble (15 kHz) ±9.5 dB
Contour (switchable): +6 dB at 50 Hz
Frequency response: 1 Hz -100 kHz , 0.1 dB
High filter (switchable): 2.5 dB at 20 kHz (6 dB/octave)
Low filter (switchable): -5 dB at 20 Hz (6 dB/octave)

Input sensitivity for 0.5V output:
Phono High MC/MM: 0.4 mV
Phono Low MC: 0.13 mV
High: 40 mV

Maximum output level: 10 volts
Input impedance:
High MC/MM: 47 kohms
Low MC: 100 ohms

Output impedance: 470 ohms
Phono overload at 1 kHz High MC/MM: 140 mV
Phono input capacitance: Adjustable; 100 pF, 175 pF, 275 pF
Line voltage: 120V/60 Hz (Available in 230V/50 Hz
on special order)
Dimensions: 17" x TA" x123/4" D (432mm x 83mm x 324mm D)
Weight: 14 lbs. (6.4 kg)
Optional accessory: Model RM-3, rack mount adapters.

Adcom products are available with white or silver front
panels on special order. Shown: GFP-555 preamplifier,
GFT-555 AM/FM-stereo tuner and GFA-545 power
amplifier with white front panels.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 USA
Telephone: 201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
©1986 ADCOM GFP/886
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TIME AFTER AIR TIME
next. For a while it seemed to many of

us that radio-a// radio-would simply
disappear, in favor of the picture on
the tube. There was nowhere to turnyet. Radio, both types, also faced that
blank wall, that seeming dead end. As
we know, both kinds survived, in spite
of television. But it was an incredibly
close call. still wonder at it. Can you
imagine-no radio, no radio at all?
I

What saved radio, both the good
and the bad, were new things, new
concepts, that in 1946 were scarcely
imaginable. Hence the blank wall,
hence what seemed like the end of the

road. But all this is another story, a
story in which, happily, what we now
call audio at last combines forces with
radio for very much of a joint relationship. We, in early hi-fi, had good
sound. FM also had it. Soon a third
medium, the disc record, would join in.

TV couldn't care less-for how many
years? Decades.
It was a sharp corner, indeed, for the

entire area of reproduced sound, that

Most of us have had certain

had its FM transmitter on the side, but

points in our lives that, as we
gaze backwards in our mental
rear-view mirror, look more and more

the FM "program department" was

like right-angle corners in the broad
highway of life. My audio right angle
was just like that, in 1946-though at
the time all could see was a blank
I

wall, or maybe a highway dead end. A
promising new career in FM radio had
dropped out from under me, thanks to

the closing of the station where

I

worked. I would not go back to teaching music, thanks! Not to students who
didn't like music, anyhow. So I floated,
high and dry, and looked at my dead
end. It was not a pleasant sight.

But the corner was there. Within
months I was writing record reviews for
a magazine. And long before the next
year was out, 1947, I snagged another
opportunity, precisely at the first blossoming of the high-fidelity movement.
It was writing for this mag.
When I finally got back on the FM air,
much later, it was in the time of a false
peace, when the same programs were

usually no more than a connecting cable in the station's control room. This
was cheap and easy and kept the station's fingers in the pot, just in case. It
also stifled all trace of initiative among
those who valued FM for itself, as a hi-fi
medium with great new possibilities for
the home listener.
Few AM programs were then technically suitable for FM quality, not only

.

.

.

.

After my FM station shut down,
around the springtime of 1946, as

I

remember, I managed to put out one

final broadcast on the old FM band. It
was on a very different station, and to
tell the truth I am only deducing that it
due to those famous telephone lines was "old band," simply because of the
that tied the networks together but also date-but I am reasonably certain of it.
because of casual standards within the Mercifully,
can't remember the staAM stations themselves. I'm sure a lot tion's call letters, but can see the
of engineers, AM as well as FM, would place in my mind, all too easily. In any
have enjoyed reaching for new quality case, it was still on the FM air, indeI

I

levels, as they always do. But the way I

pendently, for a while after my own

get it, the general feeling was all too
familiar: Why buck the system, why

outfit quit.
During my station's brilliant (nonprof-

bother? What you gain here you'll lose

it) expansion during 1945 and 1946,

there. Very understandable, as it always is. It is never easy to reform a

when I had taken on full-time duties of
numerous sorts, had suggested we
establish a "house organ" chorus under my direction-since had experience in that field-which would be all radio, like the NBC or CBS Sympho-

system that in its time has been hugely

successful-and that was AM radio
before FM and before TV.

widely carried by both AM and FM
outlets, twins but 'or the circuitry-net

Meanwhile, to carry on this digression, AM radio itself was rapidly losing

gating all that we had done in the way
of developing FM's special qualities.
Every network, every big AM station,

ground in favor of television. Soon it
was almost as stranded as FM, and
just as confused as to where to go

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

year Television, being new, didn't
have to make any turns. But the rest of
us barely made it, including myself,
with a safety margin of practically zero.
By 1950 we were all there, safely, more
or less, and then came the Eisenhower
Prosperity. That gave us wings, and we
took off

I

I

nies of the time over at the big networks. It would be on a miniature
scale, of course, but would have one
feature the networks didn't exploit: FM
39

For a while it seemed to us
that all radio would simply
disappear, in favor of the
picture on the tube. It was

Buy Any Sony

Compact Disc Player
and get 2 CDs free.

a close call.

Between September 15, 1986 and January 31, 1987 buy any Sony home, car, or

portable compact disc player and receive 2 CDs free from the 20 listed beasked if we could rehi-fi sound.
hearse the (unpaid) singers right there
in our upstairs studio, where we would
put on a broadcast every so often, myI

self conducting the music and also
commenting on it from a written script
directly into our hi-fi mikes. The station
had to keep open; we would cost nothing extra, rehearsing in the big studio
while records were broadcast, or the
news, from our smaller studio. The idea

was taken up right away-we had an
intelligent management, as I have said
before. They were open to any practical new thought, in that interim period

of nonprofit broadcasting, which had
at least a fighting chance of keeping
things going in the FM future when
money would begin to count. We had
an audience, and we wanted to build
that audience just as far as we could,
with so few FM sets out in the field to
hear us, so that later on we could expand it on a solid basis as new postwar receiving equipment appeared on

had an orphan
chorus of 25 on my hands with no

low. (You pay only for shipping and

place to go.
It had to be FM, of course. So I went
to this other station. How naive I was!
And little did know. This outfit was,

purchase for your Sony CD player.

wasn't there. And

I

I

somehow, into facsimile, the broadcasting by radio signal of whole docu-

ments, received and printed out at
some other location. It was a modern
miracle and surely did have possibilities. Somebody had put a lot of money
into a state-of-the-art FM outlet complete with ultra -mod studio, as well as
facilities for facsimile broadcast; I can
only guess that, like the station I'd
worked for, they wanted to keep their
-spot on the broadcast band and had to
produce a viable signal on a regular

schedule while the facsimile biz got
waltzed confidently
organized. So
over to this outfit and suggested they
I

take on my FM Radio Chorus. We

would give them broadcast concerts
as we had at the other station, now
the market. Practical? I'd call it shrewd, departed. After all, they had to fill up
and sensible. My chorus would do the time somehow; we'd be glad to help.
have never since run into
Well,
station no harm, cost nothing, and enhance its reputation for enterprising quite such hard-boiled disbelief as
programming. Was that bad for future those facsimile guys showed. don't
I

quality that was unheard of at that time.

It would be a startling experience

(I

hoped, in all my youthful enthusiasm)
for our listeners.
So we began rehearsals, one evening a week, in that same penthouse
studio with the big piano and the fireplace about which have written before. True, it was a very poor place to
sing in, being essentially dead. If Mr.
John K. Mitchell (who wrote in this
space in July '86) had been around to
fix us up with some of those 15 -kHz
I

40

346312 Billy Joel

And, as a special bonus we'll enroll you

in the CBS Compact Disc Club-which
offers you the CDs you want at substantial savings! But you have absolutely no

obligation to buy anything, ever-and

you may cancel your membership at any
time.

(I

fied. You will always have at least 10 days to make

as we did. They were on the air

sical chorus, what kind of damfool idea
was that? Don't you understand, we're
in business! (Well, they would be, with
luck.) But oddly enough, they took us

if with no visible enthusiasm. We
were clearly a batch of loony nuts, but
we would fill up some air time for them
while they waited things out. This was
in late 1946.

an alternate selection-or none at all-mail the response card, always provided, by the date speci-

your decision. If you ever receive any selection
without having had at least ten days, you may return the selection at our expense. The CDs you or-

der as a member will be billed at regular Club
prices, plus shipping and handling.

on,

There was one minor misunder-

standing. In their experience, any "talent" that went on the air walked in, did
lines, out to a nice, fat church in the its stuff, and got out. You should have
vicinity, we could have put on a hum- seen those faces when I casually redinger of a chorus program, acousti- marked that of course we would want
cally speaking. But I expect I was a bit to rehearse in the studio once a week
vague at that point as to what a 15 -kHz for X months before we could put on a
line might be, and so we sang in that show for them. They simply did not
dead studio, and in due course put on believe me-that isn't what you do in
several evening broadcasts, complete radio; you must be crazy. They didn't
with my commentary, just as planned. say it, they just looked it. But times
am glad do not have were bad right then and they needed
Musically,
recordings of those performances -1 some free talent. So they let us in,
have done a lot better in the 40 years anyhow. Gingerly.
So we rehearsed, in that anechoic,
since. But we did it, and would have
gotten better-but suddenly the station soundproofed studio, with the stony
I

345553 Branford Marsalis
Romances For Saxophone
(CBS Masterworks)
343947 Tony Bennett
The Bridge (Columbia)
The Art of Excellence
346270 Wham
(Columbia)
Music From the Edge of
343582 Van Hales
Heaven (Columbia)
5150 (Warner Bros.)
346023 Genesis
342097 Barbra Streisand
Invisible Touch (Atlantic)
The Broadway Album
343327 Wynton Marsalis
(Columbia)
JolivetIbmasi: Trumpet Con339226 Michael Tilson
certos (CBS Masterworks)
Thomas, Gershwin: Rhapsody
m Blue, Etc. Los Angeles
346809 Enrique Batiz
Philharmonic (CBS
Dvorak. Sym. No 9 "New
Masterworks)
World." London Philharmonic
(Verese Sarabande)
336222 Dire Straits
346015 Jean-Claude Malgorie, Brothers in Arms
(Warner Bros.)
Cond. Handel: Royal Fireworks Music, La Grande
334391 Whitney Houston
Ecurie Et La Chamber Du
(Arista)
Roy (CBS Masterworks)
326629 Bruce Springsteen
346892 Ruthless People
Born In The U SA
Original Sound Track (Epic)
(Columbia)
345827 Bob James and David
323261 Lionel Richie
Sanborn, Double Vision
Can't Slow Down
(Warner Bros)
(Motown)
339200 Stevie Wonder
343095 Philip Glass
Songs from Liquid Days (CBS) In Square Circle (Tamla)
346478 Madonna
True Blue (Sire)

assume) simply to be on the air and
hold their place. As to cultchah-clas-

think they gave a hoot for an audience,

Remember, this would be live FM,
broadcast and received with a sonic

together with a copy of the proof of

How the Club works: every four weeks (13 times a
year) you'll receive the Club's music magazine. If
you want only the Selection of the Month, do nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer

I

commercialization?

handling.) Just mail the coupon below,

I
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Fony/CBS CD Offer, 1400 N. Fruitridge,
PO. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811
I have enclosed a copy of proof of Sony CD play-

er purchase. Rush my 2 FREE CDs (I will be
billed $3.00 forshipping and handling only) and
enroll me in the Club under the terms outlined
above. I understand I have absolutely no obligation to buy anything, ever-and may cancel
at any time.
Send these 2 CDs
Insert Code #

Insert Code #

My main musical interest is:
(
) Rock/Pop ( ) Classical
Name

Address
Zip
State
Coupons must be postmarked by February 15, 1987. CBS
Compact Disc Club reserves the right to cancel any membership. Offer good in continental USA only excluding
Alaska.

City

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO-

© 1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and The
Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony.
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To hear why Genesis
records on Sony digital equipment, play them
back on a Sony Compact Disc Player.
When it comes to capturing the experience of
live music, no audio equipment delivers the lifelike
reproduction of digital audio.
That's why the only digital recording equipment
chosen by Tony Banks, Phil Collins and Mike
Rutherford of Genesis is, not surprisingly, the
leader in the industry: Sony.
Not only has Sony led the way in professional digital recording equipment, we
invented the digital audio system for playback-the compact disc player. Sony also
introduced the first home, car and portable
CD players. And Sony sells more types of compact
disc players than anyone else in the world.
But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you
choose, each allows you to hear the music the way the
artist originally intended.

So why not do what genesis does? Play back
the top -selling compact discs like "Invisible
Much" the way they were mastered. On
Sony Digital equipment. You'll
find that when it comes
to bringing you close to
the music, nothing
even comes close.
The Sony CDP-55.
Sony's best value in
a full -featured compact
disc player.
From its Unilinea: Converter and digital filter to its
programming flexibility and supplied Remote
Commander® unit, the Sony
CDP-55 has everything you
need in a home CD player.
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

© 1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony Remote Commander and The Leader In Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony.

S ONY

THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
HIGH PERFORMANCE: Designed to
he sound principles of audio and
video performance, all CWD cabinets
are hand-crafted from select hardwoods and lovingly hand -finished.
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU:

Add on, arrange and rearrange for
wrtually any configuration. Easy to
sailor, our cabinets fit both your
ifestyle and your audio/video comJonents, even big screen. Add a wine
-ack, drawers, stunning glass doors.
REMARKABLE QUALITY: From the
precision hardware to the natural
piled finish, every CWD cabinet is
3 fine piece of furniture you'll cherish
'or years. But see for yourself.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159

'or the dealer nearest you in Illinois
:all 312-563.1745)
This fully modular, flexible cabinet system in
Natural Oak features our wine rack, bronze
tempered glass doors, solid oak doors and
interior cabinet lights.

CWD
CUSTOM WOODWORK & DESIGN INC.

All CWD cabinets and accessories available
c handsome Dark Oak (shown below),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut.

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

We wanted to build our
audience, with so few FM
sets out in the field, so that
later we could expand it on
a solid basis as postwar
receivers appeared.
faces always in the background. And
eventually we gave our broadcast concert, with the same stony faces in attendance at the controls. We then departed. Forever. That was the end of
Old -Band FM for me.
I don't think anybody heard that concert; I doubt if the station had any audience, though might be wrong in my
recollection.
remain mystified as to
I

I

why they had a fancy studio, since
they made it so clear that facsimile was

their business for the future. All in all,

this was a ghoulish way to end five
years of sheer FM euphoria on my
part! The FM Radio Chorus, of course,

dissolved. We were not about to re-

hearse on a street corner for our
broadcasts.

did not get to another chorus for
eight years, until 1954, and that one
was strictly for live performance, with
I

an occasional (hi-fi) recording on tape.
This group still exists, after 32 years,
which sort of makes up for 1946.
Looking back, now, I really question
who was the more practical and hardboiled, the station I worked for or the
businesslike facsimile outlet. In death

all men are equal, and so are radio
stations. But which of these had the
1

BUILT-IN DIGITAL SYNTHESIZED

AM/FM STEREO TUNER
2

10 STATION PRE-SETS (5 FM, 5 AM)

3

DOLBY*13 NR

4

3 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

5 AUTO -REVERSE

6 UP/DOWN AUTO -SCAN
7

ANTI -ROLLING MECHANISM

8. SOFT TOUCH CONTROLS
9 STEREO/MONO SELECTOR
10 DETACHABLE BELT CLIP
,11. .LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES

more accurate approach to the future
of radio?

While the other station worked, ap-

parently, to stay on the air, we had
worked our hardest at acquiring a
base audience, and for that audience

we produced as much in the way of
new ideas as we could possibly turn
out while we waited for the war to end
and business to return. We got an au-

dience-an almost fanatical loyalty,
and bushels of mail from those few
listeners who had come to own FM
receivers before the clamp -down of
war. I could not believe the wonderful
letters I personally received, week after

week, from these people, who knew
they were in on something new and

ext year, the kitchen sink.
It's got everything. Including digital synthesized tuning with
10 presets. Auto -reverse. Dolby*B noise reduction. An anti -roll mechanism
(so the tape won't shake, rattle or roll). And sound you won't hear
from some home systems.
InTouch withTomorrow
The Toshiba KT -4066. We didn't leave
much room for improvement. *TM Dolby Labs

TOSHIBA

Toshoa Amen., Inc., 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, NJ 07470

Enter No. 49 on Reader Service Card

different that others were missing.
Moreover, even though we died as a
station along with our place on the FM
band, we had already foreshadowed a
great deal of what is now public -radio
FM on a much larger scale. And I think

we also pointed the way toward the
few genuinely commercial "classical"
FM outlets that have found the means
to stay permanently alive and well. So
who was most practical? We were. A
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Stereo is more than just a sugges-

imideialuminum films-and used

relections generated by the cabinet.

tion of left and right. Ideally, it is the

them in drivers with specially contoured cones, domes and planar

And our elegent, linear -phase

sonic image of an environment, recre-

ating the time and space of a live
performance. It's left, right, center and

all points in between. It's up, down,
near and far.

It's what we call a soundstage. This
third dimension (an audible depiction
of a recording's scatial cues) is the
designer's ultimate goal. At Infinity, it
has obsessed us throughout our 18
years of designing and building loud-

diaphragms, whose unique structural
properties achieve wider bandwidth,
quicker transient response and lower
distortion than conventional designs.

Since drivers alone don't recreate an
image we have curved the enclosure's
front oertical edges so you hear sound

radiated directly from the drivers, not

crossovers insure seamless transitions from driver to driver.

But we had one more goal :n our
at.dible conquest of s2ace: value.
Realizing a proper soundstage in our
V5,000 Infinity Reference Standard is
one thing, but achieving much of that
performance in an affordable bookshelf speaker is another. So we invite
ycu to explore our new 135 Series-five
models, priced from under $150 per

pair, that affordably aglow you to

speakers. Above all, it is a goal which
we nave approached systematically,
through unremitting attention to drivers, cabinets and crossovers.

achieve a new perspectire...

Traditional driver materials
and designs proved inadequate for the accurate rendering of a soundstage. So
we developed new mate-

rials-like polypropylene
compounds and poly-

Infinity Systems, Inc
In Canada

9409 Owensmouth Ave

H. Roy Grad Ltd.

14 Laidlaw Blvd.

Chatsworth, CA U S A 91311
Marham, Ontario Canada L3P1W7

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

(818) 709-9400
(416) 234-4833

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Copying Phono Discs
Q. I own a rather extensive collection of 78 -rpm and LP records and
want to transfer many of them onto
cassette tapes. In past years I have
read several articles on how to clean
up these old jewels, but alas, I did not
save them. I own high -quality audio

advantage over ferric oxide as it had at

the standard cassette speed of

11/4

ips. And then there was the problem of
compatibility between the older non EE decks and these new tapes, as well

in exchange for reduced noise. Of

as the increasingly excellent performance found in the current cassette

your equalizer.

the other types of tape?-Robert R.
Maigatter, Kewaunee, Wisc.

relative to 1 kHz.

do not know from experience,
but on theoretical grounds, I would expect metal tape to be less subject to
print -through because of its much
higher coercivity, which makes it more

Onkyo has a preamp, the P-3030,
with a single "78" equalization setting
which may or may not match your 78s
precisely, but which should come clos-

A. One of the articles to which you
refer is probably that by Peter Milton,
"Get the Most Sound from 78s," in the
June 1982 issue of Audio.
A great deal of help can be obtained
with the aid of an equalizer and/or tone
controls between the phono playback
system and the cassette deck input;
this is particularly the case for 78s.
Unfortunately, most preamps and integrated amps and receivers place the
tone controls after the tape deck's out-

tection against print -through than do

put, so they are not of help. Hence you
probably have to rely on an equalizer,
which can be very useful in achieving
an optimum balance between extend-

you could investigate on your own,
comparing metal tape with another

A.

I

difficult to magnetize. (Print -through results from one layer of tape on the reel
magnetizing the adjacent layer.)
If you are in the mood to experiment,

type. Most of the print -through develops within the first two or three days
ed treble response and minimum after recording, so you don't have to
noise. A dynamic noise -reduction unit wait very long for results.

could be beneficial; perhaps it could

be advantageously used with the Record Transfers to Tape
equalizer. In setting such equipment,
you must have confidence in your own
ears rather than in settings arrived at

Q. I am in the process of transferring old 78 -rpm records to tape. My
collection includes old acoustics and

by some formula.

post -1925 electricals, including a number of foreign make. My aim is to repro-

Rise and Fall of EE Tape
Q. I thought that metal and Type II
tapes were to be available for open reel decks. What happened? Also, I
am confused as to the difference between these and conventional open -

duce these records as they were intended to be heard. I have improved
their sound with an inexpensive, no frills equalizer, but in setting this device I need information about the old
equalization curves. I also need accu-

reel tapes.-Donald Bisbee, Colum- rate information on the current phono
standard, the RIAA curve.-George
bus, Ohio
A. Still available from a few manu- Wheeler, Sea Cliff, N.Y.
A. Old 78 -rpm records were record-

ed with a very substantial variety of
equalization characteristics, depend-

cassettes. The tape deck, for its part, ing on label and age, and I'm not in a
must supply a higher bias and different position to provide such a listing in this
treble equalization to get the most from
this hotter tape. These electromagnetic
changes are much like those required

column. All that can be said here is

that some of these old records require
more bass boost and some less; the
in a cassette deck in the switch from same is true for treble cut (some were
even recorded flat in the treble range).
Type I to Type II tapes.
It turned out, apparently, that at The best course is to use what sounds

speeds over VA ips, EE tape didn't best to you, taking into account not
present quite so obvious an audible only frequency response but also

44

course, this will require individual experimentation with each record, using

The RIAA playback curve calls for
bass boost commencing (up 3 dB) at
500 Hz and levelling off (3 dB below
maximum) at 50 Hz; total boost is 20
dB. It calls for treble cut beginning (3
dB down) at 2,122 Hz and continuing
thereafter at a rate approaching 6 dB
per octave; thus, for example, response is 13.7 dB down at 10 kHz

decks. For these and possibly for other
equipment with which to make the reasons, the move toward EE tape has
transfers, but I am at a loss as to how apparently come nearly to a halt.
to proceed. I will appreciate your suggestions.-Clifton T. Chadwick, Wheat More on Print -Through
Q. Does metal tape offer more proRidge, Colo.

facturers, Extra -Efficiency or EE open reel tape is made with particles similar
to or the same as those used in Type II

noise. In other words, at times you may
want to accept poorer treble response

er than the standard RIAA. Another device, the Esoteric Sound Re -Equalizer
(reviewed in Audio, November 1985),

can be used to obtain a more precise
equalization match to nearly any 78 rpm disc.

What's a "Live Source"?
Q. I have read recommendations
about which types of cassette tape to

use when recording a "live source."
Does this refer to recording a live
source directly, or does it mean recording a live source broadcast over
an FM station?-Name withheld
A. Recording a live source signifies
that one is making a recording at the

performance site itself-that there is
nothing between the tape deck and the
source except a microphone (and perhaps a mixer).
For live recording on cassette, it is
desirable to use metal tape to encompass the entire dynamic range, which
can be as much as 70 dB or so. This
will tend to minimize distortion and loss
of high frequencies. But when FM sta-

tions broadcast "live," they use compression to reduce the dynamic range
to about 60 dB or less. In that case,
one can usually get good results by
using a high -quality tape other than
metal, such as ferric oxide, chrome,
ferricobalt, or ferrichrome.
If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Teac

For over thirty years Teac has been famous for building

1111

JR in pie extieme.

pre,.:ision tape recording em ipment. But, we're not willing

to rt on our reels. So now Teac offers its most comprehensive line ever. From E udio and hi-fi video recording

equipment, to compact disc players, to graphic equalizers, speakers, and a complete line of audio and video

accessories. One thing, however, will never change at

Teac-our obsession with creating the most advanced,
fetr:ured-filled, superbly executed audio and video equipment we can make. So, no matter what Teac you decide to

buy, you can be assured of acquiring a piece that has
been built to fanatical standards.
Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card

TEAC

If your car deck simply
stops when ignition is
turned off, the rubber
roller and drive wheels
may develop flat spots,
causing wow and flutter.
the copy does not

How Best to Dub

friend's deck.

I want to copy a cassette recording of songs I have written. I want the

compare favorably with the original, try
a high-speed dub on the professional
deck. If still not satisfied, then try the

Q.

quality to be very good but the cost
within reason. My choices are: A real-

If

wheels, they may develop flat spots
too. Such flat spots cause wow and
real-time dub on studio equipment. flutter, sometimes severe. While they
Keep in mind that you cannot improve are not necessarily permanent (the

time dub from my deck to a friend's
deck; a high-speed dub on a $5,000 on the quality of the original, so the $15
professional machine, which will cost course may sound scarcely, if at all,
$2; a real-time dub on a studio -quality

better than the free one.

cassette deck, which will cost $15.
Which would you choose?-Steve Holliday, Santa Cruz, Cal.
A. I vote for the first course, namely

Flat Spots
Q. My car's cassette deck does not

automatically eject a tape when the

a real-time dub with the aid of your engine is turned off, and tapes therefore are forgotten at times and remain
and your friend's are both of good in play position. Can this damage any
quality and in good shape. Try dub- of the deck's parts and cause a deteribing from your deck to your friend's, oration in playback response?-Samuand vice versa, to see which gives el J. Neiditch, Redlands, Cal.
A. The possibility of damage debetter results. If the original tape has
NR, have both decks' NR circuits pends on what your deck does when
switched on (see "Deck -to -Deck the power to it is shut off. If the deck
Matching and NR: Straightening the just stops, with the tape still squeezed
between the rubber pressure roller and
Mirror" in the August 1986 issue).
Why not try things in the order you the capstan, the roller may develop a
listed? First dub with the help of your "flat spot" at the point where it confriend's deck, assuming that your deck

tacts the tape and capstan. If the
mechanism contains rubber drive

rubber tends to have a "memory" and
therefore may recover its roundness),

flat spots may become permanent if
the deck is left in play position long
enough. It is difficult for me to define
"long enough," however.
On the other hand, some car decks

go into "standby" when the power
goes off, leaving the cassette in play ing position but removing the pressure

roller a short distance from the tape
and capstan. This prevents flat spots.
It is possible, in hot weather, that a
cassette left in either type of deck
might warp enough to become unplayable or even enough to get stuck in the

transport. Should this happen, the
deck would have to be disassembled
by a service technician in order to re move the tape.

Sony just extended the renge of

Dolby and dbx NR systems
suppress noise introduced
in recording and playback,
while DNR suppresses noise
which is already present
in the program material.
Bright Sound

to retain the wide frequency response

recorded and decoding (expanding)

brighter sound when the equalization

tape deck? Can the DNR system be
used for both playback and record-

takes down the noise present in the

Q. My cassette tapes have a (20 Hz to 17 kHz) I now have with my the signal that is played back; the

switch is in the 120-µS position.
Why?-Robert W. Thompson, Glendale Heights, Ill.
A.
do not know whether you are
referring to recording or playback or
both. And I do not know if the EQ and
I

bias switching are combined into one; I
will assume they are. When the switch
is in the 120 -RS position, this ordinarily

applies less bias than in the 70 -RS
position, resulting in increased treble
response but also greater recorded
distortion if you use tape formulations
other than ferric. In playback, the 120-

RS setting applies less bass boost-

ing?-Eric Gagne, South Hadley, Mass.
A. DNR is used solely for playback.
Its purpose is to maintain the frequency response of the program source so

far as the human ear can detect.

It

seeks to suppress high -frequency response, and thereby noise, only when
the high -frequency content of the program material is minimal; that is, it
ought to operate only when the highfrequency content is virtually masked
by the noise.

DNR seeks to suppress noise al-

which comes out to the same thing as

ready present in the program material
(phono records, recorded tapes, etc.).

less treble cut-and therefore yields

In

brighter treble response.

and dbx NR cannot suppress noise in

Combining NR Systems
Q. Can the DNR (Dynamic Noise

the program source; they suppress
noise-and remarkably so-in the tape
recording and playback system. The
Dolby and dbx systems work by en-

Reduction) system be used in conjunction with Dolby C NR? Will it enable me

contrast, systems such as Dolby

coding (compressing) the signal being

downward expansion in playback also
tape system.
You could use a DNR system to re duce noise of the program source be fore the signal is fed to the tape deck.
Or you could use DNR after the play back signal has been delivered by the
tape deck.
(Editor's Note: In my experience,

DNR systems whose thresholds are
not adjustable, such as those built into
many car -stereo systems, do reduce
high -frequency response, but only
slightly. However, DNR systems with
adjustable thresholds, such as those in
some stand-alone noise -reducers, can
usually be adjusted so as to eliminate
most high -frequency noise with little or

no discernible effect on treble

re -

sponse. Keep in mind, though, that it is
rarely, if ever, possible to eliminate all
audible noise without a slightly diminished treble. -1.8.)
A

Our new UX tapes deliver
higher highs, lower lows and
wider dynamic range.
If you're going to listen to music at all,
you may as well get it all. No matter how
high or low how loud or soft. Captured so
faithfully that trying one of these new
tapes at least once is something you owe
yourself. And your music.
Each of these four new UX tapes represents the kind of advancement of music
reproduction you've come to expect from
Sony. UX-ES, for instance, offers the best
frequency response of any Type II tape
we've ever formulated. Yet UX-PRO actually

goes one better with a ceramic tape guide
that yields the most incredibly quiet tape
housing Sony has ever produced.
Sony UX tapes. Now when a musician
really extends himself, so will your tape.

SON Y
THE ONE AND ONLY.

(01986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and The One and Only are
trademarks of Sony.
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Hum in Phono Cables
Q.

I am puzzled by a minor problem

which have the ability to record highlevel, high -frequency signals. Type II,

with my turntable. Any power cord because of its band -limited control cirwithin 12 inches of the phono cables

causes an audible hum from my

cuits, is more forgiving of media such

as cassettes, which have high -fre-

produced by power transformers and
motors. In your case, either the motor
or power transformer in the cassette
recorder was sufficiently close to the
playback head of the eight -track player for the hum to find its way into the
head. Yes, heads are shielded against
this hum, but shielding is never per-

speakers. Power cords near other ca-

quency headroom limitations, low -fre-

preamp, etc., do not cause this hum.
Do my phono cables need replacing?

fect, and some heads are shielded
Faulty Phono Muting
better than others.
Q. I own a top -grade automatic
With good shielding and judicious
turntable. At this time, however, the physical placement of hum -producing

bles, such as those connecting quency head "bumps," and other impreamp to power amp, tuner to perfections.
I'd really hate to do that, because
these cables are soldered directly to
the turntable lug strip.-Jerry Powley,

muting circuit is inoperative. In order to

avoid possible speaker damage,

Fort Worth, Tex.

I

A. Power cords produce a.c. fields have to run to the equipment and turn
which can be picked up by some ca- the volume down during the "change
bles and then passed into the audio cycle." Any advice?-Bernard A. Ducurcuits, where they are amplified and

fed to the loudspeakers as audible

Pont, Putnam, Conn.

A. The mute is supposed to silence
hum. Because phono cartridges have any output from the cartridge unless
very low -voltage outputs, phono input the stylus is on the record. This is accircuits have more gain than the other complished by two sets of switch coninputs in your system. As a result, any tacts, one set per channel. The con-

hum picked up by the phono cables

touch together during muting. They are
wired in such a manner that, when the
contacts close, the output from the carance is likely to be higher than the tridge is shorted.
combined impedance of a cassette reIn your case, either the contacts nevcorder and AUX input, etc.
er touch or there is dirt, oxide, or even
Audio cables are not completely grease on the contacts which prevents
shielded. This is why hum voltages can the shorting action. If the contacts simget into the cables in the first place. Do ply don't close, the cure depends on
not replace your cables-just keep the the design of the leaves and upon the
power cords away from them, as stat- way they are pressed together. You will
ed in most turntables' instructions.
either have to bend them so they are

closer together during "play" or you
Type I and Type II dbx NR
must adjust the position of a cam
Q. What is the difference between which works against the contacts. If
the dbx Type I and dbx Type ll noise - there is surface contamination, a suitreduction systems?-Tim Schindler, able contact cleaner should be able to
Mechanicsville, Md.
fix the contacts.
A. Both are full -band 2:1 compression/expansion ("compansion") sys- Hum in Stacked Components
tems. Both boost treble during recordQ. I often see systems in which the
ing and impose a mirror -image cut in individual components appear to be
playback. The difference lies in the stacked one on the other. Shouldn't
range in which the companding works. this produce problems? I remember
The sensors that control the corn - that when I was dubbing eight -track
pander action of dbx Type read all tapes to cassette, the two decks were
audio frequencies from 22 Hz to 21 stacked. I could hear a hum during
kHz; those that control dbx II's com- recording. In fact, that hum was repander action read signals only be- corded on my cassettes. When I sepatween 30 Hz and 10 kHz, so they won't rated the two decks, the hum was no
mistrack when used with imperfect re- longer there.-Tim Schindler, Mechancording media. This band -limiting ap- icsville, Md.
plies only to dbx II's control circuits,
A. An eight -track machine has a
not its audio circuits.
playback head, and this head can act
Type I is designed for recording sys- like a transformer. It is, therefore, sustems such as 15-ips studio recorders, ceptible to hum fields, which can be
48

which tend to be sensitive to hum, it is
possible to design components which
will operate properly when stacked.
In summary, if a manufacturer de-

signs a set of components to be
stacked, he will have taken hum into
account during the design process. If,
on the other hand, you stack a random
set of components, you run some risk
of hum.

tacts are usually flat leaves which

will be amplified more than hum picked
up elsewhere, and so will be more audible. Also, the phono system's imped-

I

elements with respect to elements

Interrelating Specs

Q. My stereo receiver has a frequency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz
and about 85 dB S/N for AUX signals;
my cassette deck has a maximum frequency response of 20 Hz to 19 kHz
and an S/N of 92 dB (with noise reduction). My turntable and cartridge have

a signal-to-noise ratio of 78 dB and a

frequency response of 10 Hz to 30
kHz. How do these specs interrelate?
What is the maximum S/N and the

maximum frequency response that
could be obtained from the kind of
setup I've described?-Tim Schindler,
Mechanicsville, Md.

A. The best S/N you can expect
from a multi -component system will be

that of the noisiest component that is
handling the signal at the time (except
when playing records, in which case
performance is limited not so much by
your equipment as by the background
on the discs, which can be as low as
60 dB.) Assuming your receiver's S/N
at the phono input is about 80 dB, you
could expect an S/N of 78 dB, at best,
when playing very quiet records, the
limit being your turntable's S/N. When
playing tapes made from low -noise
if you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine. 1515 Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Same great taste
in an exciting new pack.

i
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette
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A Denon amp

its only conipetition.

Denon PMA-900V

Integrated Amplifier
Denon America, Inc., 27 Low Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006
Denon Canada, Inc., 17 Denison Street, Markham, Ont. L3 R 185 Canada

DRA-95/R: Remote Control; Video Capability; 85 W/ch.,
both ch. driven, 8 Ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz, 0.03% THD.

DRA-75Wb Remote Control; Video Capability; 65 W/ch.,
both ch. drive, 8 Ohms, 20 Pz-20 kHz, 0.03% T/413.

DRA-55/, Non -Switching Class A Circuitry; Video Capability;
55 W/ch., both ch. driven, 8 Ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz, 0.015% THD

DRA-35V Nor -Switching Clc ss A Circuitry; Video Capability;
40 W/ch., 6014 ch. driven, 8 Ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz, 0.05% TM.

Admittedly, it's tough to compete with
Denor's integra-ed ampl fiers. In Japan,
they've been praised for 'a wide balance
and richness in sound" a -1cicalled "nathinc
short of phenomenal: Bit now Deno -1 amps
are getting a run for their money... from the
new Denon receivers.
Combining a separates -quality
amplifier and tuler on the same chassis is not
a new idea. But who else actually does it?
Look inside the new DRA-95VR Receiver and
you'll find precisely the same circuits that
make Denon amps so highly acclaimed.
You'll discover the same Pure CLrrent
Power Supply fcr an amazing 60 dB
reducton in dynamic IM distortion. You'll see
the same discrete output -ransistors (rot
cheap IC "power packs") for superior soni:
resolu-ion. The same video inputs and outputs. And the same MC cartridge head amp.
Beyond even this, Denon's top two
Receivers are supplied with an integrated
remote control that also operates a Cenon
Casse-te Deck cnd any cf three Denon CD
Players.

So before you make your next h gh
fidelity purchase, get yourself to a Denon
dealer. He'll show you the only receivers wi-h
the guts to stand up to the world's finest
integrated amps.

DENON
DESIGN INTEGRI-Y

Denon DRA-95VR
AM/FM Receiver

Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

In a multi -component
system, the best S/N you

can expect will be that of
the noisiest component
handling the signal at a
given time.
sources, your best S/N would be 85

In frequency response, too, you will

would be negligible; your response

dB, limited by your receiver's S/N at its

be limited by your system's weakest

when listening to records would be 20
Hz to 20 kHz (limited by the receiver)

high-level inputs. In practice you'd link-and perhaps by the sum of alt
achieve slightly worse figures than your components' frequency roll -offs,
these, because even the quietest com- depending on how their manufacturers
ponents would be adding some noise specify response. If response is specito the total; however, the added noise fied flat within a fraction of a dB, then
might not be audibly significant.
the effects of multiple components

and when listening to wide -range
tapes would be 20 Hz to 19 kHz (limited by the tape). If response is specified in terms of the frequencies at

which output is 3 dB down, however,

the frequency errors would add up
rapidly. If your cartridge, receiver, and

deck were all 3 dB down at 20 kHz,
say, then response when recording

Get Active...

from your turntable and monitoring the
tape would be 9 dB down at 20 kHz.

Every audiophile dreams of having a
music system which includes a pair of
loudspeakers driven by four of six
power amplifiers separated by an
electronic crossover. In such an active
system, the amplifiers operate within a
specific portion of the frequency
spectrum providing a detailed and
articulated sound. The electronic
crossover defines the role of each
driver and amplifier precisely, resulting
in more accuracy, greater efficiency
and lower distortion than is possible
with typical passive crossovers.
Meridian integrates carefully matched
active electronics into each of their
loudspeakers giving them the ability to
retrieve more realism in a reproduced
musical event than any comparable
passive design.

The Virtues of Noise

The third generation of active
loudspeakers from Meridian allow your
audiophile dreams to come true at a
price much lower than you would
expect. When you hear how much
musical enjoyment you can have, we're
sure you'll get active.

corresponding to changes of one

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN

In the March 1986 issue, a question
was published in "Audioclinic" from a
reader who wondered why a faint hiss

is audible even on CDs designated
"DDD."
I think it may actually be undesirable
to remove every last vestige of wide band noise from any digital format. In-

deed, it can be shown that a small
amount of wide -band noise (called
"dither") added to raw digital audio will
not only mask but actually reduce the
small amount of noise and distortion

caused by quantization-if the dither
meets certain mathematical criteria.

Quantization is a sequence of the
smallest voltage changes which can
be represented by a digital system,
count in the least significant bit. When
used, dither is injected at a level which
randomly modulates the system by at
least one count, plus whatever audio is

present, thus "blurring" the sharp,
stepwise effect of quantization.
In actual practice, the noise in mixers, preamplifiers, and other nondigital
studio equipment may provide this signal. However, as the noise floor of this
equipment is further reduced (as a re-

sult of design improvements and the
continued conversion to digital), it may
be desirable to deliberately add dither

to the signal. Dither can be added at
any point between the studio and the
CD player. At least one manufacturer,
Carver, adds dither itself, via the Digi-

tal Time Lens circuitry in its players.
The sound of some CDs may be enPictured is the Meridian M30 biamplified active loudspeake
Also available are the larger biamplified M20 and the triamplified M100 m
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., PO. Box 781, Middletown. CT 06457

ITT TLX 191.7158

hanced by this treatment.
If your reader has a Carver CD player, and if the Time Lens is switched in,

this could account for the hiss.-Karl
Uppiano, Caldwell, Idaho
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Eddie Daniels/Breakthrough

Kevin Eubanks/Face to Face

Lee RitenourlEarth MI4

Glenn Millerl/n rae'Digital Mood

Dave ValentinlLight Struck

An ongoing commitment to the

latest digital recording technology has earned GRP the singu-

lar distinction as The Digital Master
Company!
From New Age to Fusion, from

the Pioneers to the Legends, GRP
proudly presents the hottest names

Grusin/R itenourfriadequin

in jazz in the medium they were

SPECIAL

meant to be heard in.

1.17FIC

Music reproduction reflecting the

highest state of the art recording
technology, from...
GRP, THE DIGITAL MASTER
COMPANY.

Also available on Records and
The Chick Cote? Elektne Band

Special EFXISlice Of Life

T HE
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Cassettes.

IGITAL MASTER COMPANY
.Enter No. 23 on Reader Se -vice Card
rot alma calor Cal

P Records, Call C, 555 W 570, Sneer, New Yak, PkY. 10019

THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

TED FOX

Jerry

Mike

Leiber OL Stoller
The First Independent Producers Part II
Stoller and Leiber transformed the role of the record producer into a
much more responsible one than it had been. Earlier, most producers
felt the duties were chores,
necessary but without much
opportunity for a truly
significant contribution.
Perhaps because their
talents were so strong
or because they didn't
know where the limits
were, they raised the
producer's
Let's talk about The Drifters. "There
Goes My Baby" was the first session
you produced for them. It was such a

loved a certain Brazilian beat, called
the baion, which we heard sung by
Silvano Mangano in the Italian film

beautiful, lush production. .
J.L.: That was the time Jerry Wexler's

Anna. It later became the signature of
half a dozen years of rock 'n' roll and
soul records. It was used extensively

.

.

tuna fish sandwich went all over the done. .
It was upstairs on 40th
wall. We played him the record while Street, off Sixth Avenue.
he was eating his lunch. He started J.L.: The booth was upstairs, but the
screaming at us: "What are you doing recording was down in the pit. There
with my money!? This is the dumbest, was a terrible time lag in the studio,
the craziest! This stupid record is out and a strange echo system. It gave a
of tune! Hey, Ahmet, isn't it out of weird wash to the record. We knew the
.

tune!?" [Laughter.] Ahmet says, "Hey,
wait a minute! Stoller knows whether
it's in tune or not! Is it out of tune?"
[Laughter.] Stoller says, "Well, it's a
little out of tune, but I think it's kind of
interesting." [Laughter.] "Interesting!
What kind of interesting? The stupid
tympani are out of tune, man! This is a
rotten, dumb record! And I'm not going
to put it.
." And the tuna fish sandwich was all over the wall.
M.S.: Ahmet was trying to mollify us.
.

.

tymps were out of tune. It sounded like

two AM radio stations playing at the
same time.
M.S.:

It wasn't that they were out of

god -awful.
M.S.: I think Ahmet thought it was awful

too, but he was trying to be kind.
J.L.: I'm trying to remember who came
in and said it was a hit. Was it Nesuhi

tune, it was that they weren't played by
a tympanist. He was an R&B drummer
and he just played it straight through,
and the one pitch went through all the
changes.

We said, "Let us work with Tommy on

Now, this was the first R&B tune to
feature strings... .

J.L.: I know that at some point Ahmet

M.S.: We had tympani, four violins, and

He said, "You know what, fellows? a cello, with a regular rhythm section
Look, you guys cut great records, but which we augmented because had
you can't hit a home run every time at come up with this Borodin-like line
I

I

bat. You know that." We said, "But was playing on the piano during rethere's something in it. Can we work hearsals. Jerry said, "That should be
with Tommy Dowd? Maybe we can fix violins." Stanley Applebaum wrote the
it up." It wasn't recorded where we line as a unison for the violins and
usually record because Atlantic's stu- cello. Anyway, the tymp was in the
dio was booked that day, and it was studio, and Jerry and have always
I
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not only by us, but after us by Phil
Spector and Burt Bacharach.
So Ahmet and Jerry thought you were
nuts?
J.L.: Wexler thought it was terrible,

[Ertegun]?
M.S.: No, think it was Tommy Dowd.
I

it." We just mixed it. It was only three or
four tracks.

said he thought it was a hit. Maybe it
was just before we released it. remember Ahmet saying, "It could be a
hit." And, of course, it did go on to
I

become a hit.
Then came more with The Drifters, like

"This Magic Moment," written by Doc
Pomus and Mort Shuman.

J.L.: Yeah. We started building this
rhythm section. By the time we were in
full swing, we were using like three to
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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At first,
them crazy.

J.L.: You couldn't make a Howlin' Wolf 4,
record, you couldn't make a Chess -c-3
record, you couldn't get that sound on

a transistor machine. At first, multitrack techniques drove me crazy be- ,,

produced
Baby" for Atlantic.

cause of the possibilities and the alternatives. It bothered me because I was "c 3
always geared for a record session like
I was geared for a performance. It all
had to do with capturing the spontaneity of the moment. The idea of having

think he can handle it very well.

so many extra tracks meant that you
had the luxury of making mistakes or 6-,
not being "up" forthe moment to really
nail it, in that one take or two takes or k

%.1.

year they

1959, the
piano in
at the
Goes My
Leiber
hit There
and Jerry
Drifters'
The
Mike Stoller

five guitars-a 12 -string, a lead guitar,
two rhythm guitars .
M.S.:
and one that went "chang."
[Laughter.] Electric, using whole notes.
J.L.: Then we used up to three percus-

and

I

c=,)

We'll supervise him and check the
mixes." He said okay, he'd take a

whatever. You could come in later and
overdub it. Not that we hadn't ever

used overdubs before, but we didn't
normally use them to get the central

sionists and a drummer. We had some-

chance. Phil went in and cut "Corinna,
Corinna." The rest is history [laughter].
He must have been heavily influenced

body on African drum, a triangle, and

by the stuff you were doing with The

.

.

.

performance. We would use them to fix
a moment, something that was off. But

vibes and marimbas, then a regular Drifters.
J.L.: think he was influenced by our
drummer.
Wasn't Phil Spector your apprentice? techniques and ideas, but he used
J.L.: We brought him in sometime in them in his own way. We used five
late 1960. Phil Spector was another guitars; he used three pianos. He was
discovery of Lester Sill. Lester called influenced by us, but he developed his
me on the phone and said, "There is own thing, which is what anyone who's
this very talented young kid out here, good finally does.

we always felt the band, the rhythm
section, and the singer-there was an
interaction that was irreplaceable.

and he's bored with the scene.- Nothing much was happening there [L.A.].
At the time, everything was happening
in New YorkeHe was just out of high
school. Lester said, "He wrote one hit
song -and he made a record, and he

urgency out of the moment for me.

I

wants to hang out with you 4uys."
said, "Sure, send him along." And he
I

Jerry Wexler said he remembered that
when Atlantic got an early eight -track
machine, you were saying, "You can't
make R&B records on multi -track, it's
going to change the sound of the records, and it won't sound authentic anymore." Is that accurate?
J.L.: Did say something like that?
could have. Well, they were too clean.
I

I

stayed in my house.
M.S.: We sent him a ticket as a favor to used to talk about "the rub." Then
Lester.
someone explained that it was on the
What did he do as your apprentice?
old tube machine.
M.S.: Oh, no, that had to do with the
J.L.: He just hung around us.
M.S.: To help support him we'd put him harmonics being different on the tube
I

in the guitar section. Then we started machines. But Tommy's [Tommy
Dowd's] eight -track was running on
getting him outside gigs.
J.L.: We had too much work. A job tubes at that time rather than chips. It
came through. Big Top Recorls-Paul was later on that we learned the differCase-called us and wanted; s to cut ence between the transistor and the
Ray Peterson. We didn't have time.
tube machine, the warmth of the tubes,
said, "You know, there's a very talent- and the slight harmonic distortion that
ed young man who's working with us, was different.
I
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I

don't like to make tracks and overdub
a voice. We thought that was dead. So
the idea that all these tracks were there

would create a kind of laziness

in

terms of performance. It took a kind of
Recording, for me, was not as exciting
anymore.

Mike, do you agree with that?
M.S.: Well, a little. recall using the
I

eight -track machine with Tommy as if it
were an extension of mono, not like the

experiences we've had since in working 16 -track and 24 -track, where I've
definitely felt exactly as Jerry has de-

scribed. I've gotten hung up on the
process, in some cases-lost in the
technical possibilities, and the remix
possibilities, and sometimes the "we'll
do it later" possibilities. But the eight -

track, especially with The Coasters,
where we had the rhythm divided on
the tracks-the main thing that it gave
us was three tracks to play with the
vocals. If a performance was almost
there and we missed one line, instead
of having to intercut it with another per AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

the possibilities of multi -track tape recorders drove
It seemed like there were too many alternatives.
formance, where the rhythm section furnished the same, the same size.
were promoted. We only knew that you
might not fit perfectly, we could touch didn't know where was.
couldn't made them and Atlantic put them out
I

I

up that particular line. We had the luxury of being able to fix it.
You adapted to this?
M.S.: Very quickly. We were helped, of
course, by the fact that we were work-

I

and if they were good they'd be hits.
M.S.: We produced seven records in Let's talk about Elvis Presley, another
make it.

our first four months there, and had six
Picks of the Week in Cashbox. Varetta
But they
Dillard, Georgia Gibbs.
ing with a technician who became a never sold any of those records. Meangreat producer, Tommy Dowd, who while, we made one record for Atlantic
.

.

.

understood what we were doing as during that same period and it was a
producers. He was just brilliant. You smash.
know, a lot of the engineers we worked J.L.: So we said, "We're wasting our
with became producers afterward. time," because even if we made a hit, it
Tommy Dowd, Brooks Arthur. Phil Ra- wouldn't be played.
mone was an engineer at A&R Studios. Was it that they weren't greasing the
We started working with him in 1959, right people?
when we began using orchestras too J.L.: We didn't know what was going
large for Atlantic's old studio on 56th on. The records were being sold by the
Street. There were techniques that we people who sold refrigerators.
used in those early days that you just M.S.: We didn't know how records
don't think about now because you can
do so many different things electroniQ)
cally. While we were mastering, for example, we were always very aware of

RCA artist. How did you feel about him
before he recorded your material?
M.S.: I heard "Heartbreak Hotel" and I
loved it. It was weird and it had more

echo than I'd ever heard before, but I
loved it. That was in the beginning of
'56. Then went to Europe for three
I

months and I didn't know that Elvis had
become the biggest thing going in the
States.

J.L.: He came back on the Andrea
Doria. I had just come back from California. had been on this hair-raising
I

fishing trip where we were stranded off
the coast of California for like 18 hours.
It was terrible. We went out on a little

-"c3

the possibility of altering the tempo

cei

ever so slightly. But they didn't have all

a)

-o

the VFOs, variable frequency oscilla-

a)

tors. So we would "speed them a
wrap." You took a piece of tape and
you wrapped it around the capstan,
which made the take-up faster. We
wouldn't speed it so many seconds,
we'd speed it one wrap or two wraps. It

was hard to speed it a half -wrap because then you would get a wobble
[laughter].

0
CO

C.)

Q

0

0

Didn't you also work briefly for RCA
Victor in New York, in 1957?
M.S.: 1958. We moved to New York at
the end of '57. We had already started
working for Atlantic in California. The

RCA thing was arranged by Jean
Aberbach through Steve Shoals, who
was head of A&R.
J.L.: [At RCA] by the time you filled out
a requisition for something, the idea
was stale. got so confused. All the
offices looked exactly the same [laughter]. couldn't find my office. would
come to the building, and every day I
would go into an office and sit down
and I'd be sitting there for 10 minutes
thinking this was my office and a guy

Jerry testing his oipes in 1959
as Dick Charles (center) and
Mike looked on. Youngster is
unidentified.

I

I

I

would come in and look at me and he'd

say hello, and I'd say hi. He'd walk
around kind of uneasy, and I'd start to
feel uneasy. Then he'd say, "You're in
my office." [Laughter.] I'd get up and
I'd go into another empty office. They
were these cubicles, and they were all

0a)

The Coasters, working with
them, says Mike Stoller, "was
the most fun we ever had with
any artist."

0
CS)

Cr,

a)

0
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obvious

to

but his knowledge
0
_c
0_
ro

0)

0

.0
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J.L.: Elvis Presley was like an Olympic
champion. He had more vitality than 10
other singers put together.

You didn't feel, as two guys very involved in authentic black music, that
he was some kind of usurper of the
black sound?
J.L.: I wouldn't say a usurper.

I

felt he

was not quite authentic-after all, he
was a white singer, and my standards
were black.

M.S.: We had strong feelings about
what we thought was authentic. And
one of the things we felt was not authentic was a white singer singing the
blues. Why we thought that it was all
right for us to pass, I don't know. Maybe because we were writers, not performers. But even so, did like Elvis
right from the git.
Was he aloof in those days?
M.S.: No. He was protected. He was
I

A scene from the Presley
movie Jailhouse Rock,
whose music was
reportedly written by
Leiber and Stoller in one
afternoon. That's Mike
seated at the piano.

cb

removed....
J.L.: He was protected by the CIA

ro

[laughter].
M.S.: The Memphis Mafia CIA. Colonel

Parker. They kept him separate. We

0

met him in a studio at Radio Recorders
when we were doing the prerecording

r
fishing boat that shouldn't have gone
out more than five or six miles, and it
went out about 24 miles. The motors
gave out, and we were stranded out

of the songs for [the film] Jailhouse

some other people to send wires back
to Italy. I could only afford to send one
telegram and figured Atlantic RecI

ords was the place, because I knew
there. We were towed in, finally, by the Jerry and Lester Sill were planning to
Coast Guard, and the rope broke a few meet me there. Jerry was at the dock
times. I had this great, wild adventure waiting when we came in
up my sleeve to tell Stoller. I was J.L.:
with the news about "Hound
checked into the Algonquin and I was Dog." I thought he might be wet, so I
smoking a cigarette and listening to brought him a suit [laughter].
the news, and I get this news flash that How did you feel about the way Elvis
the Andrea Doria is sinking off the did "Hound Dog"? He changed the
coast of Nantucket. I thought: He's on lyrics around and so forth.
that boat, I've been upstaged again! J.L.: The first time I heard it, I hated it.
[Laughter.] Actually, thought of that didn't like it at all. My idea of the right
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

I

later. I was absolutely horrified. I had

Rock. It was great, very easy. We were
surprised at the kind of knowledge that
he had about black music. We figured

that he had these remarkable pipes
and all that, but we didn't realize that
he knew so much about the blues. We
were quite surprised to find out that he
knew as much about it as we did. He
certainly knew a lot more than we did
about country music and gospel.

What was it like writing the songs for
the Elvis films?
J.L.: We thought they were dopey.
M.S.: We would write for them, but after
a while they got so dumb and so repet-

itive that we got bored and decided

rendition was the Big Mama Thornton
record. Elvis' record was much too
frantic. The original was kind of a cross
between a New Orleans buck dance
and a blues -rhumba. It was relaxed
and nasty. The Presley record that
loved most was "Love Me." I thought
Elvis Presley was the greatest ballad
singer since Bing Crosby.
What was it like, working with Elvis?
J.L.: He was fast. Any demo you gave
him he knew by heart in 10 minutes.

not to do any more because it was just
no fun.
J.L.: We did more Presley movies than

They wouldn't send a telegram unless M.S.: He'd sing along with it a few
we paid in cash. I had given money to times, and he'd know it.

and co-owner of Elvis Presley Music

just found out that Elvis' "Hound Dog"
was an overnight smash, and I had this
great news for Mike that we had this
great hit record. Then the news came
of the sinking ship. listened all night
and
heard there were survivors.
didn't know who, though. Then, finally,
I got a telegram.
M.S.: I had some lire in my pocket. We
were on a United Fruit Lines Boat that
I

I

I

had picked us up out of a lifeboat.
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I

we ever intended to do because we
were making so much money. But it
got to a point where we just couldn't
stand it anymore.
M.S.: It got to the point where it got to

be too much like work. The score to
Jailhouse Rock was written in one afternoon in the Gorham Hotel. Because
Jean Aberbach, who was the publisher

and Gladys Music [and cofounder,
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Leiber and Stoller that Elvis had

a

voice,
m
rearkable

01 the blues came as a big surprise to them
with brother Julian, of Hill and Range
Music], came in and said, "Where's the

score, boys?" He sat down on a big,
overstuffed chair and planted himself
in front of the door and said, "You're

the blues anymore. There wasn't a M.S.: No. A reaction to United Artists.
large erough audience for the blues J.L.: We had broken with Atlantic in
anymore. The business was changing.
M.S.: What was happening at that time

'60, '61. We went to United Artists and

made a slew of hits. At one point we
in terms of black music was that Mo- looked at each other and asked, "Why
not leaving until I have some songs."
town was starting. And Sam Cooke, are we making these record compaLet's talk about some of the records and Sam and Dave.
nies rich? Why don't we go into the
you produced at United Artists in the How did you feel about Motown then? record business again, arid do what
early '60s. There were some very nice J.L.: At first we thought it was white we want to do, and not have to call
pop tunes like "Only in America" and bread. We thought that Motown was upstairs for budgets, etc.?" We
"She Cried" for Jay and The Ameri- Madison Avenue for black people. We opened up a record company, Tiger,
cans, and one of my favorites, The said, "Man, those are white teenage and each record got hit picks in the
Exciters' "Tell Him."
stories. What does that have to do with trades and we didn't get one of them
J.L.: Well, that one's a baion, with trian- black culture?" We'd have discussions played. Nothing was selling. We were
gles.

about that with some black music peo-

M.S.: Bert Berns wrote the song, and I

think they had released a record of it
before, on a small label, and it had not
been successful. We liked the song
.

.

.

and we had this hysterical sounding group called The Exciters.
The girl, Brenda, sang out of tune, but
she sang in a wild, exciting way.
M.S.: They used "Tell Him" in The Big
J.L.:

.

.

.

cutting people like Alvin Robinson,
ple from time to time. They'd say, who was a soul/blues singer from New
"What? Are you in love with the ghet- Orleans, and we loved him. Still love
tos? Are you in love with that old re- him. We cut a number of great singers,
gionalism? Things are changing, man. and blues -oriented songs that we
That's not the black image any longer." thought were great, and we couldn't
Would you say that your Red Bird label sell two records. We were about to go
was a reaction to this?
out of business. Mike and I had been

Chill.

You did Ferrante & Teicher at United
Artists, no?
M.S.: One side, "Lawrence of Arabia."

[Laughter.] We had them playing inside the piano on the strings.

Your songs and productions, which
started out being inside and hip, gradually became more universal.
M.S.: I wonder about that.
"Only in America" seems as universal
as can be.
J.L.: Let me tell you something about
that. "Only in America" was a song that
Mann and Weill wrote with us. Originally it was The Drifters singing "only in
America can a guy get a break," again

a send-up-a black person talking

C

The Dixie Cups, whose 1964
"Chapel of Love" was a hit
for Leiber and Stoller's own
Red Bird label.
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"Only in America" was first
intended for The Drifters, but it
was Jay and The Americans
who finally recorded it.

0

0
0
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about what a great place this country
is for opportunity, an ironic, bitter state-

ment. Now, Jerry Wexler heard the
thing and he said, "Are you kidding?
I'm not putting that out. don't need
I

that kind of trouble." So I said, "Can we

have the track?" He said, "Sure." So
we made a deal with Atlantic and we
took the track and overdubbed it with
Jay and The Americans. They sang it.
A white group singing it sounds like
"Tenement Symphony." It sounds as if
they meant it. It was no longer ironic; in
fact, it was downright patriotic. But

you're right about some of our other
productions. We did start moving more
into the mainstream of the pop music
business. We certainly were not cutting
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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The Shangri-Las, another
hit -making "girl group" for
Red Bird.

Perhaps because

Stoller never felt
got an old Tiffany cigarette case,
opened it up, took out a Pall Mall, lit

it

and blew the smoke into Hy Weiss'
face. He said, "Hy, we're going to see
who the schmuck is." [Laughter.] I had

told him

I

had these acetates. He

asked, "Where are the acetates?" I told
him, "They're sitting on my desk in the

Brill Building." He said, "Give me the
keys to your office." said, "I'll go with
you." He said, "No. Don't come with
me. Come in tomorrow morning when
I

you normally do and I'll see you."
said, "Are you going to stay there all

I

night?" He said, "I might." I gave him
the keys and I came in at 11 o'clock
the next morning and he was sitting
producing and supervising record pro-

M.S.: He started all these labels. He

duction with songwriter -producer was a mambo dancer. .
teams that we were bringing along, like
[Jeff] Barry and [Ellie] Greenwich, and

Shadow Morton. Mike had written
some arrangements for them with a
group called The Dixie Cups. We had
some sessions in the can with a couple
of little girl groups that had nothing to
do with our tastes in music at all. It had
to do with the young writer -producers
who were now working under our banner. They were doing what they wanted
to do. But we were running out of mon-

.

.

J.L.: His problem was gambling; he
was a big horse player. He lost every
label he ever had, at the track. met
him one night when he was down on
his luck and out of money, sitting with
Hy Weiss, who owned Old Town RecI

ords, in Al and Dick's. Weiss was blowing cigar smoke in his face, calling him

M.S.: Tiger and Daisy were the first

place, same suit, same tie. He held up
this acetate and said, "On my life. On
my life." said, "What are you talking
I

about? Play it." He put

it

on, and

I

hated the f---ing record.
What was it?

J.L. (singing): "Going to the chapel,
and we're gonna get married.
."
[Laughter.] He says, "This is a stone
smash."
said, "George, you're the
.

.

I

a schmuck, and telling him what kind
of fool he was and why, and trying to
get him [George] to work for him for

boss. You put it out. I hate it." [Laugh-

like $200 a week. George said he

M.S.: Something like that, between The
Shangri-Las, The Dixie Cups, The Jelly
Beans, The Ad Libs
. but Alvin Robinson, we released records on him that
sold 100,000, and his were the kind of

ey and time because the records we needed at least $350. Hy had invited
had made were not selling. Mike, didn't
we, with the advent of George Goldner,
start a new label because we thought
the other label had the stigma of flops?

behind my desk, not a hair out of

me over to the table, and was using me

as kind of an audience to put George
down. Hy would turn to me and say,
"See this schmuck sitting before you?
He was worth $20 million, and he blew

ter.] That was the first record on Red
Bird. I think we ran 18 straight hits.

.

.

records we loved. After a couple of

at the track." Then he would blow
ists. Our first releases came out the more cigar smoke at him. I'm sitting

years we felt distanced from the material that our record company was doing. It was doing great, and selling all

week of the Kennedy assassination. Of

kinds of records, but we didn't have

labels, formed when we left United Art-

it

there looking at George and thinking,
course, nothing ever happened with "We don't have much money. can't
them. The music business, along with really afford to give George $350 a
everyone else, went into a state of week. ."
shock. By the following year, in about M.S.: But if he'd made $20 million in
I

.

.

March or April, when we were coming the record business, he must've known
out of that shock, we needed to start how to do something right.
releasing some of these records that J.L.: At some moment I said, "George,
had been piling up on our desk. That is you want to go into the record busiwhen Jerry bumped into George ness?" He looked at me and said, "I
Goldner and made what I consider to hope you're not pulling my leg bebe the best possible business arrange- cause I wouldn't think it was too funny
ment that could have been made for us right now." I said, "I'm not being funny
to go into the record business.
at all. I'm being serious." He said,
How was it the best arrangement?
"What kind of a deal are you talking
M.S.: Goldner was the best record about?" said, "A partnership." He
salesman, ever ...
said, "A partnership with Leiber and
J.L.:
outside of Jerry Wexler. He Stoller? What kind?" said, "Even up.
.

.

I

.

.

.

I

had Gee Records, Rama, and Rou- Three ways." Upon hearing this, he
went into his inside coat pocket and
lette, Tico.
.
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.

.

any emotional feeling for that. Because
we wanted to write.
What happened next?
J.L.: We did some outside productions
and writing after that. At some point we

gave George Goldner Red Bird Records for one dollar.
Let's talk a little bit about your work
with Peggy Lee.
M.S.: It started in

'62. We made a

demo of "I'm a Woman" and sent it out

to Dave Cavanaugh at Capitol Records. Not long after, Peggy was appearing at Basin Street East. We went

down to catch her act and she was
singing the song. The audience loved
it

and we went down to the studio

about a week later and recorded it.
When did you write "Is That All There
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

they wereLether
so prolific as record producers,

and

competitive when lending a hand to other writers.
Is"? It almost sounds like a comment
on your careers up to that point.
J.L.: Maybe it was. We were thinking of
moving on. We were getting older, and
we weren't writing for kids anymore; we
weren't kids anymore. We were looking
for another, more mature audience. We
thought perhaps the theater would be
the place for us. So I started experi-

menting with some ideas, and Mike
and I got together on that. "Is That All
There Is" was one of the first ideas of
that genre that we completed.
Was it vety successful?
J.L.: Not at first. We did it first with

You mean you weren't a couple of instrumental right into here." And he'd
pains in the neck who would start re- say, "Oh man, that sounds great."
writing songs?
J.L.: To make the song better, to make
J.L.: Oh yes, we were. I was very tough the record better, to make the producon writers.
made Gerry Goff in and tion better, we felt that we had this
Carole King rewrite the lyrics to the obligation as producer/arrangers.
bridge on "Up on the Roof." And I had What's happening now?
Doc Pomus rewrite part of "Save the J.L.: We're starting work on an exciting
Last Dance for Me."
new musical, with Julian Barry doing
I

M.S.: We changed the structure on lots

the book.

of those songs. But we were close

M.S.: And 20th Century -Fox just acfriends of these writers and we could quired the rights to our life history, and
say, "Look, Doc, we're going to take we're looking forward to working on
this section out, and come out of the that as well.
A

Georgia Brown.
M.S.: I wouldn't say that it wasn't suc-

cessful. Georgia Brown performed

it

beautifully on a BBC television show in

1966. But she didn't get to record it,
and without record sales it's hard to
measure the success of a song. We
continued to work on it-we rewrote it
a couple of times. Then Jerry presented it to Peggy when she was working
at the Copa. She was very taken with it,
and Jerry told her that we would produce it with her in L.A.
J.L.: It's funny. just saw Ahmet the
I

other day, and he said, "Hey man,

I

want you to write some songs for Peggy. We just signed her."

M.S.: When we went up to Peggy's
house she was playing an album of
Randy Newman doing his own songs,

like "Linda" and "I Think It's Gonna

The duo from

Rain Today." The orchestrations were
so beautiful that we decided to use him
on "Is That All There Is," and he did a
brilliant job of arranging and orchestrating it.
How did it feel for you, as songwriters,

to work with other songwriters when
you were producers or record -company owners? Did you feel sympathetic?
J.L.:
think so. Strangely, think because we were prolific enough producers, we never felt very competitive. We
would sometimes give the back side of
a sure-fire hit to another writer. I guess
we thought we could make a hit record
any time we felt like it.
M.S.: It wasn't like we were taking pity
on anyone. It wasn't charity. There was
enough for everybody.
J.L.: There was so much going on. We
had so many opportunities to do whatever we wanted. If a songwriter came
along with a great song, we'd do it. We
loved good songs.
I
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Build A

LIVE END/
DEAD END
Listening Room
William R. Hoffman
Your listening room has a
great effect on the sound
of your system because of
reflections. Here's how to
tame them.
Recent developments in sound

ics and loudspeakers are now available with the required level of performance to meet these needs, yet this is
not enough.
The acoustics of the listening room

play a major part in the perception
ability of the listener. Even the most
sophisticated loudspeaker system will
be helpless in poor acoustic circumstances. When problems exist, the only
remedy is to apply known principles of

acoustics-some only recently come
to light-to the situation. Then, under
correct circumstances, the full capability of digital sound reproduction can be
realized.

recording have begun to put
more demands on the entire Room Acoustics and the
chain of sound reproduction equip- LEDE Concept
In 1972, Haas [1] showed that the
ment. With the advent of 14- and 16 -bit
digital coding systems and the Compact Disc as a viable sound -storage
medium, the limits formerly set by the
natural shortcomings of the vinyl LP
record and magnetic recording tape
have disappeared. Without the limits
on signal levels set by the noise floors
of these media, the ability to record
low-level information containing the
acoustics and character of a particular
environment is unprecedented. But
with this impressive recording capability must come a reproducing system

acoustical anomalies of an enclosed
space had almost no appreciable ef-

that can clearly re-create these

the sounds reflected from adjacent
room surfaces, then the brain would
almost totally ignore the later sound
and accept the direct output as the
only one present. Specifically, Haas
showed that a delay between the di-

sounds, including all the important

rect and reflected sound of more than

nature of the original sounds. Electron -

complete differentiation under normal
circumstances. In addition, he showed
that this delay requirement was modified by the strength of the early -arrival
sounds. The concept of direct, early,
and late sound arrivals is illustrated in

fect on the perceived sound from a
loudspeaker if one important characteristic of the radiated sound field was
carefully preerved: If the direct sound
radiated from the loudspeaker was allowed to reach the listener well before

acoustic cues used by the human about 20 mS, equivalent to a distance
brain in determining the quality and of about 23 feet, was sufficient to allow
William R. Hoffman is a senior
technician at Precision Audio Labs,
Reno, Nevada. This article, a limited
application of the live-end/dead-end
concept, is based on research and
development work by Don Davis of
Synergetic Audio Concepts, San Juan
Capistrano, California. The term LEDE
is a trademark of his company.
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Fig. 1.

Another artifact produced by these
early reflections is clearly evident when
an analysis is made by the use of Time

Delay Spectrometry (TDS). Figure 2

PART I
shows the output of a studio monitor
loudspeaker, both without (Fig. 2A)
and with (Fig. 2B) very early reflection8. Note the smooth response of the

speaker in free space (anechoic conditions) and the very ragged response
when the early reflections are added.
Complete cancellation of some frequencies will occur when the delay is
sufficient to make the direct and reflected output 180° out of phase. Clearly, then, if it were possible to eliminate
all early reflection effects, not only
would the actual response of a speaker be much smoother, but as far as the

perceptions of the listener would be
concerned, the room would take on the

qualities of an echoless, free -space
environment.
As Fig. 1 illustrates, the critical sur-

faces are those near the loudspeaker
system, in the end of the room where
the speakers are located. Deadening
these surfaces will remove the early
reflections, but treating the walls with
sufficient damping material could both
be expensive and require changes in
the room structure-and this is not always practical.
Yet, another approach is possible:
Creating a live-end/dead-end (LEDE)
environment, by eliminating the sound

radiated by the speakers in the unwanted directions. This can be accomplished by the placement of absorptive

materials between the speaker and
any nearby surfaces. Specifically, by
using a number of free-standing absorptive panels, arranged around the
loudspeaker in a semicircle or a horseshoe -shaped array, no wall treatments
may be necessary.

Construction of the
Acoustic Panels
Figure 3 shows cutaway views of the

suggested panel construction. Note
that the panel is simply a wooden
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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An LEDE demonstration room designed by the author for The Audio Authority
in Reno, Nevada

Fig. 1-Lateral reflection patterns in
a listening room, showing some
paths of direct sound (A),
early reflections (B),
and late reflections
(C) and (D).

frame with a solid back, and with architenJral fiberglass or rock wool placed
inside as an acoustical absorber. Covering the front surface is a thin, open mesh grid made from screen or chicken wire, stapled to the wooden frame,
which retains the absorbing material. A

stretched fabric cover is placed over
the entire assembly, either fastened by

stapling or sewn as one piece and
pulled down over the panel, like a
sock. Completing the job would be
some brackets, or a wood or metal
plate, attached to the bottom to support the panel upright.
Note that such a construction is very
simple and inexpensive and that it allows the builder to select the style and
color of the outside material. In addi-

tion, should the cover ever become
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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Both the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the
panels must be great enough to keep sound waves
from getting around due to diffraction.

Table 1,-Minimum panel array widths
required to avoid diffraction, for
various sound frequencies and
wavelengths (where panel
width = 717/f).
Minimum
Total
Freq.
(Hz)

50
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

900
1 000

Wavelength
(Feet)

22.6
11.3
5.65
3.77
2.83
2.26
1.88
1.61

1.41

1.26
1.13

Panel

Width
(Feet)
14.3
7.2
3.6
2.4
1.8
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7

damaged, it could easily be repaired

mine the required total panel width.

or replaced. The only important re-

You may extrapolate for values that are
between those given; this will cause no
problems, as the exact dimensions are
not critical. Note that this dimension is
to be the minimum overall width of the
array of panels that will be built, and is

quirements for the panels are their dimensions and absorptivity, which are
quite easily determined.

Designing the Panels
In designing the panels it must be
realized that they will be acoustically
effective when two conditions are met.

not necessarily the dimension of just
one panel only, unless it is convenient
to build just one panel.

First, their vertical, and horizontal dimensions must be great enough so

proximate absorption characteristics of

that the sound waves will not go around

the panels according to the material

them due to diffraction. Second, the

we will place inside them. Table II lists
values for standard architectural fiberglass or rock wool. Most of this materi-

sound -absorbing material must be effective over the required range of frequencies. For our purposes, this range
is from the low -frequency limit determined by room dimensions and panel
construction to at least 2 kHz, with at
least 80% absorption.

Before proceeding any further, we
must have some knowledge of the circumstances under which our treatment

will be used. To begin with, we must
examine the room in which our sound
system is located, and especially the
area where the loudspeakers will be
placed. This LEDE system works best

BO
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material.
Looking at Table II, it is obvious that

even very light material is quite ab-

will meet the 80% minimum require-

Keeping in mind that the absorbent

ment over the range from the low -frequency cutoff (from step 1) to at least 2
kHz. (But note, also, that at the low -

ward these surfaces. The panels

frequency limit the absorption can
drop to about 50% or so without causing any difficulties.)

should be spaced 1 to 2 feet from each

Our final step is to determine the
dimensions of the panels we will construct, as taken from the material thickness, low -frequency cutoff point, and
array dimensions we have already determined. To begin with, the frame
depth must be equal to the fiberglass

60

speaker in an open, semicircular pattern, as has been mentioned.
Now that we have a general plan for
the system, we can use the following
four -step procedure to determine both
the panel dimensions and the thickness and density of the absorbent material to be used.

50

The first step is to determine the low-

be determined by the size of the

est frequency that needs to be ab-

speaker system. This dimension is not
critical, provided that the width of the
array, as it will be arranged around
each loudspeaker, meets or exceeds

LOG FREQUENCY

--....

90
BO

70

LOG FREQUENCY

Fig. 2-Frequency response of
reference loudspeaker system under
anechoic conditions (A) and with
effects of early reflections (about
1.1 mS delay) added (B).
(After Davis.)
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about 2 to 6 pounds per cubic foot.
Although it comes in various widths, 2
feet is probably the most common. It
can be purchased from most lumberyards or material supply houses. What
is to be purchased is the common fiberglass or rock wool, with no backing

ment for many listening rooms today.

mately 10 to 12 feet, plan enough of
them to block all sound radiation to-

50

nesses, and in various densities from

any wall surfaces-a typical arrangepanels must eliminate reflections from
all surfaces within a radius of approxi-

70

al. is available in 2- or 3 -inch thick-

sorptive, and the thicker and denser it
is, the more effective it will be. Choose
the best material you can obtain that

when the speakers are well away from
90

Next, we must determine the ap-

sorbed by the panels, which is a function of the dimensions of the listening
room (usually the floor -to -ceiling dimension). To determine this frequency,

find the smallest room dimension, in
feet, along the bottom of the graph of
Fig. 4, and then the corresponding
low -frequency cutoff limit for that di-

thickness plus the thickness of the
backing material. The panel width will

the minimum value from Table I. In
most cases, this will be no problem.
Now the only remaining dimension to
determine is the panel height. Again,
this is not critical-as long as the panel

mension.

is taller than the loudspeaker by the

Next, proceed to Table I. From the
value of low -frequency cutoff, deter-

value of the minimum panel width (taken from Table I).
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

HOW SOUND IS ABSORBED
Design Examples
To help understand the procedures,
let us do some sample problems. Say
a room is 14 feet wide by 19 feet long,
with an 8 -foot ceiling. The loudspeakers are about 1 foot wide by 2 feet high
by 1 foot deep, and are on stands 1

foot high, making the arrangement 3
feet high overall.
To begin with, Fig. 4 tells us the low frequency limit we need to deal with is

about 420 Hz, taken from the room's
minimum dimension, its height of 8
feet. Then, Table
tells us that the
minimum array width will be about 1.8
feet, based on the 420 -Hz limit. Also,
with the limit in mind, and from what is
available in fiberglass, we select 2 inch material of 4 -pound density, giving us much more than the minimum
50% absorption at the low -frequency
I

limit. This means the panel's depth will

be 2 inches plus the thickness of the
backing we use.

Now we can determine the panel
height. The height of speaker and

The process of sound -wave
absorption is a complex one,
actually involving several
simultaneous mechanisms. In
general, absorption is
accomplished by converting the
acoustic energy in the air into
other forms of energy, such as
simple heat or mechanical motion.
Specifically, in a fibrous tangle
(such as fiberglass or rock wool),
the acoustic waves that enter the
material will also proceed to
propagate through it. In the
process, a portion of their energy
will be converted into heat by the
frictional and viscous properties of
the tangle. In addition, the fibers of
the material are set in limited
motion, further reducing the energy
in the wave. Altogether, the
cumulative effects of these
mecharisms will vary with two
important factors: Density of initial
packing, in pounds per cubic foot,
and the mass of each of the fibers
in the material used.
One other effect of the fibrous

300
200
100

0
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7

8

DENSITY- POUNDS /CUBIC FOOT

Fig. B1-Speed of sound versus
packing density of material. Speed
in air is normally 1,130 feet per
second. (After Bradbury.)
tangle is the reduction of the
speed of sound (normally about
344 meters/second, or 1,130 feet/
second) for the waves passing
through the material. Fig. B1, after
the work of Bradbury [2], shows
the change, which is a function of
the density of the material
according to the formula:
density of material
mass -density of air

piece system, with two satellites mea-

with stand (3.5 feet), plus the minimum feet. The loudspeakers used in this
array width of 1.8 feet, to' a total of room are large, multi -driver, extended about 5.5 feet.
range systems, 3 feet wide by 7.5 feet
It should be noted here that no treat- high by 1.2 feet deep.
ment has been applied to the bass
Now, this example represents an exsystem used. Because the effective treme for the free-standing panel's ablow -frequency limit of the absorption sorption system. To begin with, Fig. 4
panels is about 420 Hz, and the bass tells us we have about a 200 -Hz low module only operates up to about 150 frequency panel cutoff for this room,
Hz (typical), it is obvious that no treat- based on the 16 -foot dimension. Table
ment is necessary for it.
I gives a minimum width, for each array
Let's take one more example, this of panels, of about 3.6 feet. In addition,
time involving a large room. 18 feet by with this rather low cutoff frequency,
28 feet, with a raised architectural ceil- fiberglass of at least 2 -inch thickness

suring 8 inches square and a single

ing having an average height of 16 and 4 to 6 -pound density will be re -

of

the minimum array width, 1.8 feet, and

we have 4.8 feet (minimum). Finally,
from the dimensions of the speaker
cabinets (1 foot wide by 1 foot deep),
and allowing approximately
foot
clearance, we see that three panels,
1

each 3 feet wide, will surround the
speaker on three sides. So a total of six
panels will be needed.
Here is another example. We have a
room 12 feet by 10 feet, with an 8 -foot

ceiling. The loudspeaker is a threesubwoofer. The satellite speakers are
on stands that raise them to a height of
3.5 feet overall. For this room and sys-

tem combination, Fig. 4 tells us the
low -frequency limit is again 420 Hz,
determined by the ceiling height dimension of 8 feet, and again the mini-

mum array width is set at 1.8 feet,
taken from Table I. Also, given the
same low -frequency limit, we can
again choose to use 2 -inch fiberglass
with 4 -pound density, since its absorbency will meet the minimum needs of
the system.
Now, from the small dimensions of
the satellite speakers, it is obvious that
three panels of 21foot width will be suf-

ficient for each speaker. Finally, the
panel height will be the speaker height,
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Table II-Percentage absorption vs. frequency for fiberglass panels
of various densities. (After Knudsen, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.)

ABSORPTION OF 2 -INCH THICK FIBERGLASS (%)
Lbs./Ft.3

128 Hz

2
3

32
43
55
57

4
6

256 Hz
50

60
69
80

512 Hz

83
92
96
97

1,024 Hz
86
88
94
97

2,048 Hz

4,096 Hz

74
77

87

87
92

ABSORPTION OF 3 -INCH THICK FIBERGLASS (0/0)
Lbs./Ft.3

128 Hz

2

43
68
72

3
4

256 Hz
76
80

97

512 Hz
98
99
99

1,024 Hz
93
97
97

2,048 Hz
87
82
90

4,096 Hz
87
79
81
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You may not like your speaker system after using
these LEDE panels, but you will know much better
what it really sounds like.
quired. Indeed, such a system will
benefit from even more absorption, to
help reduce the multiple return echoes
that occur in such a large room, so a 3 inch thickness is recommended.

WOOD

FRAME

FIBERGLASS
BLANKET

also included some "pre-echo"-

each speaker and one on each side
(for a total of eight), may be chosen,

were then re -radiated into the air near
the microphone used for the measurements. The wood was conducting the

es, plus backing thickness. Please
note here that with panels this heavy
and tall, vertical stability may be a
problem. Therefore, additional upright
supports may be necessary or possibly even suspension from the ceiling.

FABRIC
COVER

Now that the basic LEDE system de-

sign has been prepared, a few additional points need to be made for the

Fig. 3-Photo and cutaway view of
absorption panel's construction. The
panel should have a solid backing

system to work at its best.
First, the LEDE system we have con-

sidered here has been designed to

(not shown).

prevent any early reflections on all critical walls within the listening area. But

there are other sources of problems.
The first is the floor directly in front of
the loudspeakers. In most rooms, the
floor is only a foot or so beneath the
loudspeaker drivers, and therefore is

600
500

potentially a source of early reflections.
In many rooms, carpeting covers much
or all of the floor, minimizing these reflections. If it does not, then some kind
of substitute must be provided. A rug,

400
300
200

or similar, will suffice in most cases,

100

provided that it extends at least 5 to 10
feet in front of the speakers.
8
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20

SMALLEST ROOM DIMENSION- FEET

Fig. 4-Lowest effective frequency for
acoustic -panel absorbers as a
function of room size (where
f = 3,390/smallest room dimension in
feet). For frequencies below those
shown, other forms of absorption
(such as wave cavities) would be
needed.
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sound that originated from the speaker, yet arrived before the speaker's direct sound through the air. This phenomenon was traced to the wooden

floor-vibrations from the bass driver
were coupled through the speaker
cabinet, then through the floor, and

sound faster than the air did, and
therefore brought the sound to the
pickup microphone first. This somewhat surprising phenomenon is also a
source of early -reflection effects, and it
will cause the same response irregularities as shown in Fig. 2B. Therefore,
the treatment of the floor with a carpet
has a second advantage: Seeing that

the loudspeakers are not firmly couFinal Suggestions

6

sured output from the loudspeaker

To complete the design work in this
example, it is obvious these large
speaker systems will require either a
large number of panels or a few panels
very wide and tall. In this case, we can
allow the builder to choose his design
to fit his space and needs. As an example, panels 3 feet wide, two behind
with a minimum height of about 11 feet
(the speaker height of 7.5 feet, plus the
array minimum -width dimension of 3.6
feet). Their thickness would be 3 inch-

WIRE
SCREEN

ing some rooms for the effect of early
reflections. When a loudspeaker was
set firmly on an acoustically live surface, such as a wooden floor, the mea-

Another source of reflections is the
ceiling, especially if it is low and the
loudspeakers are tall, or set on tall
stands. Again, in most cases this is not
a problem, as contemporary construction usually includes adequate ceiling

pled by their own weight to a transmittive surface that can retransmit sound
into the air.
Finally, a word of caution. Attempting to implement the LEDE concept in
systems where the loudspeakers are a
"Direct Reflecting" type will not be suc-

cessful. These speakers require the
many early reflections, because this is
what provides the acoustic effects that

the systems were designed to have.
Under such circumstances, a live, unaltered room is absolutely necessary.
For all other system types, even dipole
"screen" systems, that do have a degree of backward radiation, the LEDE
treatment will still work well. These

speaker types do not exclusively depend on their rear radiation for normal
operation.
We will conclude this design feature

by describing a more complete implementation of the LEDE system, one in
which we will actually modify the room
A
surfaces themselves.

material, should be used.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Input Sensitivity (For Rated Output at 1 kHz): MM phono, 1.0 mV;
MC phono, 100 µ,V; high level, 100
mV.

Input Overload Level (At 1 kHz):
MM phono, 150 mV; MC phono, 15
mV; high level, infinite.

Input Impedance: Phono, 47

kil-

ohms, user -selectable to any lower
value; high level, 50 kilohms.

Output Impedance: 100 ohms.
Output Level: Rated, 1.0 V; maximum, 16 V.

Tone -Control Range: Bass, ± 8 dB
at 100 Hz; treble, ±8 dB at 10 kHz.
Phase: With tone controls bypassed,

McLAREN
402 PREAMP
AND 702 AMP

noninverting from phono to main out,
inverting from high level to main out,

both reversed by switching tone control circuits in; inverting from
phono to tape out.

Manufacturer's Specifications Dimensions: 16.5 in. W x 4.1 in. H
Preamplifier
x 11.2 in. D (42 cm x 10.5 cm x
Frequency Response: Phono,
28.5 cm).
RIAA ±0.2 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; Weight: 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg).
high level, 5 Hz to 100 kHz, +0, -1

Rated THD: Less than 0.05%, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, at or below rated output.

Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 60
kHz, +0, - 1 dB; -3 dB at 120 kHz.
S/N Ratio: 110 dB, A -weighted, below rated output.

Rise -Time: 2.5 µS at rated power.

Channel Separation: 70 dB, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.

Input Sensitivity: 1.0 V rms for rated output.

Input Impedance: 50 kilohms.
Output Impedance: 0.05 ohm.
Phase: Noninverting.

Dimensions: 16.5 in. W x 4.1 in. H
x 11.6 in. D (42 cm x 10.5 cm x
29.5 cm).

Weight: 28.6 lbs. (13 kg).
Price: $1,195.

Company Address: c/o Audio Quest, 629 Camino de Los Mares,
#306, San Clemente, Cal. 92672.
For literature, circle No. 90

Price: $1,495.

dB.

THD: Less than 0.015%, 20 Hz to 20 Power Amplifier
kHz, at rated output level, for any Power Output: 100 watts rms per
input or output.
channel continuous (120 watts IHF

S/N Ratio: MM phono, 82 dB A -

dynamic power), both channels driv-

weighted, 74 dB unweighted, re: 5
mV; MC phono, 76 dB A -weighted,
68 dB unweighted, re: 0.5 mV; high

en into 8 ohms; 160 watts rms per
channel continuous (200 watts IHF

level, 100 dB A -weighted, 94 dB unweighted, re: 500 mV.
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Power Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 50 kHz.
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The McLaren 402 stereo preamp and 702 power amplifier
are very attractive, nicely made pieces of audio gear from
New Zealand. I heard the 402 preamp and a pair of the 902
mono power amps driving a pair of Vandersteen speakers
at the '86 Winter CES and was favorably impressed with the
sound. As it turned out, Audio had the 402 and 702 slated
for review, and they turned up on my doorstep a month or so

has four pairs of Hitachi power MOS-FETs in TO -3 metal

cases mounted on it. A p.c. board extending under the
ledge picks up the power -transistor pin connections and
carries the rest of he amplifier circuitry. A pair of 15,000-µF,
63-V main filter capacitors are mounted on their sides near

the right front of the amplifier. A bus bar connects the

ground sides together and serves as a means to connect
the various circuit grounds to this point. A good sized El lamination power transformer is mounted to the amp's botConstruction
tom plate at front center. On the front panel are a pushbutBoth units are 3uilt up from two thick aluminum -extrusion ton power switch and a yellow LED to indicate when power
sides bolted to the front panels. The rear panels and bottom is turned on.
plates bolt to the extrusions. The top covers slide from the
The preamp has a large p.c. board that takes up the
rear into slots in the extrusions and are held in place by four whole interior of the unit. A potted toroidal power transformAllen -head bolts. In both units, the top covers are mounted er and the other power -supply components are located
so as to allow an air space about a quarter of an inch high along the left side of this board. Tone, balance, and volume
by 14 inches wide; this allows internal heat to escape out control potentiometers are sealed Alps dual units which
the rear.
mount to the front of the p.c. board. The tape source and
The power amp's rear panel is a thick aluminum casting main selector knobs operate rotary -to -linear converter
with vertical fins over most of its outside surface. Two pairs mechanisms that control, via a flat metal cab e, remotely
of five -way speaker binding posts, a pair of female RCA located slide switches at the rear of the board near the
input jacks, a line fuse, and a power cord are on this panel. signal input jacks. The preamp's active signal circuitry takes
A horizontal ledge on the inside of the rear -panel casting up the remainder cf the board space. Of note here is the use
after the show.
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Of note in the preamp's
construction is the use of a
"star grounding" scheme
where all grounds come
from various points to one
common point.

INSTRUMENT LOAD

of a "star grounding" scheme whereby all signal grounds
come from various points in the circuitry to one common
point. Signal in/out jacks are gold-plated p.c.-mount types.
The preamp's front -panel controls, from left to right, are a

LOA'

pushbutton power switch; a tone -control bypass toggle
switch; and rotary knobs for bass, treble, balance, volume,
record -out selection, and main input selection. A yellow
power -on LED is located above the power switch. On the

rear panel are the signal input and output jacks, power

Fig. 1-Line-level
frequency response,
402 preamplifier, for
reviewer's instrument
load (see text) and for
standard IHF load.

cord, line fuse, and a ground terminal post.

Preamplifier Circuitry
The 402 preamp consists of four active circuit blocks per
channel: A phono input stage, phono equalizer, output or
line amplifier, and tone -control amplifier. All of these blocks
have essentially the same circuit topology-complementary
dual -differential input amplifiers driving complementary
common -emitter output stages whose collectors are tied at
the output point. All have direct -coupled inputs and capacitor -coupled outputs. Emitter degeneration (negative feed-

back) is not used in the input stages but is used in the
output stages.
The input -stage emitter pairs are fed via a simple resistor

tied to the appropriate supply rail. All devices are bipolar.
Each block has its own three -terminal plus -and -minus regulator. The phono input stage operates the differential amps
at 5 mA per device and has a switchable feedback loop for

two closed -loop gains: 21.5 dB for moving -magnet cartridges and 43.3 dB for moving -coil. Frequency response is
flat in this stage. The shunt feedback resistor in the moving -

coil feedback divider is 4.7 ohms for lowest noise in this
mode. There are two 4PST DIP switches on the p.c. board,
one for each channel, to control the mode of the phono input
stage. Two poles select the feedback divider, a third puts
1,000 pF across the phono input in moving -coil mode, and
the fourth pole selects 100 ohms or 47 kilohms for phonoinput resistive loading. The phase of the phono input stage
is noninverting. Output coupling to the phono equalizer is
via a 1-ILF polypropylene capacitor. The equalizer stage is

configured as an inverting amplifier. The input resistor is

Fig. 2-Square-wave
response, 402 preamp
line -amplifier section.
Upper traces are for 20 -Hz
signal, with instrument
load and (showing greater
tilt) with IHF load. Lower
traces are for 20 kHz,
right channel, with
balance control set full
right (largest trace),
centered, and set full left
(smallest trace). Scales:
Vertical, 2 V/div.;
horizontal, 10 mS/div.
(upper traces), 10 µS/div.
(lower traces).
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split into two parts with a capacitor to ground at the junction
of the two resistors. This forms a passive roll -off at 2,120 Hz
for the high -frequency equalization. The feedback network

contains an RC network to accomplish the bass boost
between 50 and 500 Hz. A consequence of this phono
topology is that absolute phase is inverted at the tape
output for a correctly connected phono cartridge.
The main and tape -out selector switches in the 402 are
functionally very effective. All high-level inputs, including
both tape inputs and the output of the phono equalizer, go

to the contacts of both switches. The wipers of the tape
selector go to tape out, and the.wipers of the input selector
go off to the volume controls feeding the output amplifiers.
This arrangement allows one to record and listen to each
input source independently.
The line amplifier is different from most such circuits in
that it is connected in the inverting mode instead of the more
usual noninverting connection. The output of the volume

control, which is 50 kilohms, drives the input summing
resistor, which has a value of 12 kilohms. This causes the
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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Preamp main and tape -out
selector switches are very
functional, allowing one to
record and listen to each
input source independently.

high-level input impedance or the load on the phono equalizer to drop down to only about 10 kilohms when the volume
control is fully up. This is not a likely occurrence in normal
use, but it can arise. For example, ran into this condition
when using a 0.5 -mV moving -coil cartridge in the moving magnet phono mode. I had to set the volume control close
to maximum to get the listening levels desired.
I

The balance function is accomplished by altering the
feedback resistors in the line amplifier in a complementary
manner with the balance -control dual potentiometer. When
the balance control is centered, gain is set at about 21 dB
by the ratio of the feedback resistors to the input resistors.
The balance control alters the gain of each channel by ±3
dB for a total channel difference of 6 dB.
The tone -control amplifier, the last active block in the
chain, is always driven by the output of the line amp. The
circuit is inverting, using the usual Baxandall tone -control

0

Fig. 3-RIAA equalization
error for 402 preamp's
MM and MC inputs, with
instrument and IHF loads.
Note the low -end roll -off
and the expanded scale.

topology with a gain of -1. The main output jacks are
connected to the wipers of a DPDT toggle switch that
selects either the main output of the line amp or the output of
the tone -control amp.

Since the phono output is inverting and the line amp is
inverting, the overall phase from phono input to main out is
noninverting. However, high-level inputs to main output are
inverting but can be rendered noninverting (at the expense

of adding the tone amp) by engaging the tone -control
switch. The only thing one can't correct is the inverting
phase of the phono input to tape out. High-level inputs to
tape out are, of course, noninverting, as there are no active
electronics in this path.
The power -supply circuitry of the 402 preamp starts out
with full -wave -rectified ±34 V d.c. filtered by two 1,000 -pc/
50-V capacitors. This rectified and filtered d.c. is regulated
down to ±27 V d.c. by 24-V, three -terminal regulators with
their reference terminals going to ground through 3-V zener
diodes. The regulator outputs are bypassed by 100-µF
electrolytics and 0.1-µF film capacitors. The first stage of
the phono preamp is regulated down to ± 11 V by a zenerfollower arrangement.

Power Amplifier Circuitry
The 702 power amplifier's circuitry is fairly simple and

Fig. 4-MM phono
response, 402 preamp, to
pre -equalized square
waves at 40 Hz (top
traces), 1 kHz (middle
trace), and 10 kHz
(bottom trace). Note
effects of IHF (greater tilt)
and instrument loads at
40 Hz. Scales: Vertical,
2 V/div.; horizontal,
5 mS/div. (top),
200 RS/div. (middle),
20 p.S/div. (bottom).
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straightforward; it consists of a two -stage differential amplifier with a turn -around circuit in the second stage, driving two
pairs of complementary MOS-FET power devices in parallel.
All front-end transistors are bipolar. The signal input to the
input differential amp is capacitor -coupled by a 1-µF poly-

propylene capacitor loaded with 47 kilohms to ground,
followed by a 2.2-kilohm series resistor and a 330-pF capacitor to ground at the noninverting base. The input devices are PNP, with an overall d.c. output offset -adjustment
pot in their emitter circuit. Collector outputs of the first stage

are direct -coupled to the bases of the second differential
stage, which utilizes NPN devices. One collector output is
part of the composite drive to the output stage; it is connected to the bottom of the bias -spreading resistor and drives
the gates of the P -channel output devices. The other output
collector goes up to the base of a PNP device which has a
diode in series with 100 ohms up to a positive power supply.
The emitter of this transistor also goes, through 100 ohms, to
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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Fig. 5-THD + N vs.
frequency, 702 amplifier,
for power levels of
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8 ohms (solid curves) and
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4 ohms (dashed curves).

the same positive supply. The collector goes down to the
positive end of the bias -spreading resistor and drives the
gates of the N -channel output MOS-FETs. The function of
the aforementioned turn -around transistor is to take one of
the differential output phases of the NPN differential pair,
invert that phase, aid add the resultant output to the other
phase to develop a complementary signal based to ground;
this drives the output stage. The output resistance of this
drive stage is fairly high. Most designs that use MOS-FET
output devices use an additional complementary emitter follower stage to more effectively drive the considerable
capacitance that MSS-FETs have at high frequencies. On
the other hand, the 702 has one less stage and may be
sonically the better for it.
Overall negative feedback is taken from the output to the

10k 20k

100k

resistor bypassed by a small capacitor. The shunt feedback
resistor is returned to ground through a 220-11F capacitor
bypassed by a 1-µF polypropylene film capacitor. Thus, the
d.c. gain of the circuit is 1, with an input roll -off of about 3 to
4 Hz and a second roll -off, in the feedback network, of about
0.9 Hz.
A full -wave bridge -rectified supply provides ±53 V d.c.
for both output stages. A separate half -wave -rectified sup-

ply provides power for two positive regulators and one
negative regulator for each channel to feed the front-end
circuitry with one negative and two positive voltages. These
voltages are higher than the output -stage potentials to ensure full drive to the MOS-FETs.

Preamplifier Measurements
Line -amp gain of the McLaren 402 was found to be about

10.75 x or 20.6 dB. This yields an IHF sensitivity for AUX
inputs of some 46.5 mV. Output impedance of the line amp
was a low 36 ohms in series with 1 µF. With the tone stage
switched in, output impedance was found to be lower yet
(due to more feedback from its -1 gain), about 5 ohms in
series with 1 µF.
THD + N at 10 V rms output was less than 0.01% from 20
Hz to 20 kHz for my instrument load (91 kilohms in parallel
with 250 pF) or the IHF load of 10 kilohms in parallel with

1,000 pF. This was true whether the tone stage was

Fig. 6-Harmonicdistortion residue,
702 amp, for two
frequencies, at 10 watts
output into 8 -ohm loads.
Upper traces show
0.008% THD at 1 kHz;
lower traces show 0.025%
THD at 10 kHz. Note
similarity between
distortion waveforms
(see text).
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switched in or not. Clipping level was some 16 V rms. The
line amp would drive 600 ohms to 10 V rms at about 0.3%
distortion, although the 3 -dB low -frequency cutoff point was
around 260 Hz due to the 1-1.11 output coupling capacitor.
Frequency response for the line section is shown in Fig. 1.
The low -frequency roll -offs are due to the 1-1,1 output coupling capacitors.
Channel -to -channel crosstalk was measured using the
"CD" high-level input, with the volume control fully on and
the undriven input terminated by 1 kilohm. Results differed
slightly, depending- on which channel was driven. For the
worse direction, R to L (drive right, measure left), crosstalk
was better than -80 dB up to 10 kHz, increasing to -78.8
dB at 20 kHz and -66.7 dB at 50 kHz. With the tone stage
engaged, crosstalk .ncreased to -70.8 dB at 20 kHz and

-61.4 dB at 50 kHz-very good figures. The crosstalk

signals were in phase for pulse or square -wave excitation.
Volume -control tracking was found to be within ±0.2 dB
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Sot I may always choose from any category)
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
CROCK/POP
0 CLASSICAL
Clubs operation with your introductory
Mr.
Mrs.
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any
Miss
reason whatsoever, just return everything
Pretive Nome
Inmol
Lost Nome
within 10 days and you will have no further
Address
Apt
obligation. So why not choose 2 CDs for
$1 right now.

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
It's a chance to get a third selection at a
super low price!

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2-so write in both numbers.

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB: Thrre Haute, IN 47811 L

City
State

Zip

Do you have a VCR? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No
Do you have a credit cord? (Check one.) Yes 0 No

119/S87

Thus offer s not available m APO, FPO, Mask°, Hawaii, Puerto Rico please write (or
details of alternative offer

Note We reserve the right to request additional information
or reiect any application. ZEH/NZ
ZOL/NP

I definitely recommend
leaving these pieces on
continuously; otherwise,
one will never hear them

at their best.

Table IA-Phono noise referred to input, MM mode.
Source
Impedance,
Ohms
0
0

100
1k

IHF MM

Phono Noise

Bandwidth
400 Hz to 30 kHz
A -Weighted
A -Weighted
A -Weighted
A -Weighted

R

L

355 nV
252 nV
260 nV
347 nV
1.82 µV

382 nV
289 nV
293 nV
367 nV
1.72 1.LV

od. Further investigation revealed a tendency for the

Table IB-IHF phono S/N (re: 5 -mV, 1 -kHz input),
MM mode.
Source
Impedance,
Ohms

S/N, dB

0

100
1k

IHF MM

Bandwidth

L

R

A -Weighted
A -Weighted
A -Weighted
A -Weighted

86.0
85.7
83.2
68.8

84.8
84.6
82.7
69.3

Table IIA-Phono overload vs. frequency and loading,
MM mode, right channel.
Frequency
20 Hz
100 Hz
400 Hz
1 kHz
3 kHz
6 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz

IHF Load
E Out, V
E In, mV
10.4
14.9
15.4
15.3
15.1

15.4
14.8
7.25

20.2
33.0
96.5
152.0
260.0
465.0
780.0
620.0

Instrument Load
E Out, V
E In, mV
14.6
15.5
15.5
15.3
15.3
15.5
14.9
7.3

20.2
33.0
96.5
152.0
260.0
465.0
780.0
620.0

Table IIB-Phono overload vs. frequency and loading,
MC mode, right channel.
Frequency
20 Hz
100 Hz
400 Hz
1 kHz
3 kHz
6 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz

IHF Load
E Out, V
E In, mV
10.5
15.0
15.2
15.4
15.2
15.4
13.9
7.0

2.0
3.4
9.6
15.2
26.5
46.5
70.0
70.0

Instrument Load
E Out, V
E In, mV
14.8
15.6
15.3
15.5
15.3
15.4
14.0
7.1

2.0
3.4
9.6
15.2
26.5
46.5
70.0
70.0

down to -45 dB, ±0.5 dB to -60 dB, and almost 3 dB out
at - 70 dB.
Rise- and fall -time for the line amp, with or without the
tone amp engaged and with instrument or IHF loading, was
1.8 RS up to ±20 V output. Further, it was about the same
with the volume control down 6 dB from maximum. This is
good performance. The right channel had about 6% overshoot, probably due to the tolerance of the small capacitors
across the feedback resistors in the line -amp circuit. 'Scope
76

photos of the line section's square -wave performance are
shown in Fig. 2. The top traces are for a 20 -Hz signal for
instrument and for IHF loading; the greater tilt is for the IHF
loading. The bottom traces are for a 20 -kHz signal through
the right channel, with the balance control fully clockwise,
centered, and fully counterclockwise. The highest amplitude
trace is for the clockwise (maximum right) position.
Phono preamp gain in the moving -magnet mode turned
out to be 101 x or 40.1 dB at 1 kHz. I ran into erratic results
when attempting to measure MC gain by feeding both input
channels in parallel from a common source, my usual methpreamp to oscillate at about 10 MHz when the inputs were
paralleled physically close to the jacks in MC mode. With
one input driven at a time, gain was stable enough to be
measurable. This instability under measurement conditions
also prevented reliable assessment of input noise in the MC
mode with low -value terminating resistors plugged directly
into the input jacks. All of this seems to be a peculiarity that
the 402 displays only under measurement conditions -I had
no problem using the unit in several audio systems. The
majority of cartridges, with no external tie points between
their signal grounds, would act as separate signal sources
of each channel; therefore, the problem would not occur.
When finally measured, moving -coil gain turned out to be 60
dB at 1 kHz. Phono sensitivity (IHF) measured 5 mV for MM
and 500 ILV for MC from phono to tape out, and 465 j.LV for
MM and 46.5 µV for MC from phono to main out.
Phono noise in MM mode is summarized in Tables IA and

IB. MM input noise in the band from 400 Hz to 20 kHz
appeared to be about 100 nV. In use, the subjective noise in
MC mode was about 10 to 12 dB quieter than in MM mode.
Phono overload versus frequency and loading is summarized in Tables IIA and IIB. One thing is of note here: Up to

about 10 kHz, the output waveform indicated overload by
distorting one or both peaks in some way. Above 10 kHz,
the input acceptance should about double, theoretically,
but does not in this design. Looking at the THD residue
while doing this test, peak aberration turns into a symmetrical compression above 10 kHz, indicating that the first stage block of the phono preamp circuit is probably clipping. Still, 152 mV at 1 kHz for MM is a good, respectable
figure. Large -signal response to a pre -equalized, non -band -

limited square wave into the phono section was good up to
about ±2 V. Above this output level, the waveform started
to symmetrically compress the high frequencies.
Phono equalization error for MC and MM modes, measured at tape out, is shown in Fig. 3. Of interest is the very
noticeable roll -off in the low end, especially with the IHF
load. For some reason that I don't understand, the low -end
roll -off is worse for MM than for MC. One thing to remember
in this design is that the more clockwise the volume control
is, the lower the load impedance that the volume control/line

amplifier will present to the phono output, the limit being
about the 10 kilohms of the IHF load. don't care for this
measured characteristic in the 402, as believe that the
I

I

lower the low -frequency response -all other factors remaining the same -the better the overall sound.
The phono section's square -wave response in MM mode
is shown in Fig. 4. The top traces are a 40 -Hz signal, shown
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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Onkyo's special "In -Phase"
Transformer is placed between
the power transformer anc -he
capacitcrs. It prevents phase

shift between the voltage aid
current in the amp-to-specdoer
signal path that can
cause poor stereo
imaging and diminished
bass response.

ONKYO'S REAL PHASE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
FOR SUPERB STEREO IMAGING AND PRECISE BASS DEFINITION
The primary function of an amplifier is to take a very small audio signal from a source such as record, tape or CD, and amplify it to a level
that is strong enough to drive a loudspeaker. However, amplifiers are usually designed not with loudspeakers as a load, but instead with
rather simple loads using resistors of fixed impedance. l- is well known that the electrical characteristics of loudspeakers p-ovide 3 complex
load to the amplifier, resulting in less than ideal performance.
Typically, conventional amplifiers use a main (or primary) power transformer to convert the horsehold AC current to lower levels suitable
for the amplifier's output stage. Unfortunately, due to the reactive nature of loudspeakers, a phase shift between the power supply's
charging voltage and current is inevitable. The more complex the speaker load and the music signals being amplified, the greate- the phase
shift. This phase degrada-ion is audible, resulting in poo- stereo imaging and a lack of bass defini-ion.
The ONKYO Real Phase power supply uses not one, put two transformers. The primary transformer is a high current design, capable of
handling substantial power levels. In addition, a second power transformer is connected in series with the p-imary transformer, detecting
and eliminating any phase shift between charging voltage and current. The resulting output from the powe- supply is smooth stable DC,
duplicating the ideal charging current, and free of the fluctuations caused by reactive speaker loads.
The audible benefits are striking. Sound stage and stereo imaging are precisely focused without blurring or image warder. Bass
foundation and detail a -e significantly improved, providing convincing deep bass
performance. Critics are unanimous in their praise of ONKYO's Real Phase amplifiers.
Artistry in Sound
The ONKYO Real Phase power supply system is incorporated in our new Grand Integra
separate amplifiers, Integra integrated amplifiers, and 1-itegra tuner/amplifiers.Your ONKYO
dealer will be pleased to demonstrate the audible superiority of Real Phase. For a detailed
technical description of the Real Phase power supply system, please write to ONKYO.
200 Williams Drive, leamsey NJ 07446

The 702 amp can provide
an extremely smooth and
spacious sound, with a
harmonic "rightness"
which will amaze.

hot during this interval. Since I could not find any indication
of a thermal cutout in the schematic, I decided not to run the
test into 4 -ohm loads.
Voltage gain was found to be 33.5 x or 30.5 dB, which
yields an IHF sensitivity of 84.4 mV to produce 1 watt into 8
ohms. Results were extraordinary-greater than 80 dB ohms. The manufac`urer's spec for input sensitivity is 1 V to
down, from 20 Hz to 50 kHz, in both directions. With the produce rated output; in view of the measured gain, input
undriven channel terminated by the IHF MM load, crosstalk sensitivity for rated output is more like 0.84 V.
THD + N as a function of power, frequency, and load is
was absolutely symmetrical (a first) in both directions, rising
to -60.6 dB at 5 kHz and peaking at -50 dB at 9 to 10 kHz. shown in Fig. 5. Typical harmonic -distortion residue is
shown in Fig. 6 for 10 -watt outputs at 1 and 10 kHz. Sensitivity for distortion is the same in both 'scope traces. I meaPower Amplifier Measurements
The 702 power amp was run at one-third power (33.3 sured 1 -kHz distortion as 0.008% and 10 -kHz distortion as
watts) into 8 -ohm loads for one hour. The heat -sinks got very 0.025%. What is interesting is that the wave shape is very
similar for the two frequencies. The magnitude increase at
10 kHz is probably due to lower loop gain (less feedback) at
higher frequencies. There are no stability -compensation capacitors per se in the circuit except the small one across the
10
feedback resistor. Therefore, I deduce that the reduction in
fit
loop gain at higher frequencies is most likely due to the high
drive impedance to the MOS-FET output transistors against
their input capacity. Figure 7 shows 1 -kHz distortion versus
power and load, along with SMPTE-IM distortion.
0.1
MPTE IM, 4 -OHM LOAD
Dynamic power was found to be 121 watts into 8 ohms
SMPTE I M 8 -OHM LOAD
and 210 watts into 4 ohms. Steady-state clipping power was
105 watts into 8 ohms and 160 watts into 4 ohms. All tests
THD N, 4 -OHM LOAD
were done, as usual, with 120-V a.c. line power.
-7-11"
Frequency response, at a 1 -watt level into 8 ohms (2.83 V
THD N, 8 -OHM LOAD
001
rms), is shown in Fig. 8 for no load (open circuit), 8 -ohm
loading, and 4 -ohm loading. 'Scope photos of square -wave
rfl
behavior appear in Fig. 9. The top traces are for a 10 -kHz

with instrument and with IHF loading, the latter having the
greater tilt. The middle (1 -kHz) and bottom (10 -kHz) traces
look the same with IHF or instrument loading.
Finally, MM phono channel -to -channel crosstalk was
measured with the undriven channel terminated by 100

1

.

signal with no load and with loads of 8 and 4 ohms. The
0 001
100

0

01

1k

OUTPUT POWER - WATTS

middle trace is for 10 kHz loaded with 8 ohms in parallel with
2 riF. The bottom trace is for 40 Hz with an 8 -ohm load. The
output buffering inductor in this design seems to have more

inductance than usual, as evidenced by the top traces in

Fig. 7-Distortion vs.

Fig. 9, where the effect of output loading at the higher

frequency, 702 amp,

frequencies extends more into the half -cycle time of the 10 kHz signal. However, the low ringing on the 8 -ohm, 2-1.LF
load is exemplary. Rise- and fall -time into 8 ohms was 2.8

showing THD + N at
1 kHz, and SMPTE IM, for
8- and 4 -ohm loads.

trS at ±5 V output. Large -signal rise- and fall -time increased to 3µS, with some overshoot on the positive -going

transition only. Clipping behavior at high frequencies
showed considerable evidence of "sticking."

Crosstalk versus frequency was measured with the
undriven channel terminated in 1 kilohm. The crosstalk was
some 6 to 8 dB worse in the right -to -left direction and still
measured better than -80 dB at 1 kHz, rising to -69 dB at

5 kHz, -56.7 dB at 20 kHz, and -49.5 dB at 50 kHz.
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Fig. 8-Frequency
response, 702 amp, with
no load (open circuit) and
with 8- and 4 -ohm loads.
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Signal-to-noise ratio (IHF) for the 702 amp was 95.3 dB for

Ili

1W'

201.

10( k

the right channel and 93.8 dB for the left. Damping factor
versus frequency is shown in Fig. 10.
Regarding peak current delivery: I have been using, at
different times, 0.1- and 1 -ohm loading for this test. It is
obvious that 1 ohm is a more realistic load to use, as some
speakers have been known to dip down to nearly 1 ohm but
certainly not to 0.1 ohm. Accordingly, I have decided to use
1 ohm for this test from now on. The 702 was able to deliver

a respectable ±2c amps into 1 ohm with one channel
driven using the IHF 1 -kHz tone -burst signal.
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THE ONKYO INTEGRA TX -108
THE FIRST RECEIVER WITH SEPARATES PERFORMANCE
In the past, buying a receiver over costly separate components meant sacrificing sound quality for We
sake of convenience and economy. The ONKYO Integra TX -108 sets a new standard for receiver
Derformance by pr:-..viding sound quality normally associated with separates with maximum audio and
iideo system contro flexibility, all operated by 25 <ey wireless remote control.
The heart of the TX -108 is ONKYO's patented Real Phase power supply system. Real Phase insures phase
accuracy in the audio signal by placing a second power transformer between the main power transformer
and the filter/storage capacitors, duplicating the theoretical perfect charging current, pure DC. The TX -108
Drovides an RMS power of 100 watts per channel iito 8 ohms and an I H F dynamic power of 295 watts
ntc 2 ohms, along with precisely focused imaging and deep, tight bass.
Full audio/video f exibility is provided by 5 audio and 2 video inputs facilitating easy dubbing between
video and audio sot rces. A unique Sound Control system incorporates a dual band Dynami: Bass
Expander for superior deep bass impact and defin tion, a Dynamic
Transient Expander -o restore impact and dynamics to compressed music
sources, and a Simulated Stereo function for monophonic video soundtracks.
Artistry In Sound
Now, there's a new standard for receiver converience and separates
oerformance. The ONKYO Integra TX -108.

ONKYO
200 Wages Drive, Ramsey NJ. 07446

I have listened to these
units for hours on end
without irritation, and am
fairly satisfied with their
presentation.
Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used in my system to evaluate the 402 and
702 included an Infinity air -bearing turntable and arm with a
Koetsu EMC -1B cartridge and Infinity RS IIB speakers. Other electronics on hand were Robertson Twenty Twenty and
Cook/King reference preamplifiers and Marantz Nine power
amplifiers.
My first reaction to the McLaren components was that the

preamp was pretty good and the amp wasn't so good.
However, after both pieces had warmed up by being left on
for a couple of days, found myself commenting, "This
equipment makes pretty good music after all." would
definitely recommend leaving these pieces on continuously;
otherwise, one will never hear them at their best. I found that
the sound of the preamp was noticeably better in the MM
mode using my 0.5 -mV Koetsu than in the MC mode, considerations of noise, and of bass roll -off with volume control
at max, aside. No operational glitches were observed in use
with either piece, separately or in combination with other
components. Subjectively, I didn't like the tone -control characteristics because the turnover frequencies seemed to be
too low for the bass and too high for the treble.
The importer of the McLaren equipment informed me of a
modification to the power amp that has improved its sound
and is representative of current production. This consists of
bypassing the four internal power -supply fuses with 0.01-µF
Wonder Caps. After receiving and installing these capacitors, I warmed up the amp again and found that, indeed, the
sound was better. I have listened to these units for hours on
end without irritation and have been fairly satisfied with their
presentation.
I

I

Fig. 9-Square-wave
response, 702 amp. Top
traces: 10 kHz into 8- and
4 -ohm resistive loads and

into open circuit (no
load). Middle trace:
10 kHz into 8 ohm, 2-µF
load. Bottom trace: 40 Hz
into 8 -ohm load. Scales:
Vertical, 5 V/div.;
horizontal, 20 µS/div. for
10 -kHz traces, 5 mS/div.
for 40 -Hz trace.

I

tried the preamp in a friend's system which includes

Snell Type A -Ill speakers, a conrad-johnson PV5 preamp, a

Robertson Forty Ten amp for bass, and Gordon Mercer
feedback -less tube amps for mid/highs. The sound was
very good and musical with the McLaren preamp in this
system. It was interesting to find that when an Infinity hybrid
Class -A power amp was substituted for the Gordon Mercer

tube amps for mid/highs, the system also sounded very
good, and similar to the sound with the tube amps. However, when the conrad-johnson PV5 preamp was reinstalled
in place of the McLaren, the sound wasn't so hot with the

Infinity amp, but was good again with the tube amps-one
of the many combinational puzzles I've encountered.
The 702 power amp was tried in the system of my associate Geoff Cook, where we used it as a bass amp up to 300

Hz along with a Crown Microtech 1000 and a Robertson
Sixty Ten. The McLaren 702 was judged to be the best in
this application by a considerable margin.
In my system, I have used the 402 preamp with Marantz
Nine power amplifiers and have obtained very good results.

Even better results come from using the 702 power amp
with the Cook/King reference tube preamp; this is what
makes me suspect that the power amp has better sound
than the preamp. Sound with the combination of 702 and
Cook/King is extremely smooth and spacious, with a har-

Fig. 10-Damping factor
vs. frequency, right
channel, 702 amp.
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monic "rightness" that continues to amaze me.
In conclusion, I would have to say that I like these pieces
of McLaren gear quite a lot and would recommend a serious
Bascom H. King
listen.
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The concert continues

with the Ford JBL Audio System.
Imagine the music of 12 speakers driven by 140 watts...
Just imagine a car audio system that could really
deliver music as rich and powerful as a live concert.

Imagine music emanating from 12 JBL speakersspecifically equalized and adjusted to the surrounding
environment and deftly capable of reproducing
digitally accurate full -range, high fidelity sound.
12 JBL speakers including 2-6" x 9" woofers. 2-31/2"
midrange speakers and 2-78" tweeters located in the
rear deck; 2-51/4" woofers mounted in the doors;
and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the
instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all
woofers remain in operation at controlled levels
when faded front/rear.
Imagine the sheer impact of 140 watts of total system
power. Ample power to virtually eliminate distortion
for the most comfortable listening-even at high
volume for very long periods of time.

140 watts TSP-4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel
into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB
SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control
computer with continuously variable loudness
compensation and automatic overload
protection.
Then stop imagining and hear the real thing for
yourself, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer
today.

JBL loudspeakers are featured in world
renowned sound systems everywhere,
including Tokyo's NHK Hall, Los Angeles
Music Center, Tanglewood Music Shed,
Frankfurt Opera House and now the Lincoln
Continental and the Lincoln Town Car.

AUDIO SYSTEMS

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Drive System: Belt.
Speeds: 331/3 and 45 rpm.

Wow & Flutter: 0.04%.
Rumble: - 78 dB.
Speed Accuracy: ± 0.1 %.
Dimensions: 211/4 in. W x 71/2 in. H
x

163/4 in. D (54 cm x 19 cm x

42.6 cm), including dustcover.

Weight: 37 lbs. (16.8 kg).
Price: $1,190.

Company Address: c/o Reference

MICHELL
GYRODEC
TURNTABLE
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Monitor International, 2615 Jacaranda, Carlsbad, Cal. 92008.
For literature, circle No. 91
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Michell Engineering was one of the first companies I know pods are gold-plated. Other metal surfaces, such as the
of to make what might rightfully be termed an audiophile subchassis, have a satin -smooth aluminum finish. But while
turntable. Back in the early 1970s, John Michell designed the quality of the styling is open and airy, the whole assemwhat he called the Hydraulic Reference turntable. With its bly, including the clear acrylic cover, is very heavy; the

striking appearance, that unit turned more than phonograph
records-it turned a lot of heads too. The present GyroDec
turntable bears a strong resemblance to the Hydraulic Reference, even though many of the early features, including

mass necessary to achieve a stable record -playing system
is engineered into the GyroDec while remaining beautifully
disguised. There is no turntable base in the usual sense;

instead of the closed, rectangular box we are all used to
the hydraulic system, have long since been discarded in seeing, the GyroDec has a main support base made from a
favor of more conservative engineering. The original hy- single sheet of thick, clear acrylic.
draulic turntable featured a rotating bath of high -viscosity oil

and an adjustable paddle. Although a synchronous motor Features
While it appears upon first look that styling is paramount
in the GyroDec, a closer examination reveals that good
speed of the platter could be slowed down. The exact engineering principles are not compromised to achieve the
speed was determined by using the stroboscopic disc excellent appearance.
which was supplied with the turntable.
The GyroDec has a low -voltage synchronous motor with a
Another feature of the original turntable was the use of stepped pulley on the spindle for 331/3 and 45 rpm. The
cylindrical pods arrayed around the periphery of the platter. motor is located at the left rear corner of the turntable and is
The pods faced up, and the phonograph record was sup- mounted directly to the main support base. The flexible belt
ported only at its edges. In those days a great deal of effort which drives the outside rim of the turntable is completely
was made to reduce the buildup of static electricity in a accessible, so changing the turntable speed, by moving the
record, because noises caused by electrical discharges belt from one step on the motor pulley to another, is very
between the record and the phono cartridge could be heard easily accomplished. The power supply is a separate unit
during playback. The pods were used not only to reduce with a 3 -foot cord that plugs into an a.c. outlet and a 6 -foot
this static -electricity effect but also-since they were made cord that plugs into the motor. No a.c. line voltage is present
of solid brass-to place extra mass at the periphery of the at the turntable, so hum from this source is not a problem.
turntable platter to increase its inertia. This increased the There are three grooves around the edge of the platter. The
flywheel effect of the platter, thus reducing wow and flutter. unit that tested had a single drive belt; however, I have
The GyroDec (which is made in England) still uses these been informed that later versions have two belts to improve
pods, but only for their inertial effect; the disc rests on a speed stability. A ring, which is part of the suspended
conventional platter and mat, and the pods are attached to subchassis, surrounds the motor housing. This ring was
the underside of the platter.
intended originally to arlow the use of two tonearms simultaneously, with the motor mounted elsewhere on the main
First Impressions
support base. (Most audiophiles eschew the practice of
The GyroDec makes a very strong visual impression. It using two tonearms to play the same record because of the
will never be mistaken for any of the usual run of mass - interaction between the two arms that can result. This intermarket turntables: Its styling is very, very "modern," making action arises when mechanical energy travels through the
use of handcrafted, crystal-clear acrylic plastics and highly vinyl record material from one pickup stylus to the other.)
polished, plated metal parts. In fact, the cylindrical metal The clearance between this ring and the motor housing was
less in the unit I tested than in later models, but, by carefully
balancing the turntable, I experienced no problems caused
by the narrow clearance.
The suspended subchassis is of aluminum, cast in the
form of a large central ring and two smaller ones. The large
ring has spokes to a central hub which carries the main
Parameter
Measurement Comment
turntable bearing. The smaller rings, at the left and right
Speed Stability
±0.12%
Excellent
rear, hold the motor housing and the tonearm mounting
Wow, Unwtd.
0.18%
Very Good
platform, respectively. The spokes of the large subchassis
Wow, DIN Wtd.
Excellent
0.08%
ring are weighted with lead to increase the suspended mass
Flutter, Unwtd.
0.13%
Very Good
and to damp any resonance.
Flutter, DIN Wtd.
0.03%
Excellent
The springs on which the subchassis is suspended form
Wow & Flutter, Unwtd.
0.22%
Very Good
an equilateral triangle, one corner of which is located in line
Wow & Flutter, DIN Wtd.
0.08%
Excellent
with the center of the platter and the tonearm's mass. The
Long -Term Drift
0.10%
Excellent
other two springs are equidistant from this line.
Rumble, Unwtd.
- 80.9 dB
Excellent
The six gold-plated brass weights on the underside of the
Rumble, Wtd.
- 93.6 dB
Excellent
platter are distributed evenly around its periphery. This
Suspension Resonance
4.67 Hz
See Text
accomplishes at least three things: First, as mentioned earliwas used, the turntable was designed to run slightly fast. By
adjusting the drag of the paddle in the rotating oil bath, the

I

MEASURED DATA
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er,

it causes the effective mass of the platter to be in-

creased, thereby increasing the flywheel effect without proAUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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Wow and flutter is very
low, and the quality of
sustained piano tones,
which are very difficult to
reproduce without waver,
was deemed excellent.
portionately increasing the mass load on the main bearings.
It also puts the effective mass closer to the horizontal plane

of the main bearing, which lessens the tendency of the
platter to wobble. Last, it helps to damp the natural ringing
modes of the platter. These cylindrical weights, which are
1.25 inches in diameter and 1.5 inches long, increase the
platter weight to 9.5 pounds.
The main bearing is made of phosphor bronze and has a
tolerance of 0.0001 inch. A hardened -steel ball is fitted to
the main shaft, which extends down from the center of the
platter.

,The main platform is first levelled by adjusting the three
rubber -tipped feet, and then the subchassis can be levelled
by adjusting the three compression -type springs, which are
under easily removable covers. These springs have foam

Fig. 1-Computer plot of
wow and flutter spectrum,
from 0 to 100 Hz. The
peak at 5.9 Hz is due to

pads inside and rubber pads on each end to damp any
ringing.
the tonearm/cartridge
Tonearms can be mounted to a circular acrylic disc which
resonance; actual
turntable wow is very low. is supplied with the turntable. This disc fits into the circular
ring on the right rear of the subassembly and is locked in
place with three scews. A number of tonearms can be

Fig. 2Speed drift over
42-S period. The
variations at
0.56 Hz are

related to the
331/3 -rpm speed.

Note the high
stability, with
very low
short-term and
long-term drift.

mounted, adjusted, and then easily interchanged by using a
different disc for each arm. For measurements and listening
tests, I used the Zeta tonearm and the Goldbug Clement II

cartridge, which are also imported by Reference Monitor
International. (This tonearm and cartridge combination is
the subject of a separate report in this issue.)
Measurements and Listening Tests
As has been the case in my past reports for Audio,

I

will

try to show correlation between the technical measurements
I made on the Michell turntable and the comments of members of a listening panel. The panel members are asked not

to make any verbal comments while they are listening to
particular selections; they are asked to write down such
comments and, afte the selection has ended, to discuss
these and any other reactions they might have with other
panel members. A test form has been developed which
allows rating the sonic quality of the reference system and
the equipment being tested on a scale from 0 to -5. High quality recordings which feature piano, percussion, vocals,
orchestral crescendoes, etc. are selected to allow the panel
members to make their evaluations. The ratings of 0 to -5
were chosen because it is easier to hear faults in reproduced sound than tc hear things which can be considered

look at the results of the ratings, the written
positive.
comments, and notes which I have made during the discussions, and try to relate these to my technical measurements.
I

always adjust the equipment being evaluated and make
the technical measurements before the listening sessions to
make certain that the equipment is performing properly.
Figure 1 shows the spectral distribution of energy caused
by wow and flutter. The main peak, at 5.9 Hz, is due to the
resonance of the tonearm mass and the cartridge compliI

Fig. 3-Speed stability
referenced to 3,150 -Hz

test tone on B & K 2010
test record. The turntable
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is running about 0.94%
fast, as shown by
displaced curve, but is
very stable at that speed.

ance. This peak shows that the percentage of wow, read
from a wow and flutter meter, would be even lower if the
contribution of the lonearmicartridge could be removed.
The actual wow, caused by the turntable alone, is thus very
low. The ratings given by the listening panel to the reference

system and the GyroDec were essentially identical for the
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

This turntable has the
lowest rumble I have ever
measured, and its isolation
is excellent as well.

reproduction of piano recordings, except for staccato passages. The quality of sustained piano tones, which are very
difficult to reproduce without waver, was deemed excellent.
Figure 2 shows that, over a 42-S period, the GyroDec
turntable is very stable. The speed drifts less than ±0.10%
from the 331/3 -rpm speed during this period of time, and the
short-term cyclical variation is less than ±0.20%. The shortterm variations occur once per revolution of the turntable or
at a rate of 0.56 Hz. Both the long- and short-term drift are

very low and must be considered excellent. Figure 3, a
graph of the change in frequency of the 3,150 -Hz wow -and flutter test tone on the B & K 2010 test record, shows that the

GyroDec is running about 0.94% fast and that it holds this
speed very closely over a long period. Because the Nicolet
660A -2D FFT spectrum analyzer which I used for this mea-

surement was in the "zoom" mode, with a total window
width of only 80 Hz, the 16 samples were necessarily taken
over a long period of time.

The spectrum of the GyroDec's rumble components is
shown in Fig. 4. Once again, the contribution of the tonearm/

cartridge resonance can be seen. The actual rumble
caused by the turntable would measure much lower if the
output due to this resonance could be removed from the
total. Even with this effect, which of course contributes to the
perceived sound quality, the graph shows that the GyroDec
has very low rumble-the lowest I have ever measured for a
turntable. No comments were made by the listening panel
about rumble, and I consider the performance of the Gyro Dec to be superb in this regard.

Figure 5 shows the output caused by a mechanical impulse applied to the edge of a stationary record with the
phono stylus resting in a groove. This test is made to
determine the turntable's effectiveness in damping the mechanical energy in the record. The GyroDec is only moderately effective in this regard; certain comments made by
panel members, who rated the reference system as being
clearer and more precise when reproducing a staccato
piano passage, may be related to this delayed energy.

Fig. 4-Rumble spectrum,
measured with B & K
2010 test record. Main
output is from tonearm/

cartridge resonance at
5.9 Hz. Rumble is the
lowest I have measured
for a turntable.

Fig. 5Output vs. time
for mechanical
shock applied
to edge of a
record,
with stylus
resting in groove.

Figure 6 is a graph of the spectral distribution of the energy
caused by a series of mechanical impulses similar to the
impulse applied for Fig. 5. As is the case for all the turntables I have tested, there is a great deal of energy near the
tonearm/cartridge resonance-in this case at 5.9 Hz. (The
exact frequency varies with different tonearm/cartridge
combinations, of course.) The cursor is set to 100 Hz, where
the next greatest output occurs. The fact that this output is

due to delayed energy added to the desired signal

is

probably more important than the exact distribution of that
energy. This energy probably contributed to the coloration
of human voice which was noted by one panel member. The
coloration was slight, but it was noticed because it was less
apparent in the sound of the reference system.
Figure 7 shows the output which resulted from a mechanical shock applied to the heavy platform on which the turntable rested during all of the technical testing. This platform is
extremely massive and very well isolated from mechanical
vibrations which might otherwise reach the turntable. The
force of this impulse was set to the highest level I nave used
on any previous turntable. The isolation of the GyroDec is
excellent. The tendency for the vibration to die down and
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Fig. 6-Spectrum of
output caused by a series
of mechanical Impulses to
edge of a stationary
record, with stylus resting
in groove near the middle

of the disc. Output is
highest at arm cartridge
resonance; cursor is at
100 Hz, where the next
greatest output occurs.
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I recommend that you
audition the GyroDec with
the very best equipment.
I am certain that you will
be impressed.

350L000O HZ EULUP
c.

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MICHELL STROME itIRN-P9LE

MECHANICAL SHOCK TEST
851212-06

Fig. 7-Output vs. time
response for mechanical
shock applied to heavy
platform on which the
turntable rested. The
GyroDec's isolation from
the shock is excellent.

Fig. 8-Spectrum (to 5 kHz)
of the vibrations caused
by mechanical shock
applied to platform
supporting the turntable.

panel. The other closely spaced group of spikes, which
E,,00000 HZ CUSOk
1HZ

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MICHELL GYRODEE TURNTABLE
ACOUSTICAL ISLATION TEST
9.51212-03

appear between about 500 Hz and 2 kHz, are at a very low
level and probably do not contribute any significant coloration to the sound.
Figure 9 shows the spectrum of the output generated by a
very slow sweep of frequencies from 20 to 100 Hz, which
produces an acoustical level of 100 dB SPL at the surface of

a record on the turntable. The stylus was resting in the
groove of the record, which was stationary. This is a very
severe test. The GyroDec did quite well-breakthrough out-

put is at least 30 dB below the 10 cm/S reference-and
should be considered very good as far as acoustical isolation is concerned. However, I have seen better performance
from other turntables that I have tested. The output at 5.9 Hz
is again due to the tonearm/cartridge resonance, while the

output at higher frequencies is probably due to internal
Fig. 9-Spectrum (to 100 Hz)

of the vibrations from a
100 dB SPL acoustic field
at the surface of a record.
Cartridge stylus is resting
in a groove near the
middle of the record.

then come up again is due in part to the fact that the

eigenmodes (natural modes of resonance) of the suspension springs. The results are still good enough to allow the
GyroDec to be classified as an audiophile turntable.

Conclusions
As I have said, the GyroDec has the lowest rumble of any
turntable that I have measured. It compared well with the
reference standard, except for slightly greater coloration on
voice and a bit more blurring on staccato piano passages.

On most program material, the difference was extremely
suspension has some closely spaced resonances which subtle and the listening -panel ratings were identical for the
add and cancel at a very low frequency. There is also a GyroDec and the reference system. should mention that
tendency for the turntable subchassis to rotate slightly at the reference system did not employ vacuum clamping of
I

this low frequency.

Figure 8 shows the spectral distribution of the energy
caused by a series of mechanical impulses applied, as in
Fig. 7, to the turntable platform. The cursor is set at 350 Hz,
which is the highest frequency of a number of spikes which

appear between about 100 and 350 Hz. These energy
clusters could be a source of coloration, but they are hard to
correlate directly with any comments made by the listening
88

the record. I have found vacuum clamping to be so effective

that to use it on a reference system when evaluating the
sonic attributes of a turntable without it, like the GyroDec,
would be almost like comparing apples to oranges. did
I

use a very good turntable platter -to -record interface on the
reference system. I recommend that you audition the Michell GyroDec with the best associated equipment; I am
certain that you will be impressed.
Edward M. Long
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Output: 0.25 mV for 3.54 cm/S at

Tonearm
Type: Large -diameter, thin -wall, pivoted tube with fixed headshell and adjustable counterweight mass.

Pivot -to -Stylus Distance: 9

in.

(22.9 cm).

Overall Length: 111/2 in. (29.2 cm).
Offset Angle: 23.75°.
Effective Mass: 16.0 grams, without
cartridge.

Cartridge Weight Range: 4 to 12

ZETA STANDARD
TONEARM AND
GOLDBUG
CLEMENT II
CARTRIDGE

1

kHz.

grams.

Total Cable Capacitance: 90 pF.
Price: $875.
For literature, circle No. 92

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 35
kHz.

Channel Separation: 28 dB at

1

kHz.

Channel Balance: 1 dB.
Impedance: 14 ohms.
Compliance: Static, 38 x 10-6 cm/
dyne; dynamic, 17 x 10-6 cm/dyne
at 100 Hz.

Recommended Tracking Force:
1 3 grams, ±0.1 gram.
Weight: 5.6 grams.

Price: $490; replacement stylus,
$245.

For literature, circle No. 93

Cartridge
Type: Moving coil.
Stylus: Oval diamond on beryllium pipe cantilever.

Company Address: c/o Reference
Monitor International, 2615 Jacaranda, Carlsbad, Cal. 92008.
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One of the reasons that analog disc is still the medium of
choice among audiophiles is that, a few years ago, tone arms took a turn for the better, as designers began to apply
what some might term "space-age" technology. One of the
tonearms that has resulted from this new technology is the
Zeta, manufactured in Willesden, England by C & B Tools &
Developments and distributed in the U.S. by Reference
Monitor International of Carlsbad, Cal. Other tonearms
which use simila engineering principles and materials include the Sumiko MDC-800 and the Linn Ittok LV I. Some of

the ideas incorporated in the SME Series V can also be
traced to this new approach to tonearm design. The Sumiko,
Linn, and SME tonearms have been tested previously; re-

ports can be found in the September 1983, March 1984,

Fig. 1-Frequency

and June 1986 issues of Audio.
Like the other :onearms mentioned above, the Zeta features a relatively large -diameter, thin -walled, straight tube.

response and
interchannel crosstalk of
Zeta Standard arm and
Goldbug Clement II
cartridge, using B & K
2010 test record.

Armtubes used in older designs were usually smaller in
diameter, with thicker walls, and often were angled near the
headshell or had S-shaped bends along their length. The
use of thinner walls of larger diameter allows the mass of the
tonearm to be reduced while equalling or even surpassing
the strength and integrity of the older designs.

MEASURED DATA
Zeta Standard Tonearm
Pivot -to -Stylus Distance: 016 in. (233 mm).
Pivot -to -Rear -of -Arm Distance: 27,6 in. (59 mm).
Overall Height Adjustment: 5/8 in. (16 mm)
Tracking -Force Adjustment: 0 to 1.8 grams; no calibrations.
Tracking -Force Calibration: None; auxiliary gauge required.
Cartridge Weight Range: 5 to 12 grams.
Counterweights: Cne, with steel inserts.
Counterweight Mounting: Steel discs screwed to aluminum carrier.
Sidethrust Correcton: Coil -spring type, uncalibrated knob.
Pivot Damping: None.
Lifting Device: Damped lever and finger lift.
Headshell Offset: 23.8°.
Overhang Adjustment: Slots in headshell.
Bearing Alignment: Excellent.
Bearing Friction: Less than 40 mg, no play.
Bearing Type: Bal -and-race, vertical and lateral.
Lead Torque: Very low.
Arm -Lead Capacity: 88 pF.
Arm -Lead Resistance: 1.2 ohms.
External Lead Length: 42 in., with gold phono plugs.

Fig. 2Low-frequency
tonearm/cartridge
resonance is at
5.9 Hz with a
G1 of 3.1, B & K
2010.

Structural Resonalces: 350, 900, and 1,650 Hz.
Base Mounting: Round hole, six screws.

Goldbug Clement II Cartridge
Coil Inductance: 15 p.H (left and right channels).
Coil Resistance: Left, 14.0 ohms; right, 13.6 ohms.
Output Voltage: Left, 0 096 mV/cm/S; right, 0.093 mV/cm/S.
Recommended Tracking Force: 1.6 grams.
Cartridge Mass: 5 7 grams.
Microphony: Very low.
Hum Rejection: Excellent.
High -Frequency Resonance: 27.8 kHz.
Rise -Time: 20

11S

Low -Frequency Resonance: 6 Hz (in Zeta Standard tonearm).
Low -Frequency Q 1
Recommended Lead Resistance: 40 ohms.
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Fig. 3-Slow-sweep cieck
(20 Hz to 2 kHz) for
tonearm resonances. Note
small discontinuities at
28, 42, and 320 Hz.
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Using thinner tube walls of
larger diameter allows the
arm's mass to be reduced
while equalling or even
surpassing the strength of
older, thick -wall designs.
Fig. 4Output of arm/
cartridge when
mechanical
impulse was
applied to
armtube, with
arm on rest.
Decay rate is
a bit slower
than desirable.

Another, less obvious design idea used in the Zeta was to
make the armtube continuous from the headshell to the rear

of the tonearm. This is a result of rethinking the design
parameters in terms of energy transfer and dissipation. By
using the same material for the headshell and the armtube,
the velocity of energy is unchanged from one end of the
tonearm to the other. The rationale behind this stems from the
fact that whenever k netic energy meets a barrier, standing wave energy is generated. This causes interference effects
in the mechanical energy that is traveling along the tonearm
and makes damping and dissipating this energy more difficult. Any energy which is not properly dissipated can cause

delayed -energy interactions with the desired mechanical
energy being transduced by the pickup cartridge stylus,
because it can be reflected back to the stylus tip. A change
in material, and therefore a change in propagation velocity,
acts as an unwanted barrier, to a greater or lesser extent,
depending upon how different the materials are. The fact

that the Zeta headshell is bonded to the armtube not by
adhesives but by a tight, thermal bonding technique is good
because it ensures a minimal barrier effect between the two.

In other words, the unwanted mechanical energy in the
tonearm can be transferred along the armtube to the pivot
bearings and then through the arm pillar to the mounting
board, where it can be dissipated. While (for practical reasons) the bearings cannot be of the same material as the
armtube and headshell, the arm pillar is. Therefore, any
energy which is reflected will encounter a similar energy
velocity characteristic on either side of the bearings, and
thus ensure at least a symmetrical relationship.

First Impressions
I tested the bearing friction in my usual manner by holding
the tonearm pillar in one hand and pulling and pushing the
armtube with the other hand. The Zeta tonearm bearings,
which are ball -and -race for both vertical and horizontal

Fig. 5-Output (averaged)
of arm,cartridge due to 16
mechanical impulses
applied to armtube. Note
peaks between 1 and 10 kHz.

pivots, had no noticeable play and yet were very free of
friction in either plane of motion.
The Zeta comes in a sturdy wooden case with a hinged

cover. The satin -black finish of the headshell, armtube,
gimbal support, pillar, and mounting base is excellent. The
arm pillar and the gimbal bearing support give an outward
impression of really solid construction, and indeed they
have been machined from solid blocks of aluminum and
finished to a satin smoothness. All of this tells me that the

Fig. 6Interchannel
phase difference
of arm/cartridge,
using pink noise
from B & K 2011,
band 7.

manufacturer is committed to producing a very high -quality
product, albeit in necessarily small quantities.

Features
The Zeta's solid headshell has two slots which allow for
minor final adjustments in the overhang and offset to bring
forth that last bit of performance. The finger lift is well
designed and easy to grip.
The counterweight consists of an aluminum shell which
holds different steel inserts that can be chosen to balance
the cartridge so that the counterweight is as close to the arm
pillar as possible. This minimizes the dynamic mass of the
tonearm by reducing the moment of inertia. The aluminum
outside shell of the counterweight is not decoupled from the

armtube by any rubber or plastic rings, as is usually the
92
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and more. Available for the first time on 3 Compact Discs.
A COMPLETE COMPACT DISC LIBRARY OF
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AUDITION THE TREASURY FREE FOR 10 DAYS
. . KEEP THE "CD" STORAGE RACK
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Here, in one COMPLETE TREASURY is a remarkable

performed by the renowned Boston Pops, under the

Enjoy all 50 selections over and over again on your
own equipment. If then, you don't agree that this is
indeed one of the most remarkable musical collec-

collection of the World's Most Wanted Musicincomparable baton of Maestro Arthur Fiedler

tions ever-just return the complete Treasury for

whose programming genius helped create the legend that is the Boston Pops.
Imagine, MORE THAN 50 of the World's Most
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first time on Compact Discs. You'll thrill to the

ORDER TODAY BY PHONE OR MAIL
AN EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION AT A
REMARKABLE PRICE - ONLY FROM
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FOREVER-by John Philip Sousa. Enjoy the
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To Phoenix, September Song, and The Look
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Juliet," Waltz of the Flowers from "The
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One of the outstanding
attributes of this arm and
cartridge combination is its
ability to present a stereo
image that is both stable
and wide.
velocity of the record groove. There are no calibrated markings for this adjustment; some experts contend that it is best
made while listening to some typical recordings, because
different levels of groove modulation can be a factor.
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Measurements and Listening Tests
Since the Goldbug Clement II moving -coil cartridge is
also distributed by Reference Monitor International and was
ti

recommended for use with the Zeta tonearm, this is the
cartridge which I used for the technical and listening tests.
The Clement II features an elliptical stylus mounted on a
beryllium cantilever.
The output and interchannel crosstalk versus frequency
are shown in Fig. 1. A listening panel evaluated the sound
quality of the Zeta/Clement combination with respect to my
reference system. After listening to various recordings, they
made numerous comments which could be easily correlat-

Fig. 7-Interchannel
phase difference of arm/
cartridge as a function of

ed with the upper frequency range of the Zeta/Clement
combination. The downward slope of the upper frequency
response, as heard by panel members, was not stated as

frequency (B & K 2011,
band 7, pink noise).
Phase difference at
20 kHz (cursor position)
is 3.9°, equivalent to only
0.5 p.S of interchannel delay.

directly negative comments about the Zeta/Clement combination, but as positive comments about the reference system. The quality of closely miked piano as reproduced by
the reference system was termed "brighter," while the Zeta/

Clement combination was heard as being "clearer" and
heard as
"sharper" when reproduced by the reference system. I think

Fig. 8Tracking of arm/
cartridge with a
1 -kHz test tone

from the B & K

-r

these comments indicate that, while the high -frequency
output of the reference system is a bit stronger, the output of
the Zeta/Clement combination is at least pleasant, and with
certain recordings even more so than the reference system.

The very low interchannel crosstalk shows that the Zeta/
Clement combination is capable of producing excellent

2010 at 20 cm/S
stereo images, which I will discuss later.
(top) and
Figure 2 shows the low -frequency resonance caused by
25 cm/S (bottom). the mass of the tonearm interacting with the compliance of
the cartridge. This resonance occurs at about 5.9 Hz. The Q
is about average for this type of tonearm/cartridge combination. From the measured data, the Clement II would seem to

require a tonearm with slightly less mass than the Zeta.
However, comments about the reproduction of deep bass
being "more boomy" with the Zeta/Clement combination
were expressed only after playing a recording made with
-r
the microphone inside a drum which was highly damped
with padding. After listening to orchestral recordings which
case with other tonearms, so the energy which reaches the featured big drum sounds, and which were made in large
counterweight can enter it and be dissipated. The Zeta uses halls, no comments were made about the lack of tightness
the counterweight to set the tracking force and therefore is in the bass. take this to mean that although the Q is a
I

not a dynamically balanced design, as the previously men-

tioned tonearms are. After the cartridge is installed, the
tracking force is adjusted by sliding the counterweight toward the arm pillar. Since there are no markings on the Zeta

to indicate the tracking force, a separate gauge must be
used. A locking screw is provided to ensure that the counterweight cannot move after the tracking force is set.

The sidethrust correction can be adjusted by turning a
small knob located on the side of the gimbal support. This
knob controls the tension of a coiled spring, which applies a
horizontal force to the tonearm. This force counteracts the

sidethrust force caused by the offset headshell and the
94

factor, it is not a major one.
Figure 3 is a graph of the output for a slow sweep made to
reveal any tonearm resonance effects. Small discontinuities
can be seen at 28, 42, and 320 Hz. These effects are very
small, and the only correlation to actual sound that I could
even suggest is based upon comments that voices seemed
to be a "a little bit more colored" when reproduced by the
Zeta/Clement combination. I really feel that these comments
by the listening panel are more closely related to the effects
seen in Figs. 4 and 5, which show the output versus time
and the amplitude versus frequency, respectively, when the
Zeta tonearm is excited by a mechanical shock applied to
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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never be driven to boredom.

R E C EITEI N
THE PROVEN PERFORMERS
46-23 CRANE STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101

1-800-RECOTON
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card

The

new Boston T1000.

A higher level of sonic architecture.
Announcing the Boston Acoustics T1000 tower speaker
system. It elevates stereo music reproduction to a new,
rarified level of realism. Yet its slender tower architecture requires very little floor space.
We engineered the T1000 in a distinctive new way. Our
new midrange driver is large, letting it reproduce far
more of the important mid -frequency information than
a smaller driver can. In addition, we placed it - and our
CFT-5 dome tweeter - in the highest portion of the
tower. As a result, all the directionally important mid
and high frequencies emanate together at ear level.
Just as wiitt Iive music.

This unique architecture also frees the dual woofers to
concentrate on bass reproduction alone. In fact, the
Boston T1000 tower system lets you enjoy the entire
tonal range of music, including the very lowest octave.
With a wide dynamic range that does full justice to
digital sources And with stereo imaging that's pinpoint precise.
For a descriptwe T1000 brochure, just send us your name
and address. Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department AT,
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.

The very low distortion
measurements correlate
well with listeners'
comments about clarity
and sonority.
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Fig. 9-Spectral analysis
of the cartridge output
when reproducing the test
signal of Fig. 8. The third
harmonic (at the cursor
position) is 0.35% in the
left channel and 1.05% in
the right.

Fig. 11-Spectral analysis
of distortion products from
signals shown in Fig. 10.
Distortion is very low.

Fig. 10-Output from 15 and 30-cm/S, 10.8 -kHz

pulse test, Shure TTR-103
tes: record. Note the
Small amount of
asymmetry and
compression.

Fig. 12-Output from
1 -kHz square wave,
CBS STR-112 test record.

Rirging is at 27.8 kHz.

the armtube. This test is designed to reveal any standing - tions. Figure 6 shows the output of the left channel versus
wave energy in the tonearm. As shown in Fig. 5, there are the right. A perfect 45° line would indicate no deviation
numerous resonances between 1 and 10 kHz. The decay between channels; the deviation here is very slight. Also, the
rate, as shown in Fig. 4, is a little slower than desirable. This interchannel phase difference versus frequency, shown in
could add a bit of coloration, and the human voice is a very Fig. 7, is as good as I have ever measured.
The clarity of the sound of single instruments and small
sensitive test for this.
One of the most outstanding attributes of the Zeta/Clem- ensembles, especially at high levels, was commented upon
ent combination is its ability to present a stable and wide by some panel members. This correlates well with the low
stereo image. Comments made by the listening panel with amount of distortion and the excellent tracking of the Zeta/
respect to the stereo image were very favorable as com- Clement combination, shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Both figures
pared to the reference system. The excellent interchannel show that, even for the highest level band of the B & K 2010
amplitude separation, shown earlier, when combined with test record, the tracking is very good. Many tonearm/carthe data of Fig. 6, confirms the panel members' observa- tridge combinations are not capable of tracking this band.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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It is easy for me to
recommend the Zeta arm.
The Goldbug cartridge
is also an excellent
performer, especially its
tracking of high levels.
The spectrum of the distortion products is shown in Fig. 9. shows only a small amount of asymmetry and compression.
The very low distortion, especially for the odd harmonics, Figure 11 shows that the low -frequency modulation compocorrelates well with the panel's comments about the Zeta/ nents due to nonlinearity are very low, even at the 30 cm/S
Clement combination having good clarity and a "sonorous" level.
quality. High amounts of odd -order distortion: are usually
Figure 12 shows the output of the Zeta/Clement combinaheard as a "harsh" or "bright" quality.
tion for the 1 -kHz square wave of the CBS STR-112 test
Some comments made by listening -panel members seem record. This is a very good waveform and is typical for a
to correlate well with the data shown in Figs. 10 and 11. For cartridge which has a roll -off of high frequencies such as
example, one comment was made that the piano in the RCA that indicated in Fig. 1. The ringing, at 27.8 kHz, is the high recording of the Saint -Satins Symphony No. 3 (with Charles frequency resonance due to the interaction of the stylus
Munch conducting the Boston Symphony Orchestra) was effective tip mass with the compliance of the vinyl of the test
"clearer" and "more sharply defined" when reproduced by record. This resonance, obviously, is well above the audio
the Zeta/Clement combination, while sounding more "sono- band, which shows that the Clement II cartridge has a very
rous" with the reference system. The ability of this panel low effective tip mass, and that it can therefore handle highmember to hear the sharply defined piano was most likely level high frequencies very well.
possible because of the high degree of separation and lack
of the fuzziness usually caused by poor interchannel phase Conclusions
relationships; the "sonorous" quality produced by the referThe fact that the Sumiko MDC-800 tonearm is no longer
ence system was probably due to its slightly better perfor- available makes it very easy for me to recommend the Zeta,
mance when reproducing complex waveforms. The sound which I consider to be its closest rival. The Goldbug Clemof full orchestra at high levels, especially the sound of ent II cartridge is also an excellent performer, especially
cymbals, was "slightly clearer" when reproduced by the with regard to track ng high levels, particularly in the midreference system, but the comments made by panel mem- range of frequencies. The stereo image which this combinabers for the Zeta/Clement combination with this kind of tion can produce is its strong point. In my opinion, the Zeta
music were very complimentary. Even at the highest level of Standard tonearm and the Goldbug Clement II cartridge
the Shure TTR-103 test record, which is 30 cm/S, Fig. 10 offer good value.
Edward M. Long

Discwasher gets the grubbies out of your grooves.
The Discwasher
D4+TM Record Care

System features a unique
fluid and special directional micro -fiber pad to
clean your records safely
and effectively. It picks
up the grubbies without
leaving behind any
residue.
For your stylus,
Discwasher SC-2TM

Stylus Care System
loosens and wipes away
all damaging contaminants. Gently and
thoroughly.
Discwasher is the
technological leader in
keeping your records
and equipment in top
condition. Discwasher,
4309 Transworld Road,
Schiller Park, IL 60176.

Find out what we can do for your tape,
compact disc and video equipment, too!

discwasher. For good, clean fun.

c 1986 Discwasher
A Division of International Jensen Inc.

Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card
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McIntosh has the best sound yet of any
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

"

McIntosh has earned world renown hr its
technological contributions for improved
sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not
only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to

superior sound reproducion, you bLy
technological integrity proven by time. The
McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the newest
evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7030
Compact Disc Player and other industry -leading
McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION. A105

BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0C96

lilrintosh MCD 7000 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
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A man's home is

-

The revolutionary Yamaha DSP-1 brings world-famous acoustical environments into your listening mom at the push of a button. Its 30 -key wireless
remote unit (below) controls a two-line, 16 -character backlit LCD that displays all program functions on the DSP-1.

With the introduction of the new Yamaha
theater and even digital delay Dolby surround.
DSP-1 Digital Sound Field Processor, listening to
Previous analog "surround" processors
recorded music at home is no longer the next
simply produced the illusion of a sound field by
best thing to being there.
altering the existing stereo signal. The new
It is being there. Quite literally.
DSP-1, however, digitally reproduces the
The most significant advancement
actual sound fields of the world's finest lisin acoustic realism since stereo, the DSP-1
tening environments, without affecting the
enables you to enjoy performances in the
purity of the original source material.
actual listening environments in which
Utilizing the Yamaha -developed fourthey were intended to be heard in the first
microphone Single Point Quad sound field
place. Without leaving your home.
analysis technique,Yamaha engineers spent
In twelve of the world's most famous
five years analyzing the acoustic architecsites, to be exact. Including three concert
ture of the world's most noted performance
halls, a chamber, cathedral, church, disco,
facilities, including echo patterns, reflective
jazz club, rock concert arena, warehouse
personalities and such data as timing, volloft, pavilion, and outdoor stadium.
ume level and apparent source directionality
Additionally, the DSP-1 offers a four -direcis information was then programmed into the
tional presence modeas well as three surround- DSP-1's computer memory (ROM).
sound systems: a large theater, a medium sized
The frequency response and dynamic range

It's his cathedral,
church, disco, stadium

no longer his castle.
characteristics from your stereo source material
trigger the continuous release of this information,
to precisely reproduce the acoustic personalities
of selected performance environments.
The reproduction of this acoustic architecture in your home is made possible by the development of a proprietary Yamaha VLSI (very large
scale integrated circuit), the YM-3804. It calculates early sound reflections in real time based
on the echo patterns stored in the DSP-1 memory- enabling accurate re -creations of these
listening environments at the push of a button.
Each reflection is calculated using the very
same sampling rate and quantization as compact
discs (44.1 kHz, 16 bit linear), producing an output with dynamic range of 94 dB and 0.006%
THD, making audiophile quality digital sound
field synthesis possible for the very first time.
EveryDSP-1 acoustic response pattern
has several key response parameters you can
alter to customize the size, shape and character
of the listening environment
These include room size, liveness, initial
delay time, high pass filter cutoff, low pass filter
cutoff and reverberation time.
After modifying a program, you can then
give it a name, and store it in one of the DSP-1's
16 user memories.
In addition, there are 16 sound effector
programs built in, such as time -delay, stereo
flange, tremolo, chorus, pitch change and auto
panning. So the DSP-1 can also be used effectively as a musical instruments effects device.

YAMAHA NATURAL SOUND DICSTAL SOUND FIELD PROCESSOR OSP-1

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

YAMAHA®

DIGITAL
Re WS.

AAA SNOUT

000

All sound field modes and parameters are
controlled from the palm of your arr ince the
DSP-1 is operated by a 30 -key wireless remote
control. This allows you to select the performance
environment and adjust parameters-even pro them into memory-without sacrificing
perspective of your listening position.
Its large backlit LCD confirms all mode
selections and parameter readings as you make
them. The remote control also lets you adjust the
effect level and front/rear balance, and even give
titles to those new modes you program.
The full benefits of Yamaha sound field
synthesis is best experienced with four speakers which are powered by the new Yamaha 4 channel M -35B power amplifier, in addition to
the front stereo speaker pair, driven by your
existing amplifier.
If desired, however, the front left and front
right output may be combined with the existing
main -channel speakers.
For our thorough White Paper on Yamaha
digital sound field synthesis, please write us at
the address shown below.
But mere words can never hope to convey
the magnitude of this accomplishment Visit an
authorized Yamaha dealer today for a complete
demonstration. And discover why stereo alone is
now as outdated as living in a castle.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Image Rejection: 110 dB.
Rejection: 110 dB.

Spurious -Response Rejection:
110 dB.

Subcarrier-Product Rejection:
78 dB.

Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: 43
dB.

REVOX B286
TUNER/PREAMP

Crosstalk Between Inputs at 1
kHz: 90 dB.

Rated Output Level: Output "A," 6
V; output "B," 2 V; headphones, 6 V;
tape. 500 mV.

Input Sensitivity for Rated Output: MM phono, 2.7 mV; MC phono
(optional), 0.5 mV; high level, 250

Muting Threshold: 18 dBf.
Stereo Threshold: 26 dBf.
Output Level at Tape Out: 1.8 V.

Maximum Input Level: MM phono,

AM Tuner Section

Tone -Control Range: Bass, ± 12

Usable Sensitivity: 36 p.V
Frequency Response: 120 Hz to 3
kHz, -6 dB.
THD at 1 kHz: 1.5% for 80% modula-

mV.

150 mV; MC phono (optional), 6 mV;
high level, 8 V.

dB at 40 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 15
kHz.

Subsonic Filter (Phono Only): 12
dB per octave, -3 dB at 15 Hz.

tion.

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 12.8
dBf.

Quieting Sensitivity: Mono, 15.2

S/N Ratio at 80% Modulation: 60
dB.

Muting Threshold: 50 ILV

tion: 1.5 V at tape output.

Preamplifier Section

dard).

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, +0, -0.3 dB.

dB.

THD at 1 kHz: Mono, 0.15%; stereo,

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.3. -0.8 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.

Adjacent -Channel

Selectivity:

16 dB.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
96 dB.

Phono Equalization: RIAA ±0.3
dB.

THD at 1 kHz: 0.005% for rated out-

0.3%.

60 Hz; 50 watts maximum.

Output Level for 80% Modula- Environmental Operating Tem-

dBf; stereo, 36.8 dBf (per DIN Stan-

S/N Ratio: Mono, 84 dB; stereo, 80

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 115 V a.c.,

put.

perature: 40° to 104° F (5° to 40°
C).

Dimensions: 173/4 in. W x 6 in. H x
131/16 in. D (45 cm x 15.3 cm x
33.2 cm).

Weight: 20 lbs. (9 kg).
Prices: $1,690; MC input, $95; B205
remote, $125; B206 Transceiver,
$125; B203 timer controller, $500.

S/N Ratio: MM phono, 80 dB re: 5 mV

input; MC phono (optional), 76 dB
re: 0.5 mV input; high level, 96 dB re:
500 mV input and rated output.

Company Address: 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No. 94

Channel Separation at 1 kHz:
Phono, 60 dB; high level, 75 dB.

I have long wondered why the combination tuner/preamplifier component is so uncommon. Years ago, in the early

days of high-fidelity equipment, many manufacturers offered such units. One reason for the relative rarity of this
very practical combination today may be the relative unimportance of FM broadcasting in Japan, where so much of
our present-day audio hardware comes from. In fact, receiv-

of 29 AM and FM stations into its nonvolatile memory.
Optimum reception modes for each station can also be
programmed. Furthermore, since not all FM (and certainly

not all AM) stations are received at equal volume,

it is

possible to individually set loudness levels for each of the
stations you preset, as well as for all other program sources
connected to this remarkable component. Therefore, when

ers, too, are practically never sold in Japan, but there you switch between memorized stations or between
seems to be enough of a demand for them in the U.S. to sources, you won't have to scramble for the volume control.
justify their manufacture by Asian firms for export.
When used with the B286, the optional 8205 remote
By contrast, in Europe-and specifically in Switzerland control handles such functions as power on/off, source
and West Germany, where the Studer and Revox divisions selection, preset -station scanning and recall, NB output
of Willi Studer AG are based-FM is as popular as it is in this
country. In light of that popularity, the advantages of a high quality tuner/preamp such as the 8286 become obvious. It
can be combined with a power amplifier that delivers exact-

selection, volume adjustment, balance, tone defeat, and 20 -

dB muting. With the addition of the optional 8203 timer
controller, the 8205 remote can also operate and program
other Revox components connected to the tuner/preamp.

ly the output power you require or it can be used with The timer controller also has an RS -232 port for propowered speakers (such as Revox's own Agora Bs.)
The Revox B286 tuner/preamp is one of the most versatile
and feature -laden units of its kind that I have ever tested. Its
dual -microprocessor tuning section lets you program a total
102

grammed control by a computer. With the further addition of
the 8206 remote -control "Transceiver," which relays control
commands between rooms, the 8205 can control an entire
multi -room system.
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Control Layout
At the upper lett of the front panel are numbered keys for

addressing the 29 possible station memories, a "Tuner/
Enter" key, and a key which is used to sequentially read out
the assigned station memories. "Volume" buttons (up and
down) are at the center of the panel; farther to the right are
the audio -mute, tone -defeat, and program -source selector

buttons ("Phono," "Disc," and "Tape 1" and "Tape 2"
loops). In the upper right corner is the main "Power" switch
which, when used to turn on the tuner/preamp, powers up
the unit with the last selected source. However, you can also
turn the unit on by pressing the "Phono," "Disc," or "Tuner/
Enter" buttons, which simultaneously selects the indicated
input. This is a rare and worthwhile convenience, giving you
direct access to any source you like, even when the 8286 is
turned off.
The "Tuner/Enter" button has yet another function in addition to source selection and turning on the power. It is also
used when recalling preset stations to register the memory
number you select.
The lower left section of the panel, aside from the phone
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

jack, is devoted entirety to tuner -related controls. Two "Alpharumeric" buttons permit you to key in the call letters of
memorized stations. To do this, you first press the "Display"

key, then the preselect button for the station whose call

letters you wish to store; next you scan up and down
through the alphabet with the "Alphanumeric" buttons.
When you find the first letter you desire, press the "Cursor"
button to get into the second letter position, and so on for
each position. When you're finished, press "Store" to enter
this information into memory. You can store other informa-

tion, too, such as the type of programming each station
favors or you might even enter the name of a disc jockey on
each station.

Other buttons at the lower left are used for up/down
"Autotuning" (automatic station search), "Frequency Step"
tuning, FM muting, mono/stereo and stereo blend selection,
and AM/FM selection.
Controls at the lower right of the panel handle all preamplifier -section functions. The "Sensitivity" control allows programming of input sensitivities for the preset stations and
other program sources. A control marked "Volume Top"
103

Revox managed both to
keep FM response flat all
the way to 15 kHz and to
attenuate the 19 -kHz tone

by 75 dB-a neat trick.
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Fig. 1-Mono and stereo
quieting and distortion
characteristics,
FM section.
enables you to limit maximum listening volume. Buttons for

both tape monitors, subsonic filter (in the phono mode),
bass, treble, loudness compensation, channel balance, and
selection of outputs are also located in this area. You may

select either a high-level output ("A"), low-level ("B"), or
neither, for headphone -only listening.
A display area at the center of the panel offers a variety of

status indications. Tuner functions shown on the display
include station frequency or call letters, the number of the
station memory in use, center -tune indication, FM muting
status (auto or off), mono/stereo and blend switching, tuner

band (AM or FM), and stereo FM reception. Preamp displays include volume level (in dB), -20 dB mute, balance,
bass and treble tone -control settings, and the status of the
input, output, and tape -monitor selectors, subsonic filter,
and loudness compensation.
On the rear panel of the 8286 are jacks for high- and low-

level output, CD and phono inputs, and two sets of tape
record/play jacks. There are also a ground terminal, a serial
link terminal for connection to the 8203 timer controller or

B206 Transceiver, the antenna connections, and two
switches. One of these switches selects any of three phono
load capacitances to match whatever moving -magnet car-

tridge and arm cabling you use. The other, a pushbutton
near the phono input jacks, selects moving -magnet or mov-

ing -coil operation-but only if you purchase the MC input
option.
The FM antenna terminal is a 75 -ohm coaxial type, but it

uses a European connector rather than the Type F or BNC

connectors used in the U.S. Revox therefore supplies a
matching male plug for this terminal, as well as a 300/75ohm step-down transformer. For AM reception, a separately
mountable loop antenna is supplied; the antenna terminals
also allow an outdoor antenna to be connected for both FM
and AM.
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Fig. 2-THD vs.
modulating frequency,
FM section.

signal level of 14 dBf in mono and 38 dBf in stereo. These
levels are not comparable to the manufacturer's "Quieting
Sensitivity" spec, since, as a European company, Revox
uses the DIN Standard. In any case, the sensitivity of this

tuner was very good, regardless of how you define the
measurement.

Best signal-to-noise ratio obtained with strong input signals was 87 dB in mono, significantly better than the 84 dB
claimed. The S/N in stereo also exceeded the manufacturer's spec, with a measured value of 82 dB. Quieting characteristics, as well as harmonic distortion at 1 kHz, are plotted
in Fig. 1 as a function of input signal level. With strong

signals applied, THD at this frequency reached a low of
0.12% in mono and was actually a bit lower in stereo,
reaching only 0.09%. Both figures are lower than those
claimed in Revox's conservative specification sheet.
Test standards require measuring THD at 100 Hz and 6
kHz, as well as 1 kHz. At 100 Hz, THD measured 0.11% in
mono and 0.14% in stereo; at 6 kHz, THD was 0.065% in
mono and 0.27% in stereo. Figure 2 shows how harmonic

distortion varies with frequency for the FM tuner section
operated in mono and in stereo.
Rather than have stereo "blend" turn on automatically in
the presence of a noisy or weak stereo FM signal, Revox
leaves the decision about blending up to the user. Figure 3
shows FM frequency response, full separation, and separa-

tion with the blend control turned on. Response was extremely flat from 30 Hz to 15 kHz, with the output down only
0.3 dB at the high -frequency extreme. This is very unusual
for an FM tuner. Most tuners, in an attempt to provide a high
degree of attenuation at 19 kHz, begin to roll off somewhat
short of the 15 -kHz cutoff point. Revox was able to maintain
virtually flat response all the way out to 15 kHz while at the

same time providing more than 75 dB of attenuation (or
rejection) of 19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier products! On the

other hand, SCA rejection was not as good as I might have
FM Tuner Measurements
hoped, measuring only 55 dB. It is quite possible that SCA
Mono usable sensitivity for the FM tuner section of the is not used extensively in Europe, and the designers of this
B286 was 12 dBf, slightly better than claimed. In stereo, a tuner section may not have had much experience with SCA
signal level of 22 dBf was required to reach "usable -sensi- interference problems. Since a majority of FM stations in this
tivity" performance. Fifty -dB quieting was reached with a country no longer employ an SCA carrier (for secondary
104
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As soon as
the dealer said,
"To/without/and:'
I said
"Okay, Akai:'

There were other
things about
Aka:'s CD -A70.

Naturally. I loved
the 3 -beam laser
pick-up, digital
filter, subcode terminal, and insulated floating
mechanism.
Loved 'em.

But then the
dealer showed me
the Natural Logic
Operation.
Three buttons
take me to the
music I want to
hear without the
music I don't. And
play all that's in
between just like
a CD should.
It blew me away.

AKAI
Akai. Easy -to -program CD systems. Akai America, Ltd.
Deot.W 800 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220
RANDOM PrICIGIRAM E. QUICK ACCESS SYSTEM
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COMPACT DISC PLAYER CD -A70
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The B286's stereo blend
works at all frequencies,
not just the highs. When I
thought a bit and listened,
I realized this approach
makes a lot of sense.

Fig. 3-Frequency
response (top trace) and
separation vs. frequency
with blend activated

(middle trace) and
deactivated (bottom
trace). Note flatness of
middle trace (see text).

programming), the rather poor SCA rejection may not pose

Fig. 4-Analysis of
distortion and crosstalk
for 5 -kHz FM modulating
frequency. Note lack of

spurious crosstalk
components and of
subcarrier leakage.

rejection, and image rejection were all in excess of 100 dB.

a problem in your area or with the stations which you AM suppression, not specified, was a very high 62 dB.
normally listen to. It's a point that should be checked out,
though, if you know that your favorite stations transmit SCA
programming.

With the blend feature deactivated, separation at mid frequencies measured 45 dB. At 100 Hz, separation was
equally high, and at 10 kHz, it decreased to 36 dB-still
more than adequate. With the blend switch turned on, separation was reduced to around 12 dB across the audio band.
Unlike most blend circuits, Revox's reduces separation over
the entire audio spectrum almost equally, rather than just at
the high -frequency extreme. When I thought about this (and
listened to some weak stereo signals),
realized that it

AM Tuner Measurements
Revox is one of only a few companies to spell out the full

performance-for better or worse-of their AM tuner sections. Since they have been so honest about this oftenoverlooked section,
decided to make a few more AM
measurements than usually do. As shown in Fig. 5, freI

I

quency response extended to 3.5 kHz for the -6 dB cutoff
point. That may not sound like much-until you compare it
with the -6 dB point of most other AM tuners, which usually
occurs at around 2.0 or 2.5 kHz. In any event, Revox claims
response only to 3.0 kHz for this AM section, so they more
makes a lot of sense. After all, background noise in FM is than meet that claim. Signal-to-noise ratio for the AM tuner,
essentially white noise that's already somewhat rolled off at referred to 60% modulation, measured 53 dB, and THD for a
the high end by de -emphasis. Therefore, the noise spec- 1 -kHz signal at 30% modulation was 1.4%. Usable sensitivtrum contains low and middle frequencies. In some cases, ity was 30 µV, quite a bit better than the 36 ILV claimed. The
I

these frequencies may be as great in amplitude as the high -

frequency hiss which first comes to mind when you think
about FM background noise.
Figure 4 shows what can be done, as far as crosstalk is
concerned, in a properly designed tuner. The tall spike at
the left represents a 5 -kHz signal modulating the left channel at 100%. The shorter spike contained within it shows
separation at 5 kHz, and the shorter spikes to the right
represent second-, third-, and fourth -harmonic distortion
components appearing at the output of the unmodulated
channel. The greatest of these (second harmonic) is down
some 55 dB relative to 100% modulation. More important,
there is not the slightest evidence of any other spurious

AM muting threshold was set at 25 pi.V.

Preamplifier Measurements

The sample B286 that I measured was not equipped with
the optional moving -coil inputs. Phono input sensitivity via
the built-in moving -magnet cartridge inputs measured 1.7
mV for the standard 0.5 V to be delivered at the low-level
preamp output terminals. Since the high-level outputs provide more gain, you will only need 0.55 mV at the phono
inputs to produce the same 0.5 V at these outputs. Phono
overload, for a 1 -kHz input signal, was 200 mV, well above
the 150 mV claimed. Phono signal-to-noise ratio measured
at the high output terminals was 77 dB; at the low outputs it
crosstalk components at the unmodulated channel's output. was almost the same, 78 dB. For these measurements, a
There is no subcarrier leakage visible within the dynamic standard 5 -mV input signal was used and the volume conrange of this spectrum analyzer display.
trol was adjusted for a standard 0.5-V output.
Muting threshold measured 17 dBf, very close to the 18
It was clear from my measurements that Revox has chodBf claimed by Revox and an ideal setting. Stereo threshold sen to use a modified RIAA playback curve rather than the
was actually a bit lower than stated, with the switchover from original equalization curve specified by the RIAA more than
mono to stereo occurring as signal levels reached 22 dBf. 30 years ago. The IEC (International Electrotechnical ComAt this switchover point, signal-to-noise ratio was already mission) supports an equalization characteristic which proclose to 40 dB.
duces an extra roll -off at the low end, beginning at about 35
Capture ratio measured 1.8 dB, and alternate -channel Hz and continuing all the way down to 2 Hz; they take the
selectivity measured 95 dB. Spurious -response rejection, i.f. position that this added roll -off reduces the audible effects
106
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So then the dealer said,
"Get the Akai, okay?"
So I said, "Okay.' And
then I said, "131.t like
why the Akai, okay?"

And he said, "The
Interactive Mcmitor
System."
And I said, "Oriygod,
no way."

He said, "Yes indeed,
on -screen VCR pro-

gramming on every
one of their mcdels:'
So I said, "Okay, okay.
Akai:'

This unit is bulky but has
near -perfect ergonomics

and astounding sound
quality. If you can afford it
and have the room, it's
well worth owning.
of turntable rumble. So, when I measured the RIAA equalization accuracy, I found less than 0.2 dB of deviation from
15 kHz down to 50 Hz. At 30 Hz, however, the extra time
constant recommended by the IEC (and incorporated in this
preamp section) produced a -1.0 dB deviation compared
with the original RIAA curve. At 20 Hz, there was an additional roll -off to -2.5 dB. If the subsonic filter is turned on,
additional attenuation is introduced which results in a further

reduction of subsonic frequency response. At 20 Hz, response is then down 3.0 dB (compared to the unmodified
RIAA curve), and at 10 Hz, an additional attenuation of 13
dB occurs.

High-level input sensitivity measured 26 mV for 0.5 V
output at the high-level '("A") output jacks and 80 mV for the

same output level at the low-level ("B") jacks. Signal-tonoise ratio for the high-level inputs measured 89 dB at the
"A" outputs and 92 dB at the "B" outputs, for 0.5 V out and a
0.5-V input signal at 1 kHz. Overall frequency response via
the high-level inputs extended from 6 Hz to 50 kHz for a -1

dB roll -off and from 3 Hz to 95 kHz for the -3 dB cutoff
points. Within the audible range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

Fig. 5-Frequency
response, AM section.

.r...........

w..

response was flat to within 0.2 dB. Maximum output at the
high-level outputs was 10.0 V before significant amounts of
harmonic distortion were observed. From the low-level outputs, as much as 3.0 V could be obtained before noticeable
distortion occurred. The volume control's two stereo sections tracked each other perfectly (I couldn't even detect 0.1
dB of difference between channels) all the way from maximum setting down to the - 80 dB setting.
Figure 6 shows the cut and boost range of the bass and
treble controls. Notice that levels of the midrange frequen-

cies, from around 400 Hz up to around 2.5 kHz, are not
affected, even when the bass and treble controls are set to
their maximum or minimum points. This is how a good set of
bass and treble controls should be designed, though all too
few are.
I am also in full agreement with Revox's treatment of the
loudness compensation. Revox has wisely elected to boost
only bass response when the volume control is adjusted for
lower and lower listening levels. A careful examination of the
well-known Fletcher -Munson "equal loudness" curves will
show that, although human hearing does tend to fall off at
the high end (i.e., it takes higher levels of high frequencies

to be perceived as equal in loudness to middle frequencies), the fall -off does not increase as listening levels are
lowered. Therefore, the treble boost added by most loud-

Fig. 6-Tone-control
range, preamplifier
section. Note absence of
effect on midrange.

ness -compensation circuits is really not necessary; only the

amount of bass compensation needs to be increased as
lower and lower listening levels are used. The curves of Fig.
7 show that the Revox engineers understand this psychoacoustic phenomenon and have designed their loudness compensation circuitry accordingly.

Use and Listening Tests
If you have the room-and can afford it-the 8286 is a
precision component worth owning. Revox has never been
known for miniaturized products, and this tuner/preamp is

no exception. Once you accept its rather bulky size and
begin to use its intelligently designed features, you quickly

Fig. 7-Characteristics of
loudness compensation.
Note that only bass is
affected.
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realize, as I did, that its ergonomics are as close to perfection as anyone has yet achieved. Beyond all this, however,
it's the excellent sound quality of the B286 which astounded
me. Although the distortion figures for the FM tuner section
were not the lowest I've ever measured, signals from prop-

erly operated FM stereo stations were received with an
openness and clarity that has to be heard to be believed.
With a good antenna connected, background noise was so
low that I was able to enjoy listening to broadcasts of CDs
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

The dealer said, "Surround
Sound" is the difference
between okay and Akai.
And every Akai receiver

has "Surround Sound:
So I surrendered.
Wouldn't you?
Wouldn't you buy a
receiver that wrapped
you in a saxophone
sound so big it made you
shiver and so real it woke
up your cat?
Especially if it came with a
seven -band graphic equalizer

and wireless remote?
Wouldn't you?
Surrender.

105.

GIP

Only Akai offers ' Surround Sound" on
every receiver. Akai America, Ltd. Dept. W
800 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

Just because the preamp is
only part of the B286, don't
think that it can't stack up
against some of the best
separate preamps I've
tested.
without having to make excuses for the background noise to be augmented by either a separate preamplifier/control
levels which normally limit the dynamic range of such trans- component or an integrated amplifier. With the B286, all you
missions.
need is a power amp or, as mentioned earlier, an active
The controls had a nice, positive tactile feedback, despite speaker system which includes its own power amplifier. And
the light touch needed to activate them. While the alphanu- make no mistake about it. Just because the preamplifier is
meric station -designation storage may seem a bit unneces- an integral part of the 8286, don't think that it could not
sary to some, it probably didn't account for much of the cost stack up against any separate, high -quality preamp. In
of this product, and it is fun to use and observe.
many ways, the preamplifier performance of this two -for -one
Years ago, preamplifiers (and, for that matter, tuner/pre- unit surpasses that of some of the best high-priced, highamplifiers) had input level controls which served to equalize performance preamplifiers I have measured and listened to.
the levels of all program sources connected to them. Re- For example, if you've generally been against the use of
vox's "input sensitivity alignment" feature goes well beyond tone controls because they tend to color critical mid -frethat, in that it adjusts listening levels for individual stations quency response, you'll quickly change your mind when
(some of which modulate more heavily than others) as well you begin to use the bass and treble circuits of the B286. I
as for different external program inputs. If you have ever found myself able to compensate for source material which I
had to reach for a volume control whenever you switched felt lacked upper treble or which was recorded with an
stations or program sources, you will really appreciate this exaggerated amount of lower bass. I was able to do this
feature. I suspect that this would be even more important if
without using an expensive graphic equalizer and without
were sitting across the room from the set and switching having to tolerate obvious imbalances in the tonal structure
stations or program sources using the optional remote. That of the music itself.
remote (which didn't have when testing the B286) does
Anyone who has ever dealt with a Revox tape deck knows
have a volume control, but it probably responds slower than the true meaning of the phrase "Swiss craftsmanship." Now
built-in volume controls, since those on remotes usually do. that same phrase applies to the Revox B286. It has the
Certainly not everyone is prepared to spend well over unmistakable touch of excellence that I've come to expect
$1,000 for a tuner/preamp, but the price is not really that out from Dr. Willi Studer and his crew of perfectionists.
of line when you consider that a separate tuner would have
Leonard Feldman
I
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Two new

expressions
of quality
from Japan

The E-302 integrated amplifier combines
a very conservatively rated 120 -watt per
channel power amplifier with a sophisticated and refined preamplifier in a single
chassis to offer you a convenient, attractive, and cost effective alternative to
separate components.
Accuphase has a heritage of producing
some of the finest sounding tuners available. The T-107 tuner, the long awaited

FM only version of the highly acclaimed
T-106, offers a new level of performance
and value which none can match.
Both units are part of the Accuphase
trad bon of offering the highest level of
performance achievable with the finest
available parts and workmanship that
has made the Accuphase name synonymobs with quality the world over.

Irltr.Cfrelt.CXJ stereo 1,1,o!,rier C.3.1

ccup ase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor

MADRIGAL LTD.

Post Office Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457
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NOW PLAYING AT A RECORD
STORE NEAR YOU.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20
kHz, + 0.5, -1.0 dB.
S/N Ratio: 96 dB.
Dynamic Range: 92 dB.
THD: 0.006%.

Channel Separation: 86 dB at

1

kHz.

Number of Programmable Selections: 15, random access.
Output Level: Fixed, 2.0 V rms for 0 dB level; variable, 0 to 2.0 V rms;
headphone, 0 to 2.0 V rms into 30

NEC
CD -650E
COMPACT
DISC
PLAYER

ohms.

Average Access Time: 3 S.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 25 watts.

Dimensions:

1615/16

in. W x

215/16 in.

H x 12% in. D (43 cm x 7.5 cm x
32 cm).

Weight: 11.1 lbs. (5 kg).
Price: $449.

Company Address: 1255 Michael
Ave., Wood Dale, III. 60191.
For literature, circle No. 95
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CD -650
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I had begun to believe that all CD players priced below
$500 were compromised designs, intended for the more
casual listener who couldn't differentiate between "good"
and "superb" sound. The NEC CD -650E changed my mind
about that! In terms of reproduced sound quality, this player
has to rank with the best at its price level or, for that matter,
at any price level. And no wonder! It incorporates what are
obviously very linear dual digital -to -analog converters, twotimes oversampling with true 16 -bit digital filters which introduced no measurable phase delay, and a three -beam laser
pickup, which, by industry consensus, seems to be the way
to go for superior tracking.
I found the chassis of the NEC CD -650E to be extremely
well built and resistant to external vibration, thanks to the
"floating" mount of its critical components, such as the laser
pickup assembly.
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The unit is supplied with a wireless remote control, so
many convenience and basic operating features can be Fig. 1-Frequency
activated from your listening position. The remote module response, left (top) and
has a numerical keypad which not only enables you to right channels.
access specific tracks on a CD but also permits memory
storage of up to 15 selections that can be played in any
order you choose. The remote control even has a pair of
buttons which let you adjust volume level, providing you
connect your amplification system to the player's "Variable"
outputs. Prior to seeing the 650E, this is a feature I've found
only on models costing over $800. There's one control on
the remote, however, that I did feel was a bit of overkill: The
"Open/Close" button. really see no point in being able to
open and close the disc tray from across the room!

FT L-98 3dB
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-60

0

I

20

-80

Control Layout
Thanks to the many functions that can be controlled via

-90

the remote module, the front panel of the CD -650E is rela-

-100

tively uncluttered and aesthetically pleasing. The usual
"Power" switch and the disc drawer are at the left of the
panel. To the right of the drawer is the remote's sensor
window, and to the window's right are four indicator lights.
These illuminate to show "Repeat" play, "A -B" repeat play,
"Memory" (when selections have been stored in memory), A
and "Remain T." The latter lights up when the corresponding button on the remote unit is pressed to switch the display B
from elapsed time of the current track to total remaining disc
time. The display area for track number and time is adjacent
to the four indicators, and major operating controls ("Play/
Pause," forward and reverse skip, and "Stop/Clear") are
conveniently clustered at the upper right.
A few additional controls are along the middle and right of
the panel's lower section. These include an "Open/Close"
button, "Repeat" and "Memory" buttons, a stereo phone

jack, and a tiny volume control knob. When the remote
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control is used to adjust output level, this motorized control
-HO
knob actually turns.
The rear panel is equipped with a subcode output jack, in
-120
anticipation of the CD -graphics decoder boxes which may
20 50 100 200 50)1k 2k 5k 10k 20k
be available soon. (For how long have I been saying that?)
FFEOUENCY - Hz
The "Fixed" and "Variable" left- and right -channel output
Fig.
2-S/N
analysis,
both
jacks are also on the rear.
In addition to duplicating the front -panel functions, the unweighted (A) and
supplied remote control has several buttons not found on A -weighted (B).
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Not Evolutionary,
Pioneer's Revolutionary C -90/M-90
Elite High -Fidelity Components.

The C-90
Preamp readies you

for the video revolution, witn six video
inputs, a built-in
Audiophiles, take note: The preamp and ampli- video enhancer, and two -buss switching
(separate "Record" and "View" selectors). The
fier you've been waiting for are finally here.
Introducing the Pioneer Elite Hi-Fi C-90
C -90's unique system remote -control unit
features volume adjustment, input source
Preamp and M-90 Power Amplifier. Together,
selection, and control of audio and video
they combine the finest in both audio and
video to retrieve every detail and nuance found input devices such as Pioneer's"SR"compatin your chenshed records, tapes, compact discs, ible VCRs, CDs, LaserVision players and
LaserVisionTM discs and other software. Imagine cassette decks.
The M-90 is a superb high -power stereo
a soundstage spread throughout your entire
listening roam! Stunning, transparent, threeamplifier, utilising dual -mono construction.
It is conservatively rated at 200 WICH into
dimensional music, the likes of which you've
8 ohms' and delivers 800 W'CH of dynamic
never heard, aoart from a live performance.
We paid fantastic attention to detail to gain power at 2 ohms The wide dynamic range of
digital sources can now be reproduced effortthis level of mus.cal truth. One example: the
C-90 volume control is a motorized, high prelessly, with any loudspeakers. The M -90's high
current capacity of 47 amps can handle the
cision rotary potentiometer. This permitted
us to create the world's first hia -end preamp
challenge of the most complex speaker loads.
with a no -compromise hand- eld"SR'im
To further enhance S/N ratio and channel
remote -control unit.
separation, relay -operated electronic switches
The C-90 features three separate power
and a long shaft volume control keep the length
transformers-two to power left and right
of signal paths down to a minimum. Why inaudio channels for vanishingly low crosstalk,
clude a high quality volume control on a power
amp? Simple. To pursue the straight -wire and a third transformer to &we the preamp's
with -gain philosophy when using a CD player
unique video capabilities, relays, display and
microprocessor. All switching functions are
connected directly. Pure sound, redefined.
accomplished by electronic relays. Thus the
The exquisite finish of the M-90 and C-90
signal paths are as short as possible, improving
reflects their quality. Elegant rosewood side
signal-to-noise ratio and channel separation.
panels and front panels with a deep hand Anti -vibration measures taken to further the
brushed lacquer finish emphasize the care of
craftsmanship we've lavished on these two
C -90's sonic excellence include a solid alumicomponents. The Pioneer C-90 Preamp and
num volume control knob, p*arbonate
M-90 Power Amp. Evolutionary? Hardly.
chassis feet, and rubber -cradled PC boards.
Revolutionary? Most definitely.
Soft copper -plated screws insure a snug fit
of chassis, transformers, transistors, and help
For your nearest Pioneer Elite Hi-Fi
dealer, phone 1-800-421-1404.
to dampen vibration.
©1986 Pic nezr Electronics (USA) Irc., Long Beach, CA 'Based on FTC rules regarding measurement of amplifier powe- ratings.
2Measured by EIA method.

Revolutionary
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(y) PIONEER
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.
Enter No 44 on Reader Serusce Card

An unusual feature allows
using the remote to call up
a programmed number in a
series of selections, not just
the track number.
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the main unit. Besides the numeric keypad already men-

RESULT OF "BEAT" COMPONENTS

tioned, there are buttons for changing the time display back

60

a1 o

CO

-6o

and forth between current track time and total remaining
time; for initiating, clearing, and specifying A -to -B repeat play; and for audible fast search. The forward and reverse
fast -search modes move the laser pickup slowly for about

3 S and then speed up the process if you continue to
depress either button.
In the course of experimenting with this unit's features,
discovered an unusual one that I hadn't run across before. If
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Fig. 3-THD vs.
frequency, at two output

you press a number button on the remote control during
playback of a series of programmed tracks, play will continue from the selection stored in the corresponding memory
address. In other words, if I pressed "5" while listening to

playback of a memorized series of tracks, the CD -650E
would start playing whatever track I had entered into memory as the fifth selection-not track number 5. I discovered
this little trick quite by accident, but then found it fully
explained near the back of the owner's manual. Incidentally,

levels (see text).

because of the very logical layout of the CD-650E's front
panel and remote control, everything that needed to be said
in the owner's manual took only about 10 pages, not counting the cover, trouble -shooting guide, and listing of specifications.

Measurements
Before I get into the test results themselves, a few words
are in order about several changes in my test procedure,
prompted by a new test disc being prepared by the CBS
Technology Center under the guidance of my good friend
and colleague Robert Finger. Bob has been participating in
an EIA Standards Subcommittee charged with creating a
standard for measurement of CD players. If you're a regular

Fig. 4-Spectrum analysis

reader of Audio, you may remember that some months ago I

of reproduced 20 -kHz test
signal. Note the lack of
in -band beat components.

described a proposed standard, for the same purpose,
drafted by the EIAJ (the Electronics Industry Association of
Japan). While that standard was an excellent piece of work,

members of the EIA subcommittee (including myself) felt

010

60

2

2

BO

,f)

that it was deficient in certain areas and that certain characteristics of CD players weren't being addressed or included
in the test procedure.
The new disc that the CBS Technology Center has been
working on addresses those missing points and has tracks
which provide app-opriate signals for making the additional
tests. For example, in checking linearity, additional levels at

- 30, - 40, - 50, and - 70 dB have been included. Sweep
frequency response now extends to 22.05 kHz, instead of
20 kHz; this enables testers to get a very accurate response
reading at the 20 -kHz top limit of a Compact Disc player.
Square -wave tests and other impulse signals have been
added to the disc, so that I no longer have to jump back
and forth among a number of test discs in order to complete
my measurements.
Because I am a member of the standards committee, Bob

100

0 001
Ik

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Separation vs.
frequency.
116

106

206

1006

Finger was kind enough to send me a test pressing of the
new test disc. It's not yet available generally, so please
don't write to ask where you can buy it. When the actual
production pressing of the disc takes place, I'll give you
details about how to get it. Meanwhile, I'm beginning to use
the new disc, starting with this report, with thanks extended
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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The dawn of a new tape decade.
The digital age has pushed recorded
sound to the limit. Now Triad Digital
Transcription Tape takes you there, too.

It's the first totally r-ew tape for your
deck in a decade.

Triad's exclusive, patented metal tape
formulations deliver maximum per-

formance with a composition of
exceptionally dense, uniform ferrous
hydroxide particles. Their increased
surface area holds more signal with
less distortion than previously possible.

The housing that Thai built.
P. revolutionary tape deserves a revolutionary tape housing. Triad's exclusive

built-in Azimuth Alignment Guide
guarantees precise tape -to -head contact

for minimal tape skewing, extended

Thad and true performance for

or

TRIAD -EM -X

TOK-SA

if

ARAXEL

Delta Transport

Unlike pre -digital tapes designed for
sources with dynamics averaging only
45-50dB, Triad's advanced metal
technology delivers over 80dB of exciting, true-to-life dynamic range. With
Triad, tape decks can actually perform

solid

ubricant
Azimuth
Alignment Guide
-ecures tae
and reel for
mooth, precise
.novement of
ape over record
and playback

beyord the limits of their own

" 7.

TRIAEA/1-X

BH Curve
11000 .3,000 -2.000

every deck.

1/01 H 1.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
10.11H1)

manufacturers' expectations.
Triad V1G-X's high retentivity and
coercivity are optimum for metal posi-

tion ranscription of digital material.
For true metal quality in the high

Comparison of the magne:i: flux of Triad EM -X vs

(Cr021 position, the EM -X's reduced

twc leading tapes alder identical recording condi-

coercivity and controlled retentivity
deliver more high frequency headroom
and cynamic signal with higher
overload levels than any other Type H
tape. And for the widest dynamic
range with the flattest frequency
response in the normal position, it's

tions. EM -X records apprommately twice the signal,

for ricreased dynamic range and lower distortion at
higher signal levels.

Lead ng tapes share limited, pre -digital
formulas. They just don't measure up
to today's advanced -ecording techniques and audio ecuipment.

the cobalt -doped Triad F -X.

_OH

neads

high frequency response and spatially
a:curate, three-dimensional sourd. The
unique Delta Transport housing also
features a full-length, solid lubricant
slip shield for less friction. reduced
wow -and -flutter and prolonged tape
life.

Triad Digita' Transcription Tape. Three

advanced formulations tr-at tape you
to the limit of today's recording
technology.

IM TRIAD

Tft1-. an
MO -X
,

For more info-mation and you nearest dealer
call 516-496-3400 Ext. 282 or write

iNITRIAD
Ware and XLI-S are registe-ed trademarks of Maxell Corp.

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NA' 11797.
**TD[ and SA are registered trademarks of TDK Corp

At 98.3 dB, SIN was far
better than claimed, and
dynamic range was an
incredibly high 106 dB.

to Robert Finger and to the CBS Technology Center for
woy

'1"^"

ten

Fig. 5-Reproduction of a
1 -kHz square wave.

AtVs

making it available to me.
Frequency response, shown in Fig. 1, was perfectly flat to
below 20 Hz. At 20 kHz, it was down only 0.5 dB on the left
channel and 0.6 dB on the right. Signal-to-noise ratio was far
better than claimed. In an unweighted measurement, shown
in Fig. 2A, the S/N was 98.3 dB; with an A -weighting network
in the signal path (Fig. 2B), the S/N increased to a remarkably high 104 dB.
Figure 3 shows how harmonic distortion varied with frequency at maximum recorded level (0 dB) and at a level 20
dB lower. Notice that I have not included results at -30 dB
as I have done in the past. Experience has shown that the
THD difference between -20 and -30 dB will be linear, an
increase of roughly 3:1, so there's really no point in making
measurements at the lower level. The dotted curves in Fig. 3
represent the appearance of out -of -band "beats" which are
not actually harmonic distortion and which are, of course,

inaudible. Figure 4 shows the single beat obtained at
around 24 kHz when a 20 -kHz signal is reproduced. Even

this out -of -band beat was down some 50 dB or more,
compared to the reference level, and was of no concern to
me. It's when I start seeing in -band beats (as have on
several CD players of lesser quality) that I begin to worry. If
had measured THD in accordance with the EIAJ proposal,
using a 20 -kHz low-pass filter in the signal path, I wouldn't
have seen this beat and couldn't compare it with nonharmonically related out -of -band and in -band components
seen on other units.
Dynamic range, measured by adding 60 dB to the THD
(expressed in dB) observed for a 1 -kHz signal at the -60
dB level, turned out to be an incredibly high 106 dB. Either
I

I

NEC is being very conservative in their specification of

Fig. 7-Single-pulse test.

dynamic range, or they're measuring this important spec in
some other way than the method endorsed both by EIAJ
and EIA.

Channel separation measured nearly 90 dB at mid- and
low frequencies, as plotted in Fig. 5, but decreased almost
linearly at higher frequencies, to about 70 dB at 20 kHz.
Overall linearity was within 0.5 dB from maximum recorded

level down to -80 dB. SMPTE-IM distortion measured
0.01% at maximum recorded level. CCIF IM was a very low

0.002% at 0 -dB level and did not change at -10 dB
recorded level.

The reproduced 1 -kHz square wave shown in Fig. 6
confirms the fact that digital filtration is being used here,
and it is about as close as a CD player can come to "flattop" square -wave reproduction. Figure 7 shows a reproduced unit -pulse signal, while Fig. 8 confirms the fact that
NEC used two D/A converters and compensated perfectly
for any time delay between channels. Had not slightly
I

displaced one trace from the other, you wouldn't be able to
tell that both the left and right 20 -kHz signal outputs were

Fiig. 8-Intercharmel
phase difference when
reproducing a 20 -kHz
tone. One trace was

vertically displaced for
clarity.
118

being displayed

in

separate traces on the monitoring

'scope.
Output level (from the CD-650E's fixed output jacks) was
a relatively high 2.48 V at the left channel and 2.52 V at the

right, for a level difference between channels of 0.2 dB or
so. Wow and flutter, if present at all, was below the measurable limits of my test equipment.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

How to install a 100-Watt*MOS FET Receiver, a Dolby HX Pro Cassette Deck,
and an anti -resonant Compact Disc Player in every room.
Imagine controlling and enjoying a music system
throughout your house. In the bedroom as ycu get
dressed. In the family room as you relax. In the living
room as you entertain. Better yet, imagine all of this
music reproduced with consummate fidelity.
That's the idea behind the Kyocera Full -System
Remote Control network. With additional speakers and
Kyocera's tiny infrared remote sensors, you can enjoy
your music-and control your system -in any room!
Just as important, the Kyocera network is the first
remote system with audiophile credentials. You have
your choice of critically acclaimed MOS FET Receivers,
'100 Watts/ch. continuous RMS. both Ch driven. 8 Ohms. 20 Hz -20 kHz. 0 02% THD

sophisticated three -motor Cassette Decks, plus a new
generation of CD Players with the Fine Cera -nics anti resonant construction Kyocera originated.
So you don't have to settle for an audiophile system
that plays in only one room. Kyocera has the one
audiophile system that plays in all of them.

[CIKYOCERB
Built right from the ground up.
Kyocera international, Inc., 100 Randolph Road. CN 6700, Somerset. NJ 08873-1284 (201) 560-0060
Kyocera Canada, Inc.. 7470 Bath Road, Mississauga, Ont.. L4T1L2, Conackt (416) 671-4300
800-633-2252. ext. 224
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The piano -concerto sound
reproduced by the NEC

was absolutely superb, as
good as I've heard from just
about any CD player.

Short access time-the time needed for the laser pickup placement and recording technique are good, some CD
to move from one track to an adjacent track-was 1.0 S. players will impart to piano sounds an unnatural and someLong access time was about the only disappointing feature what strident character which is immediately apparent
of this player. It took a full 7.5 S for the pickup to find its way
from the innermost track of a test disc to its outermost track.

(even to less -experienced listeners). It was for this reason,
in addition to the fact that like the music, that one of the
I

Certainly this is not a serious problem. It was simply an CDs used to check out this player was a new Telarc
unexpected result from a player that is, in every other release offering Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No. 3 and Tchairespect, so superior to the average unit.
kovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1, played by Jon Kimura
The CD -650E zipped right through my special defects Parker with Andre Previn conducting the Royal Philharmonic
test disc, as I would have expected. As CD players have Orchestra. I'm told that Schoeps MK -2 and MK -4 mikes
improved, it is obvious that the original Philips disc designed were used and that the digital recorder was a modified
to assess error correction and tracking ability is no longer version of Sony's PCM-1610. Monitor speakers were B & W
adequate. One of the future projects of the EIA CD Stan- 801Fs (no wonder the recording engineers got the balance
dards Subcommittee-after we complete the basic mea- right). To put it succinctly, the sound reproduced by the
surement standard and issue the first test disc about which I NEC CD -650E hooked up to my reference system was
spoke earlier-is to develop a second test disc that truly absolutely superb-as good as I've heard from just about
does check error correction and tracking in a way that is any CD player.
meaningful for today's CD players. In any event, my own
The supplied remote control worked flawlessly, and when
finger -tapping tests on the sides and top of this player listening to nonclassical fare,
found the ability to do
revealed that NEC's claims about isolation from external random-access programming from my easy chair rather a
vibration are fully justified. really had to tap the unit pretty nice convenience. I'll even confess to having pushed the
hard to make it mistrack at all.
open/close button a couple of times from across the room,
even though that feature serves no practical purpose. Oh,
Use and Listening Tests
well, NEC can be forgiven for this slight overembellishment,
I have found that the sound of a piano is one of the most in light of the excellent player they have created at a very
difficult to reproduce faithfully. Furthermore, even if mike reasonable price.
Leonard Feldman
I

I

I

Two HITS FOR ANY

DIGITAL
BROADWAY

SEASON

figimeled

Byron Olson
1-1011 BVMS E MASTERPIECIN-II
ElEt1:.110.
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DIGITAL CHRISTMAS.

SONIFIVNL,CABAING

DIGITAL BROADWAY.

ONE NIGHT BANGKOK
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It's Christmas like you've never heard it before. It's Broadway

better than it would sound in the theatre. Arranged, designed and produced especially for your Compact Disc player;
these two recordings feature the broadest range of tone ever pre-

sented in holiday or show music. Performed by the brilliant
Orchestra Manhattan and featuring a magnent chorus on

ABEArGED,oGc.ouclEBBE

BYRON OLSON
OVER iSG MINUTES OF
THE BEST' LOVED SONGS OF CHRISTNI

many of the holiday selections, these hour long* recordings are for
the serious audiophile and for all lovers of great music.

Two gifts they won't already have.

En 0 0 Featuring the Orchestra Manhattan conducted by Byron Olson.

El El

ON MANHATTAN COMPACT DISC.

N' DIGITAL BROADWAY also available on High -Quality XDR® cassettes.

"Cluisimits-66,23 minutes.

.11rimelway-49,13 minutes.

Continues to define the state -of -the art . . .
Introducing The Bryston 12B Pre -Amplifier

"The Bryston 12B preamplifier; uncommonly flexible, startlingly musical."
Bryston has, for more than
a decade, built the finest
audio equipment.
Our amplifiers and preamplifiers
have always met the needs of the
most sophisticated audiophile
systems. Bryston's new 12B
preamplifier continues this
tradition.

New methods of storing and
processing audio signals are
making greater demands on the
accuracy, noise floor, headroom,
and flexibility of your audio
In Canada:
EDDY-

system. The Bryston 12B is a
control preamplifier designed for
the present, and future expansion
of that system.
We have equipped the Bryston
12B to accept seven separate
sources including both moving
coil and moving magnet phono
cartridges, compact disc, tuner, two
tape decks (with full dubbing in
both directions), and an extra
auxiliary input.

refined for greater signal-to-noise
ratio, closer adherence to equalization standards, and headroom
which cannot be exceeded by any
commercially available signal. The
result is a further advance of
Bryston's high standard for lucid
transparency and clarity of
musical reproduction.
We invite you to experience
the Bryston 12B preamplifier;
uncommonly flexible, startlingly
musical.

Bryston's unique and innovative
circuitry has been even further
In the United States:

E31'7.1:71WVERMONT

MARKETING LTD.

RFD *4, Berlin, Monpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
(416) 746-0300
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D-250MKIIS
AMPLIFIER
Company Address: 6801 Shingle
Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis, Minn.
55430.

For literature, circle No. 96

The Audio Research D-250 Mark II
Servo is the third generation of one of
the most widely praised vacuum -tube
power amplifiers ever built. It is also

one of the most expensive-it costs
$6,900-and one of the most powerful.
The D-250MKIIS will deliver about 240
watts per channel into 4-, 8-, and 16 ohm loads. While this kind of power is

not exceptional when compared to
transistor designs, it is amazing in a
tube amplifier.
As you might expect from its power
rating, the D-250MKIIS is not small; it
measures 19 in. x 101/2 in. x 203/4 in.
and weighs 138 pounds. It is not the
power amplifier for an audiophile without strong friends. It also is not simply
a tube amplifier, it is a 32 -tube amplifier. The D-250MKIIS uses 16 6550s for
amplification, four 6550s for electronic
regulation, and 12 smaller tubes for the

input amp (6DJ8), cross coupler
(7044), driver amp (6DJ8), driver cathode follower (7044), and regulator drivers (12AT7).

A glance at the inside is also very
impressive. The circuit layout is very
clean for so complex a design, and the
passive components are all top quality.
The tubes are placed along both sides

original D-250. The company is now

and simply enjoyed. This amp also has

using 6550 output and regulator tubes
that are made by Philips (USA) rather
than by G.E., and has found that the
Philips tubes have a life of up to 2,000
hours in the D-250. The circuit's fusing
and key resistors were changed in the
Mark II version, and soft -start circuitry
is used to largely eliminate any risk of
the kind of "meltdown" that would require a service call.
As for design features, the Mark II is

a new direct -coupling circuit, taken

and the rear of the chassis, with two more the result of Audio Research's
exceptionally large output transformers

and a massive power transformer in
front. With the filaments glowing, one

steady refinement of tube design than

a radical breakthrough. The main

feels a little like asking for certification

change from the previous versions of
the D-250 is the introduction of "servo"

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, but the D-250MKIIS has proved

circuitry first seen in the Audio Re-

to be an exceptionally stable and trou-

This adjusts the bias to keep tube pairs
balanced in spite of tube aging, and is

ble -free unit.

Such reliability is important in any

search M-100 mono power amplifier.

from the M-100, and a number of other

circuit refinements.

It

is probably

enough to say this is the new state of
the art from the firm which has as much
experience in top-quality tube designs
as anyone in the business.

As with most tube amplifiers, the

technical specifications of the D250MKIIS are good, without reaching
the hyperbolic performance levels of
the most expensive transistor designs.
It is conservatively rated as having
typical harmonic -distortion levels of

1% from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The power
bandwidth ( -3 dB) is 12 Hz to 60 kHz.
IM distortion is less than 0.1% at 1 dB
below rated output. Input sensitivity is
1.2 V rms, and input impedance is 75
kilohms. The slew rate is 25 V/RS, rise -

particularly valuable because the ID-

time is 3µS, negative feedback is 19

250MKIIS does not have the front -panel bias adjustment of the M-100. Once

dB, and output regulation is 0.4 dB

Research has been able to draw on the bias is properly set up-and mine
both experience and technology to came right on the money from the faccorrect the problems that affected the tory-the D-250MKIIS can be left alone

damping factor common with all tube

amplifier, but particularly in one so
heavy and complex. Fortunately, Audio
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with a 16 -ohm load to open -circuit. The
D-250MKIIS also has the relatively low

amplifiers (about 20).
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Our speakers
aren't from parts
unknown.
Tweeter
Patented, soft -domed, fluid damped. Effortless high end
response with enhanced linearity. Designed at Bozak fac-

Cabinet

tory, New Britain, CT.

Infinite baffle system, low diffraction grill, acoustically beveled cabinet edges, dark oak finish. Designed and manufactured at Bozak factory, New Britain, CT.

MldTweeter

Crossover

Patented, curvilinear aluminum cone. Handles upper midrange frequencies. Superbly reproduces strings, providing a
silky, smooth sound, eliminating the harshness common to
other speakers. Designed and manufactured at Bozak factory,
New Britain, CT.

Proprietary CAD techniques pinpoint precise frequency
crossover points, insuring maximum performance. Designed
and manufactured at Bozak factory, New Britain, CT.

MidRange
Patented, curvilinear aluminum cone. Provides far superior
transient response with far less distortion than conventional
cones. Unbelievably stable. Designed and manufactured at
Bozak factory, New Britain, CT.

Woofer
Patented, variable density, lambs -wool compound cone.
Remarkable bass extension and definition, with distinctive
timbres reproduced intact. Designed and manufactured at
Bozak factory, New Britain, CT.

Sonic Characteristics
Satisfies all the demands of digital audio sources. Combines
clarity, imaging, definition and impact to create a stunning
stereo sound stage experience.

There are a lot of well known speakers on the market
today. Unfortunately, practically all of them are assembled
with parts sourced from a variety of unknown manufacturers. This is because of the raw material, equipment,
labor cost, and extra effort involved in creating a speaker
totally in-house.
But, the only way to make a truly perfect speaker is to
go to this extreme, and that's exactly what we do at Bozak.
Every component part of a Bozak speaker is a Bozak part,
all designed, fabricated and assembled under one roof.
That's why Bozak is the only popularly priced speaker
company that can offer a FULL TEN YEAR WARRANTY on

each of our models.
Remember, you can buy a speaker that has its name
just on the front. Or, you can buy a speaker that has its
name on everything inside as well. Bozak.

LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.
326 South St., New Britain, CT 06051 (203) 225-0555
For the name of your nearest dealer, call (203) 225-0555. On the west coast, (714) 841-9540
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The midrange makes a
seamless transition into
the bass and treble, with
no apparent coloration
other than a slightly
forward sound.
These specifications, however, tell
relatively little about the sound of this
amplifier, and it is unquestionably one
of the best -sounding amplifiers ever
built-whether tube or transistor. One
of the most sonically revealing and musically realistic, it does not have anything like the classic "tube sound";

there is no tube warmth or forgiveness.
The D-250MKIIS will reveal everything
a top -ranked transistor amplifier will reveal. At the same time, it still has the

air, the natural harmonics and upper
frequency performance, and the freedom from listening fatigue that have
characterized the best tube units.

The D-250MKIIS has an almost fault-

less midrange, and appears exceptionally linear in terms of frequency re-

sponse and timbre. This gives it outstanding performance in two areas
which seem particularly important, the
upper bass/lower midrange, and the
upper midrange. The D-250MKIIS is
one of those few amplifiers whose midrange seems to make a seamless tran-

sition into the bass and treble. Most

OW YOU WON'T
BE DISAPPOINTED
WITH THE
SECOND BEST
For years the Linn Sondek
LP12 has set the standards by which
all other turntables are judged.
Our engineers built the new
Linn Axis with the same precision
as the Sondek ... but they've made
it more affordable.
In fact, for a lower price,
we've given the Axis advanced
features you won't find in any other
turntable at any price!
Exceptional precision is
provided by a pair of low
distortion, class A amplifiers
driving each of the motor phases.
A "smart" controller senses
the motor load and provides
higher voltage during
startup and reduces

the voltage (and noise) once the
platter reaches speed.
Electronic switching turns the
Axis on or off and provides a
smooth transition from 33 to 45
rpm.
An ingenious self -aligning
suspension system isolates the arm
and platter from the motor, base,
and external disturbances.
Of course, the Linn Sondek
LP12 remains the reference, but we
know you won't be disappointed
with our second best.
We haven't cut corners on our
legendary engineering ...
only on the price.
LINN
PRODUCTS

amplifiers call attention to themselves
with characteristic colorations in these

areas. Tube amplifiers tend to be
slightly warm in the lower midrange;
transistor amplifiers tend to be too lean
and recessed. Tube amplifiers tend to

be forgiving and lose detail in the up-

per midrange and treble; transistor
amplifiers tend to overemphasize the
upper midrange and be too hard. In
contrast, the D-250MKIIS has no apparent coloration other than a slightly

forward sound character. Even this
sound character may stem from the
amplifier's exceptional transparency
and ability to reveal normal miking and

recording techniques, rather than being a true coloration.
The D-250MKIIS is not as "sweet" as
some top-quality tube amplifiers (such
as the Counterpoint SA -4 or the New
York Audio Laboratory OTL designs),
but it provides equal upper octave de-

tail, without a trace of hardness. The
treble, upper midrange, and midrange
also "float" together in a musically natural way. Most power amplifiers good
enough to float an image-that is, pro-

viding a natural illusion of imaging,
sound -stage size, and depth-tend to
emphasize some aspect of the sound
stage or frequency spectrum over others. The D-25OMKIIS minimizes these
effects to an exceptional degree.
The sound stage is extremely threedimensional, although there is less
depth than in some competing designs, like those of conrad-johnson.
The width, height, and placement of

Linn

is distributed by:
udiophile Systenis Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46256
Aldburn Electronics
127 Portland Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5R2N4

instruments are all excellent. The
sound stage is, however, a large one
and has a somewhat forward character. You feel you are sitting close to the

performance rather than in mid -hall.
This impression may be reinforced by
the amplifier's apparent tendency to
make the upper midrange a bit more
live or detailed than may be fully natural. However, because so many re -
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Audiophiles seeking a
ne plus ultra system must
audition this amp before
making a choice. It gives a
real -world education in
what the High End can do.
cordings are made under conditions in
which this is the natural sound, it is
again unclear to me whether the characteristic is in the amplifier or the
source material.
The bass is surprisingly well con-

dition before making their choice. It is
also a product that audiophiles should

listen to even if they can't afford its
steep price tag. It helps provide a
benchmark for evaluating the sound of
other components and for judging the

trolled and natural. The D-250MKIIS strengths and weaknesses of other
does not have the power, control, and amps. Most important, it provides a
bass extension of the best transistor
amplifiers, but it comes very close. In
fact, with many speakers it produces a

real -world education in what the High

End can do. Used with other equipment of comparable quality, the D250MKIIS shows both that components really do sound different and that
selecting the very best can oay off in a
tremendously more enjoyable and musical system. Anthony H. Cordesman

Features
borrowed from "big brother."

more natural feeling of bass power
than its transistor counterparts. Many
speakers benefit from a slight increase
in low bass, provided that the amplifier
involved does not run out of power and

begin to lose control. Organ fanatics
may still prefer transistors, but anyone
who pays close attention to the pitch
and character of bass strings will find
the D-250MKIIS is one of the few am-

plifiers which can reproduce bass
strings in a fully convincing manner.

As for the value of 240 watts per
channel, this unit demonstrates how
sheer power pays off in terms of superb dynamics and power -handling
capability. Many amplifiers handle either loud passages or soft passages
well, but few handle both well. Few
provide a full range of convincing musical detail when there is a great deal
of low-level information mixed in with

major musical climaxes. The D250MKIIS deals effortlessly with such
shifts in the music, and it's exceptionally good in handling grand opera and
symphonic and choral music like Mahler's Eighth Symphony. This ability to

combine power with superb sound
staging also helps to free the listener
from the consciousness that he is listening to a recorded performance.
The D-250MKIIS also performs well
into a range of loads that is unusually

wide for a tube amplifier. However,
since it uses an output transformer, it is

not the amplifier for speakers with ul-

tra -low impedances, in the 2 -ohm
range, say, and a little care will be
needed to ensure a proper match of
speaker and amp. Nevertheless, the
D-250MKIIS is far less sensitive to
speaker load, and far more predictable
in

sound character, than are lower

power tube amplifiers.
Minor caveats aside. the Audio Re-

search D-250MKIIS is one of the few
amplifiers that audiophiles seeking a
ne plus ultra system virtually must au-

The Revox 8215 cassette
deck comes equipped
with a long list of standard features. Each
has a specific nononsense purpose.
Taken together,
they enable the serious home recordist to duplicate key auxiliary functions
of professional studio re-

trol transmitter {The same unit
also operates all other Revox
audio components I In addition, with an eye toward future
computer controlled systems,
the Revox B215 can Le con-

corders like our Studer
A820.

trolled through its serial data
port

Right on Cue -A pro re-

corder always lets you
know where you are on the
tape. and then helps get you

where iou need to go -quickly
and ac:urately 13215 cueing features include:
Automatic Cue to Tape Oxide -After rewind, the B2I5
cues past the clear leader
to the beginning of tape
Real Time Counter -Under
microprocessor control, the
cainter computes elapsed
tine even when you insert
a partially wound cassette
Two Memory Locate But to is -Each quickly fast
wilds to any point you select on the tape
Record Start Locate -Every
tine you go into record
the start time is entered
into Locate I memory
-

Essentix I Monitoring -Because the

B215 has separate record and
play heads. you can monitor
your recording as you make it

Programmed fora Purpose -Our so-

phisticated microprocessor
controls were programmed for
a purpose: to offer p-ofessional
recording capabilities to the
home audio enthusiast How
well we accomplished the job
is for you to ludge. If you are
interested in making cassette
recordings of the finest quality,
we invite you to evaluate the
B2I5 at your nearest Revox
dealer (Sorry, a Studer A820
will not be available for comparison l For more irformation
contact Studer Revox America.
Inc 1425 Elm Hill Pike. Nash-

Other monitor ng featu es
include.
Automatic Tape .SoJrce
Switching -When yc u start
recording. the B2I5
switches tie outpu:s from
source to Tape mor ttoring.
Manual override pcssible.
of course
Headphone lack -Ample
output power and volume control TLuly Lseful
E

Automatic Fade-In.Fade-Oit-

Professional-soudding quick
fades 12 secon di from slence
to full level

ville, TN 37210 16151 254-5651

Playback Feature;

LOOP -Repeats taps segment of ary ength
SAVE STATUS -Sets B215 to
record or play wher external timer comes ore

innumm

External Machine Cintrol-Nhen

you need to overate yoc r re-

corder from elsewhere ii the
room. the 8215 respond to an
optional infrared remote con-

EER R EVOX
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wormaii.

cam

A centaur's horn cries hauntingly. A siren's song whispers

texture and power of every musical composition. Carbon

untold promises. For listeners with discerning ears, those

Fiber Woofers for soft passages that come across as dramat-

rare and magical sounds can be a reality. A reality evoked by

ically as loud passages. A Polyimide Mid Range and Tweeter for

a speaker possessing a higher fidelity. Altec Lansing

rich, uncolored sound. And to coordinate these components

How did Altec Lansing bring this world to life? By a -eat-

ing the ideal materials to more perfectly recreate the timbre,

for remarkably true-to-life sound, we delivered the "art of
balance:' Even our hand-crafted cabinets have been specially

designed for optimum musicality. The result? Speakers so pure,

dealer call I-800-ALTEC 88. (In PA, 717

so uncompromising, they capture the very soul of sound.

296 -HI FI). In Canada call 416-496-0587

If you have an uncompromising ear, measure it against our

new line of loudspeakers. And hear what others only imagine.
Altec Lansing is sold only by leading high fidelity retailers.

For information and the name of your nearest Altec Lansing

or write 265 Hood Road, Markham,
Ontar o, Canada L3R 4N3.
© 1986 Altec Lansing Consumer
Products, Milford, PA 18337
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AUDIOSOURCE
RTA-ONE
REAL-TIME
ANALYZER
Company Address: 1185 Chess
Dr., Foster City, Cal. 94404.
For literature, circle No. 97

In recent years, combination equalizer/RTAs have become quite popular,

and these units do work very well in
most cases. However, there are a num-

ber of excellent equalizers, both octave -band and parametric, which do
not include any form of spectral display. Audiophiles should always have
faith in their own listening tests, but it is
difficult to make equalizer adjustments
without an RTA for basic reference and
guidance.
Not many octave -band RTAs are on
the market, and the AudioSource sys-

tem which I checked out is one of the
few made to fit within a typical audio-

phile's budget. The retail prices are
$249.95 for the RTA-One analyzer,
$54.95 for the accessory PNG-One
pink -noise generator, and $29.95 for
the RTA-One remote microphone. The

RTA, noise generator, and an a.c.
adaptor for the RTA ($15.95) were con-

tained in a handy carrying case
($34.95). My first impression was that

the RTA-One is slightly large and
heavy for easy hand -holding. On the
other hand (no pun intended), I appre-

ciated the ruggedness of

its steel

case, a major contributor to the weight.

white on a black background, making
them easy to read.

from the end of the case, has a fairly

The LED -type display above the
knobs has the 10 standard octave spaced bands at 31.5, 63, 125, 250

should help to prevent unwanted reflections, but the microphone cannot
be checked with a standard calibrator-a common characteristic of most

Three rotary switches on the front and 500 Hz, and 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 kHz.
control "Power/Decay" ("Off/On Fast/ The nine vertical LEDs for each band
On Slow"), "Input Display" ("Line Lev- range from " - 10" to "+ 10" in 2.5 -dB
el/Line RTA/Mic RTA/Mic Level"), and steps. All of these LEDs are red, with
"Level (dB)." The level settings for the exception of the 10 in the "0" row,
"Mic S.P.L." range from "60" to "110" which are green. The 2.5 -dB steps are
in 10 -dB steps and for "Line" go from somewhat coarse, but a worthwhile im" -40" to "+ 10," also in 10 -dB steps. provement in resolution can be gained
The knobs are of good diameter and by adjusting level and EQ for equal
have very legible indices. However, momentary flashing in each channel

they were a bit hard to turn, despite the
grooving on their edges, because their
detents were quite stiff and they do not
normally project very far from the panel. Although the manual does not mention it, the knobs can be pulled out

one-half inch, but

I

when using pink noise. I really liked the
green reference -level LEDs-1 felt that
they helped to speed the equalization
process.

At the top of the level display are
three red indicators: "Power," "Low
found that they Bat." and "Overload." All are aids to

were hard to pull.
proper operation of the RTA-One.
All front -panel designations are
The microphone, which projects out
128

large conical surround. The shape

inexpensive RTAs. When the unit is in
"Line RTA" and "Mic RTA" modes, the
individual levels in each of the 10

bands are displayed. In the "Level"
modes, the total energy in all 10 bands
is summed and shown as a horizontal
row of LEDs. A fast check showed that
the RTA-One did quite an accurate job
of summing, which most RTAs do not.

The AudioSource unit has good quality jacks for external d.c. (standard
coaxial), external microphone (phone),

and line input (dual phono). The left/
right summing at the phono jacks was
both unexpected and very nice to see
included. On the back are four rubber
feet for horizontal placement, and two
rubber -strip feet are on the end for
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

No one plays the piano better than Harman Kardon. Or the
flute. Or the guitar. Or any other instrument, for that matter.

No one has a better voice than Harm" Kardon. Because
true -to -source performance is foremost in every aspect of
every Harman Kardon high fide) ty component.
Harman Kardon's years of experience add up tc your experiencing the full sonic range, exci:ement and subtle
nuance of live music. From hot rock to cool jazz, smphonic
grandeur to vocal timbre, Harman Kardon's technological
advances have continually set the h ghest standarcs of sonic

excellence. No one engineers comporents that bring you
this near to live souid.
Advanced audio and video components from Harman
Kardon. We put the live performance in high performance.
For a live audition at a dea er near you, call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 250.
Or write to 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 1V97.

harman / kardon
A Herman International Corr pany

Critic's
Choice
"The MG -III is a remarkable
speaker at any price; at $2,000*
it will be a runaway best seller."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW (U. S.A.)
HOTLINE 531, 1984

"With me, it's now a question of
trying to live without them, rather
than with them. In other words,
I'm 'hooked'."
HI-FI ANSWERS (U.K )
JULY, 1985

"Here we have a remarkable, true
audiophile speaker."
HI-FI NEWS AND I
JUNE, 1984

"One of the best
Riviera (Consu
Show)."

CORD REVIEW (U.K)

unds at the

-r Electronics

AUDIO MAGAZIN
MAY, 1985

"Especially with
music, the MGfull potential."
STEREOPLAY (G
AUGUST, 1984

"This speaker wi
HIGH FIDELITY (0

II orchestral
really shows its
ANY)

e a classic."
MARK)

JULY -AUGUST, 19

The Absolute S
SEE REVIEW IN V
AUTUMN, 1984

I found the AudioSource
unit easy to use in a home
listening system, and it
can be helpful in sound
reinforcement as well.

setting the unit vertically-handy for
monitoring levels at a distance. The
tripod socket on the back is useful
when notes need to be taken and

a slight burbling, but no recycling

some form of holding is required. The
battery compartment, which holds four
AA cells, is easily opened with a quarter -turn of the slotted thumbscrew.
Before trying to do any equalizing,

quite flat, in general, but the level in the

I

checked over the ranges of levels
available. Usually it is necessary to
have at least 60 dB SPL in a room
when making adjustments; the RTAOne will indicate as low as 50 dB SPL
(" - 10" on the "60" scale). It will show
levels as high as 120 dB SPL (" + 10"
on the "110" scale). A fast comparison
showed that the SPL indications were
accurate within about 2 dB. The reference level for line inputs is 1.0 V, so the
range of voltage indications is from 3

mV (" -10" on the " - 40" scale) to 10
V ("1- 10" on the "+ 10" scale). With
the signal levels in typical equipment
ranging from perhaps 20 mV to 2 V, it
appeared that line levels would not be
a problem.
The owner's manual is not detailed,
but the instructions are generally quite

good, with important cautions on

9, NO. 35

I

accurate sense of the changing music

spectra. To me, the attack time was
good, but the decay time was a little

1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

kHz band, showing that the microphone was insensitive to exact pointing-a desirable trait which is lacking
in most RTA microphones. The overall
mike response was acceptably flat.
I found the AudioSource unit easy to

use in a home listening system, and

the green reference row helped to
speed the process of equalizing and

I

did find, however, that "Fast" was
good for pinpointing the relative band
levels-increasing the resolution of the
level readout, as it were.
I also used the unit in a high-school
auditorium, in a sound system used for
a production with many musical numbers and a few skits. My 1/3 -octave RTA

music. There seemed to be good sep-

wasn't fit to travel at the time, so the

aration between bands, and a vocal

RTA-One and PNG-One were used to
guide equalizing, to get basic smoothing for the system output and to compensate for some room conditions. Au-

was indicated as 7.5 dB lower in the
two adjacent bands-typical for many

III MAGNEPAN

I

had just a little bit of level spreading,
and "Fast" was too jittery for most
equalizing, as would be expected.

oddities, inlcuding a reference to the
"audible audio range."
monitored music for a while and
concluded, as had expected, that
"Fast" mode was essential to get an

tone at the center of the 250 -Hz band

MG -Ill

the display after insertion should be
the same as before.
With pink noise fed through the entire system,
checked the RTA-One
microphone for directionality by pointing the unit directly at the loudspeaker
and rotating it back and forth. Very little
change occurred in the level of the 16 -

adjusting levels as needed. "Slow"

ing for this use with many types of

PLUS FREIGHT

31.5 -Hz band was about 2.5 dB low.
The 63 -Hz band was slightly low and
the 500 -Hz band slightly high. The response was almost exactly the same
for both slow and fast response times.
You can use the PNG-One and RTAOne to check for flat response in any
piece of gear inserted between them;

quency extremes. I noticed a couple of

fast. The 20 -dB range was rather limit-

Magneplanar'

ly to the RTA-One, the display was

avoiding excessive boosts at the fre-

I

nd Magazine.

clunk was observed.
With the PNG-One connected direct-

octave -band RTAs.
In preparation for doing some equalizing,
took a look at the PNG-One
I

pink -noise generator. There were a
number of similarities with the RTAOne: Steel case, readily accessible
battery compartment (dual 9-V), dual
phono jacks, rubber feet, and a power -

on indicator-a good collection of features. The PNG-One also has an output -level control, important for setting
test levels correctly. The sound from
the device was quite smooth, with just

dioSource does not claim that this
equipment can do sophisticated analysis, but they're right that it can be helpful in sound reinforcement.
I just lifted the RTA-One off my desk,
and it still seems on the heavy side, but
it also appears to be rugged and reliable, and I'll opt for those two characteristics any day in the week. Overall,

there are quite a few more positive
points than negative ones for this unit
and its accessories. If you need an
RTA, take a look. Howard A. Roberson

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
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SOUND INSURANCE

If you're on the lookout for the highest quality in audio equipment,
here's how to make sure you get what you pay for: The Best of AUDIO.
his brand-new publication
is an in-depth collection of
product reviews, test reports
and other equipment analyses
that have appeared in AUDIO
magazine during the past year.
Now compiled bto one handy
reference book, The Best of
AUDIO will help you make
intelligent buying decisions
based on the opinions of the
leading editors in the field.
You'll get the very latest
word on the cream of the
equipment crop. The year's
best CD players, pre -amps,
amplifiers, tuners, receivers,
turntables, tone arms, car-

tridges, cassette decks and
blank tapes. AUDIO's staff of
experts, supervised by editor -

rTHE

BEST OFAuclio

F O. Box 603 Holmes, PA 19043

in -chief Gene Pitts, heap you

decide what's best...and best
for ycu. They've chosen their
favorite pieces of equipment,
basec strictly on qualhy. And
their original reports appear
here just as they first ran in
AUDIO.
The Best of AUDIO will be

available only at newsstandsexcept for this special offer to
readers of AUDIO magazine.
To reserve your copy, complete
the coupon and return it with
your payment today!

Send me a copy of The Best of
AUDIO as soon as it comes off
press. My check for $4.95*
($3.95 plus $1 for postage and
handling) is enclosed.
Mr.

Mrs.
Ms

(please print full name

Address
City

State

lip

*Please add your applicable sales tax.
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COMPACT DISCS

JUST FOLKS
Rob Wasserman shines in a wonderful

zle-dazzle fool you, though; there is no

acoustic bass solo. You'll hear pitch
bends, fingers sliding, strings hitting
New Acoustic Music is a collection the fingerboard, and other close-up
of choice cuts drawn from the Rounder sounds, all done with flair and good
Records catalog. Despite the
title and the "new wave" cover
art, the music is traditional in

finer example of professional record-

New Acoustic Music: Various Artists
Rykodisc RCD 20002.

style,

played on folk instru-

ments such as banjos, mandolins, dobros, and guitars. Rykodisc calls it "new acoustic music" because all but one of the

ing than this.
The reproduction of Joel's piano, for

instance, is simply perfect. Although
he is equally expert on synthe-

sized keyboards, the artist's

New Acoustic Music

passion for the acoustic instru-

ment comes through in every
note of "Baby Grand," his latest

piano love song. This bluesy,
minor -key ballad was written

specifically to lure the great

tracks are original composi-

Ray Charles into the studio with

tions rather than old standards.
The folks at Rykodisc selected a group of pieces that work

Mr. J., and damned if it didn't
succeed. Joel eases himself

well together, and presented

smoothly and naturally. The two

into Charles' vocal territory

them in an order that stands up

trade verses and fluid piano
runs so well that you'll find
yourself programming your
Compact Disc player to run it

to repeated playbacks. There
are no jarring juxtapositions or
weak fillers. When an entire CD
glides by effortlessly, you know

that someone with good taste

and judgment has been at
work. The company also took
advantage of CD's longer playing time. The 15 tracks add up to over taste. The way he plays his bass-

by a few more times.
But if this kind of mellowness
isn't your frame of reference for
Billy Joel, if the sweet, sexy
gentility of "Temptation"

doesn't really get to you, or

if the

64 minutes of music. Here is a label

including fragments of accompani-

that understands the nature of the medium and makes a point of fully utilizing it.
The sound quality is exemplary.
Clearly, the original analog recordings
were outstanding, and the CD reveals
their virtues, not their imperfections. Al-

ment figures-makes it sound as flexible as a guitar.
Mandolins, dobros, and banjos are harder mode. The Bridge actually
everywhere. David Grisman and Andy starts out rocking with a passion as
Statman play a mandolin duet in "Two Joel plunges into the first cut, -RunWhite Boys Watching James Brown at ning on Ice." His sophisticated lyrics

though each track was recorded in a
different place, at a different time, the
contrasts in room ambience are never
distracting. During "Mary Pontkallec,"
for Celtic harp, the background sound
of waves gently rolling onto the shore
adds to the atmosphere without drawing undue attention to itself. This track

group use them all in "Intro," a delightfully percolating piece.
New Acoustic Music is as fresh and

has been tastefully put in the middle of
the disc, creating a neat pivot point.
Darol Anger's octave violin work on

the second track, Todd Phillips' "Fat
Kid," sounds a bit like that of Jean -Luc

the Apollo." Jerry Douglas and his about the tensions of modern urban life

fect. But Anger is definitely his own
man, and the references only serve to
add spice to his playing. Fred Carpenter displays still another violin style. His
dark, rich tone sounds more like a viola
than a violin in Tony Rice's mellow,
reflective "A Child Is Born."
In "Thirteen," from his Solo album,
132

are carried by a wonderfully anxious

clean as the produce at a farmer's

piano figure and sharp, nervous punctuation from drums, cymbals, and synthesizer. Need a cut you can really sink

roadside stand. It's just the kind of mu-

your feet into? How about the rock -

sic to put on your stereo after a long,
hard day.

Steve Birchall

steady beat and familiar -yet -new melo-

dy of "A Matter of Trust"? The radio -

famous "Modern Woman" chugs
The Bridge: Billy Joel
Columbia CK 40402.
He's street -tough and worldly-wise;
he's tender, vulnerable, and sensitive.
He's a rocker. He's a crooner. He's a

Ponty. Anger appears again with a
loose, swinging fiddle solo in Tony knockout lyricist, a damn fine musiTrischka's "Pour Brel," with similar ef-

thoughtful beauty and rich, slow guitar
of "This Is the Time" fail to catch your
heart, then you probably like Joel in his

along, shaking up your blood; "Code
of Silence" and the final cut, "Getting
Close," have a certain melodic monot-

ony, but lyrically they'll bring you to
attention if you just give a listen.
Joel has enlisted some of the heaviest hitters in musicdom to assist in this

cian, and he has great taste in women.
Billy Joel has matured into a pop artist

winning production. Cyndi Lauper's

with real staying power. His latest album, The Bridge, reveals the piano

"Code of Silence," which she cowrote.

man in top form.
This Compact Disc is an original digital recording which, like Joel himself,
is

light on flash and heavy on sub-

stance. Don't let the lack of studio raz-

unique voice soars behind his on
For the jazzy "Big Man on Mulberry
Street," jazz greats Ron Carter and Michael Brecker apply their considerable
chops to acoustic bass and tenor sax,
respectively. On "Getting Closer,"

Steve Winwood runs his hit -creating
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

fingers across the keys of a Hammond
B-3 electric organ.
The heaviest hitter in the production
department is producer Phil Ramone,

who has helped put together another
exquisitely recorded disc. The gentle
percussion that travels oh -so -smoothly

from left to center to right on "Modern
Woman," and the subtle echo on Joel's
vocal that just picks up sibilants and
the very ends of lines on "A Matter of

Trust," are impressive. What really
counts here, though, are the expert
reproduction of true tonal values for all
instruments, and the clarity and sense
of depth that capture every nuance of
Joel's complex lyrics and dramatic instrumental delivery.
If you have a taste for terrifically recorded, moving, rocking, thought -provoking albums, The Bridge is for you.
Paulette Weiss

Mozart: The Four Horn Concertos.
The St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, Pinchas Zukerman; Hermann Baumann,
horn.

Philips 412 737-2.

Horn virtuoso Hermann Baumann
gave us a superb reading of the Telemann horn concertos on an earlier Phil-

ips CD (412 226-2), and his performance of the famous Mozart horn concertos is equally convincing.

Inevitably, Baumann's recording of
these works will be compared to Barr
Tuckwell's great performance on Lon
don (CD 410 284-2). Both players arconsummate artists. Tuckwell has

lighter tone and achieves a wonderful
cantabile quality in his playing. Baumann is darker hued and more sonorous, and his tone often emphasizes
the gJtteral qualities of his instrument.

Both approaches work well. Baumann's horn is more forwardly record-

ed than Tuckwell's, and indeed, his
orchestral accompaniment is more
close-up as well. Tuckwell's orchestra
is

in a more recessed acoustic per-

spective and has more hall ambience.

In spite of the ripe fullness of horn
and orchestra in this recording, the
Philips engineers have provided it with
fairly spacious acoustics. Pinches Zukerman and his St. Paul Chamber Orchestra obviously have a fine rapport
with Baumann; their playing is very polished and displays a lovely string tone.
Bert Whyte

Walton: Belshazzar's Feast; Suite
from Henry V. The Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Andre Previn.
RPO Records CDRPO 8001.
This release deserves special attention for several reasons. First, it represents the inauguration of the new RPO
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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On the Vivaldi concertos,

guitar transients are
utterly clean and the
orchestra's strings sound
incredibly sweet.

label, owned by the Royal Philharmonic itself. Second, it presents an absolutely definitive recording of the ever popular "Belshazzar's Feast."
As early as 1967, Previn proved that
he was a Walton specialist when RCA
released his recording of Walton's first
symphony with the London Symphony
Orchestra. That recording still remains
the benchmark. Now, nearly 20 years
later, Previn has the field all to himself.

soloist -narrator John Cameron turned
in an absolutely stunning performance

and captured the Old Testament fire
and drama perfectly. In the new RPO
version, baritone Benjamin Luxon handles the lyrical tasks beautifully, but he

lacks the dramatic zeal of Cameron.
The choral duties are well handled by
the Brighton Festival Chorus and the
Collegium Musicum of London.

The moving music which Walton
There is no question that he under- wrote for Olivier's 1944 film Henry V
stands both the architectural and emo- remains one of the high points in cinetional dimensions of Walton's music matic writing. Here it is given the best
better than any other living conductor, performance on record since Walton's
and he is consequently able to draw own, back in the '60s.
meaning and substance out of WalIn short, if you are a Waltonian, you
ton's music, where most others pro- must get this CD!
John M Eargle
duce tentative results.

From a purely orchestral point of
view, there is more limning of detail Vivaldi: Guitar Concertos. The Acad-

and structure than ever before. Once emy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields with Los
you've heard the work straight through, Romeros, lona Brown.
it is very instructive to rehear it, with Philips 412 624-2.

score in hand, to see some of the
things Previn does. And of course the
sonics are up to date, complete w;th
organ and antiphonal brass bands.
The only runner-up to this disc is the
old Roger Wagner EMI recording with
the same orchestra. In that version,
Los Romeros

If you love Vivaldi, you'll be enamored of this CD. The superbly accomplished instrumentalists of Los Romeros perform these guitar transcriptions
of five Vivaldi concertos with their usual
technical brilliance and sensitive musicality. The always reliable, always vir-

tuosic Academy of St.

Martin -in -the -

Fields orchestra provides a well -integrated, finely wrought accompaniment.

The Philips engineers have achieved
a very natural balance between guitarists and orchestra, and their acoustic
perspective is warm and spacious.
The transients of the guitars are utterly

clean, while the string sound of the

orchestra is incredibly sweet and
smooth, yet well defined. Even the
most rabid anti -digital folks would be
pleased with this lovely sound. Highly
recommended.

Bert Whyte

Tchaikovsky: The Nutcracker. The
London Symphony Orchestra, Sir
Charles Mackerras.
Telarc CD -80137-2, two -disc set.
In the relatively short time since Tel -

arc Records was founded, the label
has achieved an enviable and justly
deserved reputation for the sonic excellence of its recordings. Producer
Bob Woods and engineer Jack Renner

must be particularly proud of this recording of the complete "Nutcracker"
ballet because it marks their entry into

the "big-time" show -biz world: This
"Nutcracker" is the soundtrack of Hyperion Pictures' new movie of the same

title, which features a celebrated and
somewhat controversial version of the
ballet danced by the Pacific Northwest
Ballet of Seattle.
Sir Charles Mackerras was the ideal

choice to conduct the complete "Nutcracker." A ballet conductor of wide
experience, he gained an early reputation in the field with his delightful ballet,

"Pineapple Poll," based on Gilbert &
Sullivan themes. Above all other considerations in this performance, Sir

Charles does not treat the score as a
concert performance of a ballet, but as
a totally balletic entity. His tempi, his

pacing, and his phrasing guide us
smoothly through the various scenes
and tableaux, yet there is never any
lack of dynamic experession, nor does
he oversentimentalize the more lyrical
sections.
Working in Watford Town Hall near
London, Jack Renner has given us a

superlative recording of this beloved

score. He has caught just the right
perspective for this music. There is a
nice, spacious ambience, yet orches134
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FREE Ds FR M B !

Buys
CBS
CDs,

Get 1
Fre 1

Choose from any of our almost 800 selections
(single -disc CDs only) in all categories of music,
including all the latest hits. Coupons redeemable for FREE (Ds are now
available wherever CBS Compact Discs are sold. Hurry in to your favorite
CD outlet for a redemption coupon and details.*
'Free CDs directly from (BS with coupon only. Not redeemable in stores. $1.00 postage and handling charge.

THIS MONTH'S BIG EVENTS FROM CBS COMPACT DISCS.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET

SURVIVOR "When Seconds Count"

BAND "Live/1975-85"
ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE ATTRACTIONS
"Blood & Chocolate"
BOSTON "Don't Look Back"
'TIL TUESDAY "Welcome Home"
JOAN JETT AND THE BLACKHEARTS
"Good Music"
(BS- o o trodernafk of CBS In( .o

1986 (BS In,

MOZART: Don Giovanni

"West Side Story" ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST

Raimondi, Te Kanawa, Berganza; Paris

"The Sound Od Music"

Opera Orchestra & Chorus/Maazel

ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN: "South Pacific"
Te Kanawa, Carreras, Vaughan,
Patinkin; Ambrosian Singers; London
Symphony Orch./Tunick

BEETHOVEN'S Greatest Hits
Plus 25 other Composer's Greatest Hits titles.

LOOK FOR OUR FULL LINE OF CHRISTMAS CDs!

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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DIGITAL AUDIO

BOUND VOLUMES
BACK ISSUES
BINDERSISLIPCASES

The impeccably English
Carols for Christmas is
nicely varied, with lots of
solid vocal sound. For an
Anglophile, it's heaven.

BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!
A ready reference for audiophiles! A full year of AUDIO is
carefully hard -bound for easy
reference. Complete volumes
for the years 1977 through
1984 are available. Only
$24.95 including shipping
and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send
check or money order, NO CREDIT
CARDS, to: AUDIO Magazine, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036,Attn:
Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery.

Single -copy back issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
( Note: April, August,
and October 1983
are unavailable.)
$5.00 per issue
postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES

tral detail is always well maintained.
The tumultuous "Battle of the Mouse
King" sequence has tremendous dynamic energy, and just to give it more
visceral impact, Jack dubs in a few of
the cannon shots he had handy from
his famous recording of the "1812
Overture"! This is a real gem, with superb balances, even in difficult sec-

tions like the boys' wordless chorus
during the "Waltz of the Snowflakes"
scene.
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these topquality binders or slipcases. Binders, $9.00
each; 3426.00; 6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3422.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.50 per
order for postage and handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. California
residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery. Make check/money orders payable to:
Old Del Mar Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1126,
Redlands, CA 92373. DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER
NUMBER: 1-800-833-6363. In California, call: 1-800331-6363. Call Monday -Friday, 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM
PST. Use your Visa, Mastercard, or American Express
card. $15.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD ORDER.

A triumph for all concerned, this production ought to be made into a videodisc with digital soundtrack. It would
be a stunning audio/visual experience.
Bert Whyte

Carols for Christmas, Vol. I and Vol.
II. The Royal College of Music Chamber Choir and Brass Ensemble, Sir David Willcocks.
Rykodisc RCD 1004/5, two -disc set.
Phew-if I puff and I hurry, this will
be the first Christmas recording in

years I've been able to get into the
December issue. We receive scads of

holiday releases every year-just in
time for January.
There are two CDs and no less than

41 carols here, enough for anybody's
Christmas, and more. Excellent background stuff for department stores too,
and banks. Impeccably English, the
music was arranged and conducted
by Sir David Willcocks, the very Dean
of British choral conductors. It's nicely
varied, some with voices alone, some
with the inevitable boy soprano (or are

they little -girl sopranos, by this late
date?), others with piano, full cathedral

child who's lived in

a concrete jungle all his life doesn't
know the pleasure of climbing a tree.
Send a child to camp this summer.

organ, brass choir, Christmas bells,
what have you. Sir David isn't of the
conservative school; his chosen voices
have always (on records) had a somewhat professional fullness and vibrato,
in contrast to other cathedral -type English choirs and soloists. So that's what

you will find here-lots of solid vocal
sound and, of course, the most utterly,
impeccably British pronunciation. For
Anglophiles it's heaven on earth.

As for me, coming from New England, out of these 41 carols I found I
instantly knew the tunes and some of
the lyrics of at least 35 of them. Yep,
same old music, and nicely, if conventionally, arranged by Sir David. "We

Three Kings from Orient Are," "We
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"Who cares how they sound.
These speakers have everything!"
When you realize how hard it is to make a simple
design perform correctly, it's easy to see why some
speaker designers use compensating gadgetry to
disguise the shortcomings of their basic components.
It's also easy to proclaim the virtues of these
"engineering breakthroughs." But it can be difficult
to hear the music through all that hardware.
Celestion speakers contain some of the most
sophisticated engineering you're ever likely to hear.
Or not hear, to put it more accurately. We design
speakers to vanish in the presence
of good recordings. To that end,
on
our engineers

"

making them as simple as possible.
There's a catch to this approach, of course. With

nothing to hide mistakes, we have to do everything
right. So we do everything ourselves (surprisingly few
companies can build a speaker from scratch) optimizing
every component. Then we combine them in elegantly

simple systems that function directly, truthfully and
musically.

Choosing speakers is no great mystery. Neither is
good speaker design, although there seems to be plenty
of mystification going around.
If you've grown tired of speakers
that give you everyning but open,

:ran:parent sound
and accurate imagng, arrange an
audizion at your
Cele:tion dealer.
And discover the
music that's been
hidden behind all
that hardware.

""NP-.-

SL6S Treble Unit 8kHz

Conventional Plastic
Eiltn Reble Unit 8kHz

Our computerized laser interferometry
mapping system exposes imperfections in
driver performance so we can eliminate them.

Celestion's award -

winning one-piece

tweeter dome is
designed to perform
without physical,
hence acoustical,
distortions.

MICELESTION
Kuninolm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746
:617) 429-6706

Celestion DL8

Celestion SL6S

Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

Lionel Richie's new disc
may not be very touching,

but no praise is too great
for the technical side.
Every cut is vibrantly,
thrillingly alive.
Wish You a Merry Christmas," "Joy
to the World"-it took me back.

terial is tuneful, cheery, and full of high
spirits.
While this album may be too surfaceslick to touch the emotions, no praise
is too great for its technical side. Every

You can't go wrong here, even if the
very British performance comes to us
straight from its pressing in Japan, the
home (away from home) of Western cut here is vibrantly, thrillingly alive.
recording. If you don't get this in time Instruments are vivid and defined with
for Christmas 1986, try it for '87.
precision, as Richie's vocals brush up
Edward Tatnall Canby against your ear with the intimacy of

someone singing to you alone. The
gorgeous tone of the electric keyboard

Dancing on the Ceiling: Lionel Richie on "Ballerina Girl" is a real aesthetic
Motown 6158MD.
treat, and the piercing sweetness of
A writer from the South was fond of the strings is breathtaking; the ar-

the phrase "slicker than mule spit,"

rang emen/ (by Richie and John

and though I took a powerful liking to
the image it conjured up, being a city
kid never really knew just how slick
mule spit was. I believe Lionel Richie's
Dancing on the Ceiling has given me a
better grasp of the metaphor.
Now, now, you Lionel Richie fansdon't get all hot under the collar. real-

Barnes) on "Don't Stop" is a masterful
interweaving of synthesizers and per -

I

I

ly like him. His classic ballads have
become permanently installed in the

cussion, with some absolutely eerie
electronic effects. The digital process
keeps those big, silent spaces yawningly empty. The recording is equally
spectacular throughout, with gorgeous

balances and a sense of space so
keenly delineated that instrumental

movement from left to right will have
pop repertoire, and his up -tempo ma- you involuntarily whipping your head

about to follow the sound. while fore ground -to -background movement will
pull you deeply into the recording.

Unfortunately, this sense of depth
will satisfy the ear alone; it rarely touch-

es the heart or mind. The material is
about as deep as the thoughts of a
backward gnat. There is also a real
sense of aural déjà vu; recycled riffs
appear throughout.
It's a real shame that this very attractive surface is so slippery that there's
nothing to hold onto. I'm going to just
let it slip right off my CD player.
Paulette Weiss

William Tell and Other Favorite
Overtures. The Cincinnati Pops Or chestra, Erich Kunzel.
Telarc CD -80116.
If you want to exercise your woofers

and overindulge in digital dynamics,
simply "turn up the wick," as our British
cousins say, and stand back!

This is a typical Telarc blockbuster

RECOMMENDED FOR THOSE
16 16
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4
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hot. s: J D71114

30 h,

To record at high levels you need the
right tape. We recommend three.
Maxell's new MX and XL -S high-performance tapes deliver just what you
need for today's digital music. Great

Throughout this CD, the brass, so
essential in these overtures, rings out
with bright and brazen voice, and the
famous Telarc bass drum lends its authority with visceral impact. Bert Whyte
Mendelssohn: Piano Concertos Nos.
1 and 2. The Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit; Andras
Schiff, piano.
London 414 672-2.

Andres Schiff's brilliant pianism
shines in his spirited and highly expressive traversal of these ingratiating

Mendelssohn concertos. Conductor
Dutoit elicits a most sympathetic accompaniment from the orchestra, and

the engineers have proviced a very
CD, with Erich Kunzel at the helm of
the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra Triedand-true overtures are here in all their
massively orchestrated glory-"Light

Cavalry," "Fra Diavolo,- "Poet and
Peasant," and by all odds the best

performance of the much -maligned
"Wi liam Tell Overture" in years. The
prologue to the "Tell" is simply lovely,
with gorgeous cello sounds, and the
"Hi-Hc S Iver!" section is played at full
gallop with stunning effect.

high-energy, dynamic recording with a
rather close-up perspective There is a

lot of presence, with the piano a bit
prominent, but just the same it is a
lovely sound, leavened by the resplendent acoustics of the Herkulessaal in
Munich.
Bert Whyte
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

CONTINENTAL RHYTHMS
only selection that feel doesn't quite
work. This is not due to the music,
however, which is aces. The same
crew as the one used for "Diamonds"
I

sets up a hot, popping groove, and
expatriate South African Morris Goldberg contributes a blazing pennywhistle solo. The problem is that Simon's
singing here is inescapably wimpy.
"Under African Skies" is a portrait of
an African walking in his native land.
Paul sings it beautifully as a duet with
Linda Ronstadt. This leads directly to

"Homeless," performed with Ladysmith Black Mambazo, whose voices
swoop, blend and soar. Sung in English and in Zulu, it is a breathtaking
showstopper.

Graceland closes with two songs
which employ American bands, each
with its own exotic feel. Good Rockin'
Dopsie and The Twisters propel "That
Was Your Mother" to a white-hot Cajun
shuffle. The accordion reappears here
as a lead instrument. It figures, too, in
the finale "All Around the World or The
Myth of Fingerprints," on which the Los

Angeles group Los Lobos appears.
The beat here is the hardest and strong-

est of the set. Los Lobos cooks!

On first listening to the LP, was
struck with the warmth of the sound
I

squeeze box (played by Baghiti Khu-

ley's mansion becomes a metaphor fo
a safe haven, an Eden. The sounds of
percussion and steel guitar (played by
Demola Adepoju of King Sunny Ade's
band) are the song's tattoo. The Everly
Brothers join Simon on vocals.
"I Know What Know" is about an
attempted seduction, for which Simon
is joined by General M. D. Shirinda and
The Gaza Sisters, who add some wild
counter -vocals. "Gumboots" features
The Boyoyo Boys. Set at a quick, finger -popping pace, it is written as a
stream -of -consciousness series of urban events. "Diamonds on the Soles of
Her Shoes" opens with a collaboration

malo); the band soon joins in, playing a
hard shuffle. Bass guitar is virtually the

with the a cappella group Ladysmith
Black Mambazo. Then, a rhythm sec-

Graceland: Paul Simon
Warner Bros. 25447, $9.98.
Performance: A
Sound: B

What a delicious smorgasbord of
sounds this album is! Much of Grace land was recorded in Johannesburg,

South Africa, with native black musicians. It is not so much that the sounds

are bizarre or particularly exotic, but
that they are exotically deployed.

The sound of an accordion, of

all

things, frames the album. "The Boy in
the Bubble" opens Graceland with an

insistent, chugging figure on the

I

lead instrumental voice, dipping all tion featuring bassist Khumalo and guiover and around the melody. A taut tarist Chikapa "Ray" Phiri joins in to
tension binds "The Boy in the Bubble." make extremely happy music, over
remember, at first listening, how im- which Simon weaves a dreamy tale of
patient this opener made me to hear night life and dancing and escaping
I

the rest.

Next is the jaunty "Graceland," a
song of fragments in which Elvis Pres140

and the subtlety of a mix which allows
many elements to be heard very well.
Sounds of percussive effects, accordion, bass, horns, guitars, and especially voices are wonderful. The cassette, by comparison, doesn't have the
same warmth or smoothness, but the
detail of the percussion is sharper and
more brittle. Of the two, I prefer the LP.

The CD blows them both out of the
water, with superb presence and phe-

nomenal detailing. Some elements
come alive that were almost masked in

the other formats: Bongos beneath
voices, the feel of the room, stereo
placement. All of a sudden you are in
the room with the musicians. This is a
CD to play for doubters of the medium.
Graceland is a remarkable album, a
genuine work of art as fine as any Paul
Simon has ever done. The diversity of

its sounds, the excellence of Simon's
compositions, and the quality of the
performances are undeniable. This album demands a spot near the very top

the blues.

of my best -of -the -year list. I know I'll be

Side two opens with "You Can Call
Me Al," Graceland's first single and the

listening to it for years to come.
Michael Tearson
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986

Itchy Twitchy Feelings: Various Art- Lauper needed something "wacky"-

Mars Needs Guitars!: The Hoodoo

hence an old calypso tune ("Iko lko"). Gurus
The opening lyrics say it all: "Here
EMI Treasury ST -17203, $8.98.
Bigtime/Elektra 60485-1, $8.98.
Performance: A am/Just like said would be." Just Sound: B
Sound: B+
Performance: B+
giving the people what they want.
Rock Me All Night Long: Various ArtMan
-oh
-man,
what
crazy atomic reYes, Lauper's voice is still exceptionists
al-technically-and on this album it tro! Mars Needs Guitars! is an aural
EMI Treasury ST -17201, $8.98.
does technically wonderful things. But museum of 1960s artifacts, into which
Performance: A like guest Nile Rodgers' overcooked we can peer with the benefit of perSound: B+
EMI's Alan Warner and John Guar- guitar work on "Change of Heart," specive. It all gets a little too obvious
nieri have dug into the files of two la- Lauper's bent notes, pops, and ech- when the album credits salute Barbara
bels they acquired, Sue and Aladdin, oes are gimmicky. So are the undistin- Eden, Hank Kimble, Tina Louise, and
and come out with two superb pack- guished guest appearances by The Jonathon Harris, who played the evil
ages of early rock 'n' roll tracks, digital- Bangles and Billy Joel, among others, Dr. Smith on Lost in Space, but musily remastered and well annotated. The which only serve to point out this al- cally, there's nothing so unsubtle as,
artists, featured in some of their earliest bum's bloated nature. Such massive say, painter Roy Lichtenstein's oversize comic -book panels.
recorded performances, include Ike & artillery-and no victory.
In fact, this irony -fisted album is surAll this calculation might have held a
Tina Turner, Don Covey, Inez Foxx,
prisingly
full of nuance. Sure, the title
it
weren't
being
certain
smug
charm
if
Louis Jordan, Shirley and Lee, Helen
Humes, and plenty more. These are passed off as sincere. As it is, if this track's lyrics boom out "I'm a stone some of the recordings that gave birth album shows Cyndi's true colors, she age Romeo/Got a space-age Juliet,"
but then check out something as subto rock 'n' roll and R&B, and they've should get a new paint job.
tle as the futuristic Mersey sound of
Frank
Lovece
long been out of print. The performances are often hysterical and full of
surprises-a treat for music fans of all
Jon & Sally Tiven
ages.
ists

I

I

I

True Colors: Cyndi Lauper
Portrait R 40313.
Performance: C +
Sound: B Money changes everything, boy. Not

too long ago, Cyndi didn't have two
sides of vinyl to rub together, and yet
she still managed to whip out perhaps
the finest debut album of the decade.

Even after the first four singles from
She's So Unusual, Lauper had hitting

power to spare-talk about a deep
bench! Now, with her second album,
True Colors, she's got clout enough to
get Pee -wee Herman to guest star. But
somehow, even that momentous musi-

cal event isn't enough. True Colors is
mostly devoid of any colors.

Aside from the obviously heartfelt
torch/pop song "Boy Blue," the album
is

engulfed by self-consciousness.

Lauper needed something "catchy" to
start with-hence an overproduced bit
of bubble gum ("Change of Heart") the
likes of which the made fun of in "Girls
Just Want to Have Fun." She needed

something "soulful"-hence a syrupy
cover of Marvin Gaye's "What's Goin'
On" that not only misses Marvin's point

(did he need to open with gunfire to
get it across?), but hasn't anywhere
near the pain and longing of her own
"Time After Time." And, of course,
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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What a crazy retro sound!
The Hoodoo Gurus have

created an aural museum
of 1960s artifacts, but
they're not reverential in
the least.
"Show Some Emotion"-why, it's The reverential in the least. With strumming
Dave Clark 2005! Then there's the cau- major chords, delightful "ooh -wee" filltionary ballad "Hayride to Hell," about ins and cymbal -crashing big finishes,
Charlie, who drove a thousand miles the band re-creates key '60s motifs and
and had a teenage daughter who fell in then twists them out of shape. Sort of
with a city mayor's son and
Oh, like cubist artists, except they swing.
it's too horrible.
The band's virtues, unfortunately,
.

.

.

.

The Hoodoo Gurus are not, however,

are also its vices. There's little rhythmic

variation from song to song, and you
can't really tell if these guys have got
their chops ready for the long run or
not. While David Faulkner's adorably

homely vocals never grate, they're
never great. Still, if you like big red
Coca-Cola signs, hot rods and drive-in
beach movies, then you'll probably dig
The Hoodoo Gurus' brand of preliterate rock 'n' roll. Or is that postmodern?
I always get those two confused.
Frank Lovece

Class of '55: Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Roy Orbison and Johnny Cash

America/Smash 422 830 002-1, digital, $8.98.

Sound: B

Performance: B
I'm always amazed that Roy Orbison
and Jerry Lee Lewis are still alive; they
have been through nearly every rock -

826 635-2

legend tragedy and misfortune one

PolyGram

could name, both self-inflicted and oth-

erwise. Thus, their collaboration with
Johnny Cash and Carl Perkins takes on
a mythic quality, as if Jimi Hendrix and

Janis Joplin had come back to jam
with Mick Jagger and Tina Turner.

New Releases From
he World Leader in Jazz CDs!

(I'm kidding! But you get the idea.)
This Memphis reunion of four great
rock 'n' roll pioneers singing mostly
new material is a joy, but not joyous. It
starts out promisingly with a Carl Perkins rocker, "Birth of Rock and Roll,"
that jumps up and down every inch of
the guitar neck. It's finger-pickin' rockabilly leaping like a Tijuana toad-and
damn the missed notes, this is rock 'n'
roll, boy! Jerry Lee follows with a delightfully lascivious "Sixteen Candles."
But after that, sentimentality takes
hold. This tendency reaches its nadir

with a tribute to Elvis Presley called

l`,.
63f) 014".?

663-2

"We Remember the King." The idea is
altogether appropriate, of course, but
the horns of Gabriel in the background
do get to be a bit much; mean, no
king was ever really a god.
The record winds up with a big number called "Big Train (from Memphis),"
written by John Fogerty and featuring
I

829172-2

Fogerty, the late Rick Nelson, Dave

IMPS PHILIPS

Edmunds, June Carter Cash, The
1986 R4yGrarn Recoads, Inc

Judds and others. While "Train" is energetic, it never reaches the anthem 142
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Challenging
Desi n.
FOR UNDER $500 YOU CAN OWN AN
AMPLIFIER JUDGED TO HAVE THE EXACT
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ESOTERIC

threw in the towel and conceded Bob the bout.
According to the rules... Bob had won."

BRAIN CHALLENGES BRAWN. Below is a

$3000 MODEL.
Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile
world by winning a challenge that no other amplifier
designer could ever consider.
The new M-1.Ot was judged, in extensive listening
tests by one of America's most respected audiophile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a
PAIR of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for $3000 each!

photo of the 20 -pound, cool -running M -1.0t Above
it are the outlines of the pair of legendary mono

Ras a continuous FTC sine -wave output conservatively rated at 200 watts per channel. *

Produces 350-500 watts per channel of RMS
power and 800-1100watts momentary peak power
(depending on impedance).

Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output
at 8 ohms in bridging mode without switching or
modification.

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE.
Last year, Bob Carver made an audacious offer to
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of America's exacting and critical audio publications. He
would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound
exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfectionist
amplifier (or amplifiers) the editors could choose.
In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near Stereophile's
offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it, "If it
were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just couldn't pass

up unchallenged"
What transpired is now high fidelity history. From
the start, the Stereophile evaluation team was skeptical ("We wanted Bob to fail. We wanted to hear a
difference'). They drove the product of Bob's roundthe-clock modifications and their nominees for "best
power amplifier" with some of the finest components
in the world. Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome. Ultimately, after exhaustive listening tests with carefully selected music
ranging from chamber to symphonic to high -impact
each time we'd put the
pop that led them to write,
other amplifier in and listen to the same musical
passage again, and hear exactly the same thing On
the second day of listening to his final design, we

CARWR
POWERFUL

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION. The M-1.Ot's
astonishingly high voltage/high current output and
exclusive operation features make it perfect for the
demands of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and
other wide dynamic range playback media. The
M-1.0 t

Is capableof handling unintended 1 -ohm speaker
loads without shutting down.

Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

amplifiers used in the Stereophile challenge. Even
individually, they can hardly be lifted and demand
stringent ventilation requirements. And yet according to some of the most discriminating audiophiles
in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.
The M-1.0ts secret is its patented Magnetic Field
Coil. Instead of increasing cost size and heat output
with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification delivers its awesome output from this small
but powerful component. The result is a design with
the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge
attacks of musical notes which form the keen edge
of musical reality.

SNARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY. We invite
you to compare the new M -1.0t against any and all
competition. Including the very expensive amplifiers that have been deemed the M-1.0t's sonic equivalent. You'll discover that the real winner of Bob's
remarkable challenge is you. Because world class,
superlative electronics are now available at reasonable prices simply by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer.

*SPECIFICATIONS: Power, 200 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20 k Hz, both channels driven with
no more than 0.15% THD. Long Term Sustained
RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into 8 ohms.

Bridged Mono power, 100() watts into 8 ohms. Noise,
110dB I HF A -weighted. Weight, 20 lbs.

P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
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Despite its shortcomings,
this Memphis reunion is a
flat-out great reminder of
what down 'n' dirty rock is
all about.
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ic-a shortcoming, in fact, of the entire
record.
But the hell with it. Class of '55, with

whatever shortcomings, is a flat-out
great reminder of what down 'n' dirty
wonderfulness rock 'n' roll is all about.

Aficionados of old-time hollow -body
mono may not like the fact that the

album was digitally recorded and
mixed, but the high tech doesn't detract. How can it, when the four stars
here are greater than the sum of their
parts?
Frank Lovece

True Stories: Talking Heads
Sire 25512-1, $9.98.
Sound: CPerformance: D+
Is

the Afro-polyrhythms of their middle
period and return to basics. Or maybe

David Byrne poured so much of his
creative juice into the movie, True Stories, that he had only a drop or two left
for this record, which consists of Talking Heads versions of songs from the
film.

Whatever the reason, this is a very

itii
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Audio Junction Cluakartown: Bi
Stereo Reading: G n'l Stereo Selinsgrove: Stereo Shop Williamsport:
Robes M Sides
PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras: Precision Audio
RI N. Provideoce: Eastern Audio
SC Charleston: Audio Warehouse Calm.
big: Stereo Shop Crimmins: Mitchens
Stereo Greenwood: Stereo Shop Rock
Hill: Tads
Stereo Shop
SD Rapid Cl Team Electronics Sloes
Falls: Audio mg
TN Cletterroop: College Hi F
Cookeville: Network Entertainment

Mesa City: Mr ToadS Stereo Video
Kingsport: Mr Toadt Stereo Video

Knoxville: Lindsey Ward McMinnville:

there something clever about

throwing everything you know out the
window? Perhaps it's a function of
Talking Heads' resolve to leave behind

unsatisfactory album by one of the
best bands of the '80s. Many of the
songs are disappointing in the worst
way: They inspire no comments whatsoever. Of "Puzzlin' Evidence," however, one can at least say it has a very

nice, slow -build introduction and a
choir which is used in a manner very
reminiscent of Philip Glass.

Perkins, Lewis, Orbison, Cash
The first two cuts are paeans to convention, unredeemed by a good melo-

dy or an exceptional lyric. The third,
"Hey Now," is a slightly Caribbean
tune with hints of zydeco, but otherwise it's just like the first two. Things

take a brief turn for the better with
"Papa Legba," in which careful, imaginative positioning makes the most of
the subtle, idiosyncratic percussion by
Paulinho da Costa.

After two more write-offs come
"Dream Operator," "People Like Us,"

and "City of Dreams," which,

if not

brilliant, are at least a respite from the
rest of the album's pointless strutting
and fretting. Among these three, two
have gentle, decent lyrics, and all have
pretty melodies.
There's no point in paying close attention to the production of this album,

because the group obviously didn't.
This is a strictly functional self-production-one that makes little or no use of

the creative opportunities of the recording studio. No delightful details
await discovery at remote levels of the
mix; virtually everything that happens

technically happens in a very small

range of sonic possibility, just as
everything that happens musically

happens on just one or two levels of
organization. However it happened,
the majority of this album's nine tunes
sound like first drafts. Susan Borey

Network Entertainment Memphis: Opus II
N ashville: Hi Fi Buys
TX Arlington: Sound Idea Allatle: Audio

Video Beaurnoat: Brock Audio College
Steffan: Audio video Corpus Christi: Tape
Town El Paso: Soundquest R. Worth:
Sound Idea Galveston: Island Audio
Houston: Sheffield Audio Hurst: Sound idea
Longview: Audio Techniques Lubbock:
Ultra Electronics Odessa: Harolds Elec-

tronics Sherman: Worldwide Stereo
Temple: Audio tech Texarkana: Sound
Towne ghee: Audio Tech
LIT Logan store only: Stokes Brothers Sall
Lake City: Broathey Music
VT Burlington: Audio Den
VA Briatel: Mt Toad's Stereo Video Char
lonesvillo: Sound Machine Falls Church:
Myer Eno Leesburg: Evergreen Audio

Richmond: Gary's Stereo Ramer Audotronics Virginia Beach: Digital Sound
WA Bellevue: Northwest Audio Video Bell.
Ingham: OC Stereo Weaned: Northwest
Audio Video 020 Ha
r. 0C Stereo Center
Richland: Tin Ear Stereo Seigle: Definitive
Audio. Northwest Audio Video Spokane:

Etenraerall thialsilaterila: Northwest Audio
Video

WV Barboursville: Pied Piper Beckley:
Pied Piper Huntington: Ped Piper Mel -

macro: Sound Post Plailmont: Sound
Gallery

WI Apptitan: Sound World Las Claire:
EME Audio Systems Green Bay: Sound

World Lacrosse: Sound World Madison:
Happy Medium Marine.: Sound Seller

MIlweeltes Audio Emporium Whew:
Sound World

WY Cheyenne: Team Electronics Riverton:
Sound Room
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GET THE HIGH END.
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Auto -Reverse never sounded better. Only a
re -calibrated tape head permits perfect sour .d
reproduction in Forward and Reverse. Fujitsu Ten's unique Dual Azimuth System automatically
adjusts the tape head, realigning it with the tape. The result: an enhanced Dolby
and the full range of frequency response in both directions.

FROM $250
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0140171
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twine TEN

TO $2000
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The Dual Azimuth Adjusting System introduced in
Fujitsu Ten's incredible $2000 Compo is now available
in the new "M" Series. Features of the M3 auto -reverse
cassette receiver include electronic tuning, pre-set
scan, Ultra Tuner (for superior FM reception), Dolby
NR, automatic tape program search, high power .56
Watts total output), 4 channels amplified, soft green
fully illuminated controls and, of course, the expensive
Dual Azimuth System. Like all Fujitsu Ten car
audio products, the "M" Series offers you high -end
performance at a reasonable price: $250-$350.
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FUJITSU TEN
51 MILLION UNITS... 34 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Write: Fujitsu Ten, 19281 Pacific Gateway Drive, Dept. 321, Torrance, California 90502.
c 1986 Fujitsu Ten Corp of America. In Cam da Noresco Canaca Inc Tocrto Ontario Manufactured Dy Fujost/ Ten I rJ
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Aided by luminous
sidemen, Marti Jones is
aiming for the mainstream
now, with vocals that
stretch from pure pop to
hardish rock.
Match Game: Marti Jones
A&M SP -5138, $8.98.
Sound: B +
Performance: A -

(ask R.E.M. or Dumptruck). Her sec-

Marti's first album was a cult classic,

more likely to land her in the Top Ten,

ond album is more of a stab at the
major marketplace. Losing none of her

charm, she tackles songs that seem

an eclectic debut produced (and including Elvis Costello's "Just a Memmostly written) by Don Dixon, a fine
guiding hand if ever there was one

ory," Dwight Twilley's "Chance of a
Lifetime," and John David's "It's Too

Late." Her vocals stretch from pure
pop to hardish rock, aided and abetted
by luminous sidemen like Mickey Curry, Ricky Byrd, Marshall Crenshaw,
and T -Bone Burnett.

Whether Marti Jones crosses over
from local heroine to nationwide starlet
with Match Game is anybody's guess,
but she's got a lot of style and appeal,

and she makes very likable records.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Powe
Analytical Tool
SIGNET TK44 STEREOPHONES
Plug in TK44 Stereophones by

Even if you never hear a problem,

Signet and hear the plain truth about
the rest of your stereo system. These

you now own a listening standardof-comparision that is unrivalled at

truly sophisticated electret stereo phones are almost uncanny in their
accuracy. Their frequency response,

sensitivity, low distortion, and

its price...and far beyond. And
there's a bonus. Now you can listen
at any level, any time of the day or

night, without fear of annoying

dynamic range challenge some very
prestigious speakers.

family or neighbors. Without com-

You can determine whether

Enjoy the unparalleled freedom
of TK44 Stereophones. Or simply
use them as a diagnostic tool for

acoustic feedback from speakers is
muddying up your bass, or whether

that subtle HF distortion is really
your tweeters...or perhaps a subtle

preamp symptom. Are standing

promising your sonic standards.

better sound. Either way Signet
TK44 Stereophones can improve

your stereo system...and your

waves a problem? Compare your
speakers with the sound of your
TK44 Stereophones and get the

every listening experience. TK44
Stereophones are displayed with
confidence at your nearest Signet

answers.

showroom.
11

signet®
net®

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224

Emerson, Lake & Powell
Polydor 829 297-1, $8.98.
Sound: B
Performance: B+
Confession time:

I

hated Emerson,

Lake & Palmer with a passion. Their
overbearing and humorless pomposity
left me cold and flat. Quite to my own
surprise, the debut of Emerson, Lake &
Powell I find sprightly and buoyant by
comparison.

One line in the credits leaps out at
me as a partial explanation of how
EL&P went right. Thanks are given to

Lee Abrams, the radio consultant
who's lately been helping bands to
better tailor their music for radio (and
isn't that a scary concept?). Among his

clientele have been Yes, Asia and
GTR. His advice: Make sure you give
listeners melodies they will remember
and hum later-a simple principle that
is not nearly as simple to execute.
Yet EL&P have done it admirably.
The first side of their album contains
three selections, two of which are fairly
lengthy and involved, yet melodic. Together the three flow into a seamless
album side that plays so nicely that it's
over way too soon. Side two has four
shorter songs plus an eight -minute reworking of the "Mars" section of Hoist's

Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card
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....remarkable!

par.a.digm [pa'adim] noun: serving as an ex-

provdes a level of musical troth that simply mist

ample or model of how something should be done.

be heard.

Every once in 3 great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current var ety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by

mance? Well

Oh yes, the price for such glorious perfor-

both the ardent audiophile and the novice listener.

Paradigm is a breakthrough loudspeaker that

.

.

.

that's ever more remarkable.

music . . . above all.

fir the
AudioStream Corporation, E?ix 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
n Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4 14 1 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2SB

Enter No 10 on Reader Servce Card

Emerson, Lake & Powell
have delivered a buoyant
album, with a big sound
whose dynamics are vivid
and wide-ranging.

"The Planets." The hit single "Touch and

Go," a catchy piece of powerful pop
music, opens the side with dynamics
to spare. "Love Blind," the set's romantic piece, is followed by the cool, jazzy

"Step Aside." "Lay Down Your Guns"
is an intricate construction that begins
softly and builds to a crashing martial

conclusion. It leads directly to "Mars, '
the closest to the old ELP's grandetA/
pomposity of anything here.
Bringing in Cozy Powell to replace
Carl Palmer (still occupied with Asia)
hasn't made a bit of difference in the
EL&P format, especially with Lake and
Emerson writing the material. But make

no mistake-Cozy Powell has long
been a top drummer in England. And
most important, he has the right initial.

To say that the sound is big is a
mighty understatement. This album requires volume to be heard properly; its
dynamics are vivid and wide ranging.
Add the fine performance, and EL&P
emerges as one of 1986's nicest surprises.
Michael Tearson

Three Hearts in the Happy Ending
Machine: Daryl Hall
RCA AJL1-7196, $9.98.
Sound: B
Performance: B+
The stuff of Daryl Hall's second solo
album is infectious, unpretentious, and
well crafted. Although it almost never
challenges the listener by stretching or
exploding the conventions of soul- and
rock -derived pop, neither does it insult

the listener by pretending it's something it isn't. And with its modest but
heartfelt inventiveness, its consistent
tunefulness, and Hall's mellifluous,
passionate singing, it never fails to entertain.

The Next Logical Step

.

Meridian, the company which led the
way in demonstrating the true sonic
possibilities of the CD medium, continues to lead the industry with the
introduction of their new model 207
Professional compact disc player.
The 207 is built on two chassis. The
transport and all mechanical components
are housed in a chassis which offers
front loading convenience while carefully
isolating both the disc drive and laser
mechanism from external vibrations. A
separate chassis containing the audio
and control electronics is entirely free of
the electromagnetic radiation of the
transport motors and any microphonics
that might be introduced by their operation. These factors contribute to the
207's ability to reproduce the more
subtle nuances of a musical event.

The production, by Hall, Tom "T Bone" Wolk, and Eurythmics' Dave
Stewart, is characterized by tasteful

. .

The full function remote control capability of the 207 includes a recently
designed circuit for controlling the
output level. This revolutionary electronic gain control provides the highest
audible quality ever available with a
remote control, allowing
the 207 to be conveniently used to
directly drive active loudspeakers or a
power amplifier without requiring a
preamplifier.
In addition, the 207 provides an
auxiliary high level input and a full tape
loop, making this product essentially a
CD player phis preamplifier. The 207's

innovativeAagn can simultaneously
improve your sound quality and simplify
your home entertainment by performing
as the control center for your system.
Select Meridian and take the next logical
step.

and hot, prolonged decays give the
impression that drumbeats and piano

chords are dissolving in the air.

Sounds are clear and distinct, with the
exception, perhaps, of "Dreamtime," in

which a bid to render an overactive

imagination degenerates-like an
overworked watercolor-into mud.
Sometimes, it sounds as if the producers consciously appropriated the

production styles of their hippest
peers. "What's Gonna Happen to Us"

has much in common with Prince's

BOOTHROYD STUART

"Purple Rain": A compressed, echoed,
and distanced lead vocal, a relatively

/MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

abundance and savvy emulation. The
consistently spacious, asymmetrical
positioning of elements fully utilizes all
three dimensions-up/down, left/right,
and near/far. Echoes bounce back and
forth between left and right channels,

spare instrumental setting, an all but
ITT TLX 4942158

identical chord progression, and a
very similar melody line. The space,
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Hearing Dr. John anew is
like a blast of fresh air,
and the 12 tracks from
Delbert McClinton are
some of his best.
ful to the original release, and Gumbo
remains a landmark album.
Delbert McClinton's Honky Tonkin' is
his own choice of top tracks from the

first two albums he cut for ABC Records, his first solo efforts. The 12 selections here are no less than a celebration of steamy honky-tonk music, an

isolated accents, inventive licks, light
touch, and understatement of "Only a
Vision" bring to mind the perfectionist
production of Steely Dan. Sometimes
the emulation might better have been
avoided: Only the warmth and unpretentiousness of Hall's vocal and the

indigenous American form that includes ballads, rockers, and blues.
These remain some of his best recorded performances despite a sound that
now seems a bit pinched.
Alliga*.or's new series is off to a super start. can't wait to see what they
come up with next. Michael Tearson
I
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superiority of his melody save the mov-

ing "Someone Like You" from sounding like a clone of Foreigner's ponderous, anthemic "I Want to Know What
Love Is." Here, as elsewhere on this

surprisingly likable album, what
emerges is a portrait of a nice guy,
trying to grow.

Susan Borey

Gumbo: Dr. John
Alligator AL 3901, $8.98.
Performance: A
Sound: B
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The newest New World!

Inc udes White Christmas Silver Bells

Little Drummer Boy Twelve Days
of Christmas
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Honky Tonkin' (I Done Me Some):
Delbert McClinton
Alligator AL 3902, $8.98.
Performance: B
Sound: C
Alligator Records, that fountainhead

of blues and reggae, begins its new
Rockback series of classic rock 'n' roll
reissues with two excellent albums.
Dr. John's Gumbo, originally a 1972
Atlantic release, is a primer in the New
Orleans rock 'n' roll of the '50s and

'60s, arguably rock 'n' roll's richest
vein. The playing and performances
are infectious, filled with sly joy. The

41' 006-2 LH

Recorded live in Italy!
First time on CD!

414 391-2 LH

ncludes Choral Fantasy
Complete of 3 CDs!

song choices are impeccable. Hearing
anew Dr. John's versions of "Iko Iko,"

LONDON

"Big Chief," "Junko Partner," and the

Also available on
London's Imported LPs and Cassettes

rest is like a blast of fresh air. It helps a
lot that Dr. John's original annotation is
included, unedited. The sound is faith AUDIO/DECEMBER 1986
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2000
Receiver
M1.5t
M1.0t
DTL 200
DTL 50
TX 2
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$724
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$335
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M-65
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R-8
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AUDIO RESOURCE'S LABORATORY is equipped with
over $100,000 of Audio Testing Equipment. Five technicians, all specialists in their fields, combine to form what is
increasingly considered the BEST source of personalized
audio expertise. Need PRECISION TUBE MATCHING?
We GUARANTEE the finest. OPTIMIZED CUSTOM TUNER ALIGNMENTS, REFURBISHING of RARE AMPLIFIERS, or stabilizing an ARC's appetite for service. AUDIO
RESOURCE offers specialized procedures performed by
certified technicians, including two PhD's. There are few
situations we cannot handle. FREE CATALOG. AUDIO
RESOURCE, #1 METAIRIE COURT, METAIRIE. LOUISIANA 70001. 504-833-6942.
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Always Free Shipping and US Warranties

Orders Only-(800) 443-0100 EXT. 111-VISA, WC
4455 Torrance Blvd., Suite 313 Torrance, CA 90503
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RATING !!

Our WONDER CAPSS and WONDER SOLDER- have
been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and profession-

al experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
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FOR SALE

BEMETT i0Uf1D CORPORRT1011

KINERGETICS KCD-20

ABC. Get LOW PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment-including highend and even esoteric products not

SW100 Amplified Subwoofers
Below 20 HZ - Below $700.

"...the first CD player to crack
the Class lsound barrier"

normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the
equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection-no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied
customers nationwide. FAST delivery available. All products feature USA manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price

P.O. BOX 565
RESEDA, CA 91335

(8181345-1608

"International Audio Review
J. Peter Moncrieff

quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-4513868. VISA/MC/AMEX. The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225
Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

ABSOLUTE LOW PRICES-QUALITY AUDIO!!!
We have a LARGE SELECTION of AUDIOPHILE
EQUIPMENT From mid-fi to high -end! FAST SERVICE! Trades Welcomed! EXPERT ADVICE! USA
Warranty! VISA/MC. 414-722-6889. AUDIO ENTERPRISES.

OUTSTANDING PRICES!!!

AUDIO GALLERY

America's largest selection of Turntables, Tonearms, Cartridges & Accesso-

ries. Also, state of the art CD Players, PCM Units, Amps & more. 40 pg.
current price sheets $3. Write or call:

Audio Gallery 2718 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403
Tuesday - Saturday (213) 829-3429

ABSOLUTE POLARITY INVERTER. Reverses the phase
of your system. Improves imaging on high quality speakers.
$99. Details available. Phaseinverters: 16724 Stuebner
Airline, Spring, TX 77379. 713-251-2924; 11-6:30 central.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.DS.,

FOR SALE

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

ADCOM GFA-555/MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Several circuit changes later, your Adcom GFA-555 will
sound like the musical sweetheart you wanted it to be! M555FX $129/installed, Musical Concepts. #1 Patterson

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA
Audioquest, Belles, Creek, Dynavector, Futterman, Garrott,

SALES. INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
ACCESSORIES FOR AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLES AND
CD PLAYERS. We guarantee the following products to
improve your turntable/CD player's performance or we will
refund the purchase price.
$35
1). Audioquest Reflex Clamp
$35
2). Audioquest Profile Auto Armlift
$35
3). Audioquest Sorbothene Mat
$10
4). Audioquest Isofoot
$15
5). Audioquest CD Damper
6). Sumiko HS -12 Headshell
$30
For AR turntables:
7). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
$30
$39
8). Hum -shielding for AR Platters
The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI
49503. (616) 451-3868. Shipping $3/item.

Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 1-5DM CST.

Grado, KEF, Klipsch, McLaren, Meridian, MIT Cables,
Monster Cable, MOSCODE, NAD, Oracle, Premier, Promethean Green, Quad, Rauna, Signet, Spectrum, Sound stream, Souther, Thorens, Transparent Audio, Tube Traps,

VPI, Zapco and more. ACCURATE AUDIO 110 E. Samford Ave, Auburn, AL 36830. 205-826-1960.

ST., KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66104.

AUDIO RESOURCE is an AUTHORIZED McINTOSH
DEALER and SERVICE AGENT offering ALL of the latest
McINTOSH ELECTRONICS, FREE SHIPPING, and FULL

FACTORY WARRANTIES. Buy only from an AUTHORIZED McINTOSH DEALER. Call for prices. AUDIO RESOURCE, #t METAIRIE COURT, METAIRIE, LOUISIANA
70001. 504-833-6942.

Introducing the New Monster "MSeries"
Sonic Reference Standard Audio Cables
Thrilling! Dynamic! Exciting!
Like a new component, our Ml Speaker

ALTEC-8 WALNUT MODEL 19'S NEW IN CARTONS
$6000 + SHIPPING. REED G. HINTON, 3001 N. 51ST.

AMBER 70 $289, COUNTERPOINT SA7 $249, Naim
preamp $179. Rotel 870 $279, NAD amp $119, JSE One
$699, Spectrum 208 $269, Magnaplanar MG2B $749, Conrad Johnson PV -6 $499, Audio Research SPEC $599,
LINN & arm $549, Audio Interface transformer $159, Vandersteen 2C $699, PS CD1a, 200C, Acoustat, Adcom 555,
Superphon, B&K, Audible Illusions. (714) 861-4830 Eve -

POWER PLAY.

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Hailer, Klipsch. Adcom, Quad, Sony, Compact Digital Players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

FOR SALE

Cable and M1000 audio interconnect

Oink Less "imertransient noise" so
quiet passages are even more quiet.
Fast. Transients are audibly quicker, razor

cables lets you hear all of your favorite

sharp and incredibly clear.

recordings as a new sonic experience.

Deep Bass. Bass you can feel. Earth

Time compensated cable windings with a totally new devel-

Dynamics. More powerful. More precise.

shaking if your system goes down low.

A SINGER'S DREAM!
rt

The heart of the MSeries is our new
MicroFiber insulation combined with our
sophisticated new cable constructions.
We've found that second only to cable

er-

V44

Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove

most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard

stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it

Available for immediate audition
at your Monster MSeries dealer:
The Monster Ml. Our most advanced
speaker cable design that will put you

windings, dielectric insulating material is
the most influential factor in how an

back into your listening chair.

audio cable sounds. By precision wrap-

renowned "Bandwidth Balanced*"
technology along with our latest cable

ping MicroFiber around selected
conductors, we've enabled the audio

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!

More like real music.

opment. "MicroFiber".

The Interlink M1000. Featuring our

construction using MicroFiber for a

signal to travel faster, cleaner, with

few level of audio interconnect cable

less signal loss, and more uniformly

performance.

through the cable than with other
materials.

Together, they are the world's most

exciting cables to listen to and are
sure to make a sonically rewarding

The MSeries gives you 5 sig-

addition to your sound system.

nificant advances in cable
technology.
Soundstage. Ultra precise. Ultra wide.

Vicrofiber dielectric precision wrapped
around each conductor group.

works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086

(404) 493-1 2 5 8

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: 140414934879
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MonsterCable

Monster Cable Products, Inc.
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107

Tel: 415 777-1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYUI
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POLYCAPS

BUILDING ON SUCCESS

from

Developed from the legendary MS20, the

new MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25Ti is

MADISOUND

an

advanced high efficiency two-way system, with

8" bass unit, Titanium tweeter, and overload

Looking to improve your audio system?

protection.

Crossovers, preamps, and CD players can benefit
from polypropylene capacitors in the signal path
and for power supply decoupling. We are pleased
to announce that we know have in stock

At $250 the pair, the MORDAUNT-SHORT
MS25Ti is available in Black Ash or Walnut
laminate.

CHATEAUROUX METALLIIZED POLYPRO-

IMordaunt-Short

PYLENE CAPACITORS of exceptional quality and

excellent price. This type of dielectric has been
characterized by Walter Jung and Richard Marsh
as "outstanding" when compared with all other
dielectrics in the areas of:
1. Dissipation Factor Percentage
2. Dielectric Absorption Percentage

RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
U.S. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.

3. Stability

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-Dissipation factor
20°C less than 01%
-Dielectric absorption factor (0 20°C: less than
01%
-Insulation resistance
20°C: More than
100kMf2/µFD

-Leads: Tinned pure copper multistrand
insulated sleeves, radial 4 inches

8p.FD

12pcD
15p.FD

25g.t.FD

2.6L
2.6L

70p.FD
80µ.=D

35AIFD

500FD

1.6D
1.38D
1.38D
1.62D
1.75D

2.6L
2.6L
3.4L
3.4L
3.4L

AUDIOPHILE NET PRICES:
1 Op.FD

2.0
3.0
3.3
4.0
4.7
5.0
5.6
6.0
7.0
8.0
10.0

$1.85 each
2.05
2.15
2.50
2.50
2.75
2.75
3.05
3.05
3.25
3.50
4.20

12 OAFD $ 4.30 each
15.0
5.30

20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0

6.80
7.55
8.90
10.00
11.10
12.20
13.25
15.45
17.60
19.75

Matched pairs or grading to 1% tolerance add
10%. Ten pieces or more cJ the same value:
deduct 10%. Order Information: All capacitor
orders will be shipped promptly, if possible by
UPS. COD requires a 25% prepayment, and personal checks must clear before shipment. Adding
10% for shipping facilitates shipping procedure;
residents of Hawaii, and those who require Blue

Label air service, please add 20%. There is no
fee for packaging or handling. We will accept
MasterCard or VISA on mail or phone orders.

Try our free
AUDIO PROJECTS COMPUTER BBS:
300, 1200, 2400 Baud / 24 hours (608) 767-2585

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
BOX 4283
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711
PHONE (608) 831-3433
1
."4
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ARISTON SUPER SALE -SAVE UP TO 62%. These renowned British belt drive turntables are now available at
below -cost clearance prices: RD40 OPUS ARM -$155;
RD40 ARMLESS -$130; RD40 MKII, DC MOTOR OPUS

A TEFLON'" circuit board??? Yes!!! The new MC -2 is an
improved version of our highly acclaimed MC -1, rated "best
solid state preamp" by Audiogram. The MC -2 Teflon',
offers astounding inner detailing and delicacy. "Seeing
into" the soundstage has never been like this! Mil quality
glass/epoxy version of MC -2 also available. MC -2 will retro-

into Hafler DH -101, Dyna PAT -4/5 and scratch built
units. Recent retrofits by our customers have included the
PS-IVH and Audible Illusions Modulus. MC -2T (Teflon)
$400/kit, MC -2 $269/kit. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson
Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 1-5PM CST.

Dimensions in inches:
1.9L
1.9L
2.6L

ANNOUNCING THE MUSICAL CONCEPTS

ARM -$185; Ariston High Output MC Cartridge -$35.
SALE ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST. Call ARISTON
SUPER SALE, 416-531-8334 OR WRITE: PO. BOX 653,
BUFFALO, NY 14240.

fit

-Capacitance tolerance: ± 10%
(grading to 1% available)

.83D
.98D
.98D
1.3D
1.4D

FOR SALE

MC -2 TEFLON

-Dielectric: Polypropylene Film
-Working Voltage: 250V BC or higher
-Test Voltage: 2.15 times related voltage
-Encapsulation: Plastic, Epoxy Closing

2AFD
4µFD

FOR SALE

AUDIO CLASSICS OFFERS THE BEST trades towards:
Goldmund, Conrad -Johnson, NYAL Moscode, Futterman
OTL, Quicksilver, Koetsu, Merrill, Kindel, Merlin, Nitty Gritty, Stax, Grado, Promethean, Melos, Berning, Fried. Pink
Triangle, Classe, GSI, Kinergetics, Souther, JSE, Distech,
Definitive, MIT, Straightwire, Superphon, Lazarus, Kimber
Kable, Magnum, Audioquest, B&K, Mod Squad, MFA, Focus, C.A.T., Polyphasors, Revolver, Jordan, BEL, Sumiko,
Plasmatronics, Sound Labs, SME, Well Tempered, FMS,
Talisman, and more. AUDIO CLASSICS INC. Call: (405)

AR, PROAC, SOTA, PERREAUX, CJ, BEYER, STAX,
CARVER, CONCORD, DENON, ENERGY, HK, KEF, NAD,

NAKAMICHI HOME & AUTO, NITTY GRITTY, NILES,

ORTOFON, PARSEC, POLK, PROTON, SOUND CRAFTSMEN, SUMIKO, GRACE, THORENS, VPI, CWD,
AND MORE. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION AND INSTALLATION. THE LISTENING ROOM, 1305 COURT ST,
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 48602. (517) 792-3816.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES!!!
AAA CALL US for quality audio LOWEST PRICES
yes even on ESOTERIC AUDIO with FAST SERVICE
AND EXPERT ADVICE Call 414-722-6889. VISA/MC.
Large selection. AUDIO ENTERPRISES.
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS!!

842-3033.

BEST PRICES -FACTORY SEALED COPIES. GALE
MOBILE FIDELITY NAUTILUS SHEFFIELD LABS
many more ... misc. single copies & sets. COMPLETE
SET OF MFSL CATALOG all UHOR's. 303-443-4443.

DISC CLEANING

peZFECTED
Nutty Gritty Record Care Products
manufactures unique cleaning systems

that are 100°o effective in eliminating
dust, grease and static electricity from
records and compact discs. Records
and cd's that have been cleaned by a
Nitty Gritty sound more like live music.
They have extended high frequency response. improved imaging, more
acoustical space, and less noise. Everyone can hear the obvious improvement
that a Nitty Gritty cleaning makes.

NITTY GRITTY"
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. INC.
4650 Arrow Hwy a F 4 Montclair CA 91 763
1714!625.5525
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FOR SALE

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions
are based on a solid foundation of experience with the
components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio
equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your
audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we
represent:

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO QUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO RESEARCH BERN-

ING CWD DYNAVECTOR GRACE GRADO
HE YBROOK HI -PHONIC KISEIKI KOETSU KRELL
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVEWIRE MONSTER
CABLE NITTY GRITTY NYAL (MOSCODE) ONIX
ORACLE PROAC PROTON PS AUDIO RANDALL
RESEARCH RAUNA REGA REVOX ROBERTSON

SILTECH SME V SNELL ACOUSTICS STAX
SYMDEX SYRINX TALISMAN TARGET VANDERSTEEN

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

Acoustat AR
Boston/Acoustics
B&W Carver
Camber Castle
Celestion
CWD Dual Fried
Haller Koetsu
Magnum Onkyo

Western Mass.

Quality
Components

Qualified Sales
and Serrice

Ortolon PS Audio
Revox Rotel
Shure Signet
Snell Sony
S 0.7 A
Soundstream
Spica Stax
Sum ko Thorens

Sound U Musk

351 Pleasant St.. Northampton. MA 010601413) 584-9547

KINERGETICS KCD-20
"...the first CD player to crack
the Class 1 sound barrier"
"International Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncrieff

FOR SALE
AUDIO BY A.J. CONTI OFFERS the following equipment
for audition: Marlin Logan, Counterpoint, Classe, Basis,
Electron Kinetics, Eminent Technology, Entec. Kindel, MIT,
Magnum, Monster, Quicksilver, Shinon, Sonex, Spica,
SOTA, Syrinx, Merrill, VPI, Audioquest. Shown by appointment only; your choice of equipment in a single speaker
demonstration. Audio by A.J. Conti, Hudson, NH. (603)
883-4504.

AUDIO COMPONENTS BY; Adcom-Berning-ClasseAudio - Clearaucio - Counterpoint- Decca - Distech -

Dynavector-Electron Kinetics-Entec-Grado-JSEKindel-Koetsu-Kimber-MIT-Moore Franklin-Premier-Flega-Shinon-Souther-Spica-StraightwireStax-Superphoo-VPI-Well Tempered Lab.

ATTENTION!
FREE UPS SHIPPING!
Carver, Nakamichi, conrad Johnson, Apogee, Superphon,
harman/kardon, SONY, AR Sapphire ES -1 turntable,
Haller, Onkyo, Magnet, P.S. Audio, NEC Video. Trade-ins
welcome! DEMO SPECIALS-Nakamichi ST -7 tuner $499,
Nakamichi PA -7 $1199, Nakamichi PA -5 $699, Apogee
Duetta $1995. Expert consultation available-ask for Cliff
or Ward. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 South 22nd St., Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.
AUDIO ABODE IS THE HIGH -END alternative for Dallas,
Texas. We feature products by Argent, Ariston, B&K, BEL,
British Fidelity, Chesky Records, Chicago Speaker Stand,
Clearaudio, Dayton Wright, Eminent Technology, Melos,
Morrison, Souther, Straight Wire, Sumiko, VPI and others.
(214) 369-2092, evenings and weekends.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO area,
California: Acoustat, Conrad Johnson, PS Audio, Adcom,
Audible Illusion, Superphon, B&K, Moscodes, VPI, Well Tempered -Lab, Sonagraph, Systemdeck, MMT, Grado, Alphason, MIT, Monster, Audioquest, Randall, Straightwire,

Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab & more. (714) 8615413, appointment.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,

Hatter, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

DEMONSTRATORS & USED WITH WARRANTY; Beveridge 2SW-2 $5000, Beming TF-10HA $1365. Berning EA 2100 $1885, Counterpoint SA -2 $565; Electrocompaniet
Preampliwire la & Limited Edition $2375, Esoteric Audio
509/pr $1220, NAD-1130 $125, NEC CD -803E $500, Precision Fidelity M7a $590, Sidereal Acoustic IV $800, Stax
ESL -F83 $3600, Tried System 70 $250.
NEW WITH WARRANTY; Accuphase AC -2 $255, Audio
Interface CST -8C $175, Koetsu EMC -1B & SA-1100BII
$820, Profile ll $110. Stax CPY/ECP-1 $375, Stax UA-7CF
$150.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 Greenfield Street, River

Forest, IL 60305. 312-771-4660. MCNISA. Auditions by
appointment-Shipping & Export Facilities.
AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!

DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFLER, PS AUDIO,
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, MOSCODE, ACOUSTAT, YAADCOM, B&W, COUNTERPOINT, JSE, NAD, JBL, SOTA,
B&O, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, MIRAGE, DCM,
B&K, and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, 414-7254431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

LINN LP12 MODIFICATION & NEW LINN PRODUCT
Zener diode Valhalla modification. Tremendous improvement at low cost, $8. Visit our SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM and hear these remarkable new Linn
products: NEW Axis turntable $425, Index Speaker $350/
pr., K-9 mm cartridge $175, Preamp, Poweramp. Visa and
MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery to
ALL zip codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.,
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REGA products reflect a
splendidly simple British
design philosophy: use
only what is necessary &
make it of the highest quality. The result is a handsome

source of beautiful music,
at a proper price.
REGA dealers will encourage
you to listen to your favorite

recordings and judge for
yourself. For information:

import audio

3149 shenandoah, st. louis,

mo. 63104 314-773-1211

Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333,
TLX427791.

The Best Deserves the Best

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."

Talisman Virtuoso DTi
"The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
.

.

.

-Stereophile Magazine Vol. 9,

P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500

#4

It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable
achievement of rigidity, non -resonance
and neutrality, we set about creating a
phono cartridge designed to the same
parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.

Together they are the single most
faithful instrument for reproducing
recorded music. Once you've listened to
this combination, we think you'll agree.
Call us at (415) 843-4500 and we'll rush
literature to you and give the name of an
audio specialist who can demonstrate
our best playing your best.

FOR SALE

The audioquest aq MC -4 is a high -output moving coil cartridge

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
TURNTABLES: Basis, Goldmund, Heybrook, Merrill,
The Well Tempered Lab
TONEARMS: Eminent Tech., Goldmund, Well Tem-

that shames most cartridges at twice its price. The AO MC -4 has extremely flat

frequency response, is neutral and smooth, yet has speed and punch to
send the magnetic cartridge die-hards reeling. At only $195, this is where

pered

your music has been hiding.

CARTRIDGES: Decca, Garrott P-77, Grado, vdHul
MC10

ELECTRONICS: (solid state) Belles, British Fidelity,
FM Acoustics, Jordan, Leach, Magnum Dynalab
(tube) Audible Illusions, Melos, MFA Systems, Music Reference (RAM), Quicksilver
CD PLAYERS: Melos Audio, Harman Kardon
SPEAKERS: Kindel, Princeton Acoustics, Heybrook,
Rauna, Spendor, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: AudioQuest, Chicago Sp. Stand
Goldmund, Livewire, Kimber Kable, MIT, Peterson,
Sims Vibration, Sonex, Tiptoes, ToruFluid, ASC
Tube Traps, Tweek

629 Camino de los Mares #306, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714)240-0604

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Acoustat, Adcom, Allison, Alpha, Alphason, Apt, AR, Audioquest, B&K, BEL, Berning,
British Fidelity, Celestion, Classe, Creek, Distech, Duntech,
Dual, Fried, Futterman, Goetz, Grace, Grado, GSI, Gyrodec, Hailer, Heybrook, JSE, Kiseki, Koetsu, Lazarus, Logic, M&K, McLaren, MCM, Melos, Micro Seiki, MordauntShort, Meridian, Merlin, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, PS
Audio, OHM, Quicksilver, Premier, Rauna, Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Rotel, SAEC, SME, Snell, SOTA, Spendor,
Spica, STAX, Straightwire, Superphon, Souther, Symdex,
Talisman, Tannoy, VPI, VSP, Rowland Research, and
more. Free newsletter. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 W. Commercial, Box 380, Buffalo, MO 65622. (417) 345-7245.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR; NAD, PROTON, H.K., HAFLER, B&W, TANDBERG, AUDIOCONTROL, DAHLQUIST, dbx, NITTY-GRITTY, 3D, CWD, REVOLVER, STAX, M&K, BELLES, MOSCODE, FRIED, AUPRO -AC, GRACE, GRADO, DCM, TALISMAN, TIPTOES,

FREE CATALOG. SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.,

8238.

CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS, MONSTER CABLE,
LAST Cleaners at affordable prices. FREE catalog:
Class -A -Underground, 35 North Greenbush Road,
West Nyack, NY 10994. Visa-Mastercards, Friendly-Quick service.

12-7, Thurs 12-9, Sat 11-6. Closed: Sun, Weds.

MARINETTE, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

CASH for all types of USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
BUY by PHONE. STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, Pa 19046. 215-886-1650.

Hours: M -Fri. 9-6.

B&K AMPLIFIERS, PREAMPLIFIERS: High performance
electronics you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-

1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, used equipment. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri

DIOQUEST, THORENS, MONSTER, SNELL, ORACLE

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 1 AMP, $2595, VPI turntable $425, VSP Labs Trans Mos 150 amp $425, Audible
Illusions Modulus 1 preamp $295, Krel! KMA-100 amps
$3395 pr., Audio Interface CST -80/1I Step-up transformer
$225, Audioquest Shadow tonearm $195, Entec SW -1 sub woofer $1 595, Nikko Alpha 450 amp $545, Grace 747
tonearm w/VTA adaptor $198. All used equipment in excellent condition at Audio by A.J. Conti, Hudson, NH. (603)
883-4504.

PLEASE, CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

COTTER: He never made the "3" series but as his exclusive exporter for 7+ years, I just bought out his "2" series
and now offer factory -new, in original packing: CM -2
$1000, PW-2 $350, CM-2/PW-2 $1275, PSC-2 $300, NFB2 $90, CM/PW/PSC/NFB combo $1475. SORRY-no MK 2's left. Also have one Desktop Loudspeaker System DLS1

at $250, also new. We take American Express. M.

BERNS INDUSTRIES, INC., 145 W45th Street, NYC
10036. (212) 869-4580.
CD -1 BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
The Musical Concepts dual 16 bit, quadruple oversampling CD player is here! Utilizing the best of European

CD technology and our proven modification techniques, Musical Concepts presents a truly musical CD
player. The question is simple! Can a CD player convey the emotion of music and generate an emotional
response, besides frustration, in the listener? The answer, YES! The Musical Concepts CD -1, a head turning experience for sophisticated listeners! CD -1 $495.
Dealer inquiries invited. Musical Concepts, #1 Patter-

son Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 15PM CST.

CARVER

M1.OT "TUBELIKE" AMP
MXR-150 RECEIVER
DTL-50 & 200 CD PLAYERS

DENON

DCD-1300, 700, & 500 CD PLAYERS
VR-35, 55, 75, & 95 RECEIVERS

NAD
B&O
ADS

BEOSYSTEM 5500 MULTIROOM SYSTEM

DBX

SOUNDFIELD 100 & 1000 SPEAKERS

DCM

TIMEFRAME 700 PANAL SPEAKERS

7250 & 7175 PE RECEIVERS

CD -4 ATELIER CD PLAYER

audiolechnica

Hate

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

When was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you cant

remember, then it may already
be too late!!
We specialize in phono cartridges, factory original replace
ment styli & record care items

pe.

only!!

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5 PM
PLEASE NO MAIL ORDERS
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR: ADS ALLISON ALPINE NAD
ENERGY HAFLER JENSEN VIDEO KLOSS LUXMAN NEC
BANG & OLUFSEN CARVER DBX SOUNDFIELD M&K

DCM DENON PROTON 3D ACOUSTICS UNGO BOX

Call for store hours (718) 961-9888
73 Broadway. New York City. NY 10007
(NW comer of Broadway and C0,110nOt Tr.
cw
One flight up Entrance On CortIondt St )
OR IN QUEENS
184-10 Horoce Harding Expwy. Fresh Meadows. NY 11365
Exit 25 LIE Utopia Pkway (Three blocks from Bloommgdales
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AUDIO RESEARCH M300 AMPLIFIERS, one pair new in
factory sealed boxes, best offer. (216) 658-4092 evenings.

it (800) 221-0906

(.3to

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE OUCTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 599.1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

3

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

orroron SHURE

seraNTon
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CROSSOVER AUDIO: Here you'll be treated with respect
and genuine concern for your best interests. Featuring:
Counterpoint, SOTA, PS AUDIO, Well Tempered Lab, Eminent Technology, SME, Rauna,. Spica, Meridian, Sonographe, Van Den Hul, MIT, Pearson Audio, Premier, B&K,
Talisman, Monster Cable, Sumiko products, Magnavox
CD, Lazarus and more. Free Shipping within New England.
CROSSOVER AUDIO, 10 Tate's Brook Rd., Somersworth,
NH 03878. Call (603) 692-5452.

DYNACO KIT BUILDERS -225,000 -LB BUYOUT! Tubes,
transistors, metalwork, raw drivers, circuit boards, etc.
Complete 200/200w "Black Box 410" transistor power amp
kit, $299. Owner/repair manuals (any), $6 each. Stamp for
list. SCC, Box 551AM, Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117.
VISA/MC.

DIGITAL SUBWOOFER?!
Digital technology has become a major force, in the audio
world, with its ability for high dynamics, accuracy, low noise
and outstanding clarity.
After two years of research and development, ACOUSTIC
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, is pleased to announce
the integration of digital technology into its new AQ-200D
DIGITAL SUBWOOFER SYSTEM. THAT'S RIGHT!! A digital subwoofer with a (200K) sampling rate. This marks an
unprecedented first in the audio industry!
No other subwoofer is capable of the accuracy that the AO 200D delivers! This is possible, in part, by the fact that all
bass information is relayed entirely through our new innovative fiber optic system! (NO WIRES!!) Many other new
and exciting ideas are utilized in this latest design from
ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION.
Whether you own dynamics, ribbons, or electrostatic loudspeakers, this is the only subwoofer to use. Choose either
the AQ-200D DIGITAL SUBWOOFER; the AIR 3.3 MONO
BLOCK AMPS, or the renowned AIR 2.2 STEREO AMP
from ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION and
you will be assured of the finest sound reproduction quality
at any price!
For further info and dealer listing write:
ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
BOX 13
HIGHLANDS, NJ 07732

in stock. A R S Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, 1-800-422-4250.

DISCO/STAGE LIGHTING AND EFFECTS, pro sound
equipment, new and used-Wholesale. Write: Free Cata-

KINERGETICS KCD-20
"...the first CD player to crack
the Class 1 sound barrier"
"International Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncriet

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types

ELITE MUSIC SYSTEMS
Belles Research XLM preamp and 200 amp; Systemdekprofile-Apature Koce hi output M.C., Mirage 750 with
stands-$2500. Entry level solid state system. Exclusive

McIntosh

dealer for the incredible $10,000 Logan Labs preampheadamp combo. Product list:
Logan Labs, Symdex, Berning, Classe Audo, Oracle, VPI,

Alphason, Kiseki, Miyabi, Apature, Audioquest, Sumiko,
NYAL-Moscode, BEL, Belles Research, Randall Research,
Systemdek, Profile, Chicago Stands, Kimber Kable, Music Link, Mirage. 901 Versailles Ct., Maitland, FL 32751. Eves
and weekends. (305) 629-9161.

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ADCOM, AR, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIOSOURCE, AU -

DIRE, BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY, CHICAGO,
CREEK, DUAL, GRACE, GRADO 8 SIGNATURE,
GOLDRING, FRIED, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD BASIC,
KYOCERA, LINN, LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
NITTY GRITTY, PREMIER, PROMETHEAN, QED, RATA,
REGA, ROTEL, ROYD, SHINON, SPECTRUM, SUPERPHON, SUPEX, TALISMAN, TARGET along with LAST,
LIVEWIRE and others. EARS, P.O.BOX 558-U, W.COVINA, CA 91790. 818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MC/VISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIPPING -SEND STAMP!!

from AUDIO RESOURCE

authorized Illt i nto sh dealer
sales restoration repairs
#1 Metairie Ct., Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 833-6942

log, P.O. Box 20395, Bowling Green, KY 42101.

DENNESEN STRAIGHT LINE tracking air bearing tone
arm, complete with pump. Cost $1200. New, in box: $550.
(415) 254-4290.

Going Portable!
Go with...

C Dim AT E

TM

The Original Portable Compact Disc Carrier

Sug. Retail
$9.95

ATTACHES TO PORTABLE CD
PLAYERS WITH VELCRO TABS
(Intl.)

PLUSH INTERIOR HOLDS SIX
CD'S WITHOUT JEWEL BOXES

ne synthesis
M250
expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
original
performance.
ltuiy a musician's
loudspeaker."
LewiPrintsigr trii'lrabassoonist

National SwriphooN Orche,ird

CD/ MATE.""
ATE."'
P.O. BOX 1480

BURBANK, CA 91507

St_ nthess

2817 M Derr Aw 1110 Fairfax, Virginia 22031

818-846-0765
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IS THE RUMOR TRUE?
There is a rumor that a revolution
is about to take place in the audio
industry. That a corporation has
been formed to bring America and
the world the ultimate of quality and
value in audio components.
The rumor is true! The company

is Mondial Designs, Ltd. The man

JUST LISTEN!

"The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is an inexpensive device that gives better sonic results than any $25

device has a right to. If it will fit in your CD player, it
comes with my highest recommendation."
Allen Edelstein
Stereophile, vol. 9, no. 2
"We know of no other audio accessory that provides so

much sonic improvement for so little cost. A must, if
application dictates, for any system haVing compact
discs as a program source."

Earl C. Hudson,
Audiogram 21

behind the company is Anthony
Federici. His task: To form a coali-

tion of some of the world's finest
engineers, designers and production facilities and to bring to the
public the best value in electronics
and speakers.
Unfortunately, no electronic audio
components presently being manufactured satisfy Mondial's require-

YOU'LL HEAR WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT
Available from Mod Squad dealers everywhere
The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products
and services. For a complete catalog, send 52 (refundable with order) to The Mod Squad, Department A,
542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024.

542 Coast Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
16191 436-7666

n Australia: Sound Centre HI-FI, Brisbane

n Canada: May Audio Marketing, Longueull
n France: Audio Quartet, Nice
n Hong Kong: Sound Chamber
n Italy: P.F.A., Plsa

n Netherlands Audio Quartet, Nice
n South Africa: Phonovox, Johannesburg
n Switzerland: The Critical Ear, Basel
n United Kingdom: Parabolic Sales, Devon

ments of quality and value. At
Mondial, we believe that quality

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FLORIDA WEST COAST BRADENTON AUDIO
WORKSHOP. NAD ADCOM LUXMAN POLK
SIGNET SOTA JSE INFINITE SLOPE. 3203

HAFLER AND DYNA MODS BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
HAFLER DH -101: SUPERMOD IIIN, MC -2, MC -2 TEFLON"
HAFLER DH -110: M-110SX (successor to highly rated M-

need not exist only for those cap-

able of paying several thousand
dollars for a pre and power amp
combination. Toward that goal of

quality and value Mondial has
created a new component line.
Available this winter will be power

amplifiers of the highest quality at
the reasonable cost of under $1,000
for 100 wpc and $1,500 for 200 wpc.

The preamplifiers will be available
this spring, allowing you to acquire
a high quality pre and power amp
combination for well under $2,000.
These are not "garage" made audio
components that trade off reliability
for sound quality.

Mondial Designs will bring you
the highest sound quality with the

utmost reliability due to our advanced manufacturing and engi-

MANATEE AVE. W., BRADENTON, FL. 33505. 813748-3868.

110SN)

HAFLER DH -100: M-100SX, making opamps sound like

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota, Haller, SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Klipsch, CD
players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

FUTTERMAN OTL-I, H3AA, LUXMAN 3045 modified,
Quad 405, Tubegod NB -I, Linn LP12, Mission 714, Decca
cartridge, custom built speakers-Infinity ribbon mids, TI -D
bass panels, ribbon tweeters, Hartley subwoofer, Electronic and passive crossover. (404) 971-9779, leave message.
I'm not a dealer.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES: Linn, Nairn,
Rega, Thorens. Haller, Creek, Rotel, Energy, Conrad Johnson, British -Fidelity, Spendor, Superphon, MordauntShort & more. (818) 571-1299, (213) 283-0001.

KRELL KSA-50 $1450, PAM -1 LATEST boards $1150,
both mint and under warranty, see AUDIO Dec -85; SHERWOOD MICRO CPU -100 Tuner $450; SONY ELCASET,
mint, tapes $175. (206) 282-8371.

music.
DYNA PAT -4/5: MC -2, MC -2 TEFLON"

FOR ALL PREAMPS: Teflons", outboard power supplies,
LIPS II regulators
HAFLER DH -200/220: M-200FX (200), M-220FX/500 (OH 220/500)
HAFLER DH -500: M-500FX (early 500s), M-220FX/500
(late 500s)
HAFLER DH -120: M-12OFX, 60 very sweet watts.
ADCOM GFA-555: M-555FX, a sweetening of the agressive nature.
FOR ALL AMPS: toroid transformers, high performance
filter capacitors, deluxe gold connectors, special wiring,
total dual mono conversions, Teflon' capacitors.
SOON: mods for Dyna tube and solid state components

Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO
63031, 314-831-1822 1-5PM CST, Dealer inquiries invited.

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER -AMPS, TUNERS & ACCESSORIES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE
CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341 VISA/MC.'
AMEX.

neering techniques.

If you're considering the purchase of an audio component, do
yourself a favor and write for more
information.

Mondial Designs, Ltd.
2 Elm Street
Ardsley, New York 10502

INTRODUCES

Direct Audition
Anthony Cordesman, writing in Stereophile on the Tempo:
it is a remarkably affordable way to get a speaker with
excellent imaging and soundstage ..."
Previous y available only through the finest high -end salons,
Fanfare is now available through the revolutionary, no -risk,
Direct ALdition plan. This reduces the price
on the Fanfare by over 40%, but
more importantly, with Direct Audition there will be no doubt whether
the sound heard in the showroom is
what you will get at home, because
your listening room is the
showroom! And if for any reason you
want to return the speakers, just call
our toll -free number.
For information on DIRECT AUDITION,
brochures and copies of reviews,

please call 1-800.345-4424 outside
of CA, inside CA call 800-843-3537
or write us at 4650 Arrow Hwy. #F4.
.,CA 91763
' 5(3
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FOR SALE
HAFLER-HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST
We stock all of the following components: DH -100K $175,
DH -100A $225, DH -110K $360, DH -110A $440, DH -120K
$260, DH -120A $320, DH -160K $275, DH -160A $375, DH 220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH -220A $500, DH-220AE
$510, DH -330K $385, DH -330A $460, DH -500K $675, DH500KE $695, DH -500A $850, DH-500AE $870. Accessories too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Visa and
MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery to
ALL zip codes (PR and APO/FPO too). OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Adcom, Audire, CWD, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage, Monster Cable,

PS, Sony, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens, CD players.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME; McIntosh, Marantz tube
components, Western Electric, Altec, JBL, Jensen, Tannoy, Trusonic Raw Speaker. Tube etc. top cash. Henry
Chang, 309 East Garvey Ave., Monterey Park, CA 91754.
(818) 571-6274.

LANSING & SOUTHERN MI. AUDIOPHILES! FRIED,

land...

In New

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO Grado
Acoustat
ADS

Alpha
Audio
Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest
Boston

Acoustics
Bryston
Carver
CWD
DCM
Denon
Dynavector
Eagle
Eminent

Technology

Signature
Livewire
Magnepan
Martin -Logan

Meitner
Meridian
Mission
Mod Squad
MIT
NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson Reed
Oracle
Robertson
Signet
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax

Sumiko
Talisman

Tandberg
Thiel
Threshold
Vanderstee
Velodyne
VPI
Yamaha
Yamaha

Audiophile

VIDEO
NAD
NEC

"...the first CD player
to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"
"International Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncneff
411111111111111111111111111111116..

KINERGETICS KCD-20

Gold Series

Covact Disc Player

Pioneer
Proton
Sony

Modern Demo Facility. Specialty Records,
Accessories and CDs, In-store Service.
Custom Cabinetry. No Mail Orders Please

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer.

Robertson, Quicksilver, Apt, Oracle, Thorens, Assemblage

Auditions and sales, relaxed atmosphere. Appointments
only, Newsletter. "Jernstone", Box 240, DeWitt, MI 488200240. 517-669-9544.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B 8 W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

'FA SR
105 Whitney Ave.. New Haven. CT

6029 Reseda Blvd

.03

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

Tarzana CA 91356 (813) 3452851

Mon . ,Tue .,Wed_Fri _10-6 ,Thurs..10-8 ,Sat. , 10-5

MC /VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5 Charge

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and

sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colorado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL WAR-

RANTY-Most Audio Brands!! C.D. Players-Car Prod-

ucts-Computers (Hardware-Software)-Most Video
Brands!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS, 996 ORANGE
AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT, 06516, MCNISA. (203) 9370106.

MARK LEVINSON EQUIPMENT: 6B Pre -amps ($3950/
pr.), 2A amplifiers ($3500/pr.), LNC-2 crossovers ($15(X
ea.), all mint. Call: (213) 214-6078 (Weekdays), (213) 9341817 (nights/weekends) Pacific Time.
MCINTOSH (ALL TYPES), MARANTZ (TUBE) AND OTHER PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS, SPEAKERS &
PARTS BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED -MODIFIED. FREE
CATALOGUE. 8AM-5PM EST MON-FRI. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176AFS, WALTON, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.
AUDIO ADVERTISER SINCE 1979.

Wingate
Not for beginners.
The discriminating sensibilities of the true audiophile

are developed gradually as an acquired taste. Naturally,

then, we realize that the Wingate 2000A is an extraordinary feat of engineering that far exceeds the
understanding or appreciation of the novice. Instead
wvi suggest this incomparable Pure Class A amplifier
only for the audio connoisseu- whose trained ear will
recognize absolute purity of sounc.
Wingate Audio Corporation
P.O. Box 9121, 423 -th St., SW
Hickory, NC 28603
704-324-0334 1 -800 -2 -CLASS -A
100 w/ch duel -mono power IVIOSFET Pure Class A amplifier with zero negative feedback design for unpreca.lentec signal transparency and
resolution. Also available in black ervocized

MUSICAL CONCEPTS PROUDLY PRESENTS THE
FX series modifications for Hailer power amplifiers.
Holographic three dimensionality is no longer the exclusive province of the finest tube amplifiers. In our
experience no other solid state amplifier compares.
We offer outstanding modifications for Haller preamps:
toroid outboard power supplies, LIPS II ultra fast regulators and Teflon capacitor kits. New circuit boards
for the DH -101 and Dyna PAT -4/5, including Teflon'.

versions. For Hatler and Dyna amps: toroid power
transformers, high performance filter capacitors and
total dual mono installations. Finally, our Dyna tube
modifications are nearing completion. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031,
314-831-1822 (1-5PM CST).

PREMIER MMT & Fr -3 TONEARMS & ACCESSORIES
BY SUMIKO. PLUS TWEEK a COUNTERFEET a COUNTERPARTS a FLUXBUSTER a SOUNDTRACTOR a NAMIKI. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800222-3465 FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. WE CAN'T BE
BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341 VISAMCAMEX.
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MOVING,
LEGENDARY SOUND.
Chestnut Hill Audio is moving around the corner to expanded facilities.

Our legends go
with us' Accuphase. Acoustic Electronics, Amber, Apature, Apogee, Audio Pro, Audioguest.
B&K. Berning. Cabasse. CWD, Counterpoint. DB. Distech. Duntech, Entec. Euphonic.
Fourier, Grace. Haller. ITC, Janis, Koetsu. Kyocera. LAST. Linn Sondek. Live Wire. Logic.
Levinson. Meridian, Miyabi, Michell. Mordaunt Short, Music Reference. Nitty Gritty.
NAIM. NYAL. Oracle, Origin. Pyramid. P S Audio. Quad. Rauna. RGR, Signet. Sony.
Souther. Spectral. Spendor. Symdex. Talisman. Tandberg. Thorens. 3-D Acoustics. VPI.
VSP Labs, Vandersteen. Zeta.
149 North Third Street. Philadelphia. PA 19106 12151 923-3035

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO EIrD.

FOR SALE
MARANTZ #THREE CROSSOVERS $600pr. #One preamplifiers $500pr., #16 $250, 7T $150. Eagle 2A scarcely
used $775. Audiopulse 1000 $750. Gold Aero exceptional

tubes (numerous types) stocked. Complete retube kits
shipped fast! Mogami Neglex 2534 interconnect cable
$.60', 2513 speaker cable $2.50'. McIntosh MC -225 $300,
MR -71 $350, MR -67 $150, 1700 $300, 1900 $450, MX-

110's $300-400, C-26 $300. Paoli S.O.B. amplifiers
$2,650. Denon demos: PRA -1000 preamplifier $275, DR -

M33 cassette $325. Mercury Living Presence, R.C.A.
shaded dogs request list. R.C.A. ribbon microphones:
77DX $475, BK-11A $190. Handpicked tubes 1963 vintage

FOR SALE

MCINTOSH
WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, CITATION,

ALTEC, JBL, TANNOY, CJ, EV, EMT, THORENS,
WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE & SOLID STATE, BUY -

SELL -TRADE, MAURY CORE, (713) 728-4343,
11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX 77096.

NO DEALER IN YOUR AREA? Call ELECTRONIC CRE-

FOR SALE
NEW ENGLAND LISTENERS: CROSSOVER AUDIO in
New Hampshire provides world class sound at many price
points. We offer: Counterpoint, SOTA, PS Audio SME,
Eminent Technology, Well Tempered Lab, Meridian, Sonographe, Rauna, Carnegie, Van Den Hul, MIT, Pearson
Audio, Spica, Premier, B&K, Talisman, Monster Cable,
Sumiko products, Magnavox CD, Lazarus, Mogami Syn-

RARE BRB AMPLIFIERS-NEW-BELOW WHOLESALE. Model 200-$395. Model 120-$295.
Rating and
State -Of -The -Art Rating. High Current, Ring Emitter Technology. (408) 245-9864.

REVOX B-285 DIGITAL RECEIVER with remote control
etc. Unopened box. Unneeded gift. $1150. (617) 527-0313.

LC90-SLH $9, LC60-SLH $4.50 elcaset tape. Teac AL -700

Lazarus, Martin -Logan, Melos, Merlin, Micro, Magnum/Dynalab, Onkyo Integra, Palantir, PS Audio,
Quicksilver, Rega, Spica, Streets, Systemdek, UltraSlat, Vandersteen, VPI, Well -Tempered, Wingate.
SACRIFICE following: Acoustat 2 + 2, B&W 2000,

elcaset recorders factory sealed $1,100 originally, $299,
RX-10DBX DBX sealed $225. Technics RS -7500 elcaset
mint $500. Panasonic SH-3433 quadscope $300. Mitsubishi DA -R8 $150. Lux L-110 integrated $525. EV 7445
quadraphonic encoder $475. Teac remotes $50. Pioneer
RTU44 quadraphonic recorder w/remote $1,250, RG-1
$75. Computers: Apple 2+ $300, 3 w/256k $400, Profile
winchester $200, drives, cards, software. Sony TC854-4S
quadraphonic w/selsync, new capstan motor!, remote
$1,200. Ortofon STM-72 transformer $25. 900 prerecorded
r/Vr $7, 1/2track $18. Require collections pre-recorded
openreel, Mcintosh, Marantz (tube) units, Sony, Teac, Advent Dolby units, oddball pieces, accessories. Desire preeminent consignment items. Money back guaranty. Mail
Order Specialist! Shipping worldwide except AIR CANADA!
Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street, Wellesley, Mass.
02181. Telephone: 617-CEL-TICS, 617-235-8427.

Berning 230, Clements RT7, Daybreaks, Magneplanar
Ills, Marantz 10B, Mission Argonaut, MCM 7s, Meitner

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUP-

thesis and more. Free shipping within New England. Call or
write for free newsletter/advice. CROSSOVER AUDIO, 10
Tate's Brook Rd., Somersworth, NH 03878. Call (603) 6925452.

ATIONS tor: B&W, Canton, Conrad Johnson, Crown,
DBX/Soundlield, Dual, Grado, Harman Kardon, Koetsu,
Kyocera, Magneplanar, Monster Cable, Marcoff, Nakamichi, Nitty Gritty, PS Audio, Sony, Sony ES, Sota, Syrinx,
Spica, Sumiko, Stax, Technics. Competitive prices. Visa,
MC, Shipping World-wide. 305-831-1010, Visit our store in
Orlando, Florida.

many types. S.A.E. MKV1 tuner wicabinet $275, MK1B
preamplifier wicabinet $200, MK1VDM poweramplifier
$225. Boothroyd-Stuart Meridian amplifier system $400.
Crown DL phono modules 1/2 price. Onkyo sealed TX -25
$125, TX -35 $185. Sony LC90-FeCr $11, LC60-FeCr $6,

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

Apogee, Audible Illusion, APT, B&K, Convergent
Technology, Eagle, Grado, Infinite Slope, Kinergetics,

Pre Amps, Perkins Monitors, Raven Ribbons, Rauna
Leiras, Robertson 4010, Sumo Amps & Pre, Snell 1s,
many others. 217 Alexander St., Rochester, NY. (716)
262-4310 Evenings: (716) 346-5630.

PLIES IN STOCK. IF YOU'RE USING ANY OTHER
METHOD OF RECORD CLEANING YOUR RECORDS
ARE STILL DIRTY! SAVE YOUR RECORDS! INVEST IN

A NITTY GRITTY. NITTY GRITTY MACHINES ARE
QUALITY CONSTRUCTED AND EASY TO USE. WE
ALSO STOCK REPLACEMENT PARTS AND THE NEW
CD CLEANING MACHINE. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT!
HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.
NASHVILLE AND MIDDLE TENNESSEE Authorized dealer for VPI, SOUTHER, DYNAVECTOR, and accessories.
Emphasizing MUSIC and QUALITY. McIntosh tube gear,
Franklin Audio Consultants, Box 1014 Franklin, TN 370651014, (615) 790-3936.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG a OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

PERFORMANCE ENHANCED FOR: LEVINSON, KRELL, ROLAND
RESEARCH, MERIDIA
TAX, MARTIN LOGAN,
CELLO, CONVE

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
U.T.C. AUDIO TRANSISTORS NEEDED. LS -845, LS -58,
LS -56, LS -22, LS -6, LS -7. Jeffrey Medwin, 6800 Elmwood,
Kansas City, MO 64132.

VPI, EMINENT TECHNOLOGY, DISCRETE CABLES
at affordable prices. FREE catalog: Class -A -Underground, 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY
10994. Visa-Mastercards, Friendly Quick Service.

Audio. Video
Car Stereo
Lowest Prices on All Major Brands
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo
FULLY WARRANTEED

ETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
ANSIDE ROAD, OCEANSIDE, NEW YORK 11572 (516) 678-3961
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE. AUDIO CABLES.
LECTRONICS AND SOUNDSORBER PANELS

GET IT FREE!

Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.
Major Credit Cards Accepted

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

"Call us- (516) 499-7680
158
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audioquest CD players - The next generation
629 Camino de los Mares #306, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714) 240-0604

Philadelphia
Audiophiles
We proudly represent:
Acoustic Research Infinite Slope Quicksilver
Kimber Kable Rega Planar
Adcom
Revolver
Kindel
Akroyd
Rogers
Kinergetics
Apt
Linn Sordek
Scott
Ariston
Sherwood
Merlin
Audible Illusions
Sonographe
Micro Seiki
Beard
NAD
Soundcraftsman
B&K Components
Naim
Spica
Celestion
Stax
Nitty Gritty
Conrad Johnson
Straightwire
Nobis
Creek
Superphon
Parasound
Eagle Amps
Pioneer Elite Triad
Electrocompaniet
Ultra by Shure
PS Audio
ESB
Wharfedale
QED/Target
Goldring
Plus 15 brands of cartridges and more!

SOUND SERVICE
CO.
Philadelphia, PA 19152

8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177-78

Bank Cards Accepted

Southern Style!
Apogee
Bang & Olufsen

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Definitive Stereo-

SINCE THE NEW GARROTT P -77'S DEBUT in
March of this year, this cartridge has become an
absolute favorite for many music lovers and analog
enthusiasts. It has rightly been called a "Dynamic
Coil" cartridge because it incorporates for the first
time the advantages of moving coil, variable
magnetic reluctance and moving magnet types.
Fatigue -free, a marvelous tracker and a groove
preserver, this instrument is not only musical but also
within reach expense -wise. For your area dealer call
Audio Advancements: 201-857-1422.

SONY ES -620 MUSICAL CONCEPTS Modll disc player
$500. Beming EA -230 tube amp $375. NAD 2200 amp

Cello
Duatech
Entec
Gokimund
Jams

N.A.D.
Nakamichi
Phase Technology

Polk Audio
Quad
Quicksilver
Rega
Rowland
Signet

KEF
Krell
Linn

Spectral

Mc(ntosh
Magneplanar
Meridian

Stax
Van den Hul
Yamaha

Factory Authorized Service
Consultation, Design and Installation
Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
On -Location Master Recording Service

$325, Audio Concepts Quartz 3way speakers $500, Grado

Sig8MR $100. Most equipment 3 months old. 201-231-

audition

9241.

SYSTEM OF THE YEAR-exquisite selection of quality
equipment for connoisseurs from the Washington area

2829 18th Street South
Birmingham, Alabama 35209

professional recording industry showroom: JSE INFINITE
SLOPE speakers, B.E.L. (also VSP, BELLES) ampspreamps, STRAIGHTWIRE cables, KINERGETICS CD player, V.P.I. turntable-GRADO tonearm-GRADO SIGNATURE cartridge, plus .. APHEX SURROUND SOUND
DECODER-list $900, sale $595. Tonmeister (301) 229-

1205) 870-3554

Mon:Sat., 9:30-6

1664.

RELAX, ENJOY YOUR STEREO PURCHASE. Unsurpassed advice from a certified audio consultant. Risk free
home trial. 150% value on trades. Fine quality home and
care equipment from the exclusive supplier to a national
buying cooperative. Community Audio, 318 W. DuVal, Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 843-9918, M -F.

Tiwistinag,

WHAT IS THE REASON FOR BUYING in Miami or
New York when you can purchase directly from the
exclusive export department of CONRAD-JOHNSON,
COTTER, DELOS, FOSGATE, JANIS, KOETSU.
MARTIN-LOGAN, MOTIF, SONOGRAPHE, SOUND
CONNECTIONS, SYNTHESIS, TIFFANY CONNEC-

COUNTERPOINT

TORS (in 220/50, 110/60, etc). In the USA, contact: M.

Berns Industries Inc., POB "D," Gracie Station, NY,
NY 10028. Telex: 237078 BERNS UR. In South Ameri-

can contact our exclusive distributor who offers complete service and technical aid: Martin Ferrari Hi Performance Equipment, Cuba 2263, Buenos Aires 1428,
Argentina. Phone: (1) 781-1221/0605. Offices in Brazil.

GOODBYE TO
THE BOX

SA -5

Preamplifier-

Vacuum-tube performance
for far less than you'd expect

ARC CS2 -a
new concept in
loudspeaker
design.
The cylindrical
structure
eliminates many
sound problems
associated

with box
designs,

resulting in

tight powerful
bass.

HIS CHRISTMAS, treat

ourself to the superb
sweetness and dimensionality of our premium

SA -5 preamplifier. Rugged
vacuum -tube regulators help
amplify and equalize
miniscule signal voltages

with maximum accuracy and
minimum sonic degradation .at a reasonable price
you can afford, for
Christmas.
.

For information or
dealer inquiries:

ARC
2888 Bluff St . No 438 Boulder, CO 80301 (3031149-8896
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Tubes: learn why, FREE
Any audiophile will tell you
that tube components produce
better sound. Call us at 800-

247-6468

453-9090

Tubes: get one, FREE

COUNTERPOINT
Dept. C. P.O. Box 12294
La Jolla, CA 92037

(or (619)

if you live in California) to get
your fact -filled package on the
'how's' and 'why's' of tube
performance and design.
If you'd like a sample of
today's advanced tube
technology, just ask! A fun
stocking stuffer for
Christmas. . . for free.
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LOWER
S UBWOOFER

D ISTORTION

WORLD REFERENCE TURNTABLE SYSTEMS

MICRO SEIKI RX-1500VG
20 lb platter continuous vacuum hold down completely separated motor unit platter turned
by a silk thread' will play perfectly while sitting atop a live speaker) U.S. list 52,295 from your local
dealer or write:

ANALOG EXCELLENCE
12021 Wilshire Blvd., #131, Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 453-6306

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM

WE ARE AMAZING!!!
Amazing offers on HIFI, VIDEO, and CAR STEREO.
Choose from: YAMAHA, SONY, ALPINE, KENWOOD,
INFINITY, JBL, MERIDIAN, CARVER, NAKAMICHI,
CANTON, MISSION, PS AUDIO, APOGEE, HAFLER,
STAX, much more. We have no competitors. If you're
serious or curious, you cannot afford to wait. Fora look
at the future of electronics retailing, CALL or WRITE.

(UNDER $3400)

Turntable:
Cartridge:
Preamp:
Amplifier:
CD Player:
Speakers:

LINN AXIS
LINN K-9
ADCOM GTP-500
ADCOM GFA-545
ADCOM GCD-300
SNELL E2'S

SOUND
BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

TODAY:

AMAZING INT'L SIGHT Z. SOUND, INC.
DEPT 11

1323 SOUTH 4TH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19147
(215) 969-1166

SIDEREALKAP

NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC CAPACITOR WITH A
WONDERFUL NAME, THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEPTION TO BE THE FINEST
SOUNDING CAPACITOR AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.

The Larger VMPS Subwoofer ($439ea kit,
$549ea assem) is one of three high-performance,
low-cost Subwoofers designed to fulfill every
audiophile's particular requirements for bass
extension, physical size and first -octave output

SPEAKERS! CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2224465 TO DISCOVER TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON MANY BRANDS

OF QUALITY HOME LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS INCLUDING ENGLAND'S FINEST. ALL WITH U.S.A. WARRANTIES. HCM AUDIO (916) 345-1341.

FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR

DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

levels.

The Smaller VMPS Subwoofer ($229ea kit,
$299ea assem), housed in a compact 3.5 ft3
enclosure, achieves a low frequency cutoff of 28Hz
(-3dB) and THD below 1.5% (1W drive), and is ideal
where space is at a premium. Our highly acclaimed
Original Subwoofer ($299ea kit, $375ea

assem) provides very low THD (0.5%/1W drive),
high 94dB/1W/1m sensitivity, and a -3dB point of
19Hz in a cabinet of only 5.6ft3 total volume. The
8.25 ft3 Larger Subwoofer features outstanding
performance specifications unsurpassed by any
competitor and not even approached by all but one
or two regardless of price (-3(18,17Hz and 250Hz;

0.4% THO /1W drive, 95 db/ 1W/1m sensitivity.)

All Subwoofers operate either with our 100Hz
Passive Crossover ($30ea kit, $40ea assem) or
John Curl's all-out Electronic Crossover (Model
TPC-1, $449).

Write for reprints of Stereophile's rave reviews
of our Original Subwoofer(Vol 8/4, Aug 85) and the
Super Tower Ila/R (Vol 9/3 Ap86), plus brochures

and test reports, or hear VMPS at the dealers
listed below. Other models include the MiniTower
II ($329ea kit, $439ea asseml, Tower II ($439 ea

kit, $599ea assem), Super Tower/ R ($699ea
kit, $969ea assem), and the 76", 300lb Super

Tower Ila / R ($1099-1299ea kit, $1499-

1699ea assem). Kits supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio
3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante CA 94803 (4 1 5) 22 2-4 2 7 6

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Par -Troy
Sound, Parsippany NJ; The Long Ear, Coeur d'Alene Id;
Sound Stage. Syracuse Ut; Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis
Mn; Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley W Va; Arthur Morgan.
Altamonte Springs Fl; Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca; Sounds
Unique, San Jose Ca; Digital Sonics, Foster City Ca; (tone
Audio, El Sobrante Ca; Eclectic Audio. Livermore Ca.

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems
are misled by well meaning-but misinformed salesmen,
magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound
reproduction is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high -quality audio dealership in the United
States. Founded by pianist/acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians,
orchestra conductors, and recording
engineers throughout the U.S. and Europe
rely on Gala Sound for state-of-the-art
audio systems tailored to their specific
needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound.
Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
KEF B&W MAGNEPLANAR ACOUSTAT MERIDIAN MARK LEVINSON THRESHOLD
McINTOSH CONRAD-JOHNSON BRYSTON BELLES RESEARCH REVOX

GALA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 461-3000
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FOR SALE

THE PERFECT CONTACT

T WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS
THE INCOMPARABLE GARROTT SUPER DIAMONDS ... specially designed to successfully
translate the most
delicate analog groove signals ... are now available
to be transplanted unto your favorite cartridge for the
utmost in musical information retrieval and
enjoyment. This super -diamond is mirrorpolished,
resulting in an all-time low groove friction (no record
wear). Its acceleration capability far exceeds that of
normal commercial styli, tracking the groove walls
with extraordinary ease. If you wish to upgrade the
performance of your cartridge, call or write for
information on how to obtain this unique stylus
transplant service. Audio Advancements, P.O. Box
15. Verona, NJ 07044. Tel: 201-857-1422.

For your free copy of o.ir catalogue contact

may audio marketing ltd
P.O.Box 1048 Champlain N.Y.12919 Tel

(514) 651-5707

SPICA, B&K, LAZARUS, SUPERPHON, STRAIGHT
WIRE, CHICAGO STANDS & MORE. AUDITIONS BY APPOINTMENT. MOBILE RECORDING COMPANY. CARMEL, IN 46032. (3171 846-5308 EVES. & WKENDS.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ABSOLUTELY UNPARALLED IN EXCELLENCE!
Audition these remarkable, patented JSE Infinite
Slope loudspeakers in your own home on our 7 DayNO RISK AUDITIONING Policy. We'll pay shipping
and offer a FREE 1 YEAR subscription to Audio.
Authorized JSE. Fried, Spectrum. Hailer, Thorens,
Apature dealers. SOUND UNLIMITED, 178 Main St.,
Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.
MC/VISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub woofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEAS, polypropylene drivers &
crossovers, $2 Gold Sound, Box 141A, Englewood, CO
80151.

AMAZING JSE LOUDSPEAKERS: THE SECRET is
their Infinite Slope Crossovers. Experience them at
home. 10 -DAY MONEY BACK AUDITIONS. WE PAY
SHIPPING. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238.
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

BETTER THAN ELECTROSTATICS! Find cut about our
new ribbon speakers and sophisticated dynamic systems.
New catalog has details plus kits, parts, electronics and
much more. $1 (bill) to: New York Acoustics, 167 Saw Mill
River Road, Yonkers, NY 10701. (914) 476-4900.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER-EX-18 (Electro-Voice).
Stereo 2 -way (bi-amp) or mono 3 -way, variable 1008000Hz. 18db. Select optimum crossover frequency.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

JBL, ALTEC, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and
speaker systems. Gauss. Pyle components. Low prices,
free flyer. Professional amplifiers (Carver, Hatter), recorders (Revcix, Tascam), microphones. Rick Marder, AHCo.
(201) 561-8123.

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG. HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS: HIGHEND SOUND, budget prices. AUDIO NEXUS. NJ (201) 464-8238.

$207.30 shipped. Free literature. Rick Marder, AHCo. (201)

56/-8123

PRINCETON ACOUSTICS REFERENCE
LOUDSPEAKERS: the speaker system that has
solved remaining speaker problems and features:
right size, good efficiency, utmost transparency,
superb imaging, impeccable bottom end, and more
Audio Connection in NJ: 201-239-1799.

1-1FOGEL riCOUSTICS, INC.
Designers and Manufacturers of the World's
Only Full Range Ribbon Speaker Systems

A&S SPEAKERS IS PROUD TO announce that we are
now carrying complete, audiophile loudspeakers systems
from VMPS, Scan -Speak, Euphonic Audio, and Nelson Reed. Also available is the widest selection of speaker
components and kits from Focal, Audax, Dynaudio, Peer-

less, Becker, Jordan and others. Free catalog. A&S
SPEAKERS, Box 7462A. Denver, CO 80207. (303) 3998609.

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY, FANTASTIC,
Audition all models at AUDIO NEXUS, NJ. (201) 464-8238.

Aye

MAGNAVOX
New, 16 bit Magnavox CD Players are great

Smoother. airer, more musical sound quality. 2
new models: CDB 650 and CDB 460 on sale'

Closeout sale on 14 bit models while supplies
last. FD 1041 FD 2041 and FD 1051 priced from
$159.88.

Philips based digital circuitry employed in our
reference: PS Audio CD -1A.
to us than this heavily modiNothing sounds
isell $800 less trade-in.
fied unit. Hear t,r

48" x 24" x 2"

"CALIPER"
The New Measure of Sound

1-1110GEE rICOUSTICS, INC.
35 York Industrial Park Randolph, MA 02368
Telex: 928121 APOGEE RAND

95 vassar st
cambridge, ma
02139

AUDIO
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Shown: Audio Control Richter Scale Series III

PLANS & KITS
NOISE REDUCTION -ELIMINATE HISS on recorded
tapes. Fast, no pumping, built-in bypass. Plans and PC
board $18.95. Certified check/Money order. Sound Innovations, P.O. Box 7394, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302-7394.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

The New Richter Scale Series III

More Features Give You More Bass Control

When we introduced the world's first half -octave bass
equalizer with warble -tone analyzer, laboratory -grade
measurement microphone and built-in electronic
crossover, it shook up the audiophile world. Finally,
speaker performance and room anomalies below 250Hz
could be effectively analyzed using warble tone, a high
resolution dB meter and a 4 -micron diaphragm backelectret measurement microphone on a convenient 20'
cord.
Well, now there is even more performance. The new
Richter Scale Series III has six half -octave EQ bands (at
22.5, 31.5, 45, 63, 90 and 125Hz). Its extremely sharp
24 dB/octave programmable electronic crossover employs
Linkwitz-Reily alignment, a hitherto esoteric and incredibly expensive design which provides flat amplitude
response with zero phase differences (lobing error).

Plug-in modules allow easy adjustment from 20Hz on
up. Specs are astonishing: 0.005% THD and -120dB S/N.
You get a built-in 18dB/octave subsonic filter, rumble
reduction circuit, amplifier bridging and mono bass output. And our famous measurement microphone and
warble tone generator. And gold plated jacks no less.
All built in the USA and backed with a gutsy 5 -year
warranty for $349. Write us for complete information,
a technical paper on Linkwitz-Riley, and the location of
your nearest dealer.

AudioControl

TM

BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
PolyPhasors, MI -330 in any configuration, including tone arm sets and Camac terminations for Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hookup wire for audio constructors, MIT wiring
harness for INFINITY RS -1, custom threaded Tiptoes for
any component, ASC Tube Traps, Wonder Caps & solder,
Resistas, connectors, etc., $1 catalog. Michael Percy, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937. 415 669-7181.

DB-3 ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS ARE
available at any frequency, with Gaussian (6,12 dB), Butterworth (18 dB) and in Phase (24 dB/octave) slopes. Also
custom versions. Level controls, less than 0.0008% THD,
five year warranty. Frequency change at factory or in field,
generous credit for exchanges. DB SYSTEMS, Main St.,
Rindge, New Hampshire 03461. (603) 899-5121.

6520 -212th St. S.W. Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone (206) 775-8461

TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes,

In Canada call for nearest dealer
Evolution Technology 800-263-6395

mods., system design, new & used components. Amperex,
EE, GE, Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania, Tungsram. Exclusive

US rep. Siemens/Telefunken. Great prices. Consultant/

LOUDSPEAKERS

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS

supplier to manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals.
Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canonsburg, PA 15317-1163. (412) 746-1210.

SPEAKER BUILDERS SAVE 50-70%. Esoteric kits includ-

MOVING COILS SOUND BEST however don't waste
$1,000 for cartridges/tonearms. GRAMOPHONE says

CD PLAYERS

ing compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. Dynaudio,
Strathern, Seas, IAR Wondercaps, Chateauroux polypro-

"MKIV tonearm $89 + MC -2V $79 + T-24 $89 reproduced

pylene, Phase and amplitude correct active crossover kits
by Shadow. AC foam for cost effective room treatment. The
finest in stock, guaranteed lowest prices, helpful service!
All new 1986 Catalog $2 refundable. Audio Concepts. 1631
Caledonia St., La Crosse WI. 54602. 608-781-2110.

test sequence of records with unusual accuracy & tonal
naturalness". High output MC -3L/2 'Vital' stylus $79. NEW
MKIV SUPER tonearm $125. MC -7V/111 cartridge $125,
transparent master -tape sound. VISA MC Reviews $1 bill.
Mayware, P.O.B. 58, Edgware, Middx. England.

ARE THE BEST SPEAKER SYSTEMS really available
only by mail? Send $1 for our 60 page color catalog.

TURNTABLES

Acoustic Interface, POB 6632A, Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

INOVI SINVAIE4, CD PLAYER
'..A 4() w mil \ 5 yr. laser warranty

ax% LYLE CARTRIDGES !`:',,,-

800-221-09061

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY AIRBEARING TONEARM:
Glides along your records like silk. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ

LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: An unprecendented combination of dynamics, pinpoint imaging, midrange articulation and bass heft. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeters, European dome midranges, and
polypropylene subwoofers in a proprietary configuration.
Biampable. Gold binding posts. High definition wiring. Ten
year warranty. Beautiful cabinetry. Affordable! RTRD, 2105
Claremont, Springfield, II. 62703. (217) 529-8793.

(201) 464-8238.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Audax, Dynaudio, Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Morel, Vita, and more! 1o1801.0 polypropylene capacitors. Catalog $1. Meniscus,
3275W Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-

SOTA TURNTABLES: BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED, UN
SURPASSED SONICS. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464

$850. We also accept Sony and Philips based units for
modification. Consult with us on models accepted and

8238.

power supply options. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822 (1-

9121.

ANY OTHER CD PLAYER WILL fail to convince you
that CD software is comparable to analog. Musical
Concepts modified CD players will convince you that
other CD players (at any cost) are the problem. Available: Complete Level II players $550, or the all-out

MERRILL ACYLIC LEAD PLATTER WITH OUTER
CLAMPING RING FOR THE AR TURNTABLE. COMING SOON. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 CENTRAL AVE., MEMPHIS, TN 38104.

Level IV (including toroid outboard power supply)

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONSMERRILL TURNTABLE
UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 CENTRAL AVE.,
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38104 (901) 272-1275.

5PM CST).

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Adcom, Klipsch,
Acoustat, PS, Sony, Spica, Fried, and more. (See ou
In

Hailer ad.) READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

0
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

J.S. AUDIO OFFERS A LARGE selection of CD players at competitive prices. For more information Mon.
thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232. J.S. Audio, One
Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD 20866. We honor
Visa & MC.

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE
NEW KABLES

ASK YOUR DEALER
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
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When we say,

TAPE RECORDERS
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

it's good...it is!
Adcom + Apogee + AR + B&K+ Carnegie + CJ
Eminent Tack nology + Grado + HK + Infinity RS1b
Krell + Kyocera + Meridian + NEC + Pro Ac + SME 5
Spendor + Spica + Souther + Sumiko + VPI + MORE

and now, JADIS!

AUTO SOUND

AVM

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

617 648-HIFI

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
NAKAMICHI TD -1200 MK -I AM -FM CASSETTE. Perfect.
(List $1270) $700. Techne Ungo box Remote TL -4000 car

Ready to Hear LP Perfection?

COMPACT DISCS

security, power pack, pager, keys. (List $731.50) $440
warrantied. Jerry, 313-353-4148, leave message.

COMPACT DISCS-MOST TITLES $12.99-$14.99.

BLANK TAPE

4,500 plus titles it stock. Free catalog plus regular updates.
Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA
30083, (404) 292-5451.

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER 1-800-245-6000

O

TOP

aro

4 69

-

TOIL 91C1PRO

319
290

SWELL

IIONV

XS -90

SONY UXES.

4 69

INAKFLL GOLD FUJI,SONV

IS

SONY PS.

AS1
2 44

0

Call for FREE catalog.

ERTAA

CHARGE

ALL
PRICE OF THE OTAL ORDER

48 HP
SHIPPING

WE WILL ALL
ALL SHIPPING
INCLUDING
SHIPPING A HANDLING CHARGES.. I'

'""7:°=,D sD'"

grar mussc, WK.

M -F K. 30-500
412,283-9621

CT call

800/245-6000

1-452-0203

BUTLER, PA NOVI

226 SPRING ST

VMS WORLD

O

MD ACCESSORIES

PG1TAL AUDIO

VISA MC

I 69

COMPACT DISCS

i[100

I 69
1 59

SOTA

249

PONS 02.1.1413-20 2.

2 21

MAY CINA1146

SOTAs new record clamp combines simplicity
of use, elegance, and unequalled performance. True Reflex action. Rigid, massive, yet
decoupled during play. The ideal match for
the SOTA Supermat.
Capture part of the SOTA achievement.
Expenence how perfect an LP can sound!
Warni-tg: Both may be addictive!

1 SS

6/S
5 91

SOTA's Reflex
Clamp is Here!

COMPLETE LINE Of TON AND MAKELL IN STOCK

0

REDUCE AUDIO CASSETTE TAPING COSTS 70%. Use
recording company professional bulk pack instead of expensive consumer packaging. All popular major brand
equivalents. Only the best. Satisfaction or money back.

Phone or write for free discount price list. We only sell
cassettes. GREENCORP INC., 3505S Ocean Drive, Hollywood FL 33019 1-800-972-0707.

inoustr.es

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

Requests welcome
24 hours a day.
Retailer prices available

1 -800 -ALL DISC

41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611

SIEFERT RESEARCH

HYBRI-DOME... A NEW ERA IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN

COMPACT DISCS

Featuring the revolutionary new HYBRI-DOME High Frequency Driver(1), Siefert Research's new Magnum III 3 -way

.

Loudspeaker System ushers in a new era in loudspeaker

mina: irsic

EAltti

performance.
Key to Magnum Ill's natural sound is its exclusive HYBRIDOME high -frequency driver with its hybrid mating of metal and

Free Catalog. of CD's.

plastic. This two-piece construction uses an optimally -stiff
aluminum dome supported by a highly -compliant polyamide

. Same day shipping 'if you order
before 12:hoon.EDT..
. $1°° DISCOUNT per disc on orders
.of 10 or more.
52" for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll Free to order:

plastic suspension. Aluminum's stiffness extends response to
over 32 kHz whereas the compliant plastic suspension permits

.

USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
P 0 Box 616, Clifton Park. NY 12065
518-664-2550

(011-ItOMPACTIS

DC

ENTRE

operation down to 1500 Hz. Also, this provides transverse -wave
absorption and edge termination that can't be achieved by onepiece metal assemblies. (Frequently -used one-piece soft plastic
or fabric domes experience mid -spectrum breakup difficulties
highlighted in widely -published laser interferometry photos.)
Thus, the HYBRI-DOME provides unmatched sound smoothness, transparency and an effortless, uncolored reproduction
of complex tonalities.
At the heart of the Magnum III is a new, unique Six -Octave
Midrange Driver(2). The exceptionaNy-smooth response (100 Hz to 8 kHz. ± 2 dB)
of this four -inch, polypropylene -cone driver extends with minimum group delay one octave on either
side of the 250/3000 -Hz crossover frequencies.
Magnum III uses an expensive Third -Order 250 -Hz Crossover Network(3)

that is just below middle C (262 Hz). This locates any crossover phase
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI-

CATED REELS (2/4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
$1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape
Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.

THE CD DEPOT. CD'S $12.99, thousands in stock.
Free catalog. 11703-D Raintree Village Blvd., Tampa,
Fla 33617. (813) 985-1574. Call Today.

changes well below the extra -sensitive 400- to 1500 -Hz sound region.
The finall element providing a robust low end to below 36 Hz (-3 dB), is the
Integrated Timed Port(4) that shares the enclosure's 3/4 -inch wood material.
Others use a lower -cost cardboard tube that causes audible air turbulence.
The synergism afforded by Magnum Ill's features gives it extraordinarily low -group delay, exceptional imaging and 38 -Hz to 32 -kHz response within
±2 dB.
The compact enclosure (only 22H x13.5Wx14D) is available in walnut, oak,
or black -lacquered natural hardwood.
We invite you to audition the Magnum III at home for 30 days. If it does not
meet your requirements, the purchase price will be refunded with no hassle.

For the complete story on the
COMPACT DISCS-CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/AUDIOPHILE, EUROPEAN & JAPANESE IMPORTS. Special orders welcomed. Send $3 for comprehensive catalogue.
Players available. NYCD, P.O. Box 20232, London Terrace
Station, New York, NY 10011
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Magnum Ill, or its highly -regarded
predecessor, the Maxim III (2 -way

system), call or write. VISA and
MASTERCARD are accepted
PRICE: $699/pair, plus $36 UPS.

SIEFERT RESERRCH
31212A Bailard Rd., Malibu, CA 90265
(213) 457-4239
© 1986 Siefert Research
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YOUR SHONT.HOME HPTECH DEPARMENT STORE

SAVE 10% to 50% AND MORE .. .

On Quality Merchandise-Fully Guaranteed

- The Audio System That Faithfully Reveals The Source

-

WELL TEMPERED TABLE WELL TEMPERED ARM VAN DEN HUL MC -10

MOVING COIL MIT MI -330 INTERCONNECT ROWLAND RESEARCH

COHERENCE ONE PREAMP ROWLAND RESEARCH MODEL 5 STEREO AMP
OR MODEL 7 MONOS MIT MH-750 SPEAKER WIRE RESPONS SPEAKERS
TECHNICS SL-PS00
DELUXE PROGRAMMABLE
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
programming Orgilal

%MP

ADC CO100X

Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.

tr.ZIO:ontll'acCri rn"

Box 117, RI. 202
Hollis. ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

92995

$29995

ORTOPON TM -14
UNIVERSAL MOUNT
STEREO PHONO CARTRIDGE
2.5 gran.

$5995

STEREO

7o=onuirt;

rprZr.::rrery=r7irP.Plo

JVC RX-9VB
REMOTE DIGITAL AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER

:27:ela;Z"Pters.:=

''=r:Lretir4Tet.'

95995

$45995

KOSS PRO 4/AAA

BUYER DT -380

STUDIO MONITORING
TOP RATED STEREOPHONES

PRO MONITORING

itogi

TEAC WASORX
DOUBLE AUTO REVERSE

CASSETTE DICK

reading melon Soll 'ouch uonmx.,

$46995

PANASONIC PV -I564
FOUR HEAD VHS HQ HI-FI
VIDEO RECORDER

".'1"'"npror:2."

are invited to revel in our
COMPACT DISC Catalogue
completely detailing the more than
1700 titles we have IN STOCK.
Now in our fourth year.
Mail $5.00 Annual Subscription Fee
(refundable with 1st order) to:

Ethef
Enterprises
P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A.
Falls Church, VA 22043
REFERENCE RECORDINGS

$3888

$9995

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS-Large selection of Direct to Disc
and 1!2 speed mastered on several different labels. All
brand new and sealed. Call Bill: (612) 639-0119 anytime.

STEREO HEADPHONES

Cr'ern::=:tfrgo.g:%:ntn:g"
hooPPar. a. eattuIPIOn.

TEAC V.4505

Classical, Opera & Jazz Lovers

PHONO CARTRIDGE

Twoo lop. monitor, Auto icon tuning

DOUY.sgmlIX DESTrir

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

P -MOUNT STEREO

$8995

SHERWOOD 1-2660
DIGITALReASM

COMPACT DISCS
AUDIOTICHNICA ATISIMLP

Pnear are.1 War...0HW

0,000. ler. I

For more informatior and a local dealer list

PROGRAMMABLE
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

TEAC IV 5000

CHRISTMAS SALE!! SOUND ADVICE! Third annual.
Everything from our massive inventory. Backbreaking
prices. MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD, NAUTILUS,
WILSON AUDIO and more. U.H.O.R.'s, out -of -prints, collections, original masters. Lightening fast, dependable service. Reference Recordings, American Gramophone. Call

SOUND ADVICE the final word in audiophile recording.
(816) 361-2713. VISA, Mastercard accepted.
FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG: Extensive listings on
Audiophile records, CD's, Accessories and Equipment at AFFORDABLE prices. Write: Class -A -Underground, 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY,
10994. Visa-Mastcards. Friendly-Quick Service.
OUT -OF -PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY. Over 70 out-of-prin
titles. Any 10, $100, postage included. Also Nautilus, Shef-

ield, Super Disk. Chad, (913) 825-8609. 213 2nd #3,

November brings two new Prot. Johnson Recordings!
"STAR OF WONDER" (RR -21), favorite music for the

Salina, KS 67401.

holiday season, features the San Francisco Choral Artists
with harp, flute. pipe organ and bellringers, recorded in an
atmospheric cathedral acoustic. (More over, "Cantate
Domino"!) In response to many requests, we now have
music by AARON COPLAND: "APPALACHIAN SPRING

1895-1940 RARE RECORDS sold by quarterly mail "auctions." Edison cylinders, Berliners, Jazz -dance 78's, personalities odd labels, opera, catalogs. Wally Wood/ Box
8153, La Crescenta, CA 91214. (818) 246-1225.

SUITE in the original version for 13 instruments, and
-.EIGHT POEMS BY EMILY DICKENSON." Marni Nixon
sings the "Poems" in this premier recording of the composer's orchestration of these important American songs, with
Keith Clark and the Pacific Symphony Orchestra (RR -22).
331/3 rpm Pure Analogue LPs ($16.98) or Digital Master
CDs ($17.98) available at audio and record stores, or order
direct, postpaid, from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X,
San Francisco CA 94107 (415-355-1892). Visa/MC accepted. Free catalogue and reviews. Dealer inquires invited.

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, VARIOUS SLEEVES, MULTIPLE BOXES, 78
RPM SLEEVES, LASER DISK CASES. CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 661, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201.
MCNISA/AM-EX. By phone (614) 299-0476.

LASER VIDEO DISC/
AUDIO CO PLAYER

Mord., Or.creen 0.10v Pioc1K

$49995

$49995

TURK FM -9500
INDOOR
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
FM STEREO ANTENNA

ADC SOUND SHAPER 425X
COMPUTER MEMORY
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Upoy POMP

treciapPon
=CI:alanm]Z4'

79"

.12 bond ppo, [ha no. Popps up qo

iR

cur., m
11.11

,a

V.,

$22995

PANASONIC 1/120
6 -PACK SPECIAL PURCHASE
.New s.oneo,
v.aeo ,oPP

$21!?...

TM(
XG90
PRO REFERENCE METAL WAS
AUDIO CASSETTE TAPS
SAN

$549

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES

Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.-tie worlds largest, most
sophisticated audio cable specialty manufacturer...dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable
systems design.

Perfection Through Innovation And Material Qualify. With a combination of state of the art design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates high definition cable systems
that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest -quality materials include oxygen -free high conductivity copper
windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires. teflon' "virgin litz" wires, teflon'
dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder
and much more.

Cables That Approach The Quality
Of Direct Coupling. From Esofenc
Audio USA's new era of cable
design, we offer exceptional cables
that are sonically transparent and
uncolored, yet maintain excellent
imaging, phase coherency and
dimensional character... cables
that enable you to experience every
subtle nuance your system is capable of.
Make A Sound Decision. Replace
your inter -connect and speaker
cables with a new set of high definition Esoteric Cables. Tweak your sys-

RR3 Box 262

Winder, Georgia 30680
Phone: (404) 867-6300
Telex: 80-4294

tem-and achieve sonic superiority!
23 PARK ROW, DEPT. A1Z NYC, N.Y. 10038

=A.800121.8180
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Call or write today for the dealer
nearest you.

"Teflon" is a registered trademark of DuPont.

Dealer and sales representative inquiries welcome
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WANTED TO BUY

ve the sound of any speakel

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

Yes, your speaker
can sound as if
they cost twice cs

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.
TOP CASH. Scott Dowling, 9908 Daines Drive, Temple
City, CA 91780. (818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

much. Chicago
Speaker Stands'

are rigid and
spiked to prevent
the movement
that causes
smearing and
blurring of the
usical event.
Chicago Soeake

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020. (619) 449-9155.

WANTED MCINTOSH ML1C OR ML2C SPEAKERS,
PAIR, WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR, CALL MIKE, 1-312-3513171, ANYTIME, ANY LOCATION.

HAVE YOU NOTICED NATIONAL PRICE increases on
"collectible" tube electronics? Vast exporting is driving up
prices drastically. When buying, or selling, contact AUDIO
RESOURCE for unquestionably the best prices on McIN-

TOSH, MARANTZ, ALTEC, etc. Keep our "audio resources" in the USA. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 METAIRIE
COURT, METAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70001. 504-833-6942.

MAIL ORDER

Stands mu ;t be
heard. Over 25
Models. Prices
start at under
American quality and technology made in the USA per pair.

icagoSpeaker_gancr=
8 00-882-2256

312-745-5500

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $59,
100CMK4 $335, 305MCII $215, EPA500 $295, EPA250
$275, STAX PRO/LAMBDA $629, SRM1/2 $259, SIGMA/
SDR7 $369, LAMBDA/SRD7 $310, PRO-LAMBDA/SRD711
$450, SRDX $125; GRACE 747 $199, 70711B $179, F9E(S)
$135, F9E RUBY $169, F9E STYLUS $79, RUBY STYLUS
$120; ACCUPHASE AC2 $325, AC3 $245; DENON 1030
$155, DL305 $325, DL303 $199, DL304 $245; DYNAVECTOR 23RS(MR) $199, 17DS(MR) $385; KOETSU BLACK
$519, ROSEWOOD $695; FR64fx $325, FR1MK3F $185,
FRMC45 $199; SIGNET XK50 $199; PROTON 450 $175,

PROTON 540 $179; HITACHI SAX -102 INTERCON 1,5'
$17, NAMIKI DIRCT FNDR $59; TURNTABLES AVAIL;

WANTED: COMPUTER PRINTERS & HRDDSK DR.
SEND SASE, BOX 3334, RIDGEWOOD, NY 11386; SHIP

le THE SOUTHER

JUNIOR

'V

THE

SLA-3
IMPROVED
REPLACED
BY THE NEW

.Nr

"te

COD; ALL UNUSED. ALL DAY -(212) 619-2888; (305)

TRH:MARTZ

487-1048; (718) 366-0360.

SUPERIOR SOUND
SAME PRICE

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

SUPERB SOUND
SWEET PRICE

1'0 $550

$850

O

THE CLEARAUDIO IMPORTER
0SOf 40f li Or 1.1...417 .0. ,e1.10 ,,n4C

0 UTHER ENGINEERING CORPORIGION
.

823 5050, TELEX SOOTHER 940 5361305 T.,,,.

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120
NOW AVAILABLE
Made to order in bi-amp, tri-amp, and quad amp configurations with optional level con-

trols, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters
regulated power supplies, equalizers, also
available.

Free catalog and price sheet

neolowet,

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson 81. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and
the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY
COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide six years of audio sales experience, candid honest advice and full
warantee on all products we sell. For pricing and stock
information call: 301-890-3232 or write to: J.S AUDIO,

THE REFEREIKE
ALPHASON HR 100 S MCS

One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD 20866. We
honor Visa/MC and COD. Monday -Friday 11AM7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

NAKAMICHI: BX100 $279, BX125 $379, BX300 $599,
RX202 $549, RX303 $849, RX505 $999, CR7A $1199,
DRAGON $1599, OMS3A $599, OMS4A $849, SR2A
$389, SR3A $499, ST7 $619, CA5 $629, TD700 $699,
TD300 $319, PA400M $359, PA350 $339. SP300 $279,
SP400 $309.

YAMAHA: R9 $699, R8 $539, R7 $399, R5 $269, R3
$209, GE60 $329, CD2000 $649, CD1000 $539. CD700
$479, CD500 $329, M85 $799, C85 $639, T85 $379, M65
$559, C65 $439, M45 $349. C45 $299. T720 $199. AVC50
$379, DSP1 $729, K1020 $539, K720 $399.
DENON: DRM44HX $519, DRA75V $409. DRA95V $539,
DCD700 $329, DCD1500 $529, DP59L $499, PMA900V
$559.

SONY: TCD5M $649.

USA Warranty. VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS/COD. Order
Only Please Call: 1-800-255-9500 EXT. 201. Info. Please
Call: 1-206-221-2977, for JBL, Harman Kardon, Kyocera,
LUXMAN, Alpine, Carver.
Taskamichi Audio: POB 25583, Seattle, WA 98125. Prices
Subject to Change. Thank You!!
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For more information on the whole range
of Alphason tone arms please contact

may audio marketing ltd
P 0 Box 1048 Chanplaln, N Y. 12919 Tel

(514) 651-5707
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LiveWire Type 8

speaker cable uses 8 polypropylene insulated
OFHC copper conductors in a critically engineered magnetic field balancing
array. This remarkable cable sounds much bigger than its 1/2" diameter
would indicate. At only $3 per foot plus $30 per pair prep (including custom

AD INDEX

gold ends), Type 8 is a very cost effective way to let the music through.

629 Camino de los Mares #306, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714)240-0604

Firm (Reader Service No.)
ADS (i)
AKG

MAIL ORDER
WE ARE AMAZING!!!
Amazing offers on HIFI, VIDEO, and CAR STEREO.
Choose from: YAMAHA, SONY, ALPINE, KENWOOD,
INFINITY, JBL, MERIDIAN, CARVER, NAKAMICHI,
CANTON, MISSION, PS AUDIO, APOGEE, HAFLER,
STAR, much more. We have no competitors. If you're
serious or curious, you cannot afford to wait. For a look
at the future of electronics retailing. CALL or WRITE,
TODAY:

AMAZING INT'L SIGHT & SOUND, INC.

SERVICES
ATTENTION LONG ISLAND AUDIOPHILES! Well established audio club seeking to expand. All Hi-Fi enthusiasts
welcome. Monthly meetings, technical help available p us
good fellowship! Call: (516)-271-4408, 589-4260, 8252102, evenings.

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte. CA 91731. (8'81
446-5346.

DEPT 11

1323 SOUTH 4TH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19147
(215) 969-1166

WHOLESALE AUDIO, VIDEO, TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES. Cables, antennas, amplifiers. cartridges. transformers, watches, calculators. chemicals, speakers, radios, microphones, adaptors. Free catalog. 718-897-0509. D&W
Enterprises, 68-12 110th Street, Flushing, NY 11375.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
COMPUTERS PC/XT AND AT COMPATIBLES: High
Quality, Low Prices, Assembled, Kits. Monitors, Printers,
Software, Etc. Dealer Info. MicroMagic, Box 18009, Seattle, WA. 98118. East: 202 723-7404, West: 206 325-7601.

MISCELLANEOUS
NEW IDEA? American Patent in Washington. D.C. will
assist you through Research and Development! Free Kitt-800-257-7880.

Enjoy the music as well as the
convenience.
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.

Page
7

27
110

Accuphase (2)
Adcom (3)
35 - 38
Akai (4. 5, 6)
105, 107, 109
Alpine (7)
20 & 21
Altec Lansing (8)
126 & 127
Audiophile (9)
124
AudioStream (10)
147
B & W (11)
4
Boston Acoustics
96
Bozak (12)
123
Bridgestone
10
Brystonvermont (13)
121
CBS Records (14)
135
Capitol Records
120
Carver (15, 16)
19, 143
Celestion (17)
137
Cerwin-Vega (51)
5
Columbia House
75
Compact Disc Music Guild (50)
93
Concord (18)
13
Custom Woodwork & Design
42
Denon (19, 20)
28, 50 & 51
Deutsche Grammophon
26
Discwasher (21)
98

Ford/JBL
81
Fujitsu Ten (22)
145
GRP Records (23)
53
Harman/Kardon
129
Infinity (24)
43
JBL
Cover II
Jazz
142
Kyocera (25)
119
Levinson
Cover III
London
149
MTX Loudspeakers (26)
71
Magnavox (27)
67
Magnepan (28)
130
Maxell (29)
138 & 139
McIntosh (31)
99
Meridian
52, 148
NEC
31
Onkyo
77, 79
Panasonic (47)
Cover IV
Perreaux (33)
3
Pioneer (34, 44)
33, 114 & 115
Polk (35)
24 & 25, 144
Pyle (36)
14
Recoton (37)
95
Rotel (38)
4
Sansui (39)
23
Signet (40)
146
Sony
40 & 41, 46 & 47
Soundcraftsmen (30)
8&9
Soundstream (41)
30, 32
Studer Revox (42)
125
Sumo
TDK (43)
89
Teac (45)
45
1

the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

Technics (46)
Telarc (48)
Toshiba (49)
Triad
Vantage
Winston
Yamaha

86 & 87
111

42
117
49
73

100 & 101
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1986
AN UAL IN EX
SUBJECT INDEX

Infinity RS 4B Loudspeaker ("Auricle"),
April, 82.

Kenwood KRC-999 Car Stereo, April, 52;
Addendum, Oct., 29.

Addenda
Museum of Broadcasting: The Show Place,
David Lander (Jan. 1986, 58), May, 8.
The Audio Interview: Bob Thiele, Ted Fox
(Feb. 1986, 36), May, 8.
Kenwood KRC-999 Car Stereo (Equipment
Profile, April 1986, 52), Oct., 29.

275; Hi-Fi VCRs, 279; Loudspeakers,
283; Company Addresses, 397.

Equipment Profiles/Auricles
Adcom XC-MR II ("Auricle: A Clutch of Cartridges"), Feb., 86.
Akai CD -M88 Compact Disc Player, March,
76.

Book Reviews
The New Sound of Stereo, June, 53.
San Francisco Nights, June, 53.
Principles of Digital Audio, June, 54.
Beatle! The Pete Best Story, June, 57.

Bookcassettes (from Brilliance Corp.),
June, 57.

In One Lifetime: The Life of William Grant
Still, June, 58.

Car Stereo

Detroit Steers a Collision Course on Car
Stereo, David Lander, April, 46.
Music on the Move: The Keys to Car Stereo,
Ivan Berger and Hans Fantel, May, 52.
12th Annual Car Stereo Directory, May, 95.

Cartridges

Alpine 5900 Car Stereo Compact Disc Player, Feb., 70.
Alpine 7374 Car Stereo, April, 62.

Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator,

er, Dec., 68.
Memorex MRX I, HBII, HBXII, and CDXII

Audio Research D-250MKIIS Amplifier

date"), June, 74.
Meridian MCD ("Auricle: One Listener's CD
Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Meridian Professional ("Auricle: One Listener's CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Michell GyroDec Turntable, Dec., 82.
Mission DAD -7000R ("Auricle: One Listener's CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Mitsubishi DP -409R ("Four Multi -Disc CD
Players"), June, 62.
Monster Cable X -Terminator Speaker Plugs
('Auricle"), Jan., 118.
Nakamichi OMS-5 ("Auricle: One Listener's
CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Nakamichi TD -700 Car Stereo, March, 58.
Nakamichi CR-7A Cassette Deck, Aug., 42.
NEC CD -705E ("Auricle: One Listener's CD
Playe' Survey"), Jan., 120.
NEC CD -650E Compact Disc Player, Dec.,

("Auricle"), Dec., 122.
AudioSource RTA-One Real -Time Analyzer
("Auricle"), Dec., 128.
Azden WMS-10 Wireless Microphone, Nov.,
110.

Bang & Olufsen Beogram CD X Compact
Disc Player, March, 54.
BASF LH-MI, CR-Ell, and CR-MII Cassette
Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June,
74.

Bryston .5B Preamplifier and TF-1 Trans-

Compact Disc Players

conrad-johnson Premier Five Amplifier,

cle"), Anthony H. Cordesman, Jan., 120.
Change for the Better: Four Multi -Disc CD
Players, Leonard Feldman, June, 62.

Construction Projects
Build a Slow -Start Circuit, Daniel Dufresne,
Jan., 66.

Build a Stereo/Balance Test Switch, Herman Burstein, July, 46.
Build a Passive Image Enhancer, Richard J.
Kaufman, Nov., 60.

Build a Live End/Dead End Listening
Room, Part I, William R. Hoffman, Dec.,
62.

Directories
Car Stereo Directory, May.
Amplifiers/Equalizers, 95; CD Players,
106; Radios/Tape Players, 107; Speakers, 115; Company Addresses, 136.
Annual Equipment Directory, Oct.
Introduction, 153; Digital Processors,
157; Compact Disc Players, 158; Amplifiers, 170; Preamplifiers, 186; Tuners, 201;
Receivers, 204; Turntables, 210; Phono
Cartridges, 219; Tonearms, 228; Open Reel Tape Decks, 233; Cassette Decks,
236; Blank Tape, 244; Microphones, 248;
Headphones, 259; Equalizers, 264; Ambience & Surround -Sound Processors,
271; Signal Processors, 272; Crossovers,
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XLII-S, and MX Cassette Tapes ("Cassette "est Update"), June, 74.
McLaren 402 Preamplifier and 702 Amplifi-

Sept., 80.
Audio Research SP -11 Preamplifier ("Auricle"), Sept., 92.

A Clutch of Cartridges ("Auricle"), Anthony
H. Cordesman, Feb., 86.

One Listener's CD Player Survey ("Auri-

Kinerget.cs KPA-1 Preamplifier, Aug., 62.
Klipschorn Loudspeaker, Nov., 64.
Lirpa Distortek J-X33B Rack System ("Auricle"), April, 80.
Magnavox FD3040SL ("Auricle: One Listener's CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Magnum Dynalab FT -101 Tuner, June, 108.
Marantz PMD430 Portable Cassette Deck,
July, 94.
Maxell UR, UDS-I, XLI, XLI-S, UDS-II, XLII,

former, Sept., 60.
Classe Audio DR -3 Amplifier, July, 76.
Aug., 50.
dbx DX3 Compact Disc Player, Nov., 82.

Decca Super Gold ("Auricle: A Clutch of
Cartridges"), Feb., 86.
Denon DCD-1800 ("Auricle: One Listener's
CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Denon DCR-7600 Car Stereo, April, 70.

Cassette Tapes ("Cassette Test Up-

112.

Nikko NCD-600 ("Four Multi -Disc CD Players"), June, 62.

Denon DX3, DX4, HD6, HD7, HD8, and

Onkyo M-510 Amplifier ("Auricle"), Aug.,

HDM Cassette Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June, 74.

Oracle Delphi II Turntable ("Auricle"), June,

Denon DCD-1500 Compact Disc Player,

69.
130.

June, 116.
Discrete Technology LS I ("Auricle: One Listener's CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.

PDMagnetics FERRO, Tri-Oxide FERRO

Discrete Technology LSI MK.II Compact

sette Test Update"), June, 74.
Pioneer PD -9010X Compact Disc Player,

Disc Player, Nov., 102.
Electrocompaniet MC -2 Pre-Preamp ("Auricle"), Jan., 114.
Fried Studio IV Speaker, Feb., 58.
Fuji GT-I, FR -II, and GT-II Cassette Tapes
("Cassette Test Update"), June, 74.

Garrott Decca ("Auricle: A Clutch of Cartridges"), Feb., 86.
Goldbug Clement II Cartridge and Zeta
Standard Tonearm, Dec., 90.
Grace G-747 Tonearm and F -9E Super Cartridge, Jan., 94.
Grado Signature 8MR ("Auricle: A Clutch of
Cartridges"), Feb., 86.
Hafler DH -330 FM Tuner, Nov., 74.
Harman/Kardon CH160 Car Stereo, May,
66.

HG, 500 Crolyn, 500 Crolyn HG, and
1100 Metal HG Cassette Tapes ("CasFeb., 78.
Pioneer PD -M6 ("Four Multi -Disc CD Players"), June, 62.
Proton D940 Receiver, July, 86.
RAKS High Dynamic, High Dynamic I, and

High Dynamic II Cassette Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June, 74.

Revox 8225 ("Auricle: One Listener's CD
Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Revox B286 Tuner/Preamplifier, Dec., 102.
Robertson Sixty Ten Amplifier, Feb., 52.
Scotch CX, XSI, XSII, and XSMIV Cassette

Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June,
74.

Sherwood CRD-180 Car Stereo, May, 72.
Shure SM91 Microphone, June, 122.
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SME V Tonearm and Talisman Virtuoso DTi
Cartridge, June, 88.
Sony D-5 ("Auricle: One Listener's CD Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Sony CDX-A10 ("Four Multi -Disc CD Players"), June, 62.
Sony HF, HF-S, UCX, UCX-S, and Metal -ES

Cassette Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June, 74.
SOTA Star Sapphire Turntable, June, 98.
Soundstream TC 308 Car Stereo, Sept., 66.
Talisman Alchemist IIIS ("Auricle: A Clutch
of Cartridges"), Feb., 86.
Talisman Virtuoso DTi Cartridge and SME V
Tonearm, June, 88.

Tandberg 3008A Preamplifier and 3009A
Amplifier, June, 68.
TDK D, AD, SA, SA -X, and HX-S Cassette

Tapes ("Cassette Test Update"), June,
74.

Technics EPC-205CMk4 Cartridge, Jan.,

Jerry Leiber & Mike Stoller, Ted Fox, Part I,
Nov., 52; Part II, Dec., 54.

Lirpa
The Lirpa Turbo Steamtable, Prof. I. Lirpa
and Ivan Berger, April, 42.
Lirpa Distortek J-X33B Rack System ("Auricle"), April, 80.

Zeta Standard Tonearm and Goldbug
Clement II Cartridge, Dec., 90.

Masterful Remastering ("Jazz Classics in
Stereo"), Donald Aldous, Nov., 9.

Forum
Tape Measure, Leonard Feldman, Jan., 39.

Headphones
A History of Binaural Sound, John Sunier,
March, 36.

History of Audio
Museum of Broadcasting: The Show Place,
David Lander, Jan., 58; Addendum, May,
8.

A History of Binaural Sound, John Sunier,
March, 36.

Confessions of a Loudspeaker Salesman,

Harold Weinberg and Robert Angus,
March, 48.

Fitting Revivals: The Mosaic Reissues,
Frank Driggs, June, 136.

Interviews
Bob Thiele, Ted Fox, Feb., 36; Addendum,
May, 8.

Phil Ramone, Ted Fox, July, 38.
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A History of Binaural Sound, John Sunier,
March, 36.
The Filters in Our Ears, F. Alton Everest,
Sept., 50.

Loudspeakers
Confessions of a Loudspeaker Salesman,

Harold Weinberg and Robert Angus,
March, 48.

Measurements
Femtowatts Take Over, Leonard Feldman,
Nov., 80.

Microphones
Matching a Mike, Howard A. Roberson,
Aug., 40.

Music Performance & Recording
Fitting Revivals: The Mosaic Reissues,
Frank Driggs, June, 136.

Zydeco Music: Hot as a Pepper, Ted Fox,
Sept., 42.

London Letter: Masterful Remastering
("Jazz Classics in Stereo"), -Donald Aldous, Nov., 9.

Round -Up Reviews
One Listener's CD Player Survey ("Auricle"), Anthony H. Cordesman, Jan., 120.
A Clutch of Cartridges ("Auricle"), Anthony
H. Cordesman, Feb., 86.
Change for the Better: Four Multi -Disc CD
Players, Leonard Feldman, June, 62.
Cassette Test Update: 49 Formulations,
Howard A. Roberson, June, 74.

Tape & Tape Recorders
Forum: Tape Measure, Leonard Feldman,
Jan., 39.

Cassette Test Update: 49 Formulations,
Howard A. Roberson, June, 74.
Deck -to -Deck Matching and NR: Straightening the Mirror, Howard A. Roberson,
Aug., 30.

AUTHOR INDEX

FM Reception
FMX: Long Distance Stereo, Clean as Aldous, Donald, London Letter: Masterful
Mono, Leonard Feldman, May, 60.

Frank Hoffman, Feb., 21.
Herb Horowitz, April, 40.
C. G. "Mac" McProud, Sept., 6.
A. Stewart Hegeman, Nov., 26.
Jack Trux, Dec., 18.

Psychoacoustics

London Letter

78.

Technics EPC-305MCII Cartridge and SH305MC Transformer, Aug., 56.
Technics SH-8066 Equalizer, Nov., 94.
Terk 8403 FM Antenna, Jan., 89.
Triad FX, EM -X, and MG -X Cassette Tapes
("Cassette Test Update"), June, 74.
Uher CR 160 AV Portable Cassette Recorder, Jan., 104.
Yamaha CD -2 ("Auricle: One Listener's CD
Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Yamaha CD -3 ("Auricle: One Listener's CD
Player Survey"), Jan., 120.
Yamaha K-1020 Cassette Deck, March, 68
Yamaha YGE-600 Car -Stereo Equalizer
("Auricle"), May, 81.

Obituaries

Remastering, Nov., 9.

Angus, Robert and Harold Weinberg,
Confessions of a Loudspeaker Salesman,
March, 48.

B erger, Ivan and Prof.

Interview: Phil Ramone, July, 38; Zydeco
Music: Hot as a Pepper, Sept., 42; The

Audio Interview: Jerry Leiber & Mike
Stoller, Part I, Nov., 52 and Part II, Dec.,
54.

Lirpa, The
Lirpa Turbo Steamtable, April, 42. With
Hans Fantel, Music on the Move: The

Hoffman, William R., Build a Live End/

Keys to Car Stereo, May, 52.

Kaufman, Richard J., Build a Passive

I.

B urstein, Herman, Build a Stereo/Balance Test Switch, July, 46.

Dufresne, Daniel, Build a Slow -Start Circuit, Jan., 66.
Everest, F. Alton, The Filters in Our Ears,
Sept., 50.

Fantel, Hans and Ivan Berger, Music
on the Move: The Keys to Car Stereo,
May, 52.

Feldman, Leonard, Forum: Tape Measure, Jan., 39; FMX: Long Distance Stereo, Clean as Mono, May, 60; Change for
the Better: Four Multi -Disc CD Players,
June, 62; Femtowatts Take Over, Nov.,
80.

Fox, Ted, The Audio Interview: Bob Thiele,
Feb., 36; Addendum, May, 8; The Audio

Dead End Listening Room, Part I, Dec.,
62.

Image Enhancer, Nov., 60.

Lander, David, Museum of Broadcasting:
The Show Place, Jan., 58; Addendum,
May, 8; Detroit Steers a Collision Course
on Car Stereo, April, 46.

Lirpa, Prof. I. and Ivan Berger, The
Lirpa Turbo Steamtable, April, 42.

Roberson, Howard A., Cassette Test
Update: 49 Formulations, June, 74; Deck to Deck Matching and NR: Straightening

the Mirror, Aug., 30; Matching a Mike,
Aug., 40.

Sunier, John, A History of Binaural
Sound, March, 36.

Weinberg, Harold and Robert An-

gus, Confessions of a Loudspeaker

Salesman, March, 48.
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The new Ng 20
Monaural Reference Amplifier
introduced February 1986
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Now Panasonic Hi-Fi VCRs
can make your house sound better

than most movie houses.

Experience the supernatura An ee-e presence
seems to fill the room. This phenomenon is created
by the picture and sound from the new Panasonic
VHS Hi-Fi video recorder. PV -1742 Ilfact.1 has
the amazing ability to produce scuncl bette- than
most movie houses.
This Panasonic VCR cal do so-iething else
that s unbelievable. It can
tum your o-dinary TV
-Ito a stereo TV.
Because its built-in
MTS decocer lets
,

you enjoy stereo TV b-oadcasts through your stereo.
Less sophisticated video recorders wont stand a
ghost of a chance once you see what this VCR can do:
Its HQ circuitry enhances the image. The Tech -4
four -head system gives you virtually noise -free slow
motion and freeze-frame. And its full -function wireless
remote can even let ycu program it to record up to 8
shows over 3 weeks.
So create a supernatural
presence in your home.
Experience Panasonic
VHS Hi-Fi.
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